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Ben Duncan's ' Pure' DIY projects
Reviewers' recommended components

THE SUPERPLATTER
Real Sound Company's
revolutionary upgrade

E V OLUTION
When Madrigal Audio Laboratories introduced the Mark Levinson No.38 preamplifier in 1993 and the No.38S
ayear later, they built in alevel of quality and refinement backed by the leading- edge technology of the day.
The Madrigal design team listened to seemingly infinite combinations of parts during product development.
The resulting preamplifiers have since been recognised for their outstanding performance and craftsmanship
with numerous awards world-wide, and are enjoyed by thousands of music lovers, the world over.
Since then Madrigal have identified many new devices, using previously unavailable technologies.
Armed with these powerful new technologies Madrigal decided to re-evaluate both preamplifiers.
A

careful design review revealed that while the basic topology of the original preamplifiers was still the most desirable,

these designs could significantly benefit from ahost of new devices. In all, atotal of 84 changes to the No.38 and 106 to
the No.38S result in sonic improvements that effect virtually all areas. An audition of the new Mark Levinson No.380 and
No.3805 preamplifiers will reveal improved low end authority and impact, cleaner, more natural high frequency
performance, finer detail and improved dynamics, imaging focus and soundstaging reproduction.
Upgrade options are available to owners of the No.38 and No.38S through authorised Mark Levinson dealers.
Visit one soon and discover how aMark Levinson preamplifier can enhance the way you listen to music in your home.

For full details contact:Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP 12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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¡WIN! £3000 WORTH OF HI-FI
SEE REVERSE FOR DETAILS
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THIS IS YOUR

FREE

TICKET
London's international hi-fi event:
see the best in hi-fi and home cinema
at the 16th annual Hi Fi Show

Excelsior and Renaissance Hotels,
Heathrow, London

19th - 20th September 1998
THIS IS YOUR FREE TICKET TO THE HI-FI SHOW!
JaPr_Pc_Pc_far,

LIE

ADMITS ONE
The Renaissance and Excelsior Hotels,
Heathrow, London, on Saturday 19th and
Sunday 20th September, 10am - 6pm.
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This ticket is valid for free admission for one person to The Hi-Fi Show on
either of the public days, Saturday 19th or Sunday 20th September
1998, saving you the normal £4.00 admission charge. Show opening hours
are 10am to 6pm on both days. HiFi News & Record Review, as sponsoring
magazine, and the Show's organisers, Link House Exhibitions, extend a warm welcome to all hi-fi
enthusiasts. However, the organismrs reserve the right to refuse admission. Please note that there is no
public admission on the Trade Days, 17th and 18th September, when the exhibition will be open
to bona- fide trade visitors and accredited members of the press. This free ticket is not valid
for the Trade days.
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£3000 RUARK
SPEAKERS AND
NORDOST
CABLES WORTH
OVER £ 600
Win apair of
Ruark's

highlyacclaimed
Equinox
speakers,
complete with
matching
stands, in a
special handcrafted Piano Black lacquer finish, plus
apair of Nordost Blue Heaven biwiring cables to match. The Ruark
speakers in this special finish retail at
£2400 while the Nordost cable set is
worth £600. Don't miss your chance
to win this superb £3000 prize.
Turn to page 25 to enter!

also in this issue...
OTL or 01T?

GRAAF's outputtransformerless
beauty

-e

Best- buy
floorstanders
on test

MUSIC

Castle, Mission,
Definitive, GLL,
Monitor Audio
and Musical
Technology

Bamberg ' Homage
to Benny Goodman':
Ingo Metzmacher
interviewed
Rod Stewart
When We Were The
New Boys

HUI
SHOW

98
This ticket is valid for free admission for one person to The Hi -Fi Show on either of the public days,
Saturday 19th or Sunday 20th September 1998, ,aving you the normal £4.00 admission charge. Show
opening hours are lOarn to 6pm on both days. HiFi News & Record Review, as sponsoring magazine, and
the Show's organisers, Link House Exhibitions, extend awarm welcome m all hi-fi enthusiasts. However,
the organisers reserve the right to reh.r:e admission. Please note that there is no public admission on the
Trade Days, 17th and 18th Septembel, when the exhibition will be open only to bona- fide trade visitors
and accredited members of the press. This free ticket is not valid for the Trade Days.
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Was 9 July
really, zs
the BBC
would have
us believe,
just about
the most
important
day in radio
history since
1922? Well,
officially it
was the day
when digital
radio ' became
a commercial
reality'
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Audio Broadcasting

brutal advertising campaign for
digital TV rams home the
message, 'analogue bad, digital
good'. Old-fashioned airwaves are seen
ineffectually bouncing off buildings, in
contrast to astream of airborne ones
and zeroes neatly homing in on
viewers' sets. The promise of new TV
channels overshadows what the
independent broadcast contractor NTL
called the 'quieter revolution' of Digital
Audio Broadcasting, but the promise
— no more multipath, perfect
reception — is the same.
On 9July the BBC managed, with
reasonable successfully, to answer one
really big question about DAB: when
were the setmakers going to show any
commitment? At aBroadcasting House
press conference, Director of Radio
Matthew
Bannister
introduced
representatives of Blaupunkt, Clarion,
Grundig, Kenwood and Pioneer, each
with a real in-car product and an
intention to launch it soon.
While the other four offer add-on
boxes, Clarion claims the honour of
being the first with a 1 DIN size
digital radio: the £999 DAB9475 will
drop straight into a standard
European dashboard orifice. This
means doing without cassettes, but
the DAB9475 will happily control a
remote (boot mounted) CD changer.
Radio text is shown on a large dot
matrix display.
Pioneer's GEX-P9OODAB (£499,
available August) is aflat hide-away
box (just 28mm thick), controllable
by any IP bus-equipped Pioneer headunit, which means models produced
in the last four years — though some
advanced functions are only available
when using anext-generation Pioneer
head unit. Also at £499, the Grundig
DCR200 DAB decoder is compatible
with Grundig's existing 5000 series,
on sale for two years. It's also offered
in system packages with four new
head units, so Grundig's
DABcapable systems start
at £ 699.99.
Grundig says it will
offer DAB through
Dixons stores as
well as other outlets,
which might lead
you to expect some
aggressive pricing.
Kenwood's KTC959DAB
add-on
decoder, selling for
£1099.95, works with a
range
of
existing
Kenwood cassette/radio
and CD/radio head units.
Kenwood also offers the
KTC-959DAB plus a
KRC-559R
cassette
receiver as apackage for

£1299.95.
Finally,
although
Blaupunkt's ingenious acronym stands
for Digital Fully Integrated Receiver
Engine, the D-Fire 01 is in fact a
£999.99 add-on unit, which works with
either the Stockholm RCM 128
cassette/radio or Toronto RDM 128
CD/radio (£ 299.99 and £ 399.99
respectively).
Blaupunkt has also
prototyped a ( still rather bulky)
personal DAB radio.
`I'm one of relatively few people,'
said Matthew Bannister, 'who already
know what it's like to drive around
listening to digital radio. It's stunning.'
Thanks to the BBC Press Office, I'm
able to say that Iam also one of those
relatively few people — although
admittedly, my exposure was brief and
involved the prototype Blaupunkt unit
fitted to the BBC's Renault Espace.
DAB does indeed give you flawless
reception driving through the city
streets. But I'm afraid Ican't say that
it was stunning. Switching from FM
to DAB, I found the FM more
pleasant to listen to, and, in the case
of a live classical broadcast, more
realistic. Instead of all those glib
assertions about ' CD-quality sound'
or, less dishonestly, ' near-CD quality',
we should only allow DAB to be
described as 'relatively near-CD'. From
the hi-fi enthusiast's point of view,
DAB might be just another datareduced convenience format, a
compromise made in the name of
efficiency. But, ` analogue bad, digital
good': it is inevitable

DIGITAL SPEAKER 1... LTD
Digital speaker development company
'1... Limited' has announced anew
drive to attract investors and partners.
The Cambridge-based company now
aims to take its innovative technology
out of the laboratory and into
production within two years. The
design concept is a panel matrix
loudspeaker which runs from raw
digital audio code, without the need
for any DAC or amplifier. Since our
earlier reports ['News', Nov ' 95,
'Comment' June '97], 1... Limited has
been refining the digital array
sequencing and control architecture,
and developing specialised piezo-electric
transducers for the panel array. We will
describe the technology of the speaker
in more depth next month. Contact
1... Ltd on 01223 575398.

MASTHEAD CHANGES
This month we welcome a new
member of the HFNIRR editorial team:
Andrew Harrison joins as Technical
Editor. Meanwhile, Ken Kessler, who,
believe it or not, first wrote for
HFNIRR in 1983, becomes Senior
Contributing Editor.
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Tim de Paravicini's radical

28 EAR YOSHINO V20
AMPLIFIER
with 20 output triodes,
Tim de Paravicini's latest
amplifier is certainly unique
Ken Kessler and Paul Miller

32 ARCAM ALPHA 9
CD PLAYER

a)

28 EAR Yoshino V20:

first test on a production
sample of Arcam's mouldbreaking 24-bit player
Andrew Harrison
and Paul Miller

36 KRELL IFPB650
AMPLIFIER
do these vast monoblock power
amps really improve on the
massive FPB-600 stereo unit?
Martin CoIloms

41 SIX FLOORSTANDERS
£500-£750 speakers on test:
Castle Severn 2, Definitive
Technology BP6B, GLL
Imagio IC348TL, Mission 774,
Monitor Audio Monitor 4,
Musical Techno)ogy Harrier SE
Alvin Gold

30-tube integrated amp

41 Six of the best: how
to choose afloorstander

7 HI-FI SHOW PREVIEW

50 THETA JADE
CD TRANSPORT
the latest from Theta, tested
with the ProBasic IIIa DAC
Alvin Gold and Paul Miller

52 GRAAF GM20
AMPLIFIER
output-transformerless and
output-capacitorless, with those
amazing Russian tubes...
Ken Kessler

54 REAL SOUND COMPANY
SUPERPLATTER/
SUPERTRACE TONEARM
do these products really
• transform a humble Rega?
James M Hughes

57 REFERENCE CABLES
a new range of cables from
Scots-based Ecosse MAF
Peter J Comeau

61 ASSEMBLAGE
DAC 2 KIT
building and listening
to an HDCD DAC
Clive Meakins

0

25 Win a
pair of Ruark
speakers and
Nonlost

52 GRAAF of Italy

cables

offers a user-friendly OTL

this month

the best of hi-fi and home
cinema: a look ahead to the
16th annual HiFi Show

25 PRIZE COMPETITION
win a pair of Ruark Equinox
speakers plus Nordost flatline
cable, total value £ 3000!

64 LOS ANGELES
SHOW REPORT
news from the Stereophilesponsored high-end show
Ken Kessler

73 BEN DUNCAN'S ' PURE'
PRODUCTS ROUNDUP
updates, tweaks and additions
to the Pure products
Ben Duncan

cord
evzew

CONFIDENTI L
64 news, product launches and even
some gossip from the LA show

82 REVIEWS INDEX
54 Superplatter and Supertrace
from The Real Sound Company

83 INTERVIEW
the conductor Ingo Metzmacher talks to
Andrew Achenbach

85 RECORD OF THE
MONTH
Viejo', the AU-Night Vigil, by Rautavaara
on the Ondine label

32 Arcam Alpha 9 CD player

86 CLASSICAL
REVIEWS
30 Theta's

this month's reviews range from Arnold

Jade transport and

Symphonies on Naxos to Vaughan Williams's

latest ProBasic DAC

Pdgrim's Progress.
7 The HiFi Show:
we

preview

some of the

star attractions at this
year's main event!

Bach's St Matthew
Passion compared
and Thielemann's
Wagner from
Philadelphia

regulars

102 JAZZ

3 COMMENT

118 ACCESSORIES CLUB

digital radio goes on the road
Steve Harris

reader offers: this month's
special is Sheffield's test disc

119 CD SERVICE

15 VIEWS
readers' letters

save time and money when you
order Compact Discs by mail

19 NEWS
products, innovations, events

27 TECHNOLOGY
archiving music on blank
computer discs at low cost
Barry Fox

63 BLACK BOX

121 BACK ISSUES
missing any issues/reviews?
Here's how to fill the gaps

historic transfers, together with areissue roundup

105ROCK AND POP
Rod Stewart's Own We Were The New Boys
is this month's album in focus

109 ROCK REISSUES
reviews by Ken Kessler

111 AUDIOPHILE REVIEWS
reviews by Ken Kessler

122 NEXT MON7H
what's in the October issue

123 SUBSCRIPTIONS

injurious phase variations in
complex audio signal paths
Ben Duncan

subscribe now and save money!

three new hi-fi accessories
Ken Kessler

124 SPECIALIST GUIDE

127 READER SALES & WANTS
find the best hi-fi bargains here

79 SIDEUNES
audio terminology: where did
these words first appear?
John Crabbe

81 RADIO

146 FINALE
Bryan Ferry and Roxy Music
take their places on this
infamous page
Paul Stump

why an indoor aerial is
inadequate for radio
John Nelson

113 REVIEWERS RECOMMEND
components our reviewers
recommend, and the ones they
use themselves!
COIMIIIMITORS
HiFi: Eric Braithwaite, Martin Co/lows, Peter j Comeau, john Cribbe, Ber D:mcon,
Bany Fox, Alvin Gold, James M Hughes, Ken Kessler, Paul Miler, John Nelson. Classical Music: Andres:,
Achenbach, Nakn Anthoni, Peter Branscombe, Christopher Breunig, Robert amen, John Crabbe, Robert Deeding,
George Hall, Julian Haylock, Antony Hodgson, _lames M Hughes. J,Irn Kersey, Calum MacDonald, Bill Newman,
David Nice. Rock C.' Pop: 7ohnny Black, Fred Dellar, Ken Kesler, Valerie Pone. Jazz: Ben Watson
MIMES EMS

Clockwise from left:

Mick Hucknall,

county-by-county guide to
specialist hi-fi retailers

77 HEADROOM

NIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

new recordings and

Ringo Starr,
featured album artist
Rod Stewart,
country sensation
LeAnn Rimes and
Tori Amos
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have always been a

Sound Investment

PH8 Gold G3

ST18 G3
LS38 G3

SQ28B G3

LS80 G3

ST38B G3
Fr12 11.1

FT12 G3

SQ56 G3

LS100 G3
SQ80B G3

Siltech pioneered the world-wide use of silver in audio cables. Silver is not afaddish
choice as this metal has the lowest electrical resistance of any conductor and yet can

LS120 G3

handle the highest current per square mm. Siltech controls the refining metallurgy after
mining and discovered that gold inclusions in refined silver gave measurable and demonstrable sonic benefits with improved transparency of sound, greater detail and harmonic
accuracy.
Siltech's Generation 3cables incorporate the fruits of metallurgical research into
both electrical and mechanical properties. Studies showed that irregularities in the
crystal lattice of the metal produces not only non-linear electron flow but points at
where the metal is mechanically weak. Generation 3metallurgy uses high conductivity
gold atoms as a ' binder' or ' filler' to give asilver-gold conductor that has high linearity at

FTM3 G3
LS180 G3

both high and low current levels and is mechanically robust. Generation 3cable has a
unique ability to transmit the smallest musical signals without loss or distortion resolving
details lost with other cables.

(4S

The Siltech range starts with the affordable twisted pair interconnects of six silvergold strands and amatching loudspeaker cable.The range includes balanced
FTM4 Sg G3

interconnects, flat ribbon speaker cables, aprecision digital interconnect and low inductance, single ended interconnects in the FTM series.This innovative cable uses ribbons
twisted around aTeflon insulated, stranded silver-gold core. In the FTM-4 Gold cables
additional high purity 24K gold strands give greatly enhanced performance. Siltech also
produces an AC power cable.
Contact Absolute Sounds for full documentation on the Siltech range and alist of
dealers who will demonstrate the significant musical improvements brought by Siltech cables.
Gold and silver are necessarily costly but just listen and you will find out why they

FTM4 Gold G3

also make asound investment.

S ILTECH

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SVV20 ODE
Tel
0181-971 3909
Fax
0181-879 7962
Email info@absolute-sounds.com

LS288 Gold G3

SQ88B G3

INTERCONNECTS

1`4#4
?feet

SPEAKER CABLES

Gold and Silver
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You -free ticket to
The Hi Fi Show
The Show is open to the public
on 19 and 20 September:
trade days ( strictly trade only) are 17
and 1$ September. With this issue comes your free
ticket, which will save you the £4.00 admission charge on
either of the Show's public days.

STOP...

VENUE...

HEATHIROW,

GETTING TO THE hl- FI SNOW
It's easy to get to The Hi Fi Show by public
transport: afree courtesy bus runs from
Hatton Cross Underground Station
(Piccadilly Line) throughout the Show.
If you're driving, look out for road
signs directing
you othe special "..."

LONDON...STOP...

HUI
SHOW

car parks.

SERIOUS ABOUT
e-J

ea)

THE Hi-Fi Show is the UK's major international hi-fi event. Now in its 16th
year, the exhibition provides aunrivalled showcase for hi-fi and home cinema.
This is the Show where you can really hear and see everything.
There'll be achance to experience the
latest technology, including DVD home
19-20 SEPTEMBER 1998
cinema and multi-channel sound in all its
(TRADE ONLY, 17 18 SEPTEMBER)
forms, the new 24-bit/96kHz highand the adjacent Renaissance (formerly
resolution music format using DVD discs,
the Ramada) at Heathrow airport —
re-writable CD recording, and such
but the show will be even bigger than
developments as Super Audio CD and
.last year's, with greater use being made
Digital Audio Broadcasting. You can hear
of the extensive conference room
the latest products from all the leading UK
facilities at the Excelsior. At the
hi-fi brands, talk to the manufacturers and
Excelsior, for example, you'll be able to
designers. You will also hear no-holdssee Quad, with its complete new range,
barred, sometimes impossibly-expensive
as well as the new products from TAG
high-end ' dream' systems from the 'highMcLaren Audio and home cinema
end' importers: the show covers the whole
demonstrations by importer Absolute
range of audio and video products from
Sounds. Meanwhile, at the Renaissance,
the most esoteric ' enthusiast' hi-fi to the
you can witness the world launch of
latest in home cinema. This year's show
B&W's new Nautilus range, headed by
again occupies both the Excelsior Hotel

the stunning Nautilus 801 monitor,
already installed at Abbey Road studios
and hailed as amore than flung
replacement for the classic 801 design,
used by recording studios and
broadcasters all over the world.
Special events at the Show will include,
at the Excelsior Hotel, ` Q&A' sessions with
HFNIRR contributors Ken Kessler and
Barry Fox, plus some unmissable
demonstrations of test measurement
techniques by Paul Miller.
Meanwhile, you can hear
guitarist Antonio
Forcione and
singer Sabina
Sciubba live...

Right: Michell Gyrodec

the Nautilus 801 ( left), a radical
new design which is destined to
take over from the long-established
and tremendously successful B&W
801 — the monitoring speaker
used by so many classical recording
studios around the world. The
Nautilus 801 betters the old 801 in
many respects, and is a highersensitivity, higher-power-handling
design which will happily produce
the higher sound levels demanded
in rock monitoring applications.
Nautilus 801 speakers are already
installed at Abbey Road. Three
smaller
floorstanders,
Nautilus 802, 803 and 804, a
stand- mount two-way, the
Nautilus 805, and the two
centre
channel
speaker
models, Nautilus HTM1 and
HTM2,
complete
the
Nautilus
800
line-up.
Needless to say, B&W's other
extensive speaker ranges will
also be on show too.

HOME CINEMA AND HI-FI
FROM ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
Once again Absolute Sounds —
importers of fine high end audio and
video products — will have a very
large demonstration set-up at the
Excelsior Hotel as well as several
large suites in the Renaissance Hotel.
And us high-end fans would expect,
Absolute Sounds will be showing its
new selection from all around the
world, with ahost of new products
from such brands as Air Tangent,
Audio Research ( VT100 MkII),
Copland, Davidson- Roth, Dwin,
Jadis, Koetsu, Krell ( KAV250cd,
KPS25,
FPB350M),• Martin
Logan ( Statement), Siltech, Sonus
Faber ( Amati
Homage
and
Signum), Theta Digital ( David
DVD Player, Voyager Laser
Transport and Casanova AV
Processor), Transparent, Vidikron
and Wilson
Audio ( MAXX
loudspeaker).

Fil-FiNEM&RECOUREVIEW

TELINE...17-20

Krell's
smaller
monster: the
FPB350M

B&W SHOW STUNNING
NAUTILUS 800 RANGE
With amassive presence at the show
this year, B&W will be unveiling its
brand-new, seven-model Nautilus
800 series. A few months ago,
B&W's ' statement' loudspeaker, the
£30,000 high-tech Nautilus, was
selected as a Millennium Product.
Now, elements of the Nautilus
technology have been embodied in
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Tuning devices that
will enhance the
resolution,
transparency, and
all three dimensions
of soundstage in a
most efficient, but
simpb ,applied
manner

AUDIOPREAKS

15, Link Way Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701
Tel 0181 948 4153 Fax 0181 948 4250

Distributors offine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

email info@audlofreaks.co.uk www audiofreaks co uk

Shun Mook

and other fine
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SEVENOAKS HIFI 2Reindeer Court, The Shambles,

SEVENOAKS HIFI 47 Churchgate Street, Bury St Edmunds,

Worcester WR1 2DS Tel: 01905 612 929 Fax .01905 613 353

Selk 1P33 IRG Tel: 01284 753 776 Fax: 01284 724 337
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AUDIOFREAKS' HIGH-END
Continuing its established Hi -Fi
Show tradition, established high-end
importer Audiofreaks will be
presenting a reference-grade audio
system which will, as usual,
incorporate the highest- quality
analogue front end as well as the new
24/96 Advanced Audio Disc digital
format, which will show how good
digital sound can really be. Among
the many products heard and seen
for the very first time in the UK,
Audiofreaks will show the ConradJohnson Premier 16LS pre-amplifier
(or `mini-ART') and Avalon Eidolon
dynamic speakers. Meanwhile, in
Audiofreaks' second, small exhibition
room there will be an interesting and
more affordable audio system,
including the Kuzma Stabi S
turntable and the Audiostatic DCI
PLUS electrostatic loudspeakers.

ARCAM'S BEST SELLERS
Arcam once again aims to wow the
crowds at Renaissance, this year
featuring the Alpha 10 Digital
Home Cinema System and the 24bit Alpha 9CD player. Just like
Arcam's No 1 selling stereo
products, the Alpha 10 system is
based around ' upgrading' and can
be built-up, starting from the award
winning Alpha 10 Integrated amp,
right through to afull 5x 100 watts
Dolby Digital, Dolby Pro- Logic
and DTS Home Cinema system.

FIRST SHOW FOR TAG
MCLAREN AUDIO
TAG McLaren has previewed its
new 12-model F3 range of hi-fi to
the UK press — but full details and
pictures are being witheld until the
products are launched to the trade
and public at the The HiFi Show
in September. TAG McLaren
acquired Audiolab last year: the
first range of products under the
new brand is intended to maintain
continuity and keep faith with
Audiolab customers, yet embody
TAG McLaren's own ' exacting
standards'. The TAG McLaren
group's formidable resources have
been applied to re- develop the
existing Audiolab models, taking
the range ' into a new league of
performance and quality — and
with a style ready for the new
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Arcam Alpha 9

millennium.' A team led by
technical director Derek Scotland (a
co-founder of Audiolab) has
evaluated every single component in
each of the products, with
modifications introduced when
sound
quality
improvements
resulted. However, to keep the
products affordable, all changes were
made within the set cost constraint
of not increasing the final product's
retail price by more than around
£250. With casework remodelled
by industrial designer Peter Stevens
(who designed the McLaren Fl
road car), the appearance of the
products has been upgraded to
'reflect the products' new levels of
achievement'. TAG McLaren
intends to make all the F3 products
available through around 120 UK
dealers immediately after The HiFi
Show. The F3 series represents the
first stage in TAG McLaren
Audio's seven-year plan: designs for
some of the future products will
also be seen at at the Show.

MYSTERY PRIZE
Audiophile Club will again present
some breathtaking single- ended
triode sounds from Cary — and this
year are joined in an adjacent room
by Shinpy of Italy. You'll have to visit
both rooms to win a spectacular
prize. More will be revealed next
month... so keep reading!

Paul Miller (captured
here at the Los
Angeles show!) will
be at The HiFi
Show to demonstrate
and discuss his
advanced
measurement
techniques

LINN BACK IN THE
BALLROOM
Linn Products will be back this year
at the Renaissance Hotel with more
exciting demonstrations, sneak
previews of new products and
helpful advice. Look out for the
astonishing CD12, the new flagship
compact disc player, which is now
going into production.

NAIM PRESENCE
With abig presence at the Show this
year, Naim Audio will demonstrate
the latest in along line of successful
components which keep Naim
customers coming back for

DVD-AUDIO FROM TECHNICS
Hot news from Technics, at the
Excelsior again this year, is that
the company will show a
prototype DVD-Audio player. In
fact, this will be part of a highend system which will also
include the brand-new
flagship C3000/A3000
amp combination,
embodying a logical
outcome of some
recent Technics
developments, with
a pure
batterypowered power supply
for the pre- amplifier.
The result is a genuine 120dB
signal-to-noise ratio. Technics
also intends to feature its latest
Micro- Monitor speakers. A
second demonstration area will
feature a mid- price home
cinema system based
around the AX6 receiver
with a complete set of
500 series speakers.

FORCIONE AND
SCIUBBA LIVE!
Guitarist Antonio Forcione and
singer Sab.na Sciubba, will be
performing live at the Show on both
Saturday and Sunday. The
Nairn recording artists will play
wo sets each day, times to be
announced
(look out for
ip signs when
4- you arrive).

Serious stuff.

HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS

OProAc

perfectly natural

Highpoint House, Riding Road, Buckingham Road Industrial Estate, Brackley, Northamptonshire NN13 7BE
Tel: 01280 700147

Fax: 01280 700148
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Right: Pioneer will be
playing '24/96' sound
Below: Naim will launch
several new products

more! Making its debut at this
year's show will be Naim's long
awaited new flagship compact disc
player, the CDS II, along with the
versatile XPS power supply.
These and the world-acclaimed
CDX player will be demonstrated
with a high performance Naim
amplifier and speaker system and
some great music! An exciting and
unique range of compact discs
released on the Naim Label will
also be available from Naim's stand
on the ground floor of the
Renaissance Hotel.
We also have Naim to thank for
this year's exciting live music
presentation. Antonio Forcione and
Sabina Sciubba will be playing two
sets on each of the
public days,
Saturday and
Sunday. And
of
course,
you'll be able
to find the duo's
Ds at the Naim stand.

members are introduced to the
latest products and installation
techniques
to
create
fullyautomated lighting and security
systems and multi-room audio and
video systems which make access to
educational and recreational media
quick and comprehensive. CEDIA's
members' systems are designed to
blend with decor so they become
almost invisible, but represent the
highest performance and provide
fingertip control over practically
everything electrical. They make life
easier, more rewarding and fun.
CEDIA people will be on hand to
explore the potential of custom
installation with you.

PIONEER AND ' HIGH
RESOLUTION AUDIO'

Above: latest from
NEAT...
Below: Avalon

No hi-fi company has longer
experience with high-sampling rate
audio than Pioneer, having
demonstrated 96kHz audio at
previous shows. This year, Pioneer
is expected to have a very highquality demonstration indeed!

SONY BRINGS
HIGH-TECH TO
THE SHOW!

ME AUTOMATION: YOUR
QUESTIONS ANSWERED!

Sony has taken several rooms this
year to demonstrate awhole range
of exciting new audio and home
cinema technology, and there
will be some stunning home
cinema demonstrations —
notably involving the STDRDB925H2 ( right) — as
well as hi-fi stereo products.
It's now confirmed that Sony
will also run demonstrations of

The
Custom
Design
and
Installation Association ( CEDIA)
trains in the expertise required to
produce tailor-made electronic
systems for the home, which link
the
more
familiar
home
entertainment components — hi-fi,
video and computers — together.
Through
CEDIA's
auspices

Quad's 99 Series

the forthcoming Super Audio
Compact Disc, which offers highresolution audio from a dual-layer
disc that is also compatible with
existing CD players.
• We've only had space to mention afew
of the thousands of products (apologies to
those we've left out!) to be seen at the
Show this year. If you're serious about
sound — we'll see you there!

DOLBY DMUN.

EXHIBITORS INCLUDE...
A&R Cambridge Ltd
AV International Ltd
Aanvil Audio
Absolute Analogue
Absolute Sounds Ltd
Acoustic Energy Ltd
Acoustic Reproduction
Technology Ltd
Alema UK Ltd
Arcaydis
Arcitec Acoustic A/S
Ash Design
ATC Loudspeaker
Technology Ltd
ATD sas
Audio Group International
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd
Audio Reference
Audio Spectrum
Audio Synthesis
Audiofreaks
Audiokits Precision
Components
Audiophile Club
Audioscript BV
Audusa & Co
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AVS
B&W Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd
BB Audio
BC Acoustique
Border Patrol
C&S Productions
Cabosse SCA
Cable Talk
Cairn Sarl ( France)
Carfrae Horn Loudspeakers
Castle Acoustics
Celef Audio
International/ProAc
Celestion International Ltd
Cemac Ltd
Chelmer Valve Company
Chesky Records
Chord Electronics Ltd
CR Developments Ltd
Cura ( U.K.) Ltd
Cymbol Electronics I
td
Densen Audio Technologies
DNA Marketing
EAR/Yoshino Ltd
Eclipse
Eltax Electronic UK

Exposure Electronics
Fase Evoluzione Audo s.a.s.
(Italy)
FASE s.n.c.
FTM Marketing Ltd
GT Audio
Gamepath Ltd
Glaive Ltd
Goldring Products
Henley Designs Ltd
Holfi
Inside Hi Fi
JPW Loudspeakers Ltd
KEF Audio ( UK) Ltd
Kenwood ( UK) Ltd
Linn Products Ltd
Living Control Ltd
Living Voice
Loricraft Audio
Lovan Industries SDN BHD
(Malaysia)
Marantz
Meridian Audio Ltd
Michell Engineering
Monitor Audio Ltd
Mordaunt-Short Ltd

Moth Group
Musical Fidelity Ltd
Myryad Systems Ltd
Naim Audio Ltd
Neat Acoustics
New Audio Frontiers
Nordost ( UK) Ltd
Nottingham Analogue
Octave Audio
Woodworking
PM Components Ltd
Panasonic UK Ltd
Path Premier
Pioneer Hi Fi (GB) Ltd
Quad (UK) Ltd
RATA
RT Services
Redgum Audio
Roksan Audio Ltd
Ruark Acoustics Ltd
Sambell Engineering Ltd
Sennheiser
Shearne Audio Ltd
Shinpy SRL
Simetel
Sony UK Ltd

Sound Image UK Ltd
Stands Unique
Surrey Sounds
System Audio
TAG McLaren
Talk Electronics Ltd
Target Audio Products PLC
TDL Electronics Ltd
Technics
The Chord Co. Ltd
The Direct Disc
Thomas Transducers
Thule Audio ApS
TLC
Triangle Industrie
Trilogy Audio Systems
Tube Technology
UKD
van den Hul
Vinyl Demand
Vivante London
WBT-Distribution GmbH
Wijk Acoustics
Wilson Benesch
Wollaton Audio
Zentec Music Ltd
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the man behind FAG McLaren's
explains what's
n
lee

why have lAti h Mclaren, best known for their
lormula One racing team and watches, bought

Aagtiotab?

Dr Udo Zucker, Physicist and founder of TAG Electronic Systems Ltd.
Largely because of me. Ihave always loved music. Ihave my best ideas listening to music
and could not live without it. For a long time, I've nurtured an ambition to push music
reproduction to the absolute limit. Ibelieve that in TAG McLoren Audio we will be able to do that.

tthat ib
.

ou think TAG Mclaren can bring to
the world of high gualita music reproduction?

Dr Udo Zucker: Several things: Firstly, radical ideas and the resource to carry
them out. TAG McLaren has over 100 engineers already working in one of the
most demanding of all disciplines- developing specialist electronics for Formula 1
racing. Some of this experience is directly applicable to

equipment: we

have world beating experience in digital circuitry design, use of quality materials
and in handling complex sensor data signals in the cramped, high vibration
and electrically noisy environment of a racing car. There is also ci unique, TAG
McLaren attitude that overrides all this resource and expertise. This attitude is
focused on winning, it demands excellence and is obsessed by attention to detail.

0

. %% hat are gour aims and as_plrations for TAG McLaren Audio?

Dr Udo Zucker: My goal for TAG McLaren Audio is a simple one: to build the world's
best sound leproduction systems. Iwant to recreate, with absolute fidelity, the artists'
performance in your own living room, so that when you close your eyes you can believe
you are together in that room.

: how has TAG Mclaren changed Audiolab?
Dr Udo Zucker: Let's not forget that Audiolab have been making outstanding
high fidelity products for many years. In this way Audiolab complemented
our own way of working. In fact, both teams of engineers already have the
intuitive understanding of people that have been working together for years.
When Audiolab and TAG McLaren's electronics division joined forces we became
one of the most powerful co '
mpanies involved in high end audio products.

ID LAUNCH AT ' HIFI SHOW 98', EXCELSIOR HOTEL, HEAT
ail: helpdeslannagmclarenaudio corn

freephone: 0800 7838007
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electronics
behind FAG McLaren Audio.
Qdid you change the ele< ( rani(
Dr Mkt Zucker: Yes. Most

and appearance
of the product?

mportantly, with our additional resources, Derek

Scotland, co-founder of Audio•ab, has achieved significant improvements in sound
reproduction. Our attitude has been one of ' no compromise', whatever it takes
to raise the standard to the level of u true WAG McLareni product. Furthermore,. Peter
Stevens, designen of the McLcren FI toad car, has made a big investment in
design anc superior materials tc give these products a look for the new millennium.

-modureilreeleglir

will

you add to the product range in the Iohm.?

Dr Udo Zucker: The first fruits of our collaboration will be the new
F3 series. This will be the ultimate Audiolab product, but for TAG McLaren
Audio it wilt only be the beginning. We plan to follow the F3 with two further,

s

.

more advanced and therefore expensive, complete systems: the F2 series
and Fl series respectively. These systems will take TAG McLaren Audio
into genuine high end products and to new heights in high-fidelity.

.00.40
Ot•e

hit

music system do uou currently hasi• at I

•?

Dr Udo Zucker: To be honest, Ilisten to a much more expensive Krell system at the
momemt but Ican't wait to replace it with a better TAG McLaren FI Audio system.

on

mid IinitI4 what sort id musit ilo you i• sijoy listeninq lo?

Dr Udo Zucker: Ah, the questiom they always ask in the hi-fi stores. But I
believe the question is irrelevant. Perfection is what Iwant, not a system that
'colours' sound. Purity, to my mind, is the most desirable quality reproduced
-e•xj.• •

tamd can have. So it shouldn't matter what Ilisten to. In delivering our promise
Wi-performance, hi- fidelity" we will make this question irrelevant for good.

TelicLaren
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DON'T

BUY

IT JUST

BECAUSE

IT'S

BEAUTIFUL

I
SERIES 1

These may be the best looking speakers ever
made - but our engineers hope you'll ignore their
stunning appearance.
They admit that the extruded aluminium cabinets
Titanium dome tweeter.

are undeniably elegant. But they want you to
appreciate how their shape and rigidity reduces
internal resonance.
And they can understand how you might be
Extruded aluminium cabinet.

seduced by the gorgeous titanium dome tweeter.
But they'll ask you to close your eyes and enjoy its
remarkable clarity instead. After all, it's thanks to
their pioneering work in Finite Element Analysis
that the HF response is so uncannily accurate

Die-cast aluminium top cap.

and smooth.
Of course, they acknowledge that people are
impressed by the sight of dual sets of gold plated
binding posts and massive bus bar connections
Gold plated bi-wire terminals.

between the terminals and the crossover. But they
respectfully point out that uncompromised signal
transfer is what really counts.
At Celestion, we've always been quietly proud of
our loudspeaker technology. But sometimes,

Audiophile crossover components.

FOR DETAILS ON CELESTION C SERIES PLEASE CONTACT: CELESTION CONSUMER DIVISION, DEPT HFN20, FREEPOST MA 1332,
ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6BR. TELEPHONE ( 01622) 687442. WEBSITE http./Awnv.celestIon.com

design genius is just impossible to hide.

DELESTIOrl
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'Perhaps It
is all part of
aBBC plot
to persuade
us that the
sound from
broadcast
Os is
superior to
that of
the mom
expensive
live
broadcasts'

OUTLOOK GLOOMY
Dear Sir, Iconfess that Iam not a
regular reader of HFNIRR, and the
last two have filled me with so
much gloom that is was probably
unwise to have bought them in the
first place. In the first instance, I
read that the best engineers were
leaving the BBC in droves. As if to
drive the point home, the balance
in the broadcast of the Beethoven
Mass from the 1997 Proms was so
bad that the soprano, not possessed
of aparticularly strong voice,
drowned the combined forces of
the other three soloists,. the choir
and the orchestra. (Ihave aDay
Sequerra tuner with commensurate
associated equipment.)
In alater broadcast, the wide
dynamic range of the Verdi Requiem
was so compressed as to make it
totally bland (acharacteristic which
Ithought was impossible with that
work) until about halfway through,
when some presumably subversive
engineer tripped out the vile device
and the work suddenly became
alive. More recently, the much
vaunted Brendel Beethoven cycle
from Cheltenham has evidently
been transmitted in mono.
Perhaps it is all part of aBBC
plot to persuade us that the sound
from broadcast CDs is superior to
that of the more expensive live
broadcasts.
Now Iread in ' Radio' that sound
quality is likely to get even worse
with digital broadcasting; at the
very least Idid hope that the BBC
would take the opportunity of
broadcasting the fall dynamic range
and leave compression to the
receiver end, if required. As it is, it
makes acomplete mockery of the
composers' intentions. Thank
goodness for analogue LPs.
GH Littlejohn, Kent
ANALOGOUS TO ANALOGUE
Dear Sir, Ihave been studying your
recent articles on the proposed
higher quality digital formats and
cannot help thinking that the DSD
solution could be what is needed if
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music reproduction is ever to be rid
of digital's present anti-musical
shortcomings.
Although, being 18, Ihaven't
fully experienced the vinyl and CD
eras, what Ihave experienced of
these — eg, the fact that the only
rooms at the '97 HiFi Show from
which real music emanated, in my
opinion, were those employing
vinyl replaying systems — clearly
shows me that 16-bit 44.1kHz is
flawed, for reasons such as the
inability to reproduce properly
musical colour or anatural treble.
Precision, slam, dynamics, etc,
count for nothing when, for
example, an early 1960s recording
of the Mozart Clarinet Concerto is
more musical, and easier to listen
to via Dad's 20 year old Technics
SL-20 turntable and Shure/
Audiotronic AMC 70ED cartridge,
than your recent free CD via my
Arcam Alpha 7in the same system.
We are stuck with digital, but
surely we must attempt to make it
as analogous to analogue as
possible! However high the
sampling rate of PCM (technology
permitting, of course) there will still
be abrickwall filter. The proposed
96kHz is not abig leap forward to
inspire confidence in me, and
anyway, 24/96 converters use
Delta-Sigma techniques, which
have the problems that pro-24/96
arguments use against DSD.
Hypocrisy?
DSD's lack of brickwall filtering
— noise or not — makes its
response much more analogous to
real-life sound radiation, whereas
PCM will always be digital coding
with 'digital' sonic traits caused by
the brickwall filter's ringing effects.
We need aformat where the
coding/encoding exhibits the
minimum inherent sonic departure
from the original sound waves
propagated by the recorded
program, whatever the frequency.
DSD seems to offer the best
solution to this at the moment, and
also the best opportunity for further
progress and improvements in the
future.
MA Holland, Maidstone
MAKING MYTHS
Dear Sir, Ihave just read KK's
article about Sugden Class 'A'
amplifiers [
HFNIRR July, page 34].
It is instructive to distinguish hype
from reality. Ibought an A21 way
back in 1970. It was bettersounding than most of the similarly
priced amplifiers available at the
time, but was really low-powered,
and would certainly not drive ESLs
or LS3/5As. The test report in the
1970 HFN said as much. Ihad to
couple it with Tannoy Lancasters,

when the sound was quite
impressive but far from accurate.
The sensitive speakers transmitted
alow mains hum which Icould not
eradicate, and also strange, but
distracting low-level sounds such as
breathing and even heart-beats.
This may be fine for monitoring,
but did not add to the enjoyment of
the music. Eventually Iheard some
BC 1
sand straightaway bought a
pair. With these the amp was a
disaster, with very weak bass.
Incidentally, why does KK
always quote the position of the
volume control as an estimate of
power? This, of course, indicates
sensitivity; weak bass indicates lack
of power, very evident with some of
the hyped-up SET amps. Anyway, I
bought aSugden A48, which solved
the problem, and was amuch
better amplifier in every way,
despite its not being ' Class A'. I
used this until the late 1980s, when
it was clearly out-dated. The
speakers were not, and are still in
use.
If myths are repeated often
enough, they are accepted as fact,
eg: '
Class A is best'; 'tubes
(especially SETs) are better than
trannies'; 'vinyl is better than CD'.
The truth is that some
combinations work well but some
do not, and the only way to judge is
to listen. Unfortunately ahalf-hour
in adem room is not enough; you
have to live with the things for
weeks.
A final point. Iam worried about
the new generation of super CDs
which is about to burst upon us.
Will there really be amarket? I
reckon that 95% are quite satisfied
with ' Red Book' discs. It seems like
just another attempt to stimulate
flagging demand, and with no
standardisation there will be chaos.
D Pearson, Devon
STAR GAZING
Dear Sir, Oh, how Isympathize
with PR Martin's dilemma about
record quality (`Views', July). The
chances of acquiring that totally
satisfying record are about as good
as coming unscathed from about of
Russian Roulette where five of the
chambers have been loaded! And
I'm more hard-headed than your
correspondent: Inever buy arecord
that hasn't been judged A:1, plus at
least one star. Yet, it's afact that
almost two out of three records I
buy finish up in the bin, or on a
local charity stall.
Iseem to recall that my successrate with vinyl was somewhat
better, provided one could live with
with discs that regularly looked as
though they had been heated over a
waffle iron just before you'd
15
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The best of British

Opera House,
Dolby Laboratories,
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Chord Electronics.
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British
amplification.
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choose Chord, visit
Musical Images

from the best in Britain

for afull, detailed
demonstration.

CHORD ELECTRONICS at Musical Images
Musical Images is one of the co ntry's premier HiFi and AV
retailers and installers. With orIuge array o: awards for
service excellence, branches cDvering the M23 and the
South- East, Musical Images offers the complete service twelve demonstration suites, adedicated iistallation and
interior design service and professiona staff who can advise
on every requirement.
Chord Electronics' stunning British amplification is now an
permanent demonstration at Musical Images' award
winning Covent Garden branch.
Experience the Best of British at Musical Images Covent
Garden. 18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London
K2. Tel. 0171 497 134E. ( Musa' Images branches also
at Edgware, Hounslow and Beckenham.)

Open Sundays

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN

DEALER = OR OVER

100 LEAD

NG

MANUFACTURERS

0% APR available subject to status. Ask for written details. E&OE. Not valid with any other promotions or offers.

views

READERS'
LEITERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

acquired them. But in those days
HFNIRR ran a (quarterly, Ithink)
'Quality Monitor', which revisited
and re-assessed the best of the
previous period's output,
confirming or modifying the
original view. There was also a
yearly round-up, ditto. These were
my main sources of advice on what
to buy; and on the whole, it worked
pretty well. I, for one, would be
overjoyed to see that feature
resurrected. So how about it
HFNIRR?
John Tiernan, Slough
FORGET DIGITAL...
Dear Sir, If Mr Martin (`Views',
July) seeks the best recorded
orchestral sound and performances
the answer is quite simple. He must
forget anything made from adigital
mastertape and go back 30 or 40
years.
He must then seek out Decca
recordings made in the Kingsway
Hall or Walthamstow Town Hall
by Kenneth Wilkinson (or Alan
Reeve), or later by Wilkinson at
The Makings, Snape, and he will
have the best recorded sound ever.
This is, of course, heard to best
advantage on aSpeakers Corner
or Classic Records LP, but some of
Decca's CD transfers are pretty
good too — as are their recordings
from this period made in Geneva.
He could also look out some of
Robert Fine's London and Detroit
Mercury recordings, well
transferred to CD using the original
valve tape-recorders on which they
were made, with no filtering or
attempts at ' improving the sound'.
From EMI meanwhile, Douglas
Larter's superb recordings for
Klemperer represent some of their
finest audio achievements.
Using relatively simple
equipment, these experts produced
recordings with apresence,
immediacy, impact, realism and
excitement which today's engineers
and producers seem completely
unable to match, despite (or
because of) all their supersophisticated gear. Igather it is not
uncommon for Japanese
audiophiles to ask in their record
stores if awork is available ` in a
Kenneth Wilkinson recording'.
ND Coleman, Merseyside
TILT IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
Dear Sir, John Crabbe's article in
July ['A Touch of Tile] has to be
about the best I've read in years.
Unfortunately for me, it came too
late from aconstructional
viewpoint, as Ibought aMusical
Fidelity X-TONE afew months
back; but the background theory
was very welcome. Since the arrival
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of CD I've battled with the
problem of excessive treble
harshness and fatigue.
Cables, absolute phase, mains
polarity, valves, bitstream
converters have all been tried and
have helped, but still many CDs
sound poor. The recent Miles
Davis reissues are agood example,
Porgy and Bess — great music but
treble that shakes your fillings.
Last year Ire-read an old copy of
HFNIRR [
Dec ' 84]. A short article
by John Atkinson described a
-3dB at 8kHz shelf filter to improve
the sound of some CD players. I
built one and liked the result. A
second-hand Quad 33 pre-amp
followed, before Ifinally reached
the X-TONE.
Some of the problem is no doubt
due to the acoustic of my listening
room. The speakers too (LS3/5A)
can sound sibilant; but mostly it
seems to be in the engineering/
remastering of CDs. Some labels
always sound good without any
adjustment (
eg, Hyperion), but
most are improved by varying
degrees of treble cut.
Jonathan Ives, e-mail
SQUARE BASHING
Dear Sir, Iread John Crabbe's
August 'Sidelines' with particular
interest, and although my comment
on his last paragraph is only loosely
connected, he might like to know
that on arecent occasion, when I
had recorded aChopin programme
on my own Collard & Collard
(c.1836) square piano, acertain
critic got it into his mind that it
sounded like ` an upright piano in
need of tuning'. My reaction was
that (apart from the fact that if it
really sounded like that, Iwouldn't
have made the recording) if Ihad
recorded the same works on my
upright practising piano and
ensured that it was out of tune,
what would the critic say then?
Would he say that it sounded like a
period instrument?
Ithink one has to accept that, as
John Crabbe says, ` in the absence
of vibrato', music will tend to
sound out-of-pitch, and Ioften
wonder how authentic the result
really is. Did musicians of apast
that we'll never know accept some
of the sounds that are described as
authentic? Ihave my doubts.
Meanwhile the more malicious
side of me prompts me to quote the
same critic whose one compliment
concerned the effects Iachieved
with the ' soft pedal'. Square pianos
do not have soft pedals, so Ican
only quote from Britten's Paul
Bunyan: '
You don't know all, sir,
you don't know all'.
Dr P Katin, Croydon

CANARY
AUDIO
Hear what you've
been missing
CA- 801L Dual mono preamplifier
CA- 801P Dual mono power
supply

Dual mono valve regulated power supply dual
precision stepped attenulaters, solid lOmm
aluminum faceplate, independent left & right
channels in each chassis, dual power supply
chords, hand built using the highest quality
parts. How much would? you expect to pay for a
reference pre-amplifier with this specification &
build quality? f6,000? £9,000? f15,000? No
how does £3,749.00 sound?

CA- 301 3008 Power amplifier

22 Watts of serious 300B power, class A
push-pull, over size output transformers, solid
lOmm faceplate with aheavy engineered
chassis, hand built using the highest quality
parts. How much would? you expect to pay for a
300B power amplifier of this specification &
build quality? £4,000? f6,000? No how does
£3,055 sound?

For further
details contact

Music
Connoisseurs
The Company that brings you
Hi- End Audio at real world prices

Tel: 0151 343 0007
Fax: 0151 343 0008

The best
things in life
cost quite a
bit, actually.
Music is one of life's great pleasures. But like caviar and
Champagne, the best never comes cheap.
Take KEF's legendary Reference Series. We set out to create
loudspeakers of unrivalled acoustic transparency - and in the
pursuit of perfection, price is asecondary consideration.
Nothing is allowed to compromise the purity of the recorded
signal. High-order crossovers are computer matched for seamless
integration. Internal wiring is oxygen- free copper, soldered by
hand. The baffles are mineral filled and contoured to minimise
edge diffractions. And before it leaves the craftsmen who build
it, every loudspeaker is rigorously tested against a calibrated
laboratory reference system.
Hence the flawless response. The astonishing lucidity. The
consummate musicality. Technical supremacy in aSavile Row suit.
Actually, they don't seem expensive at all.
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KEF Reference Serles authorised dealers:
Aberdeen hiolburn Hi Fi
Aiderley Edge Aston Audio
Aylesbury Nertnwood Audio
Bath Radfords
Bath Paul Green Hi Fi
Beckenham Musical Images
Bedford Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Belfast Lyric Hi Fi
Bishop Stortford The Audiofile
Bloxwich Sound Academy
Bolton Sound & Vision
Bournemouth Suttons
Brighton Jeffries Hi Fi
Bristol Radfords
Bristol Audio Excellence
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Cheltenham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Chester Audio Excellence
Colchester Grayston Sound & Vision
Covent Garden Musical Images
Coventry Frank Harvey Hi Fi
Crewe Sound of Music
Croydon Spaldins Electrical Ltd.

Dublin Hi Fi Corner Ltd.
Dublin Peter Cand
East Grinstead Audio Design
Eastbourne Jeffries Hi Fi
Edgbaston Music Matters
Edgware Musical Images
Exeter Radfords
Glasgow Loud & Clear
Grimsby &lancers Hi Fi
Guernsey Melndonia
Guildford PJ Hi F•
Hounslow Musics Images
Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hull Zen Audio
Kings Lynn Martins Hi Fi
Leamington The Leamington Hi Fi Co.
Liverpool Better H Fi
London Ii Fi Experience
London The Listenirg rooms
Londeo KJ Laisuresound
Maidstone Unilet Sound & Vision
Manchester The Hi Fi Rooms
Nelson Wikinsons Hi Fi
New Malden Unilet Sound & Vision

03 531 667 0076
03 531 269 4433
01342 314569
01323 731336
0121 429 2811
0181 952 5535
01392 218895
0141 334 8202
01472 351391
01481 56647
01483 504801
0181 569 5802
01484 544668
01482 587397
01553 761683
01926 888644
0151 227 5007
0171 580 3535
0171 244 7750
0171 486 8262
01622 676703
0161 835 1366
01282 612901
0181 942 9567
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Newcastle Lintone Audio
0191 460 0999
Norwich Martins Hi Fi
01603 627010
Nottingham Nottingham Hi Fi
0115 9786919
Oxford Radfords
01865 511241
Peterborough The Hi Fi Company
01733 341755
Plymouth Radfords
01752 226011
Portsmouth Jeffries Hi Fi
01705 663604
Preston Audio Excellence
01772 253057
Reading Sevenoaks Hi Fi
0118 9597768
Rhos On Sea Electrotrader
01492 548932
Sheffield Audio Images
0114 2737893
Shrewsbury Creative Audio
01743 241924
Slough Frasers
01753 520244
Solihull Music Matters
0121 742 0254
Southampton Hampshire Audio
01703 252827
St Albans W. Darby 8. Co.
01727 850961
St Leonards Adams á Jarret
01424 437165
Swansea Audio Excellence
01792 474608
Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music
01892 547003
Watford Acoustic Arts
01923 233011
Whitham Sevenoaks Hi Fi
01376 501733
Wolverhampton Midland Hi Fi Studio
01902 380083
Worcester Sound & Vision
01905 619054
Worthing Phase 3
01903 245577
MODELS SHOWN ARE THE REFERENCE SERIES COMPRISING THE MODEL One. MODEL Toe MODEL Taee AN1. VOGEL Four KEF AND UNI 0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNI 0is PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 US PAT NO 5.548.657. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.
01625 582704
01296 28790
01225 446245
01225 316197
0181 663 3777
01234 272779
01232 381296
01279 506576
0192247.3499
01204 861861
01202 559512
01273 6014431
On 79428247
0117 9264975
01222 228565
01242 241171
01244 345576
01206 577682
0171 497 1346
0120 3 525200
0127 0 214143
0181 654 1231

FOR DETAILS ON ELF REFERENCE SEI31ES PLEASE CONTACT: REF AUDIO ( UK LIMITED. DEPT rIFN20, FREEPOST MA1332. EGGLESTON ROAD. TOVIL• MAIDSTONE KENT ME15 6BR FFIEEPHONE 0800 7315620 WEBSITE 1010/Nownv100 com
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CELESTION LAUNCHES CURVY ' C' SERIES
EXTRUDED aluminium replaces conventional cabinetwork
in Celestion's three stylish new ' C Series' hi-fi loudspeakers.
Radiators (ABRs), all also
A large,
horseshoe-section
130mm, assisting bass output
extrusion forms the curved sides
down to a claimed 36Hz.
and back in one piece, which is
Sensitivity is quoted as 90dB,
bonded to an MDF front baffle
power handling 200W. With the
to form arigid and well-damped
same ' footprint' but standing
enclosure. All three models are
only 850mm high, the C2 is a
based on Celestion's own 25mm
(£699.99) uses the same tweeter
titanium-dome tweeter with
and pair of 130mm bass units
neodymium
magnet
and
with abass-reflex port. Sensitivity
Ferrofluid cooling, and a new
130mm bass unit featuring a is 91dB, power handling 150W.
Smallest model is the standlarge magnet system and rigid,
mount/
bookshelf
C1
injection-moulded chassis, and
(£299.99/pair), 330nun high and
all have anominal impedance of
combining the titanium-dome
4 ohms. Flagship model is the
tweeter with a single 130mm
C3 floorstander (£999.99/pair),
bass unit in aaported enclosure.
measuring 1040 x 166 x247nun
For home theatre systems,
(hwd) and containing an array
there is amatching C4c centre
of no less than six drive units.
channel speaker (£299.99), C5R
From the top, these are the
surrounds (£299.99/pair) and the
25mm titanium-dome tweeter
C6s
powered
subwoofer
with neodymium magnet and
(£599.99). More details from
Ferrofluid cooling, a 130mm
Celestion Consumer Division,
midrange cone, two bass drivers
01622 687442.
and two passive Auxiliary Bass

ROCK-UKE REGULATORS FROM TOM EVANS
Audio designer Tom Evans has come up with anovel solution to the problem
of voltage regulation in both analogue and digital circuits. The Lithos is an
ultra low noise regulator which is claimed to clean away the grime' underlying
low level signals, by giving avoltage stability accurate to better than one part
per million. A noise figure of 1000 times quieter than the best regulators on the
market is also claimed, all contributing w greatly improved depth of sound and
dynamic expression. Two versions are available, Lithos D and Lithos A for
digital and analogue circuits respectively. Prices start at Z.89 for the Lithos D,
including installation. Also available is the Super Clock modification with
Lithos regulation. Call Tom Evans Audio Design, 01483 267516.

TAG McLAREN AUDIO LAUNCH
TAG McLAREN, which acquired Cambridge Systems Technology
Ltd (Audiolab) last November, will launch its new 12-model F3 rangt.
of hi-fi to the trade and public at The HiFi Show in September. Thc
TAG McLaren group's formidable resources have been applied to redevelop the existing Audiolab models, taking the range 'into anew
league of performance and quality — and with astyle ready for the
new millennium'. Externally, the F3 products have heavy, blackanodised metal fronts, high quality grey-anodised metal knobs and
Krell-style blue LED pilot lights. Inititally, eight amplification
products are offered: two 60W/ch integrated amplifiers (60i and
60iRV), two pre-amplifiers (PA10 and PA2OR), aphono pre-amp
(PPA20), two stereo power amplifiers (6013 and 100P) and amono
power amp ( 125M). Four source components are aCD player
(CD2OR), aCD transport (CD2OR), adigitalroanalogue converter
(DA2OR) and amulti-band tuner (T20). Prices are yet to be
confirmed. Visitors to the Show will alsosee designs for the next range
from TAG McLaren, the more radical and more expensive F2 Series,
to be launched in September 1999. TAG McLaren's Audiolab
Helpline number is 0800 783 8007. • See Show Preview in this issue.

'ORIGINAL SE' PLAYER AND NEW CD RECORDER FROM PAARANTZ
AS a riposte to many competitors now using the 'Special Edition' badge,
Marantz has trademarked anew label for use on its own 'tuned' models.
First to bear the 'Original Special Edition' tag is the CD-67 II OSE (£299.90),
distinguished from the base model CD- 67 II by several modifications. The
OSE version has a copper shield around its HDAM ( Hyper Dynamic
Amplifier Module) output stage, while the power supply uses a higher
specification transformer with a larger core and OFC windings. Marantz
has also now joined the ranks of manufacturers offering CD recording
capability: the DR700 (£599.90) is based closely on the Philips CDR880

15-18 AUGUST Hi-Tech Consumer Electronics
Show, Hong Kong. Contact + 852 2591 9823.
6 SEPTEMBER Audio & Record Fair. North
London. Tel: 01992 620905.
17-20 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, at the
Excelsior and Renaissance Hotels, Heathrow,
London ( 17- 18th, trade only), sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact the show organiser, Janet Belton
on 0181 686 2599,
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[HFN/RR, July], but with Marantz house styling and uprated power supply
and output stages. Meanwhile, anew flagship CD player continues Marantz's
high-end relationship with the number seven. The CD- 7 (£3499.90) includes
aspecially-developed digital filter said to reduce the 'ringing' effect caused
by the anti-aliasing filter. A Digital Signal Processor reduces the ' pre-echo'
artefacts around the cut-off frequency, as these are believed to be the most
ruinous to CD sound quality . The massive construction is based around a
solid case and copper- plated die-cast chassis, which holds an industrial
die-cast CDM12.3 mechanism. Marantz ( UK) Ltd, 01753 680868.

22-26
SEPTEMB ER CEM Consumer
Electronics, Moscow, Russia. Contact + 1 ( 2031
8341122
24-27 SEPTEMBER LIVE 98 consumer
electronics show, Earls Court, london. Contact the
organisers Miller Freeman on 0181 296 1951
1-4 OCTOBER TOP Aucho high- end hi- h
exhibition, Quark Hotel, Milan, Italy. Contact
the organisers APAF on + 39 02 480 14111.

13-16 OCTOBER Hong Kong Electronics Fair.
Contact 0171 828 1661
5-7 NOVEMBER Top Audic Prague, Hotel
Panorama, Prague, Czech Republic. Contact
lvo Vitek, + 420 602 374 222/fax + 420 224
256 844/website www.topaudio cz.
7-19 JANUARY 1999 Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, Las Vegas, USA Contact + 1
(7031 907 7600.

SLAIE AUDIO'S 'ULTEVIAIE'
TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRIC
BUILT from selected marble, Storrnforce is

unit to cabinet; a completely new split crossover,

a new loudspeaker which Peter Soper of
Slate Audio calls ' my ultimate statement on
Tannoy's classic Dual Concentrics'.

using high-quality hardwired components; critical
damping of crossover unit; new internal wiring;
provision for bi-wiring; high-quality gold-plated

Based on the 385HPD I5in Dual Concentric,
the design reflects Soper's belief that no other

refurbished with new bass cones and tweeters.

speaker can present amusical performance in
such a natural and authoritative manner; it is the
result of ' 25 years of acquired knowledge and

terminations. All drivers used are completely
The results are described by Peter Soper as a
clearer, more realistic presentation, with greater

two years of intensive development',
acknowledging the help and co-operation of Dr

authority, effortless dynamics with no hint of
strain, and acompletely smooth and even tonal
balance.

Paul Mills of Tannoy. While some details remain
secret, 11 specific changes and improvements are

The new cabinet system has released even
higher efficiency than the usual 385HPD unit,

listed: use of selected marble for casing,

with aquoted sensitivity of 93dB/1W. With a

abolishing the resonant behaviour of wood

cabinet enclosure volume of 98 litres, the
complete speakers each weigh no less than

cabinets; configuration of cabinet; position of
drive unit and reflex port; slate stand, using the
technology of the well-known Slate Audio stands;
use of floor spikes; correct mounting of drive

122kg. Price per pair is £ 7995 or £6995 if
supplied without drive units. Further information
from Peter Sloper, Slate Audio, 01525 384174.

HIGH- END ENTRY FROM
HARMAN/KARDON

DEVELOPED by the team responsible for the Citation

5000 series, 'Signature' is the new range of 'high end'
Harman/Kardon products, which so far includes a
processor/tuner and two power amps. With six digital
and six analogue audio inputs, and afurther eight video
inputs, the Signature 2.0 is an RDS tuner and AV
processor designed as the nexus of an integrated home
cinema system. With five channels of amplification on
board, the Signature 2.1 is aone-box solution for
surround sound applications such as Dolby Digital, and
is claimed to supply 5x 100 watts into 8ohm speakers.
Finally, the 1.5 power amplifier is an 'audiophile-class'
stereo amp rated at
.
200 watt/ch into 8
ohms, with peak
current capability of
125 amps.
Harman/Kardon
products are
distributed in the UK
by Gamepath Ltd, call
01908 317707.

24- BIT X-RAY FROM MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSICAL FIDELITY
is set to launch a
compact disc player
using the ` twin-X' styling
of its Nu-Vista pre- and
X-A 1integrated
amplifiers. Built round a
24-bit chipset from BurrBrown, this £ 799
player's stated design
objectives include neutral
sound quality,
consistency of playback
and technical
performance —
particularly the
suppression of highfrequency spuriae and
digital jitter. The X- Ray
is scheduled for release
in September. Call
Musical Fidelity on 0181
900 2866.

VERDIER TABLE
COMES TO UK
DESPITE its 20-year
history, the French- made
Platine Verdier turntable
may be unfamiliar to many
in the UK. Now available
from GT Audio, this massive piece of engineering has the motor unit set up
away from the main deck, eliminating chassis-borne motor vibration at the
platter, while a combination of pneumatic decoupling at plinth and magneticrepulsion on the main bearing is designed to further reduce outside effects
from the record playing surface. An SME 12in arm is recommended, and to
this end SME is making a custom 3012-R. Two armboards are supplied, one
blank and one pre-drilled for SME arms. A fully-adjustable speed control
caters for 33 and 45 rpm playback. Prices are £ 3850 for the turntable and
£798 for the SME arm. Call GT Audio on 01895 833099.
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POLAND'S TLC FOR UK
ESTABLISHED

over 50 years
ago and
employing over
2000 people in
its Warsaw
factory, Polish
loudspeaker
manufacturer
TLC is making its
products directly
available in the
UK for the first
time. TLC is introducing the range with two
floorstanding speakers, the Classic 1and
Classic 2, both finished in apiano black
lacquer. The £ 1009 Classic 1uses two bass
drivers mounted internally in separate
chambers, in apatented acoustic band-pass
filter arrangement, with a6 4in mid driver
and silk dome tweeter on the front baffle. The
slim Classic 2at £689 is asealed box design,
and augments its 5in mid and silk dome
tweeter with aside mounted 8" bass driver.
Alongside the Classic is the Maestro range,
including the two-way Maestro 70 at £ 157 and
the 2 way Maestro 130S at £289. These
speakers can be auditioned at TLC's London
premises. Call on 0171-538 4430.
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TANNOY'S REVOLUTION
AROUND MERCURY
RUNNING improvements to the evergreen
Tannoy Mercury M2 loudspeaker have led to
anew model, the M2.5, and Tannnoy has also
announced aperformance-oriented mini-monitor
related to the Mercury MI, the Revolution RI.
The M2.5 (£ 169.99/pair) will run concurrently
with the M2 (£ 139.99/pair). Heading the list of
differences in the M2.5 is an unusual component
in the crossover network, rarely seen in budget
or even 'mid-priced' speakers: an AutoTransformer. This is in lieu of the resistors
normally used to match relative levels of the two
drivers. The bass/mid driver has been revised,
with alighter cone and atwo-layer voice coil,
said to improve sensitivity and midband
performance.
Other changes include additional internal
bracing and acloser placement of drivers to
bring the acoustic centres closer together.
Impedance is given as anominal 8ohms and
sensitivity as 88dB/1m/2.83V.

news

In

JAMO RELAUNCHES
CORNET RANGE
DANISH loudspeaker maker jamo has
replaced its existing Cornet range with four
new speakers, ranging in price from ‘110
to 4350. The smallest model, Cornet 145,
is a two-way
reflex-ported
design using a
133mm (5
114in) main
driver and has
a claimed
sensitivity of
89dB. The

The new RI (£ 199.99) boasts areal cherry
veneer over a16mm MDF cabinet and 22mm
front baffle. This reflex-ported design is similar
in layout to the MI, but has better toleranced
drivers and offers the facility for bi-wiring.
Like the M2.5, it uses the newly re-introduced
Auto-Transformer in its crossover. Nominal
impedance and sensitivity are given as Bohms
and 87dB. Tannoy Ltd can be reached on
01236 420199.

larger models,
the Cornet 165
and the
floorstanding 175 and 195, are all threeway designs. While the floorstanders use
conventional coned midrange drive units,
the 165 takes the super-tweeter route,
where a 25mm tweeter hands over to
14mm unit for the highest frequencies. All
of the range are finished in a choice of
Black, Cheny or Mahogany finishes. lame
UK Ltd, 01327 301300.

CONNOISSEURS' DUAL-MONO VALVES
IMPORTER Music Connoisseurs in
Merseyside now offers aselection of
amplifiers From US manufacturers Canary
Audio and Audio Prism.
While dual-monoblock power amplifiers
are not uncommon, Canary Audio of
California has gone further with its CA-801
Dual Mono preamplifier. As reported in the
Las Vegas show report [April/May '98], the
CA- 801 (£3750) comes packaged in two
slim boxes, one containing the independent
pre-amp circuitry while the other holds two
separate power supplies. The CA- 301
(£3055) is a300B stereo power amp
packing 22 watts per channel, this time

housed in asingle chassis. Both these
products have amarkedly 'solid-state'
look, with all valves discretely hidden
within the casework. From AudioPrism
Inc comes the line-level Mantissa
preamplifier and Debut dualmonaural power amplifier, part of a
more enthusiast-oriented range of
valve equipment. The Debut features a
bias adjustment control on its top
plate along with acalibration meter.
Powered by four EL-34s, the amplifier is
rated at 35W/ch and will cost £2495. The
Class A-biased Mantissa, like the Canary
CA-801, is afive input dual-mono design

using dedicated input selection and volume
control for each channel. With its external
power supply the Mantissa is yours for
£1995. More details on 0151 343 0007.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AUDIOCOM (
UK) now stocks iron dustcored toroidal inductors from the Torobar
range, said to offer superb damping due to
their extremely low DC resistance and billed
as the ultimate inductor for passive
crossover systems. Call 01834 842803.
CEDIA, the Custom Electronic Design and
Installation Association (UK) has revised its
Home Theatre Manual. Designed for its
professional installation members, the
manual costs £99 + VAT. CEDIA may be
contacted on 01462 627377.
GOLDMUND'S new Mimesis SRDA is an
'affordable' version of the Mimesis 20 DAC,
with less than 100ps time error, while the
Mimesis 28.4 is amono version of the
recently- launched Mimesis 28 stereo power
amplifier. Call +41 22 823 05 65.
HDCD-encoded CD sales have topped 50
million worldwide, according to Pacific
Microsonics. In the USA, Green Day's
Nimrod went platinum; in France Florent
Pagny's Savoir Aimer sold amillion copies.
INFINITY'S three new semi-active Overture
speakers ( pictured) all employ active bass
sections, with 100W in the Overture 1
(£1000 with stand), 150W in the Overture
2 (£ 1500) and 200W in the large Overture
3 (£ 1750) which has four 165mm bass
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units per cabinet. UK distributor is
Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.
MISSION'S 77 series, aimed at the
brand's 'more traditional customer base'
now includes the bookshelf 771 and 772
(£169.90 and £229.90/pair), the 773 and
774 towers (£349 90 and £499.90, the
latter reviewed in this issue) and 77c centre
charnel (£ 169.90). Call 01480 451777.
NAD's remote-control 140 CD Receiver
(£399.95) combines aCD player with
20W/ch of amplification and a20- preset
RDS tuner. Call Audioclub, 01296 486331.
JBL'S new LX series speakers are designed
to pby loud with an extended dynamic

range. All use PolyMethylPentene bass/mid
cones and titanium tweeters in high-density
fibreboard cabinets. Range includes LX20
bookshelf (£ 199.99), LX60 floorstander
(349.99), LX70 floorstander (£549.99),
plus LX rears (£ 179.99) and LX Centre
(£149) for home cinema applications. Call
the UK distributor on Gamepatfi Ltd, 01908
317707.
SEVENOAKS SOUND AND VISION,
the retail chain, won aspecial Judges' Prize
in this year's British Franchise Awards. The
Sir Bernard Ingham Trophy was presented
by Sir Bernard himself.
SONIC FRONTIERS of Oakville, Ontario,
Canada, has announced that it will not be
completing the anticipated transaction with
Lenbrook Inc of Pickering, Ontario ['News',
July]. The company says it 'remains focused
upon allying itself with astrategic partner,
and remains committed to its product and
marketing strategies.' Sonic Frontiers employs
50 people at its 22,000 sq ft Oakville facility,
and exports to over 40 international markets.
As well as the Sonic Frontiers and Anthem
brands, Sonic Frontiers is known as the
originator of the Assemblage kits [see review
of the DAC-2 in this issues] via The Parts
Connection. Call + 1905 829 5858.
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CD-RCRASH WARNING FOR PC USERS
PHILIPS and the software company

Adaptec's Easy CD, works with Direct CD

Adaptec warn that anyone who has
fitted a CD recorder to their PC, and
now upgrades from Windows 95 to

to help the user copy music CDs.

new Windows 98, should first remove

Windows 98. A new version, 2.0A, was not
ready until the official launch date (25 June)

The versions of Easy CD so far supplied
to consumers are not compatible with

Adaptec's control software. If a PC is
upgraded without this precaution, it

of Windows 98. It will only now be put in
the box with new recorder drives.

is likely to crash with serious results.
Philips

has

sold

around

5 million

Both Adaptec and
Philips blame
Microsoft for the delay. ' Microsoft has
changed Windows 98 so many times,' says

computer CDD 3610 PC recorder drives
over the last year, some under its own
name and some badged by other
companies. This year Philips expects to

Ver 2.0A is available from the Internet
(www.adaprec.com) for those who feel
comfortable downloading software.
'We have to make people aware' says
Adaptec. But Philips can give no assurance
on how long it will take for drives boxed
with the new version of Direct CD to reach
the shops and replace drives boxed with
obsolete software.
Anyone who tries to upgrade to Windows
98 without first removing the old version

Hans Driessen of Philips Optical Storage

data or digital audio on to blank discs and

of Direct CD risks putting their PC out of
Division. ' It is only now Win 98 is on sale action. The PC crashes and displays the
that we can assume it's in final form.'
blue screen error message, System Halted.
Adaptec recommends that anyone with a The user must then know enough to be
CD-ROM recorder running under Windows able to go via DOS into the Safe Mode of
95 should remove the old version of Direct Windows, and uninstall the offending
CD before installing Windows 98. After software. Windows 98 may then work, but
installing Windows 98, they should then
the CD Recorder will function only as a

read

load the new version of Direct CD.

sell another 5 or 6 million. Most of the
drives are bundled with driver software
called Direct CD, developed by US
company Adaptec.
This lets the PC record either computer
them.

Extra

software,

such

as

SECOND SPEAKER OUT OF ARK
JOINING the Ark Model

available include cherry

One standmounting speaker
introduced last year comes

(pictured), maple and ash,
and thanks to Ark's cabinetmaking experience many

a three-way floorstander,
again supplied in a range of
real wood finishes. Known
as ' The Ark', its sides and

others are available. All
drivers are Dynaudio, with
170mm units providing mid
and bass. Three separate

back are constructed from a
single piece of 25mm,
veneered to match the solid

play-only CD-ROM drive.

PAGANINI •
•
24- BIT VARIATIONS
PAGANINI is the name given by Italian audio
specialist Audio Analogue to its first compact disc
player, priced at £695. The exterior shows
continuity with the solid construction values of the
marque's amplifier range, while inside twin power
supplies and a 24bit chipset from

crossover boards for each
driver are mounted around
the interior. The price of

wood top, bottom, and
baffle. Within lies 2.5mm of

£2495 includes cable and

fibreglass reinforcement
around the curved back
and partition joins. Finishes

dedicated Neutrik connector.
Call Ark Loudspeakers on
01159 205611.

DEUTSCHE DRS DEFUNCT

Barry Fox

e.

- Pee

Crystal augur
well for a
sound quality

described as
'spacious, sweet
and crystal-clear'. Audio Analogue products are
imported by UK, 01753 652669.

MYRYAD ANNOUNCE THREE FOR T

As predicted [' Radio', May; ' Views', Aug] the German
telecomms utility Deutsche Telekom has confirmed its intention
of closing down its pioneering Digital Radio Service on 15
January next year. At the last survey, it had 95,000 listeners,
mostly on Germany's well-established cable network. DT has
set up atelephone hotline to answer queries and will be offering
very modest compensation to those losing the service in
Germany. It has also been suggested that there will be a
replacement system on cable, probably using MPEG1 Layer 2,
identical to DAB and ADR. This brings to an end the world's
first and only truly linear digital radio service, developed by DT
some years ago. Sadly, in terms of transponder space it was
totally uneconomic by modem standards, with only 16 stations
on one transponder. Nevertheless, it could truthfully be described
as close to CD standards and will be greatly missed by loyal
listeners not only in Germany, but other parts of Europe
including asmall number in the UK.

Reg Williamson

NVA AND CE MARKING
FOLLOWING our review of the NVA AP70 amplifier [August,
p39.
1, we hasten to point out that this product does indeed can),
the CE mark, as required by EC law. We regret that the review
may have appeared to suggest otherwise. We should also point
out that the 4ntm sockets used are shrouded types., which are
acceptable NVA states that its products 'Meet the criteria for CE
to the same extent as any other high-end solid-state manufacturer
and better than most vacuum state manufacturers, as is laid out
in our self-certification documentation'.
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FIRST seen, in mock-up form, at last
year's Hi Fi Show, Myryad's affordable
1-Series products are now available.
Two CD players, the T-10 (099.95)
and T-20 ( 599.95), both owe their
origins to Myryad's costlier MC- 100,
and use a20-bit delta-sigma
converter, but the 120 has extra power
supply regulation, DC-coupling (with
offset controlled by DC servo), abetter
analogue filter and additional decoupling capacitors throughout. With
six inputs ( including phono, switchable

to line- level), the T-40 amplifier
(399.95) is a50 W/ch (8ohms)
high-current design. Like the CD
players, it is controllable via asupplied
system remote and is available with
either silver or anodised black solid
aluminium fascia. Future 1- series units
should include apre/power amplifier
combination and amulti-channel
power amp, to be seen at this year's
Show. Myryad products are now
available from Sevenoaks stores. Call
Myryad on 01705 265508.
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ANNIVERSARY DIAMONDS AND FLAT
'LOUDPANEL' FROM WHARFEDALE
JUST 16 years after the launch

and added ' phase' plug. Price for

of the first Wharfedale Diamond

this limited edition model, available

speaker ( itself a product of the
company's 50th birthday year),
the new Diamond Anniversary

in rosewood, light- oak or teak
veneers, is £ 199.95, against £ 139.95
for the current Diamond 7.2. and

model features a natural wood
finished cabinet, gold-plated bi-

£99.95 for the 7.1 base model.
Wharfedale has also secured

wiring posts and an

uprated

trademark on an application of NXT

crossover.
The existing crossover has been

'flat'
speaker technology:
the
`Loudpanel'. The first Loudpanel

rearranged to reduce interaction and
uses low tolerance resistors and

product to be available will be a

polypropylene

professional installations, with a
major consumer launch scheduled

capacitors,

and

additionally includes
a Zobel
network across the tweeter to
smooth impedance variations of the

drop- in replacement ceiling tile for

for September. Domestic products

unit. Cabinet thickness has increased

should be seen thereafter
demonstration
and
sale

from 16mm to 18mm, while the
bass driver features a new surround

Wharfedale dealers. Wharfedale
International Ltd, 01480 447700.

VISATON ON THE SOUTH COAST
GERMAN

manufacturer
of drive units
and sundry
loudspeaker
technology,
Visaton now
has UK
distribution for
its products via
South Coast
Speakers Ltd,
01703 559
312

on
at

DOLBY TO HANDLE
MERIDIAN LOSSLESS
PACKING LICENSING

DOLBY Laboratories of San Francisco has agreed to hamdle
the licesnsing of Meridian Lossless Packing, the UK
company's digital audio coding scheme intended for multichannel and high resolution audio applications. MLP,
developed over the past three years by Meridian and its
associates, and using proprietary technology, will be offered
to makers of integrated circuits, recording equipment, audio
CD and DVD players and decoders, and for use in
transmission and archiving. Unlike 'loss/ data reduction
schemes ( including ATRAC, MPEG and others), lossless
coding does not alter the final decoded signal in any way,
but merely packs the dato more efficiently into asmaller
data rate for transmission. Possible applications for Meridian
Lossless Packing include: high-rate multichannel audio on
DVD; three or four channel sound on CD; two-channel 20to 24- bit on CD; 88.2kHz two-channel on CD. Meridian
points out that MLP is atrue lossless system; the origina!
data is delivered bit-for bit on playback, and it can provide
confirmation that the whole chain is lossless. This means,
says Meridian, that for the first time, the listener can be sure
of hearing exactly what the producer intended.

DENON'S 07 GOES TO 88

WADIA'S ' LANDMARK' PRODUCT

REPLACING the D- F07 Mini Component system
(itself a budget version of the stalwart D- F10), Denon's

Wadia's all- new Model 830
(£2999), described as a 'landmark'
product, is said to produce true 2I bit resolution, and may be upgraded
to handle future 96kHz or 192kHz
sampled signals if required. Wadia products are now distributed in the UK by
The Musical Design Company, tel: 01992 573030.

four-piece D-F88 system comprises separate CD player,
cassette deck, radio tuner and integrated amplifier, all
finished in champagne gold and selling for £ 569.99
(£699.99 with optional two-way bookshelf speakers).
The 25W amplifier has bass and treble controls and a
headphone jack; its six inputs, including one for
moving-magnet phono cartridges, are selected by a
rotary control.

The FM/AM tuner uses RDS to display

station identification and stores up to 30 stations.
Cassette users may be pleased to see Dolby HX-Pro
present on the horizontal-loading auto-reverse deck,
alongside the usual Dolby B and C noise reduction
circuitry. For CD playback there is a single-play unit,
featuring an 8-times oversampling filter and optical
digital ouput. Units making up the DF-88 system are
not available separately. Denon is distributed in the UK
by Hayden Laboratories, on 01753 888447.

MVL CLAIMS TO 'CLEAN UP MINIDISC'

A Norfolk based company has announced that what it calls the ' problems with
MiniDisc' have been solwd. MVL Technology has developed adevice which it
claims has removed the objections to the MiniDisc format. What MVL describes
as alack of vitality, loss of information, two-dimensional stereo imagery, and
generally harsh sound characterising MD's ATRAC ( and to some extent other
data-reduction digital sys:ems smch as MPEG, AC- 3and DAB) is claimed to be
remedied by MVL's technology. Though unwilling to divulge the principle of
operation, aspokesman for MVL has told us that its ' outboard gizmos' can be
used successfully with 1ViiniDisc and DAB equipment to enhance deficiencies
within the respective formats. The device can apparently be used in both the
record or playback stages of an audio chain. Call MVL on 01953 851242..

24/96 'MR LUCKY' FROM VIVANTE

All four of Classic Records' first batch of '
DAD' 24 biti96kHz -sampling
DVD music discs are now available through audiophile record distributor
Vivante, along with four new titles including John Lee Hooker's Mr Lucky:
see KK's Los Angeles show report in this issue for more details.
Recommended retail price of each disc is £24.95. DAD discs are playable
on any DVD player, though the actual resolution obtained may vary, but
they will not play in an ordinary CD player. Vivante, Unit 4 60 High Street,
Hampton Wick, Surrey KT1 4DB, tel 0180 977 6600.
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CHARIC
THE ALL NEW ACADEMY M ILLENNIUM ONE. THE NEW I
TALIAN MASTERPIECE

More
information
from

Sole UK distributor-.
The Musical Design Co Ltd,
P.O. Box 414e, Epping, Essex.
Tel;

olee2

C1*-116 eH.J.

573030, Fax; 012 574030.

e-rnail; ricic.nifievirgin.net

COMPETITION

WIN!

Ruark's latest Equinox
plus Nordost Blue Heaven cables
'Another stroke of genius'

FROM the outset, the Equinox has been hailed by Ruark
enthusiasts as one of the company's finest ever creations. Now
this classic model has been updated, and is also being made
available, to order only, in avery special genuine piano black
lacquer. So we're delighted to be able to offer the Equinox, in
its latest form and with that stunning piano-black finish, as the
major part of our prize in this month's HFNIRR free- entry
contest. Completing the prize package is aset of appropriate
and extremely desirable speaker cables from Nordost, which
bring the total value of this fabulous prize to £ 000.

RUARK EQUINOX
First launched in 1993, the Ruark Equinox embodied many of the
ideas pioneered by this innovative company, and was designed
with painstaking attention to detail. ' Probably the best two-way,
coned speaker this country has produced in the 1990s,' enthused
Ken Kessler in his January ' 94 review. The
speaker featured an advanced
cabinet design with 25mm
thick walls, a30mm thick
front baffle and multiple
bracing. A flared port is fitted
to the rear. A unique feature
was the outboard crossover,
mounted within the elegant
supporting stand. Separating
the crossover from the main
cabinet can bring significant
advantages, as the effects of
both magnetic radiation and
mechanical vibration are
minimised. Crossover frequency is
2.8kHz.
Both drive units are of very high
quality. The 25mm Scan-Speak
tweeter is ahand-treated silk fabricdome type, with an aluminium voicecoil, Ferrofluid cooled and damped,
with adual chamber loading system.
Custom-built for Ruark, the
165mm bass/mid unit
features an air-dried, treated,
felted-fibre cone with ahighloss rubber surround, driven by a
40mm high-temperature voice-coil on a
Kapton former and ahigh-flux magnet

assembly with avented pole piece. This
powerful bass/mid unit is founded on a
precision-cast low reflection chassis.
From June 1998, the Equinox has been
updated with WBT connectors and silver-plated
OFC cabling, this including the ` umbilical' cord
at the rear, connecting the drivers in the main
cabinet to the crossover in the stand below.
With these updates, the Equinox in standard
wood finishes is priced at £2000/pair; in piano
black lacquer it retails at £2400/pair.

NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN
Nordost Corporation's Flatline speaker cables and interconnects
are famous for their critically-acclaimed audiophile sound quality,
as well as the convenience of their flat design. The range extends
from the budget Flatline Gold up to the top-of-the-line Blue
Heaven and Red Dawn models. Possibly the best known
model, Blue Heaven speaker cable uses no less than 72
separate conductors of 99.99999% oxygen-free copper,
plated with 404.tm of silver. The conductors are
encapsulated in aflat, extruded Teflon ribbon.
Capacitance is 6.5pF/ft and inductance 0.111H/ft. Our
competition winner will receive a4m bi-wiring set of
Blue Heaven speaker cables worth £600.

THE QUESTIONS
1. Which feature of the Ruark Equinox is intended to
minimise the effects of magnetic radiation and
vibration?
a. silk- dame tweeter
b. high- temperature voice coil
c. outboard crossover design
d. silver-plated OFC cabling
2. What is the Equinox's crossover frequency?
o. 2.8kHz
b. 1kHz
c. 2.4kHz
d. 3kHz
3. How many separate, silver-plated OFC conductors
are used in the Nordost Flatline Blue Heaven speaker
cable?
a. 38
b. 72
C. 48
d. 79

HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form by answering the three questions, and send it to: Ruark/Nordost Competition, Hi Fi News & Record
Review Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, PO Box 531 Croydon CR9 2ZA, to arrive before the closing date of Friday, 16 October, 1998.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.

kuor k/r

Photocopies of the entry form are acceptable, but only one entry
per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). No

lot ( lost Competition

other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes
3) Employees of Link House Magazines, Ruark and Nordost or
their agents, will not be ligible to enter. 4) Entries must be
received by first post on Friday, 16 October 19913. The Editor's
decision will be final and binding. No correspondence will be
entered into regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinner(s) will be
notified by post; the results will be published in the HFNIRR,
January 1999. 6) Entry forets received become the property of
Link House Magazines Ltd.
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Absolute Sounds...has an
unbeatable track record
199 6

1997

199 8

DIGITAL SOURCE DESIGN

DIG:TAL SOURCE DESIGN

AUDIO DIGITAL SOURCE DESIGN

Krell KPS 20i/I
Theta Data Ill

Audio Research CD2
Krell KPS 20i

Krell KPS25s
Krell KAV 300CD

DIGITAL CONVERTOR DESIGN

VIDEO SOURCE DESIGN

Theta DS Pro Generation Va

Theta Data Ill

DIGITAL CONVERTOR DESIGN

Krell Reference 64
Theta Generation V
SIGNAL PROCESSOR DESIGN

Angstrom 200
Audio Research SDP1

SIGNAL PROCESSOR DESIGN

DIGITAL CONVERTOR DESIGN

Krell AV Standard
Theta Casablanca

Theta DS Pro Generation Va
AUDIO PROCESSOR DESIGN

Z-systems rdp-1

TUBE ELECTRONICS DESIGN

Tut ELECTRONICS DESIGN
Audio Research Reference One
Audio Research VT6OSE

Audio Research Reference One
SURROUND SOUND CONTROLLER
SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC DESIGN

DESIGN

Krell FPB600

Theta Casablanca

CABLE DESIGN

VIDEO PROCESSOR DESIGN

Transparent Reference XL

Krell AV Standard
Theta Casablanca

CABLE DESIGN

Transparent Music Link
BEST LOUDSPEAKER DES.GN

Wilson WATTS/Puppy
Sonus Faber Guarneri

Sonus Faber Concerto

BEST LOUDSPEAKER VALUE

BEST LOUDSPEAKER VALUE

Martin Logan Aerius
Sonus Faber Concertino

Sonus Faber Concertino

BEST LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN
TUBE ELECTRONICS DESIGN

Audio Research VT200
SOLID

STATE

ELECTRONIC DESIGN

Krell FPB650M
BEST AESTHETIC DESIGN

BEST NEW COMPANY

Martin Logan Statement

Angstrom

BEST VIDEO PROJECTOR

Vidikron Vision One
BEST LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN

Wilson X1 Grand Slam II
Absolute Sounds has enjoyed 20 years backing the winners in aworld of highend audio and video equipment crowded with questionable components. Our
expertise is to spot the winning brands and products as they emerge and bring
them to the ears of our discerning customers. Absolute Sounds searches the
world for components without equal and tests them for excellence—the;r
performance in the prestigious Golden Note Awards proves our claim. We
are International Distributors and Consultants for specialised audio and home

BEST LOUDSPEAKER VALUE

Sonus Faber Concerto
BEST AESTHETIC DESIGN

Vidikron Vision One
BEST NEW AUDIO COMPANY

Z-systems

cinema equipment.
We offer full- range and hybrid electrostatic loudspeakers from American
technologists Martin Logan and the ultimate in monitoring speakers from
Wilson Audio. Sonus Faber loudspeakers from Italy are handsome high
performance/high va!ue products. Outstanding home cinema system components,
amplifiers and Compact Disc repiay products come from Angstrom, Audio
Research, Theta and Krell while Vidikron offers the ultimate in performance
and aesthetics from projection television. Cables are by Transparent.
Contact us now for details of all our products, prices and your nearest dealers
where you can experience the Absolute best in audio and home cinema
equipment. Back the winners.

The prestigious Golden Note Awards
are made each year by The Academy for
The Advancement of High- End Audio.
Winners are shown in bold type.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone 0181-971 3909
Facsimile

0181-879 7962

Email info@absolute-sounds.com

technology

Yes, you
can archive
music on
computer
discs,
and save
money —
even if
you're using
a Philips
CD- R
machine!

F

or years Irecommended that
people buy Betamax recorders,
because Beta was better than
VHS. Anyone who took my advice,
and now has a collection of tapes
they can never play, might well be
excused from wishing Ihad been
more pragmatic. Although Beta was
better, JVC made manufacturing
licenses widely available while Sony
jealously
hogged
the
Beta
technology. So VHS became an
unstoppable juggérnaut and Sony
paid the price.
The same thing happened with
Dolby Digital AC- 3 and MPEG-2
surround sound. Philips kept telling
us that MPEG-2 was better than
Dolby Digital, and demonstrations
given by the Canadian Research
Centre
at the recent Audio
Engineering Society Convention in
Amsterdam showed that an MPEG
coder operating at 128kbps for two
channels could equal AC-3operating
at 192kbps. This may well extend to
multichannel, in which case the
DVD industry has made along-term
This (below) is the
mistake. But they were driven to it
kind of disc you're
supposed to use for
because Philips had failed to deliver
recording music.
finished encoders to the movie
Incidentally
studios which are mastering DVD
discs. Philips had also failed to
Pioneer's CD-R
machines are too
deliver any decoders for home use.
smart for the disc
DVD could not wait for Philips.
switching trick.
Many people prefer Psion's
The drawer firmly
handheld PCs to the Windows CE
resists all attempts
equivalent. But once again, sheer
at manual opening!
weight of market force looks
likely to demolish ivory.irJrJr
tower marketing of an
rJr.arJ-J
reJNIF'srir
equal
or better
rJr.Yre4r.trJr
technology. This is
--JrJr•IrJ
why I refuse io
recommend the
CD-RW74 DA
Apple Mac as a
N it
R
tool for burning
music CDs. The
Mac is — or has
been so far — much
easier to use than a
Windows PC. But Macs,
peripherals and software are
more
expensive
than
Windows equivalents. The
Mac market is shrinking into
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aniche use and Apple does a truly
rotten job of marketing.
Apple UK almost never send me
information. When the company
held a press conference recently it
was at a day's notice, and despite
reminders Iam still waiting for a
news release on whatever it was
Apple UK wanted to tell us. Iget
far more information on Apple from
hi-fl PR man Rob Follis than Ido
from Apple.
It is also afallacy to pretend that
Macs never crash. I was at a
conference recently where aMac was
being use for projected presentation.
Twice it collapsed into error
messages.

A WAY ROUND THE BARRIER
So
I am
sticking
to
my
recommendation that by far the
easiest way to record music CDs is
with a Philips CD recorder, either
the 870 or 880. And now, thanks to
a chance discovery by video
magazine Home Cinema Choice, there
is a simple way round the absurd
technical obstacle which lets dealers
charge four times as much for music
blanks than computer blanks. As the
BPI helpfully confirmed in arecent
letter to HFNIRR, this has nothing
to do with a tax or levy on blanks,
because there is no levy on any
blank media in the UK. After years
of lobbying for a tax, the BPI has
now realised that it legitimises the
home copying which the BPI wants
to remain illegal.
Blank CDs are embossed with a
spiral groove which acts as an optical
guide for the laser as it makes the
recording. The groove wobbles to
denote running time. And when
Philips and Sony set the standard for
recordable CD in the early 1990s,
they bowed to pressure from the
music industry and introduced atelltale difference between the wobble
on computer and consumer blanks.
This is what let some sectors of
the music industry lobby for a levy
on blank audio CDs, while resisting
the computer industry's objection
that it would be unfair to tax blank
discs that are used to backup a PC
user's own data.
So blank computer CDs are
always tax-free, while consumer
blanks carry alevy of up to 10% in
the US and many European
countries,
including
Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Italy and Spain. After
collection, what's left of the levy is
shared between local copyright
bodies, and the even less that's left
is then shared amongst the most
successful
performers
and
composers.
In the UK, the trade inflates the
price of consumer blanks to levied

levels, and pockets the difference. So
while computer blanks can be
bought for £ 1, high street shops will
charge you over e for a single
consumer blank.
Philips makes the drives for most
of the consumer CD recorders
currently on sale, either under the
Philips name or badged by other
manufacturers. Whether by design
or accident, the drive has ahappy
quirk. If the user loads a blank
consumer disc into the drawer tray,
the mechanism performs awobble
check and authorises recording only
on a consumer disc. The disc tray
is then manually opened, without
using the electronic open/close
control, so that the authorisation
remains in the recorder's memory.
If ablank computer disc is then put
in its place and the drawer closed
manually, the recorder uses the
computer blank as if it were a
consumer disc.
There are two provisos. Both
blanks, consumer and computer,
must be completely blank. Otherwise
the recorder will burn used areas of
the disc, creating arecording which
does not play. The trick may only
work with write-once CD-Rs, not
eraseable CD-RWs. Otherwise, it's
plain sailing, whichblows the unfair
pricing structure out of the water!
So, at long last we now how have
atruly low-cost means of archiving
old LPs on to new CDs. As the BPI
has reminded us (and it's good to
see that the BPI is now reading the
hi-fi press), home copying of one's
own recordings for private use is
illegal. But Idoubt that even the BPI
will be knocking on doors at
midnight asking to see whether a
music
collector is
preserving
treasured and long-since deleted LPs
onto CD.
The IFPI (International Federation of the Phonographic Industries)
was unaware of the trick. A
spokeswoman told me: ' This
reinforces our argument that music
producers need good protection. So
far, the EC's Copyright Green Paper
does not protect us against hackers.
If this is adesign flaw in the recorder,
we are sure Philips will put it right'.
The
Mechanical
Copyright
Protection Society, which collects
money for composers and publishers
when their music is recorded, was
also unaware of the hack, but now
feels ' major concern' that copying
CDs even easier.
Philips is careful to say only that:
'We are aware of the issue. Other
countries have also picked it up. We
have yet to decide how to tackle it'.
You can interpret that as you like,
but I'd say there is unlikely to be
any change for along time.
Barry Fox
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eave it to Tim de Paravicini to
come up with something so
deliciously twisted that no tube
crazy can resist it. The new
EAR/Yoshino V20 integrated
amplifier, despite costing a notunreasonable-by-today's- standards
£2495, looks like nothing else and
sports aquantity of tubes rivalled by
few. Hell, the only items Ican think
of off-hand with similar numerical
appeal — le, more tubes than any
sane person would deem necessary
— are high-enders like the GRAAF
GM200 OTL with its 16 output
tubes per channel, and the recent
Silvaweld design with 48 per
monoblock.
Now the V20 isn't quite up in that
league in tube count, but neither is it
in price. Better still, its profusion of
glassware is of the common-as-muck
variety, so here's a rare chance to
have a plethora of tubes without
living in fear of the cost of re-valving
the beast. That's because Tim has
chosen to use as output tubes ten
ECC83s per channel — hence the
model number.
Actually, the name ` V20' was
inspired by Tim's passion for cars (he
is known to drive in a ` spirited'
fashion), in particular the V12 Jaguar
engine. The prototype amp had a
dozen output valves, and the company
was tempted to call it the V12
Amplifier Engine. However, Tim
decided to uprate the project to the
present V20 specification, with no less
than 20 output valves. But then it's
also known in-house and among
cultists as ' Mickey Mouse' because,
when viewed from the front at eyelevel, its volume and source controls
look like apair of eyes, with the halfcylindrical tube covers like that famed
rodent's ears. Or EARs, if you prefer.
And it's agorgeous, covetable little
thing, atidy 427x139x426mm (whd),
weighing achunky 20kg, and sporting
steam-punk looks through its mix of
materials. It's that Victorian
Modernist vision which makes this
look like a prop from Nemo's
Nautilus, gold-plated knobs and
connectors, chromed fascia and
transformer caps, black cages over the
tubes and wooden end-pieces in what
looks like avery dark rosewood. The
left-hand knob selects one of five

The new
inputs, the right takes care of level,
EAR V20
while at the extreme right-hand
integrated
'point' is alarge on-off button which
amplifier,
glows orangey-yellow, as per earlier
despite
Yoshino products.
Neat touches abound, like a costing a notchrome rail protecting the CE - unreasonableby-today'sapproved, yet still multi-way, binding
standards
posts mounted on the top, at the
£2495, looks
back of the row of transformers. For
like nothing
those who still use banana plugs, in
else and
defiance of the cretins in Brussels,
sports a
deft use of ascrewdriver removes the
quantity
safety caps. Output terminals are
of tubes
provided for 4, 8 or 16 ohm
rivalled
loudspeakers, and you'll want to
by few
optimise the impedance matching
because this is, after all, amere 24watter. The rear panel itself contains
gold-plated binding posts for the five
line level sources and tape-output.
As part of the Yoshino DNA
chain, the V20 amplifier is a break
away from what Tim describes as
'the
currently
fashionable
approaches of pentodes and tetrodes
in ultralinear configuration and of
large
direct- heated
triodes';
remember, though, that Tim was
one of the first in the West to get
involved with the Single Ended
Triode revival. Instead, the V20 uses
parallel- connected ECC83 (
aka
12AX7) indirectly-heated double
triodes in the output stage. Now
most of us think of these only as preamp tubes, or drivers. Even so, Tim
set them up to deliver just under
2.5W each, for an integrated
amplifier rated at 24W/ch, in pushpull, pure Class-A mode. A further

So you like the sound of triodes?
Who needs expensive power output
valves when this innovative new
design will take you there with a
score of EGG signal triodes

by KEN KESSLER

five tubes per channel complete the
line-up, including three more
ECC83s for the input stages and a
pair of ECC82 driver tubes. Again, I
wish to repeat: this amp ain't gonna
break its owners when re-tubing time
comes around.
For those who recognise the
Yoshino line as a source of
iconoclastic treasures, the V20 will
prove to be as much fun
and as much of a
challenge as the
still-hard-to-beat
EAR 859. That
13W
singleended
triode
design will be
looked upon by
anachrophiles
of the year
2025 as having
been as much a
pioneer in its
genre as the Krell
KAV300i and the Audio
Research CA- 50 in theirs. This
whole back-to-integrateds revolution
is far from over; what's so refreshing
is that it has yet to impose design
limitations in overall topology, so
afirebrand like Tim can still come
up with dazzling, innovative gems
like this.
And a gem it is, abijou tchatchke
which confuses you thusly: does one
take it po-faced seriously, or treat it
as one would the EarMax or an
X- Series module — as a source of
grinning- ear-to- ear fun? However
funky the styling, however much you
want to cuddle it and give it a
nickname and festoon it with white
gloves, yellow shoes and agirlfriend
named Minnie, something keeps
telling you that you're in the
presence of a radical new listening
tool. And that something is a
freedom from coloration, nastiness
and grunge which you simply do not
associate with 20 tubes of the most
blindingly ordinary variety. That car
analogy of Tim's is perfect, because
the way he's transformed the ECC83
into an output tube of note recalls a
point raised in Richard Williams'
stunning story of Damon Hill's
championship year, Racers [
Penguin
paperback, £ 7.99].
Williams
reminds the reader of geniuses such

\1\
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artefact you

as Colin Chapman, who took a

might correlate
with being over-

complete piece of junk — the
ludicrous and overrated-by-jingoists

driven?
But let's get
real: two dozen

Austin 7 — and turned it into
a world-beater. Not that the
conditions

are

the

same

here:

watts is still only a

Chapman was working in shortageriddled post-war Britain, whereas

truly wonderful.

Tim and other modern tube
designers are now spoiled for choice.
Hell, they can even buy brand-new

Now I'm not suggesting for a
moment that the ECC83 is anything
less than an all-time classic tube...

just right for 90dB-plus
loads, or oddballs like

300Bs made by Western Electric if

but for pre-amp usage. Who'd've
thought that it could ' out-sweet' an

with

they so desire. But nearly the same
spirit which inspired Chapman has
been employed by de Paravicini, that
of turning something intrinsically
common and cheap into something

smattering of grunt,

the 15- ohm LS3/5A
its

narrowly

defined power handling,
or the original Quad ESL,
designed to work with 15 watts'
worth of Quad II juice. So although

EL34? That it could match a KT- 66
for mid-band warmth, or a 6550 for
speed? And without a single trace of
edge, nastiness, grit or any other

the V20 is far more generous than

IN TIM'S OWN WORDS...
GIVEN the oddball nature of the V20,
it's over to Tim for asuccinct description
of the circuitry:
'The output stage is unique in several
respects. First, it uses 10 ECC83 "smallsignal" triode valves, with 10 triode
sections in parallel per phase. Although
this valve is normally only capable of
passing small currents, it is used in
EAR's Enhanced Triode Mode
(originally applied to triode-connected
pentode valves), whereby the grid is
maintained positive with respect to the
cathode, so that the grid current
normally flows.
'Under these conditions the valve
behaves effectively as a current controlled device, rather than the more
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normal voltage-controlled mode.'
Another of Tim's signature features
in the output stage is the use of his
'Balanced Bridge' connection:
'Unlike the usual push-pull output, in
which signal is taken only from the
anodes of the output valves, the
transformer windings are split equally
between the anode and the cathode
circuit of each phase, and opposite
anodes and cathodes are coupled via a
capacitor to ensure symmetry —
especially at high signal levels where
one phase turning on hard forces the
opposite phase to turn off correctly.
'Additionally, " Balanced Bridge"
output connection provides, via the
various primary windings on the

Tim de Paravicini

transformer, signals suitable for the
application of nested feedback and
bootstrapping to earlier stages in the
circuit. Because the output stage has
only unity gain ( referred to the grid of
the output valves) and draws significant
signal current, the second stage and the
cathode follower stage (which provides
the necessary current) must swing high
signal voltages and so their anodes are
bootstrapped from the output
transformer to ensure linearity. Signals
are also taken from the transformer to
provide " nested feedback" to the
cathodes of the input and second
stages. Both of these stages are
differential ( balanced) for optimum
symmetry and noise rejection.'
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the average SET, it still imposes
restrictions on the choice of speakers
you
may
use.
Why worry?
Turnabout is fair play, and the V20
user is just as entitled to creating a
system with horns or other highsensitivity aberrations as would any
SET user. But don't confuse the
V20's performance with that of a
typical SET just because it shares the
latter's power limitations. The V20
assiduously eschews the very elements
of SET sound which undermine those
undeniable SET strengths. Where an
SET is sweet but soggy, the V20 is
sweet yet controlled and precise.
Where an SET is so warm and
forgiving that you feel something must
have been sacrificed, the V20 is
equally emotion-laden and life-like,
but also detailed, dynamic and
commanding.
Listening to the V20 is very much
a case of experiencing the same
delights which make caviar more
delicious than a pickled egg, a
wristwatch more covetable than a
wall clock, a Lotus 7 more fun to
drive than a Sierra (bad analogy: a
rickshaw is more fun to drive than a
Sierra): quality over quantity. The
V20 somehow manages to deliver
the high-end virtues of abig sound
stage and terrific, layered 3D, fast
dynamic swings, low coloration,
natural timbre and everything else
we crave, but in apackage shorn of
excess. If only to explain my
indecision — is the V20 anovelty or
arevolution? — the listener has to be
re-educated to accept that you can
have all of those highly desirable
qualities in apackage which doesn't
happen to include an overabundance
of power as part of the recipe. The
only sacrifice you have to make is to
stick with whatever high-sensitivity
speakers which suit your budget.
Which is my way of saying that,
alas, one of the dream speakers for
mating with the V20 in a small-tomedium room is the Wilson
WATT/Puppy
System
5.1:
possessing high- sensitivity yet
betraying none of the compromises
associated with most speakers of that
ilk. But the price is way out of the
V20 ballpark, so it's back to old
Quads, LS3/5As and horns which
don't make you want to pour molten
lead into your ears. Again, why
worry? However much harder is your
task of finding the right speakers, the
V20 is worth the effort, because what
Ithink we're witnessing here is Tim
de Paravicini's finest moment. And
that's scary, when you consider that
even his disasters are better than
most designers' triumphs.
Buy one now, before EAR's tube
supplier puts two and two together,
and starts pricing ECC83s as if they
were KT88s.
rt.
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YOSHINO V20 AMPLIFIER
LAB REPORT
Aside from its
high 0.883ohm
Output
impedance
(8ohm tap), th,
EA RIYoshino
V20 has rather
less in common
with the
archetypal valve
amplifier than
you might first
suspect. Sure
enough, its
response is flat
through bass and
midrange and
only - 0.5dB
down at 20kHz,
though that high
source impedance
will cause the
overall system
response to
depend very
much on the
varying
impedance trend
of the attached
loudspeaker.
Otherwise, the
unusual output
topology of the
V20, with its 10
parallel-connected
ECC83 triodes
and maximum
current reserve of
5.1A (re. 1%
THD), provides
auseful tolerance
of difficult loads.
Its continuous
output reached
29W and 26W
into 8and 4
ohms respectively,
while its dynamic
profile amounts to
30W, 27W,
29W and 22W
into 8, 4, 2and
¡ohm loads
respectively [Fig
1]. These are
represented by the
black, red, blue
and green traces,
respectively, the
latter three
derived from the
V20's 4ohm tap.
Interestingly, the
increase in output
into 2ohm (blue
trace) more
closely matches its
performance into
8ohm (black
trace), suggesting

Fig I. Yoshino V20: Dynamic output profile into various loads.
Black relates to 8ohms, red to 4, blue to 2and green waI
ohm had.
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Fig 2Yoshino V20: Distortion at ¡ watt Mto an 8olun load (OdBW9.
The lower plot shows an overhead view of the same data.

the `4ohm tap' is
actually optimised
for alower lohm
load, which is no
bad thing.
Noise is also
exceptionally low
at 90dB (A-wtd,
re. 1WI8ohm),
the signal-to-noise
ratio improving
still further to
100dB at twothirds output.
Input overload
margins, loading,
channel balance
and separation are
all very good. But
it's probably the
sheer consistency

and pattern of its
distortion that
grants the V20
much of its
subjective clout.
The computerenhanced image
[Fig 2]
graphically
illustrates the 2nd
(2) and 3rd (3)
harmonics that
dominate the
spectrum at
typically 0.05% in
response to afull
bandwidth 020kHz sweep (1).
Note how
consistent these
tracks are with

frequency - good
news for sound
quality - while the
pattern itself
extends right out
to the 13th
harmonic. Of
these higher-order
tracks, it's the 6th
and 8th
harmonics (4)
that contribute
most to the V20's
engaging
character.
Without doubt,
this is ahighly
unusual and
intriguing design.
Paul Miller
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ince compact disc's arrival on
the scene and the subsequent
realisation that 'perfection' still
eluded the futuristic format, there has
been many asearch by the audiophile
for a natural and realistic-sounding
player, and one that can be bought
without fear of bankruptcy on what
is, after all, only a CD player. So it
was with this search for the holy grail
in mind that Arcam's new compact
disc player was eagerly sought for
review.
After
all,
Arcam's
collaboration with Cambridge
digiphiles dCS had been no secret.
The only mystery had been the date
when the project would see the light
of day, and an affordable player
would be in the shops. Now that day
is upon us, and before us we have the

embodiment of British innovation

Using 24- bit technology
from dCS, the Alpha 9 CD
has put Arcam on a high.
Here follows the first review
of aproduction model
by ANDREW HARRISON

and commercial expertise.
To recap the recent Arcam CD
story: before this Alpha 9 there was
the Alpha 7, the Alpha 8, and then
the 8SE. All these models are in
current production, using the same
chassis, transport and motherboard,
differing principally in the type of
digital- to-analogue converter fitted
within. Starting at £330 for the Alpha
7and working up to £800 for this ' 9,
the various price points demonstrate
tangible improvements in sound
quality [see HFNIRR, Nov/Dec ' 96
and March ' 98 for Alpha 7, 8 and
8SE reviews]; and what's more, any
machine in the series can be
upgraded for little more than the
difference in price between new

ON CLOUD NINE
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CI) PLAYERS
products. To upgrade to Alpha 9
status, you ( or more likely your
Arcam dealer) will be looking at a
new DAC board that mounts inverted
over the main circuit board, plus an
additional foam- damped screening
plate that fits over the existing power
transformer. The upgrade kit will set
you back £500.
In terms of features
and
construction, the Alpha 9 comes in a
lightweight box made up of apressed
galvanised steel base and top cover,
with acustom moulded plastic fascia.
On this frontplate is acomprehensive
array of buttons covering essential
functions like start, stop, skip and
search, with the facility to alter or
even switch off the comprehensive
display. Overall, control ergonomics
are good, and avoid the quirks
common to some players.
To the rear are two pairs of audio
outputs and an RCA/phono digital
output (useful for transfer to adigital
recording machine such as CD-R or
MiniDisc — unlikely to be hooked to
external DACs!). An HDCD filter is
used in the DAC stage, giving further
improved resolution on High
Definition discs. A remote control
handset is supplied which allows
numerical track access, and will
control volume on Arcam amplifiers.
The feel of the player in general is not
awe inspiring — weighing just 4kg
and returning an empty ' clank' when
tapped, it's mechanical integrity is
thankfully offset by the quality of
electronics inside.
For more technical background on
why this player is likely to sound
different from the usual crop of
compact disc players on the market,
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check out the boxes by Hugh
Robjohns and Paul Miller. If you've
read them and still think a crash
course in Polish would have been of
more use, then the gist is as follows:
first generation D- to-A converters,
'multi-bit', took the data (in 16-bit
code) from disc and converted this
readily to analogue music. Later,
`bitstream' converters were developed
to overcome a lack of precision in
mass-produced multi-bit chips (which
created nasty distortion in the
background) but these are highly
susceptible to stray intererence, for
example, from radio frequency
interference ( causing
nasty
distortion...). Bitstream converters
use the intermediate step of turning
16- bit data into a low- bit code,
looking at (' sampling') the data many
more times per second in order to get
the full audio picture.
The dCS Ring DAC is different:
after disc data is temporarily converted
(into a5-bit/2.8MHz code) it is turned
into analogue via 24 separate binaryto-current devices, whose outputs are
all added together to make acomplete
waveform. This is then transformed
into avarying voltage, analogous to the
musical waveform — a line- level
ouput. The term ' ring' refers to the
working pattern of the current-source
stage, where incoming samples are reassigned around the chip from sample
to sample. The intention here is to
'share around' the current sources'
inescapable variations, creating noise
in the process which can nonetheless
be sifted away relatively easily. The
result should be a cleaner, more
accurate sound, even at devilishly low
signal levels.

SOUND QUALITY
From first switch-on and play, it was
immediately obvious that the Alpha 9
is something a little special. After
hearing afew choice musical selections its clear advantage became
obvious, making comparisons with
similarly-priced products arevelation.
Without listing the other CD
players (some of which are regarded
as the finest sounding in their class)
and their relative attributes, it would
be fair to say that the Alpha 9's
advantage is one of transparency and
timbrai brilliance. Setting it against
the Alpha 7, for example, showed the
latter's vague bass and spitty vocals
— not a surprise, you may say,
considering the ' 7's entry-level status.
But then the Alpha 9's omission of
these sins just highlighted the ' CD
sound' in various other players. Give
the Alpha 9some musical texture and
atmosphere, and that's what you will
get back; vocals come alive with the
very articulation and emotion that
makes the human voice so listenable.
On Massive Attack's « Karmacoma',
the differences between singers
Tricky and 3D were practically
thrown at the listener, which is not
that easily done, since acasual hearing
may not even show that there is more
than the one vocalist at work, such is
the slickness of the production.
Soundstaging, for those who value the
quality — and Icertainly count myself
amongst them — is exemplary,
allowing stereo placement of
instruments and effects across a
remarkably broad soundstage. A
piano, if sensitively recorded, has real
width and occupies adefined stereo
space. Now, Tori Amos plays her
136sendorfer on ' Precious Things'
with a 'behind the artist' perspective,
where bass octaves are positioned to
the left and top notes to the right. The
same track through a Meridian 506
(20-bit) and 508 ( 24-bit) showed a
smooth and sweet performance,
capturing the franticness as the
acoustic drums cut in on the chorus.
But on the Alpha 9, there was
immediate freshness heaped on top of
the Meridians' velvet touch; the stereo
imaging of the piano and other
instruments was better pinpointed,
providing extra insight into the master
tape with an almost uncanny facility
to ` see' instruments at work. A jazz
quartet showed fine detail — the light
shimmer of aride cymbal, brushwork
on snare, and, unusually, a sense of
tonal correctness from plucked
upright bass. As the bassist roamed
over fingerboard, you could hear the
different sounds created, and not just
the usual pitched ' thrum'.
However, as listening progressed it
became apparent that it was in the
lower octaves that the Alpha 9 also
seems to miss out — it was somehow

Starting at
£330 for the
Alpha 7 and
working up to
£800 for this
'9, the various
price points
demonstrate
tangible
improvements
in sound
quality; and
what's more,
any machine in
the series can
be upgraded
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JR
Cambridge Lui,
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Cambridge,
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203203

erring away from the truly corporeal
slam that is present in some recorded
music. There were obviously bass
frequencies there to be had, and
aplenty; they just lacked the rhythmic
drive that would turn this little Arcam
into a totally high-end giveaway. But
what it did have, and most usefully,
was HDCD capability. With an
HDCD recording on- board fine
detailing improved further, making
the scarcity of such discs containing
your favourite music a distracting
frustration. A little rose- tinting soft
focus was evident with HDCD discs,
but again, ultimate judgements on the
enhanced format are reserved in the
absence of familiar material.
That interesting bass quality of the
Alpha 9 was never more evident than
in rock music. Take Garbage's first
album, full of driving bass, drums and
dark melodies. The Meridian 24-bit
machine had the control and punch

Finding a
CD player to
get the best
trace of sibilance; music had more
from your
grit, more detail and space... in short,
discs has
more convincing. But not perfect.
become an
Whilst turning in a spritely and
easier job
nimble rendition, it did again lack the
thanks to
punch that makes this music a the Alpha 9.
visceral pleasure. For that level of Set against
involvement ( and at a sub- fantasy
comparably
price) only one player I've heard has
priced players
come closer, and that is the Naim
it showed clear
CD3.5. For many people this may be
improvements
the player to beat at £ 1050, and we
in most areas
will be reviewing it in depth next
of replay
month. Suffice to say that while this
performance,
Naim will excite some, the £ 800
and even held
Arcam has class oozing from its audio
its own against
output sockets, setting astandard for
many pricier
any CD player below £ 2000 to beat.
products

CONCLUSION

Finding a CD player to get the best

shielding. In the meantime, this
Arcam represents astonishing value
and must be heard.

as its plus points, while the Alpha 9
was just tighter, Shirley Mansun's
vocals seeming huskier with barely a

from your discs has become an easier
job, thanks to the Alpha 9.

Set against comparably priced players
it showed clear improvements in most
areas of replay performance, and even
held its own against many pricier
products. The Meridians, which have
been a personal favourite with their,
dare Isay, analogue-like presentation,
sounded distinctly veiled, lethargic
and over-heavy in comparison, while
other circa-£ 1000 machines were still
leaning towards digital artifice.
Arcam, with a little know-how from
dCS, have excelled themselves with
this Alpha 9, crucially creating asuper
sounding player of the Red Book disc.
Ever churlish, my mind is
wondering what the Arcam/dCS
chipset would sound like in a solidlybuilt unit with particular attention
paid to power supplies, regulation and

DCS RING-DAC TECHNOLOGY
WHILE the dCS Elgar has a dedicated board to
hold its novel digital-to-analogue converter, the
Alpha 9 uses a newly-developed dCS RingDAC-on-a-chip. Integrating dCS's sophisticated
44.1 6H.
circuit board of about 5x4 inches into a single
(16-mask) chip was not an easy task and it
took a couple of design iterations before dCS
were satisfied.
16- bit
The new IC is essentially identical to the original discrete
version and retains its dual differential output format to give
immunity from noise on the power supplies and reference
voltages. As with all integrated ICs, the technology imposes
certain design constraints and one of the most significant is
that whereas conductors on aPCB have virtually zero resistance, in an
IC they are perhaps athousand-times greater. This causes serious
problems and, for example, although areference voltage might be
accurate on aterminal pin, even if only atiny current is flowing inside
the chip the received voltage will be substantially different. The
solution is to integrate elaborate voltage sensor techniques. The
perverse result is that the IC Ring-DAC is inherently more complex
than its antecedant.
The dCS Ring-DAC chip will be used in conjunction with a12,000gate FPGA ( Field Programmable Gate Array), and either aMotorola
DSP ( Digital Signal Processor) or the Pacific Microsonics HDCD
decoder ( itself adedicated DSP). The FPGA is effectively akit of
logical components which can be configured by software (from an
EPROM) to perform all manner of functions. In this application, dCS
use it as asimple DSP and data- formatter. The main DSP provides
some of the oversampling and filtering operations (eight-times in the
case of the Alpha 9's implementation), and the FPGA oversamples the
result by another factor of eight to derive a24- bit signal at
2.8224MHz ( 64-times 44.1kHz). The device has been designed to
also support 96kHz working with 32-times oversampling.
Performing the oversampling in two stages avoids having to deal
with excessively long word lengths at very high speeds and improves
the oversampling accuracy. The FPGA also performs the 4th-order
noise shaping and allocates the data to the differential Ring-DAC.
The dCS Ring-DAC design combines adelta- sigma approach in the
front end with some multi-bit technology at the back end, and
ingenious lateral thinking in the middle! Following 64-times
oversampling and fourth-order noise shaping the ( up to) 24-bit digital
audio words from each stereo channel are translated into 5- bit words
(strictly only a4.6- bit word with 24 possible states) by the FPGA —
the whole process being similar to aconventional delta- sigma
converter.
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These 5- bit words are then decoded into simple on/off signals and
are multiplexed for left and right channels on each of 24 data lines
feeding the Ring-DAC itself. Here they are used to control the outputs
of 24 separate but identical current sources and their switched
currents are summed and converted to avoltage representing the
original analogue sample — all of which is very similar to a
conventional multi- bit D-A (albeit at avery high sampling rate with
few quantising levels).
The clever part is that because the current sources are nominally
identical, matching them is relatively easy ( far easier than the binary
weighting necessary in conventional designs). Furthermore, which
sources are used with each digital word is irrelevant ( unlike a
conventional multi- bit DAC) since it is purely the number of summed
currents rather than their specific binary weighting which is important.
Consequently, the current sources can be used in arotation with
subsequent samples, as if they were arranged in aring with anew
starting point for each sample — hence the name ' Ring-DAC'. By
changing the current sources with each new sample any variations
due to tolerances, temperature, or ageing will be dispersed in a
pseudo- random way.
Randomising the inevitable (but miniscule) errors in this way results
in asmall degree of additional noise rather than DNL ( Dynamic NonLinearity, quantising errors found in multi-bit technology) and the
linearity of the Ring-DAC system is so good that conventional
measuring equipment can not be used. Instead, long-term statistical
analysis is required and after 48 hours of continuous testing the
discrete dCS Ring-DAC showed alinearity equivalent to 29- bits!
Although the first implementation of the integrated Ring-DAC is in
Arcam's new player, Mike Story, Managing Director of dCS, is very
confident about the performance of the new chip and dCS have every
intention of using it in the next generation of their own professional
and high-end consumer products.
Hugh Robjohns
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CD PLAYERS
Arcam, with
alittle knowhow from dCS,
have excelled
themselves
with this
Alpha 9,
crucially
creating
asuper
sounding
player of
the Red Book
disc

ARCAM ALPHA 9 CD PLAYER
LAB REPORT
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different amplifiers

implementations,
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very close into the

and is in utter

20Hz
ikHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) 0.0
0.0
0.0
Channel separation (dB)99
98
99
Frequency response (dB) 0.0
0.0
-0.1.
Distortion ( TH[) vs level, dB):
At OdB
-80
-81
-79
At -30dB
-91
-89
-81
At -60dB
-61
-60
-55
At -80dB
-29
-35
-30
At -90dB (dithered) - 19
25
-20
At - 100dB (dithered)
-12
At - 110dB (dithered)
-7
Resolution (
linearity emir. dB):
Error at -60dB
Error at -80dB
-0.1
0.0
Error at -90dB
0.3 -0.3
Error at - 100dB
0.1 -0.1
Peak output level L/R
2.366/2.363V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+ 1.45
Output impedance L/R
48ohms
lntermodulation. CC ,R, OdB (dB)
- 78
Stopband image suppression (
dB) > 105
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
Protection
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
96.7
Without emphasis. OLSB/lLSB
96.5/96.4
Total correlated Jitter
273 picoseconds
Digital output
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
+ 22ppm
Track access time to track 99)
2.5 seconds
Typical price
vAT)
1799.90

central peak (1)

Likely as not, the
economics of l
to-V
conversion are also
behind the mild
increase in
distortion to 0.01%
at peak level.
Nevertheless, do
note the remarkable
consistency of this
figure at all
frequencies — an
important factor in
good sound quality.
From whatever
angle the Alpha 9
is observed this
remains atruly
remarkable
machine.
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ometimes amajor operator in
high- end amplification will

The listening
insulated gold-plated binding posts
DC offset, of shut down and/or
system
to aid bi-wiring for the speakers,
adaptation to moderate levels of DC
create a product where price
CD sources were
while the audio inputs are provided
applied to the input.
is no object; a statement product
the Krell
in both phono ( single-ended) and
In addition this amplifier, despite
where all the company's skills have
KPS20i11, plus
XLR (balanced) form. Links ground
its vast power capability, was
been fully exercised to attempt to
Krell and
the negative signal input in singledesigned to meet all international
redefine reference performance, and
Meridian CD
ended working. A high input
legislation for the purity of current
point to the future in terms of transports, DCS
impedance
assures
good
drawn via the mains supply and this
electronic and industrial design for
Elgar and Audio
compatibility with valve or transistor
may potentially improve the
lesser offerings. At £25,800 apair, I Synthesis DAX
sources. Note that the output is fully
performance of other equipment
rate the FPB650M as falling into
Decade DIA
balanced and should not be
used in association with it, relative
this category, even though Krell has
converters. Vinyl
connected to control boxes which
to lesser breeds of power amp which
produced still more costly models.
LPs source was a
may have a- ground connection or
lack the benefit of the mains
On the face of it the FPB 650M
Linn Sondek
which may link the amplifier
harmonic control.
might appear to be just a two-box,
LPI2
grounds.
To achieve sufficient lowpossibly more powerful version of LingolNaim
frequency stability to give the level
the extant FPB600 (£ 13,000), this
Aro/van den Hul
TECHNOLOGY
of bass slam and extension
itself an exceptional and truly
GLA 1V record
On test, the FPB600 had delivered
customarily delivered by big Krells,
powerful stereo chassis capable of player via
ashort term maximum of over 7500
the designer has traditionally relied
almost 1000W/ch on the test bench.
Conrad-Johnson
watts per channel into 1 ohm.
on huge reservoir capacitors;
But at nearly twice the price, there
Premier 15.
Given
this
level
of load - conceptually these are the final
must surely be something more of Loudspeakers
imperturbability, it would seem
element in the current path through
value in the ' 650 than the
were Wilson
hard to top the ' 600 on grounds of
the loudspeaker, a notional bass
monoblock concept alone. Going
Audio Grand
either
sound
or
technical
limiting filter if you like. Such
though the motions of reference
SLAMM H and
performance. Yet that is exactly
capacitors
have
their
own
amplifier construction can produce
WITT H, Quad
what the ' 650 monoblocks set out
limitations at higher frequencies due
results which look impressive in a ESL63,
to do. There are now four 4kW
to the finite inductance associated
shop window, but the designer also
Avantgarde Duo,
toroids instead of two, and
with their size, which slows them
has to conjure up agenuine uplift in
Sonus Faber
moreover, with total segregation
sound' quality to justify the far
Electa Amator
between channels, including the
higher price.
mains power cables, there is
Compared with the ' 600, there
essentially no potential for
are many improvements to the
unwanted interaction between the
circuitry and connector practice.
active
power
channels.
The overall power supply has been
Microprocessor- based systems
virtually doubled, while each unit
protect the amplifier against misuse
has its own infra red, microand fault: there is monitoring of
processor control system.
output current, of device and heat
Using a special 30A mains
sink temperature; controlled turnconnector, the ' 650M is nominally
on of the low and high- power
rated at 650W/channel 8ohms, fully
regulator systems; active control of
regulated Class A, while providing a
progressive increase in real power,
Krell's massive, state-of-the-art
Class A/B, into lower load
impedances: 1300W into 4 ohms,
FPB600 stereo power amplifier is
2600W into 2 ohms and 5200W
into 1ohm. Low output impedance
and very wide bandwidth may be
finally excelled by this pair of awetaken for granted, as is a negligible
level of distortion; still, these
inspiring monoblocks...
promising indicators provide no
guarantee of great sound.
There is a power breaker switch
on the rear panel, and doubled-up

by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

KRELL

1H11
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up. Bypass capacitors can help but
don't provide the entire solution.
But in the case of an amplifier with
stabilised power supplies, the
effective size of a reservoir is
multiplied hugely, allowing the use
of smaller and wider bandwidth
capacitors of selected sound quality.
These small capacitors may be
located on the board adjacent to the
circuits they feed, rather than
placed remotely and hard-wired.
With regulated supply rails, the
FPB650 also employs Krell's
proprietary ' Class A' plateau
biasing. In practice the amplifier is
operated in Class A regardless of
the size of a music transient and
remains so for a decent interval
before
climbing
down
the
programmed series of bias levels,
stage by stage, until a rest level is
attained once more. An ultra-highspeed anticipation circuit using
current feedback amplification is
capable of setting bias ahead of the
arriving music transient, so that the

output stage is already stable before
this arrives, assuring maximum
linearity and essentially zero
crossover distortion.
Every (bipolar) output device has
its own driver while the output array
is never stressed by more than a
fraction of its current capability, in
order to maintain natural dynamics
even in the face of arduous speaker
loading.
Configured as acurrent gain, selfcontained compound section, the
output circuit is of very wide
bandwidth and does not need or use
loop negative feedback to the input
or an earlier stage. Enhancements
for the monoblock models include
quicker, sharper transitions between
the plateau bias levels and tighter
running of the regulators to the
output stages. Firmer, tighter bass is
apredicted result.
While they work surprisingly well
on a pair of 13A plug sockets you
won't have lived until you hear the
effect of an individually dedicated
30-60A spur connection! It's like
installing a low pressure turbo
charger on a 5.6 litre V8, the gain
out of all proportion to the
additional cost.

Going though
the motions of
reference
amplifier
construction
can produce
results which
look
impressive in a
shop window,
but the
designer also
has to conjure
up a genuine
uplift in sound
quality to
justify the far
higher price

From first installation the ' 650M
sounded pretty cool. As it ran in
there was ahint of withdrawal, even
of reticence, around day three.
Then in successive days it began to
open out again, gaining in speed,
transparency
and
dynamic
expression.
For the bottom line to make
sense this monster has to deliver
sufficient sound quality to justify
the financial outlay and its energyconsuming existence when running
hard. In context Isaid much the
same about the FPB600, for
example in its relationship to the
significantly more economical FPB
300 and ' 200 models. Imake no
apology for such considerations
since those who value the sound
quality provided by agood amplifier
may well consider it more than
fairly priced when compared with
say a kitchen revamp or a second
ensuite bathroom.
Historically, it has proved very
hard for amplifier designers to hold
all the sonic parameters together
with increasing size, physical and
electrical complexity. This is
epitomised by the case of
monoblocks. In my view genuine
contenders
should need no
mollycoddling or excuses. If they
truly deliver to expectation then they
should be able to show potential
from the moment they're unpacked
and powered up. And Krell's
FPB650m is just such a
beast. Set against a well
run-in,
floor- spiked,
spur- powered FPB600,
the factory- fresh, cold,
FPB650M run off a 13A
plug in a four-way
adaptor demonstrated a
new level of performance
from the very start.
Hints of a seductive
aural
magic
were
immediately present in
the room. There was
increased depth and
space in the image, more
speed,
significantly
greater openness at both
bass and treble extremes.
This hardly seemed
possible so early on in the
evaluation process, but
there it was. Once fully
settled in, further lengthy
comparisons with other
major references left all
who shared in the
listening sessions in no
doubt concerning the
pre-eminence of this new
power amp.
Putting
aside
any
considerations of value for the
present,
it
presented
an
embarrassingly high performance
37

What's going on
inside — this
internal view of a
pre-production model
shows point-to-point
wiring, since replaced
with acopper buss
bar.
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margin over previous art which I
have tried. In the past two years or
so, we've seen some amazing
product — there was the ' 300 and
then the ' 600 which handsomely
established a new overall reference
standard, while the Cary 805e
successfully fought back on grounds
of outright musicality while working
in a region of rather smaller scale
and bandwidth. On the preamplifier
side there was the cj Premier 14 and
15 t011owed by the reference grade
ART. Now the ' 650M has moved
the goal posts again.
Given that the ' 600 stereo model
has sustained arduous comparative
testing and hasn't been found
wanting, in direct comparison the
'650M is simply better — and not
by an incremental degree.
Let's take the bass first. The
FPB600 went deeper, was more
expressive, more tuneful and more
articulate, delivering greater
dynamic punch in the mid- bass.
There was an unprecedented degree
of whole body slam at low
frequencies. Bass notes positively

growled with grip and authority.
You weren't aware previously that
your speakers had this ability! There
is certainly an unusual level of
transparency to the FPB600 bass
and yet the ' 650M managed to
expand on this. The ' 650M also laid
a very powerful foundation for the
reproduced sound, providing an
enhanced sense of scale.
The ' 600's midrange is pretty
special — creamy, if not quite so
velvet- textured as the finest SE
triode designs. By comparison, the
'650's mid is a touch sweeter, yet,
and even more importantly, it was
significantly more articulate and
higher in resolution, especially
noticeable
with
complex
programme combined with heavyduty
bass.
Deeply
layered
compositions were significantly less
congested. In addition the ' 650
consistently managed to build on
the strengths of the ' 600 in both the
mid and the treble. The ' 650M's
treble had more air, more sparkle
more apparent energy and less
grain. Its greater clarity was

compelling
on
top
quality
programme while older, rougher,
CD material was exposed for what it
was. The ' 650M takes no prisoners!
With careful siting, mono
grounding ( mains cable grounds
joined) a good spur supply and
either balanced cable ( mainly van
den Hul The Second) or a low
impedance unbalanced connection
(Transparent XL or Siltech 4-54),
the ' 650M closely approaches the
fine standard for rhythm and timing
attained by the ' 600, an aspect
which some monoblocks often fail to
get. On dynamics alone, the ' 650M
comfortably surpassed the ' 600; and
the expression ' speed' also makes
sense here. As one began to
appreciate the ' 650M's particular
musical dialect it was clear that in
totality this amp could in fact swing
and rock with the best of them.
Despite its huge power this amplifier
was also remarkably subtle.
A passage can burble along in a
relaxed manner, showing really good
low-level detail, until someone hits
something, rim shots, tam-tam or
whatever, and this amplifier then has
the ability to stop you in your tracks.
It was truly expressive, remaining
so from whisper quiet levels right up
to full- bore clip, the latter
something you may never need to
exercise at the limit .
And there's yet more. That very
fine soundstage performance of the
'600 has been substantially expanded.
The top-notch deep image layering
has been retained while the perceived
stereo image is now both wider and
deeper. The ' 650M is also imbued
with a highly satisfying air and
ambience, while the acoustic space
round instruments and vocalists is
very clearly expressed.
There was no sense of darkness or
enclosure with this amplifier. It
sounded wide open, transparent and
expressive, proving highly neutral in
response to awide rage of ancillaries
and programme.
In a top- class system, the
authoritative reach of the new
FPB650M made marking the
overall sound an easy task. Noting
that this subjective score covers total
attainment, sonic consistency,
breadth, dynamic range — in other
words, the lot with no caveats —
then this amplifier returns an alltime record of 55 points!
Like the Cary 805e, it draws you
into the musical performance,
defying you to skip tracks or
truncate a movement. Their
approach is distinctly different and
yet both have comparable merit in
their respective contexts, the Cary
excelling in the purist sense of mid
musicality, micro dynamics and
timbre, the big Krell delivering
SEPTEMBER 1998
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awesome dynamics over a huge
sound stage and with a wide, wide
bandwidth full of clarity and highly

LAB REPORT

With available
peak current in

round the fact that the Krell costs a

With essentially
similar circuitry

packet. But, indisputably, the

and power rails to

performance is there for the taking.

the FPB600

questions of load
tolerance or

CONCLUSION

(reviewed in

variation of

Stereophile April

technical

Yes, it is ahuge amount of money to

1997; also see
HFNIRR review of

performance or

resolved detail. There's no getting

pay for a stereo power amplifier but
the FPB650M has delivered a
performance which in context could
be said to largely justify that price.
Build quality and finish were both

the '300 in
December 1996)
the test results are
broadly similar and

excess of + 115A,

sound quality with
loading do not arise.
With this load
driving ability
comes avery low
and nearly constant

excellent ( as usual!) It behaved
impeccably on the test bench,

the '650M
appellation does not

exhibiting

in fact signify an

better than 0.04

imperturbability and near-perfect
stability plus a huge linear power

increase in power.
hauled a

ohms while the
frequency response is

output provided over a massive
bandwidth. While minor variations

monoblock down to

wide and flat, for

my lab (with some

-0.5dB, better than

in distortion could be detected due
to the plateau bias operation, the
levels themselves were felt to be in

help!) and after a
sensible pre-heat,

0.5Hz to 78kHz,
-3dB better than
0.1Hz to 210kHz.
Checked on

almost

total

load

the inaudible region and were also
of desirably low harmonic order,

the amp was
exercised on a
nominal 242V
50Hz supply. It

essentially free from artefacts of
either loop negative feedback or
crossover distortion.
For such a powerful design it is

cracked the 900W
barrier into 8ohms.
While nominally

eco -friendly and only consumes

rated at 650W per

power when required to deliver; the

channel 8ohms,
this monoblock
happily churned out

new 0.15W lowest Class A bias level
sees to that. But it was the advance in
sound quality which was the most

reactive loading
with square wave
signals the stability
was found to be

typically in the
-96dB region,

excellent. Since the
phase shift is only

exceedingly low,
especially for a

0.3 degrees at
10kHz, and 45
degrees by 160kHz,
this open loop

Fig 2. Krell FPB650M: intermodulation distortion at IW

intermodulation

input impedance
high, approaching

design without

spectrum is shown,

200k ohms

overall loop
feedback. At a

with an excellent
result of -88dB
distortion at rated

balanced (85kohm
approx
unbalanced) with
capacitance. It

very little overshoot

distortion was

power. Down at 1
watt, it measured

30dBW as makes

(about 15%) on a
pure luF

higher although still
of no consequence,

-75dB, 0.018%.
Noise levels were

needed ahealthy

capacitance with an
effortless slew

reading -80dB for
two tone high

very low, -88.6dB,

140mVfor 1watt,
and 3.6Vfor full

frequency
intermodulation

truly reference grade sonic performance
of the '600 could be so comprehensively

any difference.
This monoblock
showed even firmer
regulated supply

margin. It was

whose
clear,
consolidated
attainment redefines performance at

rails than the '600
and astonishingly I

singularly
unaffected by

a price level, just as the ' 600 has
done at nearly half the price. Ihave
proposed that the FPB600 is amost

could squeeze no
more than 0.08dB

loading.
'Plateau

of power loss over
the whole frequency
range for 8and 4

Biasing' does give
rise to minor
variations in

Fig Ishows the
harmonic spectrum

ohm loading. With

distortion according
to the power history

for 1watt at
2I0Hz, the
ordinates aligned to

worthy Wilson Grand SLAA,IM X1
driver: the FPB 650M is still more
worthy.
Providing a superb all round

28.98dBW
available into 2

and better than 70dB of total
harmonic including
noise.

true reference in their class and for
me define the present art of

ohms (true power of

and test level. For
example, at 150W

3,160M Idared a

8ohms, mid band,

No even harmonics

power

Strongly

1ohm load with no

with increasing

recommended for those lucky few
who can afford them.

less than 5,440W,
28.34dBW output,

power, the distortion

were expected from
this highly

was anegligible -

symmetrical, fully

only 1.5dB lower
than the 8ohm

82dB or 0.008%.

balanced design.

performance, these monoblocks are

amplification.

Channel balance
was excellent, the

clipping, or as near

design. It seems hard to believe that the

Musically this amp is agiant, one

ohms load.
In Fig 2, the
high-frequency

100mW whisper
quiet peak level the

almost 950w/ch or
29.73dBIWfor 1%

simply better.

output impedance,

amplifier showed

impressive aspect of this finely crafted

bested. The FPB650M isn't louder, it is

Fie 1. Krell FPB650M: distortion at 1W

peak level.

Conversely, at the
value for the higher
Class A condition,
descending from
300W to 150W, the
distortion was even
lower at - 106dB, or
0.0005%. Ifound
that the first bias

that fundamental.

Third is dominant
at alow -84dB,
5th at - 100dB and
the rest was lowlevel noise at better
than - 110dB,
amazing for such a
powerful amplifier.

level step was

Likewise the result
for power supply

around 150m W. At
afew watts,

superb — better

modulation was

nominally biased,

than - 110dB down

the distortion was

for '%-rated level, 4

A weighted at 1
watt, reaching to
-114dB full level.
Excluding hum, the
unweighted full
level noise was
II8dB down, the
line harmonics
amounting to just
3.7dB of this result.
Test results

negligible load

input voltage,

output.
DC offset was
vanishingly low,
better than lmV
and the power
transformers,
despite their 4kW
ratings, were
audibly silent.
Krell FPB6501Y1

Power output
Rated cower into 8ohms (makers spec)
650W (28.138W*: 4ohms, 28.13dEfe)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm load (d131M 24.8 29.8
29.8
Both channets 4ohms
Burst 10ms, 8ohms
29.9
Bust 10ms, 4chms
29.8
Burst 10ms, 2ohms
29.0
Distortion (
dB)
THD,rated power 8 ohms - 78 - 77 -61
THD. at OdBW 8ohms
77
78 - 70
Interniodulation distortion (
dB)
(19kHz/20kHz rated power, aux input) -88
(19kHz/20kHz rated power, at OdBW -75
Signal-to-noise ratio, full gain (dB)
22Hz 22kHz ( rel OdBW(
-82.9
22Hz-22kHz ( rel full level rated) - 114.3
'A' wtd ( rel OdBW)
-88.6
'A wtd ( rel full level rated) -114.6
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
< 1mV
Input sensitivity ( IHF.OdB)
140mV balanced
input sensitivity (for prog clip) 3.59V balanced
Stereo separation, aux (dB)
Output impedance (
ohms)0.025 0.024 0.038
Typical price (
Inc VAT) £ 12900/monoblock
'where OdBW =2.83V. or 1W/8 ohms
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LOUDSPEAKERS

S

ince Mission re-popularised
the idea of floorstanding
loudspeakers more than a
decade ago, this kind of speaker has
grown to all but dominate the
market, stealing market share from
the
better
stand- mounting
compacts, and from the cheaper
wardrobes that once had a certain
popularity ( or
notoriety).
Compared to compacts, columns
mean larger enclosures, which in
turn means more bass without
using more floor space, while
narrow columns often mean better
controlled enclosures and superior
stereo imagery than full width
loudspeakers. And of course,
columns also mean the abolition of
the trelliswork of supports that
compact speakers require.
The
big
technical
issue
concerning
affordable
floorstanding loudspeakers is, if
you can forgive the mixed
metaphors, that their designers
have given themselves enough
rope to hang themselves, and
not
necessarily
enough
resources to get themselves
off the hook. It is acliché of
the loudspeaker industry
that
most
small,
inexpensive loudspeakers
are musically better than
bigger ones in the same
range, and this is not
surprising given that
that bigger boxes are
inherently
more
difficult to control,
and
that
drive
eagr 0

MODELS ON TEST
Castle Severn 2
Definitive Technology BP6B
GLL Imagio IC348TL
Mission 774
Monitor Audio Monitor 4
Musical Technology Harrier SE
unit design is complicated by the
requirement to cover a wider
frequency range.
But this test of six floorstanding
loudspeakers represents some of the
best in the £ 500-£750 price band,
a range well clear of the highlycompromised budget floorstanders
which start at around £ 200, and
equally clear of the high-end, where
the sky is the limit. The price band
covered here includes some of the
most important models in their
respective makers' ranges, and
some of them are genuinely
talented. For quick comparison, the

£580
£750
£549
£499
£499
£525

basic manufacturers specs are
tabulated at the end of the review.
For this review, the speakers were
all extensively run-in, and were
used with a number of amplifiers,
though most of the formal listening
was done using a newly revised
Orelle SA-100RX, which is an
excellent, minimalist amplifier rated
at 75 watts/channel. Concrete
paving slab supports (about £ 1.80
each from B&Q) were used instead
of spikes.

CASTLE SEVERN 2
From left to right:
Monitor Audio
Monitor 4, Castle
Severn 2, Definitive
Technology BP6B,
GLL lmagio
IC348TL, Mission
774 and Musical
Technology Harder SE

Two years on from the original
Severn (named after the river) there
is now the Severn 2 ( presumably
named after another river), an
extensively revamped design with a
new, larger 150mm bass cone, in an
enclosure some 20% larger than the
original, and with revised bass
loading to suit. According to the
manufacturer, all the changes

(

Floorstanding or column speakers now
seem the obvious choice even at quite affordable
price levels, we compares six of the best at £500-1750
by ALVIN GOLD
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flowed from the switch to carbon
fibre as a bass/mid cone material,
and represent two years of
additional expertise, though it is
hard to see how the larger cone size
(up from 130mm in the original)
could be other than a competitive
catching up exercise. Either way,
this new model, whose technology
now bears astriking resemblance to
the original Castle carbon- fibre
cone model, the Avon, delivers
better bass extension and reduced
distortion. Or so it says here.
The precise configuration chosen
for the Severn 2 is unusual.
Internally, the enclosure is divided
vertically by asloping panel, one of
whose functions is to act as an
asymmetric brace, reducing panel
resonances and dispersing internal
standing-wave reflections. It also
helps isolate the crossover, housed
in the base, from acoustic pressure
changes. Finally, it interfaces with
the reflex loading port, which is
fitted inside the base, and which
vents from a gap, defined by
spacers,
between
the
main
enclosure and the overhanging
pedestal panel. The enclosure itself
is veneered in real wood (as usual
with Castle there is awide range of
alternatives) and of a very high
standard, easily the best in this test,
and the carcass is made from 18mm
MDF, the result being significantly
heavier than group average, as well
as being acoustically near inert.
The two-way drive system is
inverted to optimise path lengths to
the ear from the comparatively
short enclosure height (the Severn 2
stands 770mm tall), and the soft
dome tweeters are offset in mirror
image fashion, to reduce
cabinet
edge
diffraction effects, the
radiused baffle edges
contributing to the
same end.
The result of these
efforts is a vivid and
articulate sounding
speaker, a scavenger
of information par
excellence, which sets a
standard
for
information retrieval
that none of the others
convincingly beat. To
be brutally fair, this
does not always make
it easy on the ear.
Ragged strings sound
raw, and multi-miked,
pan-potted recordings
which
perform
acceptably elsewhere
can end up being
pulled to pieces by the
Castle. Don't play
your
late
DGG
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bass extension.
During the course of this test,
which saw much coming and going
of source
components
and
amplification, and a change in
listening room accompanying a
change in address, it was the Severn
2 ( and one other more costly
speaker not in this group) that I
found myself returning to when I
needed a clear and reliable picture
of what was going on. And not just
because it was such an analytical,
transparent-sounding device, but
also because it knew which way was
up. With the lean, clean and mean
Castle Severn 2 you knew that if
you got a credible, musical result,
this was a reflection of reality and
not just an artefact of the speakers'
particular
strengths
and
weaknesses.

DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY
BP6B

SUPPLIER
Castle
Acoustics Ltd,
Shortbank Road,
Skipton,
N. Yorks
BD23 277.
Tel: 01756
795333

The BP6B (the suffix B indicates
that it is the new, revised spec) is
the most compact and affordable of
the
Definitive
Technology
Karajan through this
floorstanding columns, all of which
one. In general the employ deep, slim enclosures, a
Severn 2 tended to wooden top cap and a black body
ride roughshod over stocking covering the main carcass.
some of the more This is agreat way of reducing costs
subtle tonal colours — the cabinet doesn't need to be
and
stereo
depth
finished to the usual furniture
information ( compare and standard, but the end results still
contrast with the Mission 774 looks elegant and refined. In this
in particular). The Severn 2is also case
appearance
is
slightly
lean to the point of being bright, compromised by the vinyl wrap on
and doesn't always perform well at the end plate which replaces the
close quarters, say less than about piano gloss finish used on the senior
2.5 metres, which can militate
models. The chipboard grade used
against use in small rooms.
in the carcass — it can be seen from
The good side of the Severn 2 is
underneath — looks rather porous,
at least equally persuasive, however.
but the enclosures are heavy and
The Castle is a supremely non-resonant, the baffle being 25
organised transducer, mm thick, with rebated drivers and
largely free of muddle radiused edges.
and overhang. Above all
This is the only model in this
this is a well-balanced group to depart from the usual
loudspeaker, essentially direct radiating paradigm. It is a
free of the colorations bipolar radiator, with forward and
that make other speakers back facing pairs of drivers ( this,
reproduce vocals as rather than expensive cabinet
though through cupped finishes, is where the money has
hands, or which sound gone) which are driven in-phase:
loose and boomy in the that is all drivers ' blow' and ' suck'
bass. The quacky, boxy in unison, which provides a first
midband
signature
approximation to an omnifound with almost every directional output, though with
other loudspeaker tested reduced output to the sides. In any
was largely absent in a bipole, a great deal of sound is
design thai seemed reflected off rear walls, which can
capable of starting and make them tricky to position. They
stopping on the head of need plenty of air around them, but
a pin. The bass was a one benefit is that the reverberant
particular strength. It soundfield is more nearly tonally
was always taut and
accurate and free from crossover
tuneful, and if it lacked notches as it is generated largely by
the weight of several of direct axial output from the rear
the others, it was not facing drivers. In this case the bass
significantly lacking in drivers are 140mm mineral- filled
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polymer coned units in cast
magnesium baskets, designed to
reduce aerodynamic loading, and
the B-series tweeters are new 25mm
units with aluminium domes. Both
drivers are derived from the onetime flagship BP2000, which I
reviewed some time ago [
HFNIRR,
May ' 96]. Only single wiring is
supported in this entry-level model,
and the input terminals are only
accessible from underneath, which
helps make for unusually neat
installation.
The BP6B has a declared 6ohm
impedance
and
91dB/watt
sensitivity, the combination of
which adds up to high sound
pressure levels from modest inputs.
The tonal balance favours the bass,
and positioning as we have already
seen is best well away from room
boundaries. The BP6B also has
wide dispersion, with less evidence
than usual of a sweet spot; in fact
this speaker is capable of delivering
good stereo over a wide arc, and
indeed behind the speakers if they
are used in alocation that allows it.
Put all these snippets together and
you have aloudspeaker that is great
for filling large spaces, even spaces
which defeat conventional speakers,
and which can do so without the
absolute requirement for costly high
power amplification.
But how well does it fill those
spaces? In a recording of the
Mozart Clarinet Concerto (
the recent
HFNIRR
cover- mount
disc,
featuring Anthony Michaelson), the
BP6B sounded warm, and generally
very open and outgoing, but string

GU. IMAGIO IC34811.
The IC348TL represents
Goodmans Loudspeakers
Limited's best shot at a
third- generation
ICT
loudspeaker. Inductive
Coupling Technology is
GLL's proprietary ' coaxial'
drive. unit technique, in which a
metal- skirted tweeter cone at the
acoustic centre of an otherwise
more or less conventional bass unit

is inductively driven by the main
driver motor system. The tweeter
cone has no voice-coil of its own;
ICT needs no direct connection to
the tweeter, and is therefore
essentially free from tweeter
burnout. Mechanically simple, ICT
offers the benefits of the coaxial
breed, namely consistent off- axis
behaviour —albeit suffering the
sound was a touch wooden. A usual treble rolloff — but not the
piano recording — Volodos playing crossover phase notches associated
with separate bass and treble arrays.
Bizet's Carmen Variations —
sounded even more impressive, Although there is no electrical
with a tactile piano sound with crossover network, the constraints
good weight and depth, and a real on the design are such that ICT
sense of control and organisation design is difficult to optimise, and
that left the impression of early designs suffered excessively
tunefulness and freedom from high crossover frequencies and
overhang. Ironically it was with the mid/treble colorations thanks to the
more propulsive bass lines from the convoluted treble signal path.
The book of words sent out to
likes of the Wyclef Jean track Gone
Till November that the BP6B reviewers make some bold, not to
betrayed a rather heavy-handed say bald claims, suggesting that
quality in the bass, along with alack 'There is no compromise', and
of vocal articulation. In the Corrs' referring to ' lifestyle cosmetics'.
idea
that
any £ 550
What Can IDo? the female vocal The
line was wooden and boxy, and the loudspeaker is without compromise
upper bass and lower midband doesn't bear examination, but to
suggest that this is a ' lifestyle'
region
sounded
muddled,
detracting from imagery and product is rich. In fact this is a
precision. My notes suggest that the rather big, and very blunt-looking
system sounded as though a upended box, enhanced admittedly
by the black wooden plinth, the
loudness control had been engaged.
Definitive Technology speakers neatly rebated drivers and the
have always had strong home quality real wood finish, but there
cinema capabilities, but in its has been no real attempt at styling,
original form the BP6 was unusual or even softening the baffle edges,
in being quite unsuitable for which is the conventional way to
'shrink' a loudspeaker's visual
conventional, high quality stereo
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footprint
whilst
reducing cabinet
edge diffraction.
(Regarding
the
latter consideration
sonically,
the
tweeter's immediate
environment is the
ICT bass cone, and
cabinet
edge
problems
are
probably
not
a
factor.)
Conventional as it
looks, agreat deal of
innovative work has
been done below
decks. The ICT
driver itself has been
extensively breathed
upon, the result of
which is a better
behaved drive- unit
with
reduced
moving mass, easier
amplifier loading,
enhanced midband
performance thanks
to anew bass/mid cone,
and astrengthened chassis.
For this model, the ICT unit
is married to a separate dedicated
bass driver with an appropriately

duties. It simply didn't cut
the
mustard
as
an
audiophile speaker, and
although this shortcoming
that has been addressed in
the version tested here with
its new tweeter and
crossover network, this
remains at best an uneven
loudspeaker, clearly softer
edged and less capable
than
its
larger
and
costlier counterparts (how
refreshing it is to encounter
a loudspeaker range that
actually gets better as the
price and size increases!).
In short, this is not aclassic
Definitive
Technology
model.

SUPPLIER
GLL,
3Ridgeway
Havant,
Hampshire,
P09 CS.
01705
492777

Tie IC ISTL
comes into is
own when the
throttlm zre
opened wide,
where it proves
capable o'
operablig al
high sound
pressLre levels
without
complaint or
severe changes
in sou id
quality

higher cone mass and a fixed pole
piece extension.
The inside cavity consists of two
sealed sections. The top one
contains the ICT unit and is front
vented, and the larger bottom
section is said to act as a
transmission
line
for
the
supplementary bass driver, which
channels some radiation using
vertical dividers as awaveguide; the
rest is diverted into a ' blind'
enclosed line. The internal baffling
has the secondary effect of bracing
and stiffening the enclosure, the
result of which is that the side
panels are notably free of obvious
resonances, though this is not true
of the less effectively supported
large front and back panels.
Carpentry
is
15mm
MDF
throughout.
The IC48TL comes into is own
when the throttles are opened wide,
where it proves capable of operating
at high sound pressure levels
without complaint or severe
changes in sound quality. It also
produces alarge scale and coherent
soundfield from appropriate
recordings, which works even when
seated well off axis.
Sound quality is characteristically
even through the midband, and a
little reticent in the treble. The bass
is reasonably but not remarkably
extended, but it has a fullness and
tunefulness that should win it many
friends, and which worked, on test,
with most types of music.
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"FROM PHYSICS TO ART"

Avantgarde Acoustic Horn Loudspeakers:- Not only do the Avantgarde loudspeakers look
stunning, they also produce sound of the highest quality. They have all the great attributes of
horn loudspeakers and because they are perfectly formed spherical horns, they have none of
the colorations normally associated with horn designs. What more could you ask, " Horns
without coloration"! To quote Martin Colloms from his review of the DUO in the June issue
of Stereophile: "In fact, the DUO probably out reached the Wilson X-11Grand SLAMM
in the mid & treble." If you want to own one of the finest loudspeaker systems in the world,
please call for details.
The
Platine
Verdier Turntable
is now firmly establishing itself as anew
analogue reference
turntable. It performs so well that
it no longer matters what type of
music or recording you play,
because whatever
you play, sounds
so good. We would
like to point out that
the Platine Verdier is
not a new turntable, in
fact it has been around for
over twenty years, but up to now
it has not been available in the UK.
The Platine Verdier has some unique design features which make this
60Kg deck one of the best in the world.
NEWS:- Audio Analogue Paganini CD player is now available. At 24 bit spec it really does live up to the performance
of the Puccini. Bellini and Donizetti amplifiers. A truly wonderful sounding CD player for less than £700.
Audio Analogue have done it again!
New in from Laboratoire J.C. Verdier is the "Nouvelle Platine" or "the petite Platine" as it is often referred to. This new turntable has some of the
design features of the Platine Verdier, only in asmaller package, offering the performance of the Platine Verdier to awider audience.
"AUDIOFAIR 98"
Sunday 4th October 1998, 11.00am to 430pm at Watersmeet, High Street, Rickmonsworth, Hertfordshire.
Admission U. If you are interested in Audio this is an event not to be missed.

New & Ex-demonstration Equipment for sale
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple
(list £3,400)

Pre-Owned Equipment for sale
£3000

Marantz CD17 CD player, avery nice sounding CD player, boxed
(list £800)
£450
Nottingham Analogues top of the range Annalog Reference
Turntable, ( list £5,500)

£2,500

ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3metre stereo pair,
(list £650)

£495

Klipsch Chorus MkII Horn loudspeakers, Oak finish, 4years old,
(list £ 1950)

£ 1000

McIntosh MR71 Valve tuner, the next best tuner to the Marantz 10B
and in pristine condition

£ 1200

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck, (
list £750)

£451)

Nottingham Analogue Mentor Arm, (
list £800)

£ 500

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAM',
Immedia Turntables & Arms, Jolida, Leak Troughline Tuners, Matisse, Monrio, Nottingham Analogue, Platine Verdier Turntables,
Posselt, SME, Solidsteel Tables, TRON, UKD Opera, Unison Research & Yamamura Churchill Millennium Cables.
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mail order available

VISA

Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
http://www.gtaudio.com
We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes From junction 16 of the M25 ( M25/M40) or 20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station

Orchestral recordings however
sounded a little dull and distant,
with muted upper strings, and while
the bass remained tuneful if not
especially
energetic,
the
combination that had the effect of
sapping the fire from the music. I
formed the impression that classical
music probably didn't figure
prominently in the design process.
Nevertheless,
there • was
a
completeness and integrity about
the sound, and the GIL was easy to
'hear through' with most music
types.
The excellent Volodos piano
recording sounded wooden, and
dynamics were definitely flattened,
though again the lowest octave
opened out nicely, and in the final
analysis the speaker sounded
unobtrusively good. The Corrs'
track
highlighted
midband
limitations, in the form of rather
muffled vocals and a suggestion of
sibilance, offset by large image
scale. The Wyclef Jean track also
suffered from severely softened
voices, and the whole effect was one
lacking in fire and electricity,
reinforcing the impression of a
worthy loudspeaker whose rough
edges have been reigned in at the
cost of the edge that should make
music a truly edge of the seat
experience.

The
77
series
nominally replaces the
73
series, but is
significantly upmarket
of that long- running
vinyl wrap range. Key
design features, aside
from
the
radical
enclosure
profile,
include the Aerogel
bass/mid driver from
the 750 [
HFNIRR, Dec
'97] but with a deeper
basket
to
reduce
acoustic loading on the
back of the cone. The
MDF baffle is a thick
(38mm) panel, but far
from being just a plank
with some holes (as the
Mission design notes
charmingly put it) the
front surface is smoothly
rounded, and the back is
away extensively around the bass
driver, again to reduce acoustic
loading on the cone. A fixed,
projecting pole-piece extension, of
the kind sometimes described as
correcting phase though it does
nothing of the sort, smoothes the
high-end response, especially offaxis. The rest of the enclosure is
made from ahigh-grade chipboard.

which is said to have aless uniform
particle size than MDF, and a less
well-defined resonant structure as a
result. The tweeter is a laminated
MISSION 774
There are speaker producers who fabric/polymer dome unit, mounted
chunter on, apparently oblivious of on a sealed leaf spring platform to
changing fashions and requirements provide a degree of isolation from
in the outside world. And then the bass/mid drivers. The system is
there's Mission, whose 774 falls out equipped with bi-wire input
of the packaging looking like the terminals, and the side and top
loudspeaker equivalent of amatinee panels are wood veneered, the
surfaces
screen idol, and we're taking Kim remaining
Basinger here, not George Burns, being dressed in a
and not just because the test pair textured leatherette
cloth. A diminutive
was draped in a dramatic blonde
cherry wood veneer. Everything baffle cover completes
the impressive package.
about the 774 reeks of quality and
Unsurprisingly for
production values, and this is no
an
unusual
less true internally than it is such
loudspeaker,
its
externally.
In common with other recent performance is different
Mission speakers ( since Henry in kind to the rest of the
Azima moved across to head the pack, which makes a
NXT design team), the 774 was balanced assessment
First
designed by Robin Marshall of difficult.
Epos fame. It is notable on a impressions were of a
number
of
counts,
most speaker with limited
dramatically the use of an extremely treble output, but with
slender enclosure, which is a full exceptional lateral stereo
928mm high — second tallest in the discrimination, with
group — and just 178mm wide.
instrument and voice
placement identifiable to
With a three-driver complement,
aprecision of adegree or
including two 130mm bass/mid
drivers and a 25mm dome tweeter, so, where other speakers
the comparatively lightweight bracket sounds within an
enclosure is necessarily rather top arc of, say, ten degrees or
heavy; bolt- on supports are worse. The really curious
supplied, strongly recommended, feature was that despite
the
loss
of
treble
especially around children.
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SUPP_IER
Monitor Atuf.., .
Unit 34,
g:lifton Reac',
Cambridge,
62B1 42147.
Tel: 01223
246344

SUPPLIER
Mission
Loudspeakers,
Centralforce
Stonehill,
Huntingdon,
Cambs,
PE18 6ED.
Tel: 01480
451777

presence, the 774 was still
capable of unfeasibly fine
detail resolution. Upper
orchestral strings may sound
more restrained than through
other loudspeakers, but there
was no loss of articulation and
the sense of a group of
individuals playing together
rather than a homogenised
massed string sound was
palpable in some of the better
test recordings. Similarly, while
the logic of a dulled tonal
balance implies that stereo
imagery will turn out to be
rather distant, the reality was
that there was plenty of depth
discrimination both sides of the
loudspeaker plane.
The lack of treble output
tends to throw the spotlight on
the lower midband, which is
strikingly
complex
and
articulate. In the piano test piece
(from Volodos), the loss of treble
energy was noticeable mostly as a
more self-contained quality, but the
speaker remained expressive,
varied, and always interesting, and
with powerful dynamics and (more
important) dynamic shadings.
Although less clear than, say, the
Castle, it had a way of surprising
one
that
left
the
more
monochromatic Castle in the shade.
This is a speaker that seems to
break all the rules.
The curious tonal balance was
not without musical cost. The
Corrs' vocals sounded dull and
uncommunicative, and this set a
pattern; the word ` rounded'
appeared more than once in
listening notes. Once you had
adapted to it, though, the
effect
was
surprisingly
credible, and it was then that
the other loudspeakers often
sounded unbalanced. The bass
end, too, worked well,
sounding deep and true,
though without the raw power
of the best.

MONITOR AUDIO
MONITOR 4
Introduced about nine months
ago, the Monitor Audio 4 was
one of the last projects
undertaken personally by Mo
Iqbal, who for all intents and
purposes was Monitor Audio
for so many years, but, having
brought new investors into the
company, has now stepped
down from the the day-to-day
running. As Iwrite, he is still
retained on an advisory basis.
From speaking to the
current MD, David Collins, I
gather that the Monitor 4 was
conceived to fulfil a requirement
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for a slim (well, fairly slim) and
affordable floorstander, principally
for the rock- oriented listener,
and/or to fill larger rooms.
Monitor Audio watchers will find
few surprises here, except perhaps
in the attractive pricing. This is a
comparatively lightweight and
technically straightforward design
with two flared 165mm Cobex-cone
bass drivers, one of which is
equipped with an in-line low pass
filter and rolls off early, the other
continuing up to hand over to the
tweeter, a 19mm gold- anodised
aluminium dome unit with avented
voice coil. The tweeter is in adirect
line of descent from earlier Monitor
Audio metal domes — Monitor
Audio was one of the companies
that led the move towards metal
domes — but all Monitor Audio
drivers are built in house, at their
Walthamstow plant. Similarly, the
enclosures are made at Monitor's
MQ Cabinets plant in Rayleigh,
Essex, and are wood veneered on all
usually visible surfaces.
The enclosures are simply

be precisely what the Monitor 4
delivers. If the source material lacks
high levels of low frequencies, all is
well, but as soon as a wideband
signal is fed in, the Monitor Audio
becomes boomy, with clear signs of
overhang with at least some
material. Full-scale orchestral
recordings typically sounded soggy
and heavy handed, and lacking in
pace and punch, and although the
Corrs' recording sounded more
natural and less forced than some,
it was not free from a trace of
'cupped hands' coloration in the
voices, and again it had that woolly,
overcooked bass.
This is an intriguing mix, a
speaker
with
a
polished
combination
of
qualities,
unfortunately laced with a bass that
has undeniable depth, but which
all too often lacks control and
sounds at sea as a result. It should
be added that this appears to be
precisely what was intended, but
bass of this kind has nothing to do
with the fundamentals of good
music making, and the smooth but

sometimes muted character of the
sound underplayed the special
qualities of many fine recordings.
An interesting design then, but, it
boxy sound to asharp rap with the seems to me, ultimately a flawed
knuckles. A measure of control is one, unless you are addicted to
available however by using mass music with the ` loudness' button
damping (typically sand, though I permanently engaged.
have experienced good results with
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
lightweight wood shavings). The
HARRIER SE
Monitor 4 can be bi-wired, and the
twin bass drivers invest it with A ' special edition' version of the
strong power handling, of the order original Harrier model, the Harrier
SE is fabricated with an irregular
of ' 180 watts
programme',
hexagonal cross-section,
according to the manufacturer.
The Monitor 4 is easy to set up, which means that the
only parallel internal
though it likes plenty of space to
breathe, and in many ways is avery surfaces are the base
and top. Internal
accomplished performer. The
midband and treble in particular are volume is smaller
excellent: organic, expressive and than group average
clean sounding, and largely free at 19 litres, and the
from the grain or the edginess that enclosure is made
afflicts lesser metal dome tweeter from 18mm MDF
designs. The midband in particular stock, again veneered
sounds very even, with accurate in real wood to a
tonal colours, and the Monitor 4 high standard. The
enclosure is rear
was impressive in the Volodos
and the
piano recording, whose opulent vented,
tonality suited the Monitor Audio system can be bisurprisingly well. Stereo imagery in wired. The result is
and
my view lacked the precision of the appealing
original, if rather
Mission 774, say, but was
in
part
consistent and stable, with astrong angular,
because
Musical
sense of image scale and presence.
has
This in short is a sweet, good- Technology
opted
for
sharp
natured loudspeaker, which for the
most part is easy to adjust to and vertical edges rather
live with, and which, with small than radiused ones,
scale acoustic material, is notably which in this case
might have meant
smooth and engaging.
an unacceptable
Until we reach the bass, that is.
Unfortunately, the promise of loss of strength in
the joints.
'more box, more boom' turns out to
constructed and comparatively
lightweight, despite the presence of
an internal shelf brace, and they
respond with an obviously hollow,
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The Harrier SE
is fabricated
with an
irregular
hexagonal
cross-section,
which means
that the
only parallel
internal
surfaces
are the base
and top

SUPPLIER
Musical
Technology,
Unit I,
PenlIwyngwent
Industrial Estate,
Saville Road,
Ogmore Vale,
Bridgend,
Mid Glamorgan,
CF32 7AX.
Tel: 01656
842000

This is a two-way system, which
consists of a25mm dome tweeter in
black anodised aluminium, with an
enclosed rear cavity to enhance its
lower frequency performance,
presumably by lowering and
damping its main LF resonance.
The 125mm cast-chassis polymercone unit has a new and more
powerful magnet structure than in
the original Harrier. The crossover
point is at 2.1kHz, about half an
octave lower than usual, and
although this confers some benefits,
including wider midband dispersion
and transient response, it does
mean that the most audible part of
the midband is divided by the
crossover. On paper, the bass
section looks under- endowed
compared to some of the other
models, but measures have been
taken in the design of the long throw, high-power motor system to
maximise power handling, and in
any case, quality rather than
quantity is the essence of the beast.
To this end, the SE version of the
Harrier
shows
considerable
attention to detail in the design of
internal damping, which uses two
types of material, and perhaps most
obviously in the design of the
pedestal base. In the original
Harrier, this was a simple heavy
steel plate, which provided a larger
footprint and lowered the centre of
gravity, and this was quickly
improved with athicker and heavier
steel plate which offered enhanced
performance at extra cost. Now,
Musical Technology has introduced
as an option a cosmetically much
superior plinth, made from Resin
Rock. This is amineral loaded
polymer material with an
appearance similar to
marble, and it is lined
underneath with lead to
further increase its weight
and damping. The maker
claims a dramatically
improved bass depth and
precision, and significantly
reduced midband glare.
This is the form in which at
least some major dealers
are selling the Harrier SE,
and this is how it was tested
for this report.
By most standards this
is
an
idiosyncratic
loudspeaker, which needs
careful setting up, not least
because it has a uneven
polar response with an
exposed midband that
makes
it
particularly
important to choose an
appropriate listening axis,
and also because it has a
lean, though tuneful bass
and a presence band that
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is prominent and often seems on
the cusp of glare. One of my notes
made while listening describes the
Harrier SE as a Celine Dion
loudspeaker, which Iwould argue is
appropriate in both senses. If you
don't know Celine Dion, it doesn't
matter. Really.
But there is another side to this
model. At its best, the Harrier SE is
clean and open, and if it is not as vivid
as the Castle, say, it is certainly in the
same ballpark. The midrange offers
excellent voicing when heard on axis,
with clean orchestral strings, and vocal
delivery and good lateral stereo
imagery, though it deteriorates sharply
off-axis, and especially when heard
from above the tweeter axis, which
given the Harrier's height is all too
easily arranged. Depth imagery rarely
develops much behind the speaker
plane, thanks to the dry tonal balance.
If the Harrier SE is not as easy as
some to accommodate directly from
the box, it is more than talented
enough to repay the efforts involved in
setting up. Although intolerant of
poor recordings, there were times with
better ones when it almost made the
air crackle. The Volodos recording
was acase in point, with unrestrained
dynamics within an admittedly
restricted volume ceiling, while the
vocal quality of the Wyclef Jean
recording was remarkably true to life.
More than the other models
tested, this is one best chosen from a
specialist dealer, one who can
provide meaningful demonstrations
and who can advise or carry out
installation. But some systems will
probably always prove unsuitable for
a speaker that can sound too cold
and lean for comfort.

CONCLUSION
The conclusions pan out rather
neatly, thanks to the surprising

diversity of the test
group. Given that
you are in the
market
for
a
loudspeaker that
falls
into
the
general scheme of
this test, namely
£500-£750 for a
floorstanding
column, there
is a model
here to suit
most needs.
The Monitor Audio
Monitor 4, for example, is a
quality reggae speaker, which is
capable of surprising mid/treble
refinement whilst sustaining a
The
raunchy, propulsive bass line that
conclusio is
won't give out easily under the
pan tit rathar
strain. The problem of course is that
neatl?. thanks
with many other types of music the
to the
bass end will sound excessive.
surprising
The Definitive Technology BP6B
diversity elf the
is self-recommending in large and/or
test group.
awkwardly shaped surroundings (LGiven tha: you
shaped rooms for example) where its
are in the
near- omnidirectional radiation
market for a
pattern can be put to good use,
loudspeaker
complementing its general warmth
that falls inta
and good nature. The other subtler
the general
benefits of bipolar operation
scheme of this
however are better exploited in the
test, namely
senior models from the range, and
£500-£750 for
for acomparatively modest premium
afloorstand ng
(an extra £250), the similar looking
column, * ere
BPS is amuch superior design. The
is a model here
GLL Imagio IC348TL is a more
to an most
capable all rounder, with asimilarly
needs
warm and slightly soft-edged sound,
but it works well with most types of
music if you're not looking for the
kind of electricity that comes free,
gratis and for nothing with the very
best of the group.
In this test, 'the very best' is defined
in various ways by the Castle Severn 2,
the Musical Technology Harrier SE

and
the
Mission 774,
which are about
as different as
three
loudspeakers
can be. Reading
between the
lines,
the
Mission
was
probably never
intended to be an
audiophile design,
but was probably
meant for the music
lover who wants an
elegant
piece
of
furniture, and music that
won't sound thin ( a
persistent complaint with the nonaudiophiles) or frighten the horses.
The 774 is all of these things, but it is
more, much more, thanks to adesign
of real subtlety and depth, and it will
no doubt earn accolades from well
outside its target audience.
The Musical Technology Harrier
SE by contrast is areal audiophile's
dream: a family of loudspeakers
rather than a single model, it is
tested here in one of its better
incarnations, but this is a
loudspeaker that can and certainly
will offend if it is not set up carefully
and with due understanding of its
very particular virtues and voices.
I'm not convinced that any
loudspeaker should be so fussy, but
at its best this model has a rare
combination of up-front resolving
ability, transparency and coherence.
The Castle is perhaps in a sense
the Musical Technology's alter ego, a
more usable design which is balanced
on the bright side of neutral, and
therefore still needs care in system
matching, but this is a highly
articulate and transparent design,
and capable beyond its price.

SPECIFICATION TABLE
Castle
Severn 2

Definitive
Technology BP6B

GIL Imagio
IC34811

Mission
774

Monitor Audio
Monitor 4

Musical Technology
Harrier SE

Impedance

8ohms

8ohms

8ohms

8ohms

8ohms

6ohms

Sensitivity

87dB/W/m

91dB/W/m

90dB/W/rn

89dB/W/m

89dB/W/m

87dB/W/m

130 watts

175 watts

130 watts

150 watts

180 watts

100 watts

810 x210 x230

880 x 178 x280

928 x290 x208

923 x 178 x316

840 x200 x225

800 x254, 230

light cherry or
rosewood wood
veneers

graphite black,
rosewood,
cherry wood
veneers

cherry, oak,
rosemark,
black wood
veneers*

various,
as below**

Power
handling
Dimensions
(hwd) mm
Finishes

nine real
black
wood veneers (vinyl ash top &
body stocking)

Price

£579.90
(some finishes
£669.90)

£750.00

£549.99

£499.90

£499.99

£524.95

* (approximately £80 extra for cherry, exact quote on request)
**as tested (walnut, Resin Rock base )£634.90; walnut, oak, cherry, black and white lacquer £569.95; Resin Rock base £ 109.95;
antique oak, rosewood, yew £599.95;
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rimary subject of this review is
Theta's new high- end CD
transport, tested here in basic
trim, though it is available with an
AT&T or a Theta Single Mode
output at £ 3079 and £ 3799
respectively. These options represent
substantial premiums on the £2599 of
the test sample. The new transport,
which draws on technology developed
for the Pearl ( it says here), also
premieres a new buffer stage which
reclocks data while it is stored in the
buffer memory, which effectively
becomes the music source. By this
means, jitter within the transport is
addressed along with jitter imprinted
on the disc itself, which would not
otherwise be addressed by normal
reclocking circuits which act on the
signal on the fly.
Exterior treatment of the Jade is
simple, but of real quality, with only
the finest materials, befitting its status.
The top wrap has afine black brushed
finish, and the fascia is aoverhanging
aluminium slab. Internal highlights
include six transformers feeding a
myriad of regulated power supplies, a
fully shielded servo board, and
another for digital processing.
Rear panel furniture includes BNC
and an RCA phono unbalanced
outputs, and abalanced AES/EBU
socket, all of which operate in parallel,
which means that a signal can be
taken to more than one destination —

a D/A converter and a digital
recorder, say — simultaneously.
The central loading tray is mounted
below acomprehensive display which
includes a calendar type readout as
well as the usual track number and
time readouts, the latter switchable to
show elapsed track time, time to go
for the current track or the whole disc,
total playing time of the disc or a
programmed selection, plus some
status indicators. The display can also
be switched off for critical listening.
The remote control adds some
more specialised play modes,
including hi-light scan which plays 10
seconds from apoint one minute into
each track, random play, dedicated
skip and cueing, a random access
keypad, and programming keys.
If you're wondering why ahigh end
CD transport has so many functions
normally associated exclusively with
mainstream Far Eastern imports, they
will be answered by opening the
loading drawer, which reveals the
unmistakable sight of a Pioneer
inverted mechanism, which is
supplied on an OEM basis complete
with display and control logic, along
with some other parts which I
understand are simply junked.
Transports being
what they are, it was
felt politic to
introduce
a
D /
A

The central
loading tray
is mounted
below a
comprehensive
display which
includes a
calendar type
readout as
well as the
usual track
number and
time readouts

converter into this test. Although
there are other options, this test
concentrates on the standard Jade/Pro
Basic Ina combination. Indeed Theta
has
an
enlightened
and
comprehensive update policy, which
will ensure that you never need feel
that technology has passed you by.
Any future improvements to the Jade
will be retrofittable, and any existing
Pro Basic D/A converter can be
upgraded to the lila spec.
Ihave shrewd suspicion that there
is adifference in kind between the old
Theta combination and the new. The
new one seems to me to be sharper
and livelier, which is a real benefit
with most material, but which can
made some material, upfront DGG
orchestral CDs for example, seem less
relaxed. This said, better recordings,
including anumber of orchestral and
piano discs on the underrated Denon
label, came to life in a way that I
suspect would have eluded the slightly
softer, more distant sounding Pro
Basic II/III combination.
The principal qualities of the
marque however remain intact. While
reproducing at least as much detail as
any other CD playing hardware Ihave
experienced, the Theta's stand out
qualities are the way it relaxes the
edge and granularity that still mars the
medium, and the way that very

Winning combination?
Theta's Pioneer- based
Jade CD transport
injects new life into the
Pro Basic III DIA converter

by ALVIN GOLD

LIVELY
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complex sounds retain their
articulation and unity, with ambient
information preserved and separated
from the main sounds, which not only
makes for a richer and more
believable listening experience, it also
makes for an easier one. Play the
combination as loud as you like, or
turn tdown to the point where you

THETA JADE/PRO BASIC IIIca
LAB REPORT
and Itested Theta's
DSPro Basic Ill
DAC with th,
Data Basic
transport some time

back [HFNIRR,
can barely follow the notes, and the
Jan '96], today's
sound seems somehow natural, easy
version has
and above all, intelligible.
evidently witnessed
The Theta system also boats
some key software
superb timing, a quality that is as
revisions. For
difficult to pin down as it is obvious
example, its output
with many jazz recordings — or with
level is still high at
material as apparently elastic (but it's
a supremely disciplined form of
+5.5dB over the
2.0V standard, but
elasticity, and that is the point) as Yo
at 3.75V is lower
Yo Ma's recent Bach cello suites. So
than the 4.2V
as well as being informative and easy
recorded in Jan
on the ear, the Theta combination has
'96. Distortion is
apropulsive quality, and arightness
fractionally lower
of timing as well as timbre and texture
through the
that defies question.
midband at
This then is an exceptional
0.001% but there's
combination, clearly of astandard to
ahint of peak-level
match other recent Theta designs, but
compression at
to my ears it has a fresher, livelier
20kHz where
face, and perhaps extracts more detail
THD increases to
from discs than its immediately
0.008%. This tiespredecessor, though there is an
in with achange in
element of interpretation in this final
comment that may not sustain a the Pro Basic's
response, which is
direct A-B comparison. In a way it
now perfectly flat
doesn't matter, because the bottom
from 20Hz-20kHz
line is the same. The Jade and the Pro
instead of dropping
basic Ina in combination stretch the
by - 1.2dB at
compact disc medium about as far as
20kHz.
it will go, and along way further than
This, the
many not exposed to this level of
improved stopband
ability would credit.
rejection and
The question remains whether it
conventionalmakes sense to go for CD at
looking impulse
this level with DVD already off
response all suggests
the stocks. For what it is
that Theta's DSPworth, my personal best
based oversampling
guess is that DAD (the 24filter is now
bit 96kHz format based on
behaving more like
asubset of the existing the
DVD video format) has
aconventional FIR
implementation.
been holed below the
Nevertheless, it's
waterline by the Super
not all plain
Analogue CD and
sailing. Exposing
DVD-Audio
the DSPro Basic
proposals that
III to avery high
have been in
the news of
resolution 3D sweep
(1) reveals
late, but the
momentary `blips'
latter will take
at 7.6kHz,
some time to
11.4kHz and
come to market,
16kHz (2). These
despite optimistic
would never be
offstage noises to
revealed by
the contrary. It will
traditional, 2D
take longer for DVD
single-tone
Audio or SA- CD to match the very

best that CD can achieve, and even
then there will be a need to replay
compact discs with the highest
possible fidelity, which will certainly
not be possible for some time from
DVD playing machinery.
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Fig 1. Theta jade CD/Pro Basic lila: total jitter spectrum (see text)

caused by a
momentary
instability in the
noise-shaper or
oversampling loop
and is of uncertain
subjective impact.
Otherwise,
Theta's DSP
routine ensures
vanishingly low
levels of ultrasonic
requantisation noise
(3), proving the
lack of any
significant stopband
images but revealing
an extended spray of
distortion harmonics
(4), typically
0.007%, from the

Tu,2. Theta jade CD/Pro Basic Ilia: spuria..
resulting from 0-22Hz sweep at -30dB

BurrBrown
link amounts to

PCM1702 20-bit

markers (3, 6, 8,

DACs. Low-level

10, 12 etc) while an

197ps (black trace)

linearity remains

`unknown' pattern

while the balanced

true to within

is shown by purple-

AESIEBU

+0.0dBI-0.7dB

coloured markers (2,

connection results in

over afull 100dB

4, 7, 9, 11 etc). It's

aslightly higher

(as before) but the

233ps (light blue

A-wtd signal-to-

most interesting to
note, however, that

noise ratio has

the coaxial SIPDIF

trace, behind).
Paul Miller

decreased slightly

Test results

from 114.1dB to

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)
0
0
0
Channel separation (dB)144
111
100
Frequency response (dB) 0
0
0
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
At OdEl
-99 -100 -82
At -30dB
-84 -83 -82
At -60dB
-56 -52 -57
At -80dB
-29
-41 -48
At -90dB (dithered) -18 -25 -40
At -100dB ( dithered) -23
At - 110cIB ( dithered) -9
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
-0.3 -0.3
Error at -90dB
-0.7
-0.7
Error at -100d8
-0.4 +0.2
Peak output level L/R
3.75/3.75V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) + 5.5
Output impedance L/R
16ohms
Intermodulation. CCIR. OdB (dB)
-98
Stopband image suppression ( dB) > 105
1Hz noise modulation ‘ dEi)
+ 11.8
Signal-to-noise ( A-wtd. dB)
With emphasis. OLSB
112.6
Without emphasis. OLSB/lLSB
112.6/112.5
Total correlated jitter (
picoseconds)
197 ( SPDIF), 233 (AES/EBU)
Digital output
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
+ 5ppm
Track access time (to track 99)
3 seconds
Typical price ' - VAT)
12599/12990

112.5dB. Then
again, the high
+13.2dB of noise
modulation — an
unavoidable sideeffect of the multibit
process — is reduced
by aproportionate
amount to
+11.8dB.
Bearing in mind
this is atwo-box
player where data
runs the gauntlet of
the SIPDIF
interface, jitter

miss the precise

remains remarkably

frequencies

low indeed. On this

involved.

plot [Fig 1], data-

Typically, this

induced jitter is

phenomenon is

picked-out with red

Theta Jade/Pro Basic lila
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hat amonth! Having just
finished with the wild and
wonderful Yoshino V20
integrated, here Iam savouring an
equally radical new power amplifier
from an Italian designer as
revolutionary and iconoclastic as
Yoshino's Tim de Paravicini.
After all, GRAAF's Giovanni
Mariani is one of but a handful of
electronics wizards brave enough to
carry on with output-transformerless
circuitry — only he chose not to
emulate the seemingly standard
practice of making amps that are
ugly, unreliable and built like
something which looked like as if it
had been fashioned in aRussian farm
tool plant, circa 1946. Then again,
Mariani is Italian... and GRAAF is
based in Modena.
Aah, Modena! Home of Ferrari,
Maserati, Lamborghini, balsamic
vinegar and the world's finest
cappuccino. It's important to know of
the locale if you're to appreciate why
all GRAAF amplifiers transcend the
hi-fi norm, and why the GM20 in
particular transcends the GRAAF
norm. Just as de Paravicini has
excelled himself with the V20, so has
Mariani entered a new phase of
excellence. And, again like de
Paravicini, he's managed to produce
something totally out of the ordinary,
yet completely in character with the
amps of his which preceded it.
Yes, the GM20 is an OTL
amplifier, like the GM100 and
GM200*. Yes, it offers balanced
operation. Yes, it's built to standards
surpassed by no other valve amp
maker on the planet, and matched
only by the likes of Wavac or Nagra.
Yes, it contains Italian parts wherever
possible ( and begs the need for a
valve plant to open somewhere
between the Alps and Sicily if
GRAAF is to make it nearer to
100%). But this particular model
uses arather special tube, one which
Idon't believe has been used in
OTLs before...
Mariani's first OTL/OCL(output
transformerless/output capacitorless)
amplifier, using the circuit now
adopted for the GM20, appeared
over a decade ago. The benefits of
this type of circuit are recognised by a
specific breed of tube junkie and may
52

With a decade's experience in in
output-transformerless design,
GRAAF's latest OTL, the GM20,
should be something really special

by

KEN

KESSLER

be summarised as unrivalled
transparency, speed and dynamics.
That's because OTL/OCL designs
are as close as it gets to direct
injection of signal into speaker. In the
GM20, as with other OTLs, the
output stages are directly coupled to
their loads. And the output tube in
this case is the Russian military
workhorse, the 6C33C, known for
the bunch of 'nipples' on its top.
Like its predecessors, GM 20 uses
a fully differential and balanced
configuration ( je, symmetrical), DCcoupled between stages. This
explains the low levels of hum by
OTL standards, and general
immunity to noise, including noise
from AC mains.
To reassure those who might have
been ( metaphorically speaking)
singed by OTLs in the past, very
great care has been taken to ensure
the amplifier's stability throughout,
Mariani's expressed goal being to
make the GRAAF design 'practically
immune to variations in the characteristics of the active components
(thermal, static and dynamic) and
maintaining their special character
unaltered over time.'
GM20's power supply is made up
of six separate sections, four for the
output stages and two sections for the
driver and gain stages. Two of the
aforementioned 6C33C triodes are
used per channels, configured to
exploit the ability of these tubes to
deliver high current with a low
voltage power supply. Mariani
believes these Russian masterpieces
represent an ideal choice for an OTL
design precisely because of their
military origins, endowing them with
great ruggedness... in addition to
superb quality. Completing the valve
complement is an input stage using
two 6922 double triodes responsible

*Note that the
company's more
economical
transformer-bearing
products appear
under the GRAAFiti
banner.

Aah, Modena!
Home of
Ferrari,
Maserati,
Lamborghini,
balsamic
vinegar and
the world's
finest
cappuccino.
It's important
to know of the
locale
if you're to
appreciate
why all GRAAF
amplifiers
transcend
the hi-fi norm

for the voltage gain and operating as
impedance ' adaptors'. The driver
stages employ two triode- coupled
EF184 pentodes, to take advantage of
the differential circuit and to work as
phase splitters. This guarantees good
driving ability for the output tube
grids and helps to maintain perfect
symmetry between the two signals.
Who knows? Maybe in his youth
Mariani
had
an
unpleasant
experience with an OTL. Whatever
the reason, he's gone out of his way
to ensure that the user can treat the
GM20 pretty much as if it were a
'normal' tube amp. The stabilising
offset and bias circuits ensure
completely trouble-free setting- up,
and loudspeaker protection is
guaranteed by a novel and
sophisticated circuit which avoids the
use of series relays or current limiters;
the tubes themselves are naturally
current- limiting.
GRAAF has
employed only a small amount of
feedback ( 6dB) — to allow the
GM20 to drive difficult loudspeaker
loads without problems.
All this, of course, is secondary if
you're of acertain type: the GM20 is
so damned cool-looking that even if
you don't like tubes, let alone OTLs,
and you'll still fall in love with it.
Contained within dimensions of
350x215x440mm ( whd) is a look
very much of the now- familiar
GRAAF school, but the shaping of
the tube cage and the ove.r-sized
transformer make it somehow more
svelte — still brutal and purposeful,
but more ' styled'. As with every
GRAAF product, the parts quality
will never embarrass you, there's a
bold green light built into the on/off
button, the cage is plated in some
exotic 'black chrome' and the glossblack paintwork was applied in the
Ferrari restoration facilities. (The
latest batch, by the way, shared space
with Signor Agnelli's personal Ferrari
F40, the first- ever Lamborghini
Countach and the Dual Ghia which
once belonged to Frank Sinatra...)
Build quality is faultless, and be
prepared to hump 22kg whenever
you need to move it.
Once you've unpacked the GM20,
all you have to decide is whether to
use balanced (
XLR) or single-ended
operation; I opted for balanced
SEPTEMBER 1998
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because it's so audibly superior, and I
had both the Krell KRC-3 and a
choice of various GRAAF pre-amps
to employ in balanced mode. While
the GM20 is rated at only 20W/ch
RMS (Ionly had one to hand, so I
couldn't
try
it
as
a 65W
monoblock...), it doesn't behave like
some gutless SET wimp — provided
you respect the recommended
impedance of 8 or 16 ohms; 4-16
ohms is available when using it in the
mono configuration.
With this in mind, I stuck to
LS3/5As (which it loved), old Quad
ESLs (which it adored) and Quad
ESL-63s (which it revered). LS3/5As
aside, I wasn't even remotely
surprised at the success of the
GM20/Quad matings because both
OTL practitioners Irecall from the
past — Croft and New York Audio
Labs — were Quad fanciers, and it
was a romance based on an almost
uncanny compatibility. There's
something about the openness of the
Quads and the transparency of OTLs
which makes the two blend like Leaplus-Perrin, and there really isn't any
need to consider other designs. But
that that didn't stop me from trying
box speakers like the Quad 77-10Ls,
Apogee Monitors and even the New
Audio Frontiers transmission lines.
Quite clearly, OTLs offer an
immediacy and an intimacy which
can only be present when the signal
path is uncluttered and direct. That's
not to say that the sound can match
the ghostly cleanliness of certain
transistor amps, and an ear to the
speaker will uncover very low level
tube noises, but that's not the
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point: OTLs deliver speed and detail,
alevel of ' snap' in the upper mid and
treble transients and aneutrality that
almost disavows what the converted
feel are valve virtues. Warmth
remains — that much is indisputable
— but the sound isn't all rosy and
cuddly and blatantly euphonic.
Rather, the sound of this particular
OTL is commanding and controlled,
yet gentle and inviting.
Despite power limits which can
easily be reached if you use hungry
speakers, the GM20 sounds big and
powerful regardless of the actual
SPLs. It's as if the GM20
incorporates the world's first ideal,
automatic and dynamic ' loudness
control'. Because so few amplifiers

To reassure
those who
might have
been
metaphorically
speaking)
singed by OTLs
xi the past, very
great
care has been
taken to ensure
the amplifier's
stability
throughout

can do this (think ' big Krells', triplefigure Audio Research amps and the
like) it creates a mildly confusing
state if you're in the habit of mentally
compensating for the sound of low
playback levels. With the GM20, you
get the full works whether you're
playing at 65dB or 95dB.
But what sold me on the GM20,
beyond the gloriously life- like
midband, the trademark OTL clarity
and detail, and the sheer scale of the
musical recreation is the sense of
what Ican only describe as
'presence'.
In

SUPPLIER
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physical terms, it's an impression of
the speakers disappearing and of the
music truly being in the room with
the listener. This, of course, is akey
tenet of all sound reproduction:
recreating the original musical event.
But the sound made by the GM20
possesses
something
else,
a
palpability which gives the performers
more substance and body than I've
experienced from any amplifier this
side of the Marantz Project Ti, the
Audio Research Reference 600 and
the $ 80k Krells.
What makes this palpability so
remarkable via the GRAAF is the
GM20's price tag: £2750. Merely as
an objet d'art, the GM20 is worth
double that. Add to it asound which
matches some of the world's finest in
everything bar the elements related
directly to asurfeit of power, and you
have astereo amplifier so good that
you want to shake the judges of every
award programme in the hi-fi world,
and make them worship at the feet of
Signor Mariani.
Trouble is, he's too unassuming
and too humble. Thank goodness
that this is one time a designer has
chosen to use an amplifier to express
his alter ego rather than his empirical
personality. The GM20 is too
damned good for the
majority of the world's
audiophiles. Period. +
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he need for mechanical rigidity
and integrity with turntables,
tonearms and cartridges is wellknown, almost to the point where no
one questions whether or not it's
good for a cartridge to be screwed
tightly to the headshell. Virtually
everyone acknowledges that tightness
here produces audibly better results
(And not only on turntables:
tightening power transistor bolts or
the screws holding down your
speaker drive units often produces
equally dramatic changes.)
However, it is often the case that
'improvements' can be doubleedged: beneficial in some
respects, worse in others.
Tightening things near to
breaking point may produce
a worthwhile increase in
focus and control, but take
it too far and the sound
can become cramped and
'tight' in pejorative sense,
having little openness and
breadth. Sometimes alittle
decoupling isn't abad thing:
you may lose the battle, but
in doing so win the war. For
example, I've decoupled the
drive units on my Impulse H-1
horn loaded speakers using Deflex
gaskets, and this greatly improves
clarity and separation, especially
during complex passages.
That's why Iwas intrigued to
investigate the products made by The
Real Sound Company. Their
turntables and arms are engineered to
be rigid yet decoupled at key points,
the idea being to introduce slight
`give' at certain interface points, to
give the sound more room to breathe.
RSC's designer Brian Newble has
at one stage or another owned many
of the best turntables on the market,
yet he felt so dissatisfied with the
results he decided to make his own.
Newble feels that turntable design
has, for the past 25 years or more,
gone down a long cul-de-sac. And
while he feels that miracles have been
achieved, designers have nevertheless
failed to break out of the dead end.
Hence the fresh path taken by the
Real Sound Company. The ultimate
expression of its new approach is to

Real Sound flies in the face of convention
with its rubber-band-decoupled LP support
system and spring-decoupled tonearm

RSC's Super
Platter can be
used with most
conventional
turntables;
provided that
the tonearm
has sufficient
pillar- height
to cope with
its increased
depth there
should be no
difficulty

be found in the RSC-2 turntable
which costs a cool £ 6250: not the
subject of this review, although for
reference purposes one was supplied.
Fortunately, some of its benefits can
be enjoyed for alot less...
RSC's Superplatter can, indeed, be
used with most conventional
turntables; provided that the tonearm
has sufficient pillar-height to cope
with its increased depth there should
be no difficulty. The concept is very
simple: rather than sit the record on a
mat supported by the turntable
platter, the Superplatter supports LPs
from the label via three spikes. These
upward-facing LP support spikes sit
on an inner ring that is decoupled
from an outer ring via rubber bands.
So the record is decoupled from
centre bearing and plinth.
Of course, the turntable's centre
spindle is potentially aproblem; were
it allowed to touch the record it
would defeat this decoupling. So a
tapered movable centre spindle is
provided; you pull it upwards to
centre the record, then push down to
disengage. (Roksan has asimilar, if
slightly less elegant, arrangement: you
remove the centre spindle top.)
Finish on the Superplatter is
acceptable, if unexceptional. Because
the centre portion is held in place by
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rubber bands, it's important
these are equalized in tension. If
the tension isn't equally distributed,
the outer edge of the Saperplatter
may
appear
to
be
rotating
eccentrically. This shouldn't affect
the sound, but it doesn't look right.
Supporting LPs from spaces fairly
close to the centre spindle can
exaggerate the seriousness of warped
discs. It shouldn't affect the sound ,
but it doesn't look good to see the
edge of the record moving up and
down by 4 to 6mm. Apparently, the
designer did try supporting the disc at
its periphery; this reduced up and
down movement of warped LPs, of
course, but the sound was less good
than when supported from the label.
As it uses fairly long upward and
downward facing spikes, the
Superplatter adds around 4cm in
height above the turntable platter.
This entails raising the tonearm pillar
by roughly the same amount to give
correct cartridge VTA. Most arms
should have sufficient height
adjustment to cope, but some may
not — so do check. Also, be aware
that this extra height will almost
certainly make it impossible to close
the lid. Few of us close the lid when
we play an LP ( to do so usually
makes the sound worse), but it's nice
to lower the cover when the turntable
is not in use.
Because the Real Sound Company
decided to offer apackage comprising
the Superplatter with an OEM
version of the Rega Planar 2complete
with fixed-height RB-250 arm, it was
necessary to engineeer aspecial base
to raise the RB-250. This base may
SEPTEMBER 1998
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SUPPLIER
Tite Real Sound
Company,
20 Numa Court,
Itatin Close,
Brentford Dock,
Brentford,
Middx.
8QG.
Tel: 0181 568
1671
be bought -separately Uo2), for Rega
Planar owners who wish to add the
Superplatter. However, should you
opt for this turntable with RSC's own
unipivot Supertrace arm, all this can
be avoided!
The price of the complete Rega
Planar/Superplatter/Supertrace arm
package is £ 1148, which includes a
replacement lid plus aglass platter, in
place of the one from MDF usually
supplied with the OEM version of
this turntable. According to RSC, the
glass platter improves speed stability
and gives better sound compared to
the MDF version. The Superplatter
on its own costs
I began by listening ta the
complete Rega Planar/Superphatert
Supertrace combination, fitted
initially with a Grado pickup from
The Cartridge Man. Ilater tried
changing to an Ortofon MC- 20
Supreme and a Kiseki Blue Point.
Obviously, these dffferent cartridges
changed the sound, yet in spite of the
changes there was a-certain constancy
— as though the Superplatter were
exercising adominant effect.
Turntables that are rigidly coupled,
especially those which clamp the LP
to the platter, usually give a tight,
tonally lean, crisply controlled sound.
The RSC combination, if not
excessively diffuse, certainly sounded
less sharply focused than one might
expect from aturntable at this price.
It had what is perhaps best described
MR NEWS IdIECORD UMW
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as a ' busy' character — musical
strands
were
not
separated
outstandingly
well,
but
the
presentation was lively and energetic,
with apleasing sense of air around
voices and instruments. Bass was
warm and rounded, rather than lean
and tight, though well controlled and
clean. There was some lack of kick at
low frequencies, and this robbed bass
drums of some weight and authority.
Because of the large height
difference, it proved tricky to
compare the RSC Superplatter to the
Rega's standard felt mat — the RB:no arm had to be removed from its
base and mounted directly on the
plinth. But Idid compare the two
alternatives, and it confirmed the
dominant
influence
of
the
Superplatter.
There were good points about both
options. The standard platter and
mat gave afirmer, more focused
sound. The Superplatter sounded
more dimensional and ' busier',
suggesting more was going on in the
music. Which was correct? Well,
taking CD as areference, in terms of
sharpness and focus the standard mat
was arguably superior; it gave better
separation and detail plus an
increased sense of control. The

Designer Brian
Piewble has at
one stage or
another owned
many of the
best turntables
on the market,
yet he felt so
dissatisfied
with the
results he
decided to
make his mi.
Newble feels
that turntable
design has, for
the past 25
years or more,
gone down a
long cul-de-sac

Superplatter was more airy and
resonant, with added warmth and
richness.
Compared to the much cheaper
RB-250, RSC's Supertrace unipivot
arm (£ 578) imparted an attractive
liquid spaciousness to the music,
making the RB-250 sound a trifle
hard and shut-in. In a word, the
Supertrace sounded easier; it was
more relaxed and effortless in
presentation. Unusually, the cartridge
is screwed to a thin stainless steel
plate that is held in position in the
arm's headshell via springs. The
fixing is firm, but not ultra-rigid, and
the whole cartridge assembly is
decoupled from the tonearm.
With so many Me Too products on
the market, it's nice to see acompany
taking such aradical line on design.
RSC's intention was to produce a
very different kind of sound
compared with other similarly priced
turntables on the market. In this they
have definitely succeeded — though
not everyone will like the fruits of the
their research! Personally, Istill
prefer a conventionally supported
record ( preferably using a QR
Developments Ringmat) because of
the extra focus and precision offered.
But those who like something more
airy and relaxed should investigate
these products from the Real Sound
Company.
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the CAD-805C, the latest version
of this breathtaking 50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the Western Electric 300 B.
MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £2123 plus, with the CAD 572 SE
monoblocks, which provide an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805,
sonically its equal in many respects.
RESTORE ANALOGUE LISTENING ENJOYMENT
TO DIGITAL SOURCES FOR ONLY £599 WITH THE
SCE HARMONIC RECOVERY SYSTEM

The Reference All-Value Earmax MkII Headphone
Amplifier and now Earmax Pro for low impedence
headphones: Magical!

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club
PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772

Apertura Tanagra
Other Products
•Shinpy cables
•Claravox speakers
•Music plus

Earmax

DNM PA3AS
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER

high-tech for music
Bn

amplifners handmade a
, Syncerlsnd

It's not the size that counts, but
rather what you do with it !!!
Audio Scene

Chesterfield
01246 204005

The Music Mill

Edinburgh

Exclusive for Scotland

0131 555 3963

The Right Note

Bristol
01225 874728

Walrus Systems

London
0171 724 7224

virtual

Reality

Audio Systems Ltd.

PO. Box 383, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4GB.
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax: 01277 224103
email: infoevirtualndemon.co.uk

CABLES

N

with budget to mid-price
ot as you might
CABLE SPECIFICATIONS
electronics. A dedicated
perhaps think, a
MS- 2.2
four- conductor bi-wire
CS- 2.3
generic group
Conductor: 2x2sq.mm. 252 strand
Conductor 2x3sq.nim. 259 strand
CS product, the CS-4.2,
review of ' reference'
Resistance: 0.0096 ohms/m
Resistance: 0.0067 onms/m
gives a similar result,
cables, but rather a look
Capacitance: 69pF/m
Capacitance: 93pF/m
with perhaps a touch
at arange of high quality
Inductance: 0.545pH
Inductance: 0.505phf
more midrange bloom
loudspeaker
cables
Price: £ 15/m
Price: £ 3.75/m
and thickness added to
named Reference Cable
male voice that verges on
from Ecosse ManuMS- 2.15
CS-4.2
coloration, but still
facturing. This is arange
Conductor: 2x1.5mm solid
Conductor: 4x2sq.mm. 175 strand
manages a rather more
new to the UK, but
Resistance: 0.010hms/m
Resistance: 0.0094 chms/m
coherent presentation
some of the Reference
Capacitance: 61.5pF/m
Capacitance 88pF/m
than the boom and tizz
designs employ the
Inductance: 0.610pH
Inductance: 0.544pH
of run-of-the-mill cables.
Monocrystal technique
Price: £ 30/m
Price: £5.25/m
For a truly audiophileof drawing copper,
standard performance,
previously used in other
though, you have to turn
exotically-priced cables
to the Monocrystal MS- series.
We tested the OFC (Oxygen Free
Monocrystal, otherwise known as
Copper) and Monocrystal copper
PC-OCC ( Pure Copper-Ohno
cables, a range costing from a
Continuous Casting), is made by
mere £2.50 per metre up to anota patented method of drawing
too-high £ 30 per metre.
said so eliminate grain boundaries
It's important to get cables into
from the copper. Each conductor
perspective — you should still
is housed in a polypropylene
expect a balanced and coherent
dielectric twisted in a bed of
performance from the cheaper
microphony-reducing cotton
cables, whilst relying on the more
yarn, before applying the outer
expensive examples to give added
khaki-coloured PVC sheath.
detail when
matched with
The 252-strand (2sq mm),
equipment of commensurate
z_
378-strand (3sq mm) and
quality and price.
solid. 1.5mm conductors
The CS range uses ultra-high
are available for single
purity OFC drawn from annealed
wired configuration; for
copper to give a low grain
bi-wiring the recomboundary. Both impurity and
mendation is to use solid
grain junctions in copper are
core for the treble and
thought to give rise to unequal
stranded for bass. The star here is
frequency
attenuation
and
the MS- 2.15, using 2 x 1.5mm
distortion in cables — the UHPsolid core conductors that give
OFC technique here gives
exceptional midrange and treble
99.997% copper purity and only
SUPPLIER
purity able to ' clean up' systems
lOppm of oxygen, with a low
Reference Cable
which otherwise sound grainy in
figure of approximately 15 grain
Ecosse Mat Co.
Ltd.
this area.
boundaries per metre. Stranded
48 Endgehousehill
This proved perfect for the
and solid conductor versions are
Road,
ATC SPA2 amplifier and ProAc
available, the conductors being
Kilmarnock,
Response
Five
speaker
shrouded
in
Polypropylene
KA 14QD
Tel: 01563
combination which Ihave been
dielectric and then twisted before
524320
listening to for review purposes,
housing in a pearl-coloured PVC
additionally bi-wired with the
outer sheath.
stranded MS-2.2 on the bass/mid
Sounding clean and balanced
From Kilmarnock- based
side (MS-2.2 and MS- 2.15 are an
in both single-wired systems and
almost perfect match in conductor
doubled
up
for
bi-wire
Ecosse comes Reference Cable,
resistance and capacitance, a
configurations, the CS- 2.3
worthy consideration in preserving
proved good value at £ 3.75 per
signal integrity).
metre. Its main characteristic
a new range of speaker wires with
Overall
a
creditable
(compared to more esoteric
performance
from
the
not- so cables at a cost factor 20 times
real high- end potential
costly cables, and an outstanding
higher)
is
a mild
bloom
one from the Monocrystal types,
throughout the lower midrange
especially the purity and clarity
and a tendency to bass warmth,
by PETER J COMEAU
available with the solid core.
both of which should match well
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Piano
Finish
TLC are proud to announce two
new speakers to the UK market,

combining British engineering and
knowhow, along with Polish
high-quality craftsmanship in wood
and in apiano finish.

Classic 1: asubstantially built and
beautifully finished floorstanding
loudspeaker, the Classic 1uses a
band-pass bass system with
twin internal drivers to give massive
power handling, generous loudness
capabilities, and deep, well
controlled bass. A good size
midband driver in its own separate
chamber to provide realistic
dynamics and plenty of headroom.
Classic 2: afashionably slim
compact floorstander. Classic 2
avoids compromising the bass by
opting for athree-way configuration
and using agenerous 8inch bass
driver. This is mounted in the
side panel to maintain the slim
profile, while the mid and treble are
kept well clear of the ground for
optimum sound dispersion.

TLC, Unit 5A, 22 Lantens Court, 22 Millharbour, London El 4 9TU.
Tel: 0171-538 4430
Fax: 0171-538 4490
Tonsil Loudspeaker Company, 62-300 Wrzesnia,
Daszynskiego 2/3 POLAND.
Tel. +48 61 4369220 Fax: +48 61 4361488

HOME CONSTRUCTION

DOING THE

ASSEMI
I

fthe idea of adigital-to-analogue
converter kit conjures up amental
view of lots of loose resistors and
chips to be built up on acircuit board,
think again. The Assemblage DAC-2
comes with afully-assembled board,
and only requires you to solder three
pairs of wires, select the mains voltage
and screw it all together. Simple.
The DAC-2 is HDCD
compatible; in other words it
uses the Pacific Microsonics
PMD-100 digital filter. For
me this is significant, not
'because Inecessarily want
High Definition Compatible
Digital, more because the
HDCD converters I've heard
in the past have shared afluid,
vinyl-like midrange.

CONSTRUCTION
Do you want to save $ 50 and
DIY it? TPC guarantees to get
it going if you can't. The
beautifully- finished double-s'ded
circuit board comes screwed into the
diminutive 240 x 50 x 185mm (whd)
case, with achunky frontplate more
than 6mm thick.
First thing to do is survey the
instructions. For such a simple job,
I've not come across such complete
instructions before — even including
31 photos to help you along,
detailing the tools you require and
giving aquick intro to wire stripping
and soldering. And while you can
practice with standard solder, TPC
provides ahigh-grade solder.
To assemble the Assemblage, first
remove the circuit board, strip the
Kimber Kable TCSS wire ends,
solder these to the board, then do the
same for the mains IEC socket. Next
comes the only fiddly part. There are
two zero-ohm links (they look like
resistors) which are set for a mains
voltage of 100-120V. Resetting to
220-240V involves desoldering the
two links and re-inserting one into an
alternative
position.
Now,
desoldering carries a slight risk of
damaging the circuit board if you
pull the component before enough
heat is in the solder, so exercise
caution. I'd be tempted to order a
link with the DAC-2 and then simply
cut out the original links altogether.
If you do cut the links, ensure there
are no loose ends sticking up; this is
mains voltage we're dealing with
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This easy- to- build DAC kit from

for. It immediately came across as
detailed and smooth, with a good,
Canada is aproject which doesn't
well-timed bass, giving an inherently
musical and involving sound. First
comparisons were with aCambridge
demand advanced assembly skills
Audio DACMagic fed by aTrichord
Digital Turntable and for digital
by CLIVE MEAKINS
interconnect the superb (and almost
undiscovered) Trichord Pulsewire.
The DACMagic bass was
leaden
in
comparison,
sounding brash and seeming
to throw the music at you in
an uncontrolled manner.
Crude, in yer face and not in
the same league, although to
be fair the DAC-2 is double
the price. A fairer comparison
is with the £ 300 Musical
Fidelity X-DAC [reviewed in
HFNIRR, April ' 97], similarly
HDCD-equipped but this
time using a Burr- Brown
PCM69 18bit DAC. The X- DAC's component count is
clearly less than the DAC-2, coupled
here! All that's left now
with a lower spec DAC chip, less
is to install the RCA jacks \...
-4elaborate power supplies and less
(phono sockets to you and
0 -........e
highly specified op-amps. But first
me), solder the Kimber N.‹... R
comparison showed the two
Kable to these and do up the
converters were remarkably difficult
remaining screws and nuts. Couldn't As it conies: the
DAC-2 kit arrives
to tell apart. Soundstaging was very
be easier really.
with the circuit board
good with respectable image depth,
Inputs to the DAC-2 are via BNC,
temporarily screwed
and placement of instruments was
phono or Toslink optical, selectable
in place. It has to be
really quite precise. Certainly the
by a front panel toggle. Another
removed to complete
character of the two units was very
toggle provides for phase reversal.
the wiring. Originally
similar, presumably down to using
There is no power switch, implying
the manufacturer's tacit consent to
leave the unit powered up. Inside, the
ubiquitous CS8412 performs input
and re- clocking functions. The
PMD-100 HDCD filter feeds two
Burr- Brown PCM1702 20- bit
DACs. Current- to- voltage ( I/V)
conversion is performed via AD844s,
and AD817s are utilised for output
buffering. Hoko resistors can be seen
in the analogue output section.
Power supplies comprise four ± 5V
regulators with afurther two pairs of
LM317/337 for ± 15V. All these are
fed from a single transformer. So,
overall a lot of components for the
money and same relatively high-spec
ones too; even the lengths of hookup
wire are high quality.

SOUND QUALITY
Having given the DAC-2 achance to
burn in, critical listening soon
showed this HDCD-based converter
had that fluid nature Iwas looking

priced at $499 US,

the DAC-2 kit is now
on special offer at
$449 US (about
1280). Another $50
buys it ready-built.
There's also aparts
upgrade kit at $149.
A fully-built
upgraded version is
another option; phone
The Parts Connection
for current pricing

Burr- Brown DACs and the same
digital filter. Some serious listening
was now needed! Certain male vocals
were more throaty on the DAC-2,
Chris Rea in particular on 'Tell Me
There's a Heaven'; bass too on this
track was more menacing, helping
my two REL Storm subwoofers
deliver the goods. With Genesis's ' I
Can't Dance' the two converters
were so similar Isimply could not
distinguish
them;
the
more
`electronic' the music, the greater
was the similarity. Moving to Nanci
Griffith's live recording of ' Love at
the Five and Dime' showed both
DACs' smoothness. This is one of
my sibilance tests and it revealed
both converters to be highly natural
with no untoward attention being
drawn to 'esses', both DAC-2 and XDAC passing with flying colours. But
it did show the DAC-2 revealing
extra detail: fingerwork on the guitar
strings was delightful. Live tracks in
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KRELL KAV-500i
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

AUDIO RESEARCH D100.2

COME AND LISTEN TO THE BEAUTIFUL AUDIO RESEARCH COMBINATION. THIS
NEW STUNNING AMPLIFIER REALLY NEEDS TO BE AUDITIONED

1
YOU OWE IT OF
YOURSELF TO
HEAR THE
STUNNING
NEW COM7
BY B&W SE

JUST
ARRIVED
THE LATEST
KRELL CD
PLAYER
KAV 250 CD

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

COPLAND CSA 28

THIS OUTSTANDING NEW CD PLAYER
FROM KRELLMAKES AN
IMPRESSIVE PARTNER FOR THE
INTEGRATED AMP

HEAR THE NEW CSA 28 REMOTE
CONTROLLED AND UPGRADED
REPLACEMENT FOR THE CSA 14
INTO AMPLFIER

SECOND HAND
Micromega Drive 1
Micromega Drive 2
Pair B&W 805 ( ex dem)
Pair Radford MA50's
Classe DR4L pre
Exposure 17 & 18 pre/power
Teac VRDS10

£450
£600
£850
£950
£700
£950
£525

SoIan Tiger intg amp
Pair Castle Chester
Lumley Ref. ST70
Meridian 501.1 & 556
Myriad Miro MI/Maizo
Angstrom 200 Prologic Pre
Series 3i + PS)(/R
Audio Lab COM + DAC

£700
£450
£800
£950
£599
£1500
£500
£1245

You want power, you want dynamics, you want detail —
YOU want all the excitement that music can bring, but you
want it in a neat and compact package that doesn't
sacrifice quality. Impossible? Oh, no: Krell has the answer
in alittle box of energy called the KAV-500i. This builds on
the strengths of the magnificent little award-winning
KAV-300i and, with amighty 350 Wpc, is certain to be the
Xena Warrior Princess of integrated amplifiers — i.e. it'll
flatten the opposition and walk away smiling ironically.
Telephone Brian Rivas for details.

KRELL KAV-250ccl
If you want to hold fire on aCD player until the tedious battle between the two incompatible formats of SACD and
DVD Audio is over, then fine — it's no biggie. But if you want
good music right now with value for money from aformat
that's had years of high end development, then try the new
little Krell KAV-250cd: at less than £2500 it's akiller, and a
perfect physical and sonic match for the KAV-300i.
If money is no object. go for the ultimate with the fully
upgradeable KRELL KPS-25s: Pinewood has one on permanent demonstration. Tell me, if the current format is so
flawed, how come this lovely thing sounds so unbelievably good?

SONUS FABER
Watch this space or telephone me.

WILSON AUDIO
Have Igot news for you — BIG TIME! Call me or track me
down in the Absolute Sounds rooms at the Hi Fi Show.

•CREDIT FACILITIES BUY NOW PAY LATER
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)
•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

erneffle

• MAIL ORDER FACILITY
• EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE
Agencies include:
AUDIOLAB. AUDIO RESEARCH. B&W. BEYER. BOSE. CASTLE. CELESTION, CHORD.
COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN. JADIS, KEF, KOETSU. KRELL. MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN,
MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK,
SONUS FABER. THETA. WILSON AUDIO
We stock awid \erange of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO. FLATLINE. SILTECH. QED AND MANY OTHERS

ser.ro

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322

VISA

Consultation a, u! Demonstrations by appointmeitt only

.1\

Please telepholte

HOME CONSTRUCTION
general worked especially well
on both converters, with
audience noise well-defined,
not getting in the way of the
music, just adding to the
atmosphere — but additiona
detail was evident from the DAC2. Ultimately, this, and the slightly
more powerful bass, made it more
involving than the X-DAC.
Adding an X- 10D output
buffer (Musical Fidelity's first Xseries product) was found to be
more beneficial to the X-DAC
than to DAC-2 — but bear in
mind that differences will be
system- dependent. This is not
the end of the story, though;
users may consider the parts
upgrade kit for the DAC-2, or the
Musical Fidelity XPSU upgrade.

Finally, we have improved internal
hookup wire from Kimber and
UPGRADES COMPARED
Illuminati, sound damping material,
The XPSU costs £ 129 and contains isolation fret and some snazzy
ahigh-quality transformer with four Kimber phono sockets.
secondary windings, to power up to
The instructions are clear, lots of
four X-series devices. The windings photos again, even if some seem
are 20VA each, and importantly are misplaced, and the by-pass capacitors
specified at around 6% regulation, a need the application of some
great improvement on standard common sense to find their location
plugtop transformers with something on the circuit board. Most
like 25% regulation! A quick audition components are simply snipped off
of the X-DAC with the X-PSU the board, with the replacements
revealed a slightly richer, fuller fitting into nearby holes. My only
sound, clearer top end and more problem concerned the voltage
fluid midband. Worth the outlay.
regulators. Istarted out with good
Returning to the DAC-2, a tweak intentions of desoldering these, but
described in the instructions. within afew minutes Ihad them cut
applicable to the basic version of the out and then desoldered the remains
DAC-2 is to connect a jumper to of the components left on the board.
disable two relays, taking the output Desoldering these three-leg devices is
from 2.13V to 4.26V. This removes tricky, as the instructions will warn
the 6dB attenuation specified by the you. A soldering iron with fine tip is a
HDCD standard. The higher output must, and even then the upgrade
level might in rare circumstances took me four and ahalf hours, taking
stress an active pre-amp input buffer much care and using a magnifying
stage, but if feeding apassive input glass to check for solder bridges.
the higher output could be aboon. It Some experience of electronics is a
seems a shame too for gain to be must for this upgrade, the circuit
thrown away by a potential divider. being especially fiddly to work on
The Parts Connection use this due to its compact nature.
method to avoid resolution loss,
Iwas curious to see what had
likely if the attenuation had been happened
to
the
previously
performed in the digital domain.
mentioned DC offset. This had risen
After by-passing the relays the result from 2.2/1.8mV ( left and right
was a slightly more lively, dynamic channels) ta 8.1/7.2mV. This is not a
sound, and well worth trying.
bad result, and should be safe when
But the true upgrade to the DAC- used with aDC coupled amp, but do
2 is the $ 149 parts upgrade kit, a check the amplifier's instructions or
sophisticated affair requiring good with the manufacturer that all is well.
soldering skills to implement fully. It Most DC coupled amps have DC
comprises high-speed soft recovery sensing and protection circuitry, but
diodes to replace the bridge rectifier. beware of the few that don't.
Wima bypass caps for the main
power supply, low impedance Linear UPGRADED SOUND QUALITY
Technology regulators for the ± 15V As usual, Ileft the electronics to
supplies, Caddock resistors and burn- in for acouple of days before
MultiCap capacitors for the output any final assessment. Ihad been
stage. There's also apair of AD811s concerned that I would find it
to replace the AD844 IN converter difficult to compare the standard
op- amps ( albeit with associated DAC-2 to the upgraded one without
warning of increased DC offset, DC- the original reference, despite having
coupled amp owners beware).
the X-DAC on hand as abenchmark.
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DAC-2 showing she
rear panel. In this
shot, the transformer
has been rem.med.
but's that's another
story...

The DAC-2
is HDCD
compatible;
in other words,
it uses the
Pacific
Microsonics
PMD-10C
digital fil:er
For me this is
significant, rot
because I
necessarily
want Hie
Definition
Compatible
Digital, [lore
because the
HDCD
converte-s I've
heard in the
past have
shared afluid,
vinyl- like
midrange

SUPPLIE R
The Parts
Connectio ,
2790 Brighton
Road,
Oakville,
Ontario,
Canada
L6H 5T4
Tel: 001 905 829
5858 (from UK)

The standard DAC-2's sound
was still etched in my memory
from three months use, but as it
turned out the improvement
from the upgrade was dramatic.
What struck me first of all was
the extra level of detail and the
improved ambience now being
delivered. Sometimes the effect of
greater detail can be simulated by
adding treble lift; this was not the
case here, this was genuine
information, crystal clear and
without ahint of harshness. I
then noticed that my speakers
had
disappeared!
The
soundstage had grown in all
directions, especially in terms of
image depth. Instruments now
hung wonderfully in space with
the speakers not appearing at as
sound sources. The DAC-2 had
achieved anear-holographic effect.
Nanci Griffith's ` Love at the Five
and Dime' displayed the difference,
now Icould clearly ear the harmonies
resulting from each string pluck, not
just a single note. Rod Stewart and
Clapton's Unplugged albums showed
similar gains. The combination of
acoustic instruments and a live
atmosphere created quite an event in
my listening room, while studio
recorded electronic music also showed
significant gains. There was more
detail and composure, and imaging
had improved further. Revisiting
Chris Rea's Tell Me There's aHeaven a
great deal of background detail was
revealed, especialy in the bass, and
vocals were beatifully separated. While
the DAC-2 is certainly not euphonic,
neither is it overly unkind to poor
recordings; older CDs could often
sound rough but somehow they were
more listenable than before.

CONCLUSION
The upgraded DAC-2 is well worth
the investment, as akit or fully built
unit. The extra performance from the
upgrade is surprising. I have a
suspicion the AD811 IN converters
have a good deal to do with it,
although
the
other
exotic
components no doubt complete the
blend to create agreat DAC.
That Musical Fidelity was able to
come up with alow-component- count
DAC, running so close to the more
sophisticated standard DAC-2 circuit, is
agreat tribute. However, The Parts
Connection, having no need to offer
dealer margins, do have the advantage of
being able to go with the more
sophisticated design. The standard
DAC-2 is very good indeed, one of the
best DACs at its price point. The DAC2improves to aquite unexpected level
once upgraded. With the upgraded
DAC-2 at around £420 (kit) or £480
(built), you'd have to spend some serious
money to better this box of tricks.
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CAIRN
A French designer and manufacturer of Hi Fi
products, distributed in 22 countries.
Soon presented in the United Kingdom at the
Hi Fi Show 98 from September 17th to 20th

CAIRN, Rue des Moines, 02200 Villeneuve St Germain, France
Tel: Int + 33 3 23 75 10 50 Fax: Int + 33 3 23 75 10 51
e:mail: cairn@wanadoo.fr.
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AMPLIFICATION continued

DI
GITAL
DPA Enlightenment DAC

ex-dem

£825

£700

Marantz CD- 17 KI Signature

ex-dem

£1100

£95 0

ex-dem

fg5o

f800

ex-dem

f1750

£1150

VPi pre- amp with valve phono stage

s/h

£850

£300

Art Audio Tempo mono arms

s/h

£2600

£1300

Audio Innovations First

s/h

£1400

£55 0

Groove Tubes Dual 75

ex-dem

£1995

£1095

Melos 402 Gold HC- Triode mono blocks

ex-dem

£8950

Melos 402 Gold HC- Triode stereo amp

ex-dem

£495 0

£4 250
£2500

VINY L
Nottingham Analogue Interspace with Space Arm
Clearaudio Evolution turntable
with Aurum Alphacartridge
AMPLI F
I
CATION

Sound Design SD- 2pre-anp with valve phorio stage ex-dem

Egoo

Heart Beat mono amps

ex-dem

Ezzoo

£400
£1400

Art Audio Quintet mono amps

ex-dem

£2200

fujoo

Trilogy 845 stereo amp 5owpc

s/h

f1800

Trilogy 404 valve phono stage

s/h

£4 00

£95 0
f250

Art Audio Diavolo stereo amp
with Vaic 3oB chrome- gold

ex-dem

f4000

£2750

Unison Research Simply 845

ex-dem

£3045

£2450

Unison Research Mystery One pre-amp

ex-dem

£1750

Unison Research Smart 845's

ex-dem

£345 0

Aucio Analogue Puccini SE

ex-dem

Giaaf

£ 1400
fz75o

ex-dem

£595
£7500

Art Audio VI:II special edition

ex-dem

f1500

Gamma Rythm integrated

s/h

£2500

Golden Tube SE- 1pre- amp

ex-dem

£9 0

s/h

£4500

with MAF stands

s/h

f25cio

fl5oo

Opera Terza mahogany

ex-dem

Opera Divina ash

ex-dem

£999
f1500

f800
Elmo

with stands

ex-dem

£2450

f1750

Analysis Omega ribbons

s/h

£45 00

Ezboo

Casse Farella 400 walnut

ex-dem

Camber 5.o ti

s/h

£95 0
£ 75 0
£800 £400

Audiostatic ES100 black

as new

£2750

GM200

OTL

Sound Design DCO

150

£475
Eb000
flocio
film
£ 75 0

071

mono amplifier - upgraded with silver wire
and hovland musicaps throughout

£ 2500

SPEAKERS
Aud onote AN- Ilevel 3rosewood

D.apason Adamantes II

£ 1495

Amplification

Accessories

Digital Replay

Loudspeakers

Vinyl Replay

Art Audio • Audio Analogue

Argenta Custom Silver Cables

conrad-johnson

Analysis Ribbons

Nottingham Analogue

conrad-johnson • Golden Tube

Cardas cables

DPA • Holfi • Marantz

Audio Spectrum

Paragon linear tracking arm

•Graaf • Heart

finite elemente pagode

Resolution Audio

Audiostatic DCI

Benz- Micro cartridges

Holfi • Tube Technology

equipment stands

Avalon Acoustics

Kuzma • Tracer cartridges

Unison Research

Harmonix • V- Damp

Cubasse • Diapason

isolating system

Opera • Klipsch

Ex-demonstration and used equipment always available, please call for further details
Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:30
Camden Town: London NWI. FAX: 0:71 383 5028 EMAIL: mi65o,2424@compuserve.com
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blackbox

Modern
modelling
technology
ma be
deployed to
show the
inter-voltage
phase
variations in
complex
audio signal
paths which
are
injurious to
reproduced
music
qual ty

L

ast month, we saw a group of
eleven harmonically related
waves, in the frequency area
called 'bass', set off on their journey
through time. The figure was a
snapshot of them in their first 50
milliseconds ( 0.05 sec) and also
before they passed through any kind
of filter. This time, we imagine all
eleven waves have persisted ( at
whatever varying levels) in some
music, for one second. Figure 1
then shows, for the first time ever,
an eye pattern of the waves in a
snapshot of the final 50mS ` frame'
leading up to the one second mark.
Crucially, this is also after passing
through the same single pole (6dB/octave) high-pass (HP) filter as
was used in last month's Fig 2.
In that figure > we also saw avalid
visual representation of the nonz ' Pr pr- •

linearity of the phase curve after
signals have passed through the most
basic HP filter. In this month's
Figure 1, clearly — to the eye —
the many particular ' eye pattern'
symmetries ( compared to last
month's figure 1) have been
destroyed. What is no less certain
(although we don't have space to
illustrate
it here) is that the
reference signal's eye pattern (before
any filtering) after the same one
second is wholly unchanged from the
outset pattern. Meanwhile, alook at
the right-hand side of fig 1shows
how the waves — which would
otherwise all meet at this zero point
— are now all displaced and
literally ' smeared' across the time
axis.

VIEW FROM THE HIGH END
Figure 2, also a sequel to last
month's column, shows changes
against frequency in the signal voltage
phase. This time we're focusing on
the action of the individual high and
low-pass filters that made up the
bandpass response seen in Part 1, and
looking solely at the phase curves.
The first two frequency axes are
concentrated on higher audio
frequencies because we're using a
linear frequency scale, and have
extended this to 20kHz, but with a
0Hz origin. The latter is required if
we want to assess linearity by literal
visual means, by placing a ruler
against the plots. In the upper plot,

it,e =

-1 .1, 111

Vül

the considerable curvature caused at
low frequencies by the most basic HP
filter is clear enough. Notice also the
tail (asymptote): the phase curve is
still trying to approach the zero line
by 8kHz.
The second plot shows the
response of the low-pass filter
(making up the bandpass response
curve of fig 1, Part 1). This is quite
linear at the origin (left hand side),
but then curves away. However, the
curvature is clearly less extreme. The
third (lowest) plot zoomsin on the
origin of the middle plot, showing
how the low-pass phase curve begins
with perfect phase linearity. ' One',
says Alice with some relish, 'that you
can slap aruler against to see if it's
any good'.
Figure 3 looks at what happens
to
groups
of mid- frequency,
harmonically related waves, about
'/0th second after starting to pass
through the same low-pass filter.
The waves are exactly ten times the
frequencies of those in Fig 1 (so they
range from 400 to 2600Hz), and the
snapshot is taken at just before Voth
of the period, so we are comparing
like with like, relatively speaking.
Clearly now, looking at the right
side, there is some dispersion in the
eleven waves, but equally the eye
pattern is relatively intact, and almost
perfect, compared to fig l's randomness. One conclusion we can draw
is that a given high-pass response
commonly does far more harm to
most music's timing and timbre than
does agiven low-pass response.
Ben Duncan
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All graphs in this series are being produced
using Spectrum Software's MicroCAP-V
simulation. Spectrum can be contacted at
http:11www. spectrum-soft. corn
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Fig I: Eleven `bass'-frequency Waves in final 50ms of Isecond journey, post -6dBloctave highpass filter
CORRECTION
BoA
AuguA, page 63,
ate third,
bracketed sentence
under the heading
'Complex Wave
Relations',
b.,gittning 'in
effect...' should
have ended after
the ward 'angle',
which should also
have been

..Changes in voltage phase vs frequency, post succestvelugh ant
low-pass filtration
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Ben Duncan's HYEAD-02, the world's
first pure, audiograde op-amp (published
as 'Block Variations in HFNIRR Oct
'97), and the DIY HYAP-02 application
PCB, kits, ancillary parts and power
supply, etc, that can be used to build an
ultra high-end gain-controll buffer/gain
stage and minimal pre-amp, are available
from Lynden Audio, PO Box 5570,
Birmingham,
B45 8NE. Tel: 0121 445 5057, 6.309.00pm.

Fig 3: Mid-frequeney waves, 400 Hz2.6 kHz, after passing through
low-pass filter
() 9
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subs containing a 10in
os
Angeles,
balmy
woofer. The spheres were
weather, aTaco Bell and
mounted on the sort of
a lap-dance joint across
spidery chrome stands you
the street — what better
expect to see in some
conditions for the USA's
Bauhaus minimalist loft as
summer high-end show? Yet
beloved by eccentric, artsyagain, Stereophile magazine
fartsy interior designers with
assembled the cream of the
names like Serge, but a. wall
crop for aweek-long feast ot
bracket will probably be made
pure audio and AN goodies.
available. Whatever, they
And there were plenty over
sounded delightful. Better still
which to salivate.
— the cost. A complete
Hottest topics were DSD,
system with two spheres and
24-bit/96kHz sound, US-only
one sub sells for US $ 699;
HDTV and other new
with an extra sub for stereo all
formats which ` aren't quite
the way down, the price is
ready'. Sony and Marantz/
only $ 799. To save you
Philips gave good showings of
digging out your calculators,
There was plenty to see and hear at
their dual- layer Super Audio
that equals — at an exchange
CD, but the estimated shop
rate of £ 1=$1.62 - a mere
appearance dates of both
America's summer hi-fi exhibition, The
£432 or £493 depending on
software and hardware of late
your
subwoofer
count.
1999
dampened
my
Home Theatre & Specialty Audio Show
Teensy, lightweight — in
enthusiasm. Frankly, there's
fasct, you could ship some in
enough real stuff to get on
by KEN KESSLER
yourself with minimal cost
with,
so
fretting
over
and risk: e-mail Gallo on
vapourware is awaste of time.
nucleus@roundsound.com if you can't wait
weighs in at 8001b per pair outside of the
Another interesting ' methodology' (rather
crates. Active ingredients? One 12in and
for them to appear here in shops.
than an actual format) was the
Tannoy showed the first big wooden
one 10in woofer, two 7in midrange drivers
Ambiophonics' Institute's demonstration
box I've craved in years, but forgive me if
and a lin titanium inverted dome tweeter.
of ` Stereo Dipole' surround sound, which
Frequency response is 23Hz-21kHz
you already know about the Churchill; I
consisted of two speakers so close together
(±3dB), sensitivity is an easy 92dB and
didn't. Iwas told it's export-only, which
as to suggest monophonic operation. But
gives you some indication of the low
therefore demanding aminimum amplifier
sit in the hot seat, and you had sound
esteem in which British audiophiles are so
output of only 7W (hey — aWilson for the
everywhere, in a form of ' super 3D'. I'm
deservingly held by those selling products
SET gang!) and the impedance is 4 ohms
still incredulous. Do yourself afavour and
costing more than £ 9.99. This utterly
— nominal and minimal. The launch
visit their web site for adetailed discourse
featured a cool A/V presentation which
gorgeous beast stands 48.75in tall, its
which would otherwise fill this report: the
was slick enough to have come from a footprint is a 22.5in square, and the
address is www.ambiophonics.org. You
crossover has its own enclosure measuring
major corporation, the clip from Apollo 13
won't regret it.
12x12.06x13in. The active ingredient is a
was totally convincing, and Ifell in love
As ever, there were concrete highlights
15in Dual Concentric driver built into a
with the pair done in canary yellow. No,
which I'd rather point out at the beginning
cast chassis, with a Duralumin tweeter
make that Ferrari Yellow.
than merely list alphabetically. For me,
centred in front of the moulded mid/bass
From Gallo, enter the Nucleus,
four new products stood out, and Ican't
diaphragm.
probably the coolest little system yet with
avoid lusting after them...
Wiring is by Kimber, WBT supplied the
audiophile cred. Imagine if someone came
Wilson Audio launched, totally without
up with an alternative to the raft of nasty,
connectors, ad nauseum, but Iworship this
pre-debut leaks, a brand-new loudspeaker
vision for all the wrong reasons. Sure, it
plastic, mass-market speakers consisting of
called the MAXX. It fits in between the
a small sub- woofer and two teensy
sounded fantastic driven by Air Tight
WATT/Puppy and the SLAMM, both in
amplifiers. But what shifted my kilt was
satellites which you hide where you like.
size and price. The size is designed to
the caricature of Winston — cigar and all
You know the sort. In Nucleus, each
allow it to fit into rooms too small for the
— on the bass cone, and the massive `V'
mid/treble unit consists of adriver in a4in
SLAMM, and at 63x22x17in ( hdw), it
cut into the baffle as a port. Inever
sphere which covers everything above
looks to be around 75% of the size of the
120Hz. Below? A choice of one or two
thought I'd live to say that Ilust for a
SLAMM. It sells for $ 38,900 per pair and

Clockwise from top left: Wilson MAXX loudspeaker, Nagra's wlid state power amplifier, Cary CAD 1610 amplifier, Gallo Nucleus loudspeak,,

AAB monoblock

power amplifier and Marantz prototype Super AudW CD player
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current Tannoy product, but read my lips:
the Churchill is an anachrophile's dream.
Fourth of my showstoppers is Nagra,
who followed the release of the biggest hit
of HiFi ' 97, the world launch of the PL-P
pre- amplifier, with the Nagra MPA, or
MOSFET Power Amplifier. A stereo
model, the MPA is rated at 250W per
channel in Class AB mode, but it can be
bridged for mono operation to deliver
500W. Unsurprisingly, the MPA features
studio-grade construction, balanced XLR
connection and — probably uniquely —
the ability to have the controls section of
the front panel rotated by 90° to allow it to
be used horizontally or vertically. If you
can't quite picture that, think of it like a
computer which is configured either as a
desk-top model or afloorstanding tower.
The Nagra MPA can be ordered with
special remote control and multiple input
options providing infra- red selection of
volume, balance, mute and input source
select, the latter allowing the user to select
from four inputs. Nagra's famous
modulometer provides a read-out of the
output power wattage, referenced to two
separate scales. By the way, the Nagra
VPA (Vacuum-tube Power Amplifier), that
Pure Class A 50W/ch Monoblock first seen
at the Las Vegas Winter CES, reappeared
in what looks like its final form, with aset
of controls fitted to the upper section of its
front panel. This baby, however, only
operates in tower mode.
Special treatment for this quartet
doesn't mean the rest were of lesser
interest; it's just that they're the ones I've
added to my Fantasy System listing.

ALPHABETICALLY...
Alphabetically, here's
what also rattled
my cage:
Air
Tight,
a
company
which
never fails to produce
devices possessing jewellike qualities, tempted
Show visitors not with
prototypes but with artist
impressions of two new
unnamed designs — probably ready for the
autumn and both likely to thrill fans of the
marque. The first is a 300B- equipped
amplifier delivering 7-8W/ch and with a
retail price of between $ 3000-$4000. Due
at the same time is a new line-stage preamplifier at $2500.
Alon's Circe is ahefty floorstanding 3way system which will take up real estate
measuring 52.5x12.75x15in (hwd). At the
bottom; a 10in woofer in asealed infinite
baffle enclosure. Midrange? A 5.25in castframe design with Alnico magnet on its
own open baffle, with a lin aluminium
tweeter, also on an open baffle. Crossover
points are 400Hz and 3.5kHz, sensitivity is
87dB, and they sounded just dandy with
Cary's new heavy-hitter; see below.
Audioquest's latest digital connector,
AudioTruth Falcon, is a ' triple-balanced'
AES/EBU cable employing three solid
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apparentA in final form), Western Electric's giganti:- 308 B, NXT X Space, Theta Pr,raslnaught

Silver- Plated
Long- Grain
Copper
conductors insulated with hard-cell foam
and a separate shield connected to XLR
plugs for true balanced operation. Also
introduced was VSB-1, a premium-grade
75 ohm coaxial cable designed for custom
installers for providing the optimum signal
path from broadcast sources such as DSS
and digital video.
Audio Research announced a new
preamplifier selling for a reasonable
US$4995. The LS25 vacuum-tube stereo
line pre- amplifier is billed as a more
compact REF 1, with which it shares
chassis construction and electronicallycontrolled rotary controls for userselectable overall gain setting (6, 12, or 18
dB), volume, balance and input selection,
with toggle switches for power on/off,
stereo/mono, balanced or
single-ended operation, true
A/V pass-through processor

Manley
Stingray:
eight EL845
deliver 50W
chan net

loop, tape monitor and mute. Seven inputs
(including nape monitor) and two sets of
main outputs are accommodated, with
balanced or single-ended optimisation for
every input via the front-panel toggle. Onboard memory stores settings along with
previously selected gain levels, and there's
even aremote control. Gain is supplied by
four 6922 twin triodes, mechanically
damped by the new proprietary clear
polymer rings, with fully regulated massive
power supplies and Infinicap coupling caps
at the output.
Audio Research's newest power amp is
the MkII version of the VT100, filling the
gap between the VT200 and VT50. Mark
LI performance enhancements include the
doubling of the power- supply energy
storage to 540 joules, an internal cooling

fan has been added, an IEC-type, threepin AC socket has replaced the captive
lead to allow for the use of custom power
cables and the 6922 twin triodes in the
input stage now feature Audio Research's
own proprietary clear tube damping rings.
The price is the same as that of the LS25
at US$4995, while owners of MKI
VT100s can upgrade their units for $ 995,
plus shipping; it's $ 595 if your VT100 was
purchased after 1April, 1998.
Black Parrot had the tragically-named
Macaw as ashow piece; correct me if I'm
wrong, but a Macaw squawks... Anyway,
the Macaw is a floorstander made up of
three enclosures, the lower housing a 15in
woofer, the top a I2in woofer and inbetween a cabinet with an 8in mid-bass
driver, a 5.5in midrange and apair of lin
inverted dome tweeters, one forward and
one aft. Price is $ 35,000 per pair, but there
was a ' show special price' of $ 25,000.
Burmester released a drop- dead
gorgeous ' reference' D/A converter, the
970. This utterly yummy device will
handle every digital software source
including HDCD-encoded discs and 24bit/96kHz recordings, and the spec
sheeting unashamedly states that `... the
970, for example, allows 400 different
functional settings, but not all of them are
useful'. Man, Ilove the way the Germans
can be so literal; makes Yanks look like
they have a sense of irony. Whatever, the
970 accepts data via two 75 ohm RCA
coaxial inputs, one balanced XLR
(AES;EBU), one TC1Slink optical and one
ST/AT&T optical. Displays show scanning
frequency and bit resolution, the unit
offers polarity inversion, and the unit
houses four independent converter
modules; at present they ship with 20-bit,
but, by the time this sees print, the unit
will contain 24- bit devices. Output is
through fixed level unbalanced or variable
level balanced with 60 steps accessible via
remote control or through the volume pot
on the fascia. This two- box monster
consists of a main chassis measuring
19x6.7x13.5in, the power supply measures
19x3.75x11.5in, and their combined
weight is 37kg! Price? To be announced...
Cabasse's Pacific 600 Evolution uses
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three separate enclosures within its main
chassis for the TC21 tweeters, the two
21M18 bass units, and the crossover itself.
The sides of the speaker cabinets are
damped with a bitumastic/lead mixture,
while the terminals and straps fitted to the
rear allow the user to exploit over 20
wiring combinations, from single wiring to
4- way multi-amping. This floorstander
occupies a space of 1360x295x497mm
(hwd) and weighs 45.4kg. Despite an
$11,000 retail price, suggesting the need
for over- the- top amplification, the
impedance stays between 4 and 8 ohms,
while the sensitivity ranges from 92-97dB.
Cary, along with Western Electric,
emerged as one of the most talked-about
exhibitors by producing an amp to use the
latter's latest revived tube. Actually, two
new models were launched, both singleended triode designs, with the more
affordable one being the CAD- 2A3- SE
Class A monobloc power amplifier
featuring the 2A3 directly heated triode.
Based on the Cary Audio 300B format, the
CAD-2A3-SE chassis measures 5.5in wide
by 19in deep and is made of black epoxycoated steel. Output is a pure Class A 5
watts, with frequency response flat to
within 1/2 dB over the entire audio
spectrum. The DC rectification is by a
trusty 5U4 directly heated rectifier, and all
transformers are rated at 200% continuous
duty cycle. Designed to be left on 24 hours
aday, its suggested retail price is $ 2495 for
the pair.
Cary's big — and Imean big — news
was the CAD- 1610; asingle-ended triode,
100-watt monobloc, with the new Western
Electric 308B in Class A, zero feedback
operation. Indeed, all the tubes in the
CAD- 1610 are Western Electric, with a
pair of WE- 437A input tubes driving a
WE- 300B, which in turn drives the 14in
tall ( yes, you read that correctly) WE308B. In the CAD- 1610, the tubes should
last 40,000 hours, which is what you
should expect of atube designed for use by
the US Navy for, among other things,
powering public address systems on
aircraft carriers. Suggested US retail price
for apair is $ 35,000.
Christian's new Axis loudspeaker is
effectively two pairs of Studios stacked to
create avery tall floor-stander. This means
that the rather handsome, charcoal-grey
enclosure now stands 48in tall, and the
driver complement is two 5in carbon fibre
woofers, two 4M carbon fibre midranges
and two lin silk dome tweeters. Also seen
was aprototype subwoofer.
Not bothering with 24-bit/96kHz dCS
skipped straight to 24-bit/192kHz with the
latest version of the Elgar DAC. Source
material? Let's just say that a shared
distributor meant that dCS used two
synchronised Nagra D open- reels, heard
through Nagra amps and WA'TT/Puppies.
Some would argue that no other exhibitor
could touch the sound heard in this room.
EAR, with Tim De Paravicini in
attendance, showed the Americans the
nifty V20 reviewed [on page 28], but nem
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amplifier, Tannoy Churchill loudspeakers, Audio Research I.S25 pre-amplifier

to me was the slick little MC3 step-up
transformer. Strictly a moving- coil gain
stage. designed to feed into a 47k ohm
phono input, it offers voltage gain of x10,
x20 and x30. I'm not sure of the UK price,
but this beautifully- made gem sells for
$995 stateside.
Egglestoneworks, showing alongside
the Jeff Rowland Design Group, Theta
Digital, and Transparent Cable, revealed a
cost-no-object speaker system consisting of
a single 11501b enclosure per channel.
Each cabinet contains 22 drivers, with the
high frequencies reproduced by a single
Dynaudio Esotar tweeter per channel. The
midrange frequencies are covered by a
dozen Morel midrange drivers per channel,
while the bass emerges from a speciallydesigned section of the enclosure
containing nine Dynaudio 12in woofers:
three woofers visible on the baffle of the
speaker,. with two additional woofers
piggy-backed behind each visible driver in
pressure-driven, rear-ported enclosures.
Frequency response is approximately
14Hz-24kHz, and the speaker stands 72in
tall, 15in wide, and 36in deep. Internal
wiring is by Transparent Cable, with
binding posts by Cardas, and crossover
components include resistors by Vishay
and capacitors by MIT. Italian Granite is
used on the side panels both for acoustic
damping and cosmetic properties. Price for
apair will be in the region of $ 97,000.
Epos launched the compact new ES15
floorstander,
a two-way
design
incorporating the ES12 baffle and drivers
in its upper half. Price across the Pond is
$1895.

RUMOURS...
Yes, it's true that Stereophile has been
purchased by Petersen Publishing. No,
there's no truth to the rumour that it's a
merger to be called Peterphile.
Yes, staff From Sonic Frontiers were seen
shmoozing with personnel From Manley —
two rival valve manufacturers. No, there's
no truth to the rumour that they're merging
to laoonch aline of outdoor apparel and
hunting/camping wares called Manley
Frontiers.
Yes, The Absolute Sound is back.

No, the Tannoy Churchill does not come
with afree case of Havanas.

Gershman Acoustics' X-1 is the
company's lowest- price speaker, a
truncated pyramid measuring only
15x11x13 1
/in ( hwd). Its walls are
4
constructed from two 0.5in layers of
bonded MDF ta produce a lin thick wall
with greater rigidity than one fashioned
from a single inch- thick piece of the
material. Driver complement consists of a
lin dome tweeter and a custom-made 6in
shielded woofer. which combine to offer
87dB sensitivity and afrequency response
of 40-20kHz. Impedance is 8 ohms, and
each speaker weighs 271b.
Holmes- Powell showed the totally
covetable DCT, a Class A, direct-coupled
valve amp designed for headphone usage.
Completely hard-wired and housed in a
wooden- sided enclosure reminiscent of a
1940s radio, the DCT's panels are handformed and the knobs are machined from
solid aluminium. The wood? Solid cherry,
in thick. Don't know what it sounds like
and Idon't care: Ijust want one.
Kimber, not known for anything other
than superbly over- engineered cables,
showed a positively gorgeous AES EBU
digital interconnect - and Ican't believe I
used the word ' gorgeous' to describe a
cable. Whatever, the KS- 2120 uses the
company's Black Pearl silver conductors
and special electrostatic shielding. The
wire is fitted with Switchcraft silver-plated
XLRs, and Iwas suckered by the polished
wood end- pieces. These are cables you
won't want to hide.
Kora's latest is a pretty D/A converter
in a chrome-fronted box. The Hermes —
probably not endorsed by the scarf-maker
— is adelta-sigma 18-bit design, providing
one XLR and two coaxial digital inputs.
The filter and output stage are all-valve
(.`100% tube!' states the product sheet),
with MOSFET regulation. Parts quality is
designer-grade all the way, and it's one of
those rare French designs which isn't
aesthetically challenged. Price is $ 3895.
LeDoux, which showed those oddball,
mock-Mayan/Aztec.Inca/Egyptian speakers
in 'Vegas, unveiled the Dynamic 206, ideal
for home theatre use. This floor-standing
system is a two-way design containing a
32mm tweeter and a 165mm mid/bass
driver in an enclosure measuring
825x216x156mm (hwd), with the tweeter
housed in its own module. Sensitivity is
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created the first high end CD player
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unmatched performance
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87dB and nominal impedance is 4 ohms.
Legend Audio Design's Triode 200SE
is asingle-ended Class A Triode amplifier
filling four chassis... and it's good for
200W/ch into 4 ohms. Each mono
amplifier section weighs 951b, while each
power supply tips the scales at 78Ibs. The
output tube is an 833A, rectification is
courtesy of 866A mercury devices, a6SN7
serves as the differential amp input and a
KT90 — yes, aKT90 — acts as the driver
tube. Feedback is alow 3dB. With 200W,
maybe now we can see what SETs do with
real loudspeakers.
Lexicon released a new THX-certified
5- channel power amplifier, the NT- 512.
Its modular construction means that each
channel of amplification comes in the form
of a PC-like card, each producing 120W
(at 8 ohms) andeach with its own power
transformer — nothing shared here, guys.
Connections include both unbalanced and
balanced ( XLR), and the non -Euro
version wears 5-way binding posts; expect
CEapproved nonsense when it crosses the
Pond. Price over there is $ 3995.
The delightful Eveanna Manley, one of
the only distaff tube crazies in the universe,
produced a new amp with its name
suggested by J Gordon Holt, who
recognised in the chassis' shape a specific
maritime creature. The Stingray's shape,
however, is actually the result of astudy of
the optimum component placement. And
it is a fresh- looking device, an all- tube
integrated with four inputs, volume and
balance controls. It uses eight EL84 tubes
to deliver 50 watts per channel in

sysr_uit lopped hy a,
1lusica/ Fidelity X-Seeies pyramid;
Lany ArdnbaldIDoug McLeod/Robert Haley; J Gordon
Holt; Gabriege Hoffinan (WBT)IRay Kimber

ultralinear mode or 25 watts per channel
operating in triode mode. Stingray can be
ordered direct from the factory in either
operating format.
MBL's Model 1621 CD transport is, as
you'd expect of this German brand,
completely over the top. It uses aCDM-12
Pro drive, features ' stabiliser sandwich
-damping', provides every type of digital
output and carries a price tag of
DM33,000. But, wow, does it look cool —
sort of like what you'd expect for M- car
entertainment.., in the Batmobile.
Meadowlark's Blue Heron uses two
Audax drivers for midrange and trebke, the
4M Aeragel unit and the rarely used, very
costly and esoteric HD3P gold oval gas
tweeter which Ithink Ifirst saw in aLeedh

speaker from France. Bass duties are
handled by dual 7in Scanspeak carbonfibre woofers in atransmission-line. A very
simple first-order network uses premium
Infini Seti caps and PerfectLay aircore
inductors and is housed in its own sealed
sub- enclosure at the base of the main
cabinet. Internal wiring is by Cardas and
so are the dual pairs of copper binding
posts. The sloped baffle is decoupled from
the drivers and the cabinet with dual layers
of a proprietary damping material. This
prevents the drivers from interacting with
each other or the cabinet, and allows for
precise soundstaging and low-level detail.
Priced from $ 7-8000 depending on finish,
the standard woods include ebony, ash,
mahogany, rosewood, and cherry.
Mission, at long last, has put an end to
the NXT torment: the X- Space is a real
product using the company's flat- panel
technology in something more exciting
than a never-to-be-produced prototype or
atalking birthday card. X-Space — name
aside — is asuper-cool desktop-type active
system consisting of a subwoofer in abox
measuring only 94x252x348mm (hwd),
with apair of NXT satellite panels with a
288x310 radiating surface in an enclosure
only 82mm thick. This nifty package just
begs to be used with a CD-ROM
computer system, fed a steady diet of
audio CDs, or which sees heavy gaming
use, because it blows away all the dreck
marketed for use with computers. Even so,
Ican't wait to see the production versions
of the ' hi-fi' speakers used in the A/V
demo. Think of a pair of Martin-Logans

SOFTINARES
Try though Imight to be comprehensive, it
seems an impossible task to list every new
'audiophile title' launched at hi-fi show.
These are the ones of which I'm aware,
including some DU laser discs and DVDs for
those with open minds.
Acoustic Sounds
Jimmy DLane: Legacy
[AAP02005/CAP02005]
Hubert Sumlin: IKnow You
[AAP02004/CAP02004]
Chesky
Rebecca Pidgeon: Four Marys [
JD 165]
Various: Music For A New World [
W0170]
Various: The Super Audio Collection and
Professional Test Disc [
CHDVD171]
Cisco
Gary Karr: Spirituals and Foster Songs
[GCD8009]
Classic Records 96kHz/24-bit
John Lee Hooker: Mr Lucky [
DAD1007]
Sam Phillips: Indescribable Wow [
DAD1009]
Zoot Sims and Al Cohn: Either Way
[DAD1006]
Chris Whitley: Dirt Floor [
DAD1010]
DCC
The Cars: Greatest Hits [
GSZ-1123]
The Doobie Brothers: The Best of [
GSZ11211
Delos
Korngold: Sea Hawk Symphony, Oregon
Symphony/James De Preist [DE 3234]
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Various: DVD Music Breakthrough [
DV7002]
Various: DVD Spectacular [
DV7001]
Dorian
Proteus 7: For Your Ears Only [
XCD-90258]
WS (Audio)
Herb Alpert: Passion Dance
[71021-51016-2-0]
Eric Clapton: There's One In Every Crowd
[71021-54424-2-6]
Ohio Players: Fire [
71021-54427-2-3]
Orleans: Live [
71021-54428-2-2]
Shoeless Joe: Shoeless Joe [
71021-54426-2-4]
DM (Video)
Boogie Nights [
Image ID44151.1]
The Crow [
Miramax 12157AS]
Dragon — The Bruce Lee Story [
Universal
ID4426MC]
The Eagles: Hell Freezes Over [
Image
ID4065GF]
The Frighteners [
Universal 43274]
Mimic [Dimension 14343 AS]
Pulp Fiction [
Miramax 12154AS]
The Quest [
Universal 43367]
Speed [
20th Century Fox 0896784]
Tomorrow Never Dies [MGM M107148]
Groovenote
Jacintha: Here's To Ben [
GrooveNote 10001]
NC XRCDs
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village
Vanguard [
JVCXR-0051-2]
Wynton Kelly Trio &Sextet: Kelly Blue
[JVCXR-0050-2]

M-A Recordings
Michael Cain, Peter Epstein, Ralph Alessi:
Ph few [
M030A]
Vlatko Stefanovski & Miroslav Tadic:
Krushevo [
M044A]
Mobile Fidelity
Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow [
UDCD 727]
James Taylor: Dad Loves His Work
IUDCD 726]
Pope Music
George Faber: It Beats Workin' [
PMG
2023-2]
Lori Lieberman: Gone Is The Girl [PMG 2018-2]
Naum Starkman: Tchaikovsky [
PMG 2017-2]
Various: Reel Music 4[
PMG 2016-2]
Reference Recordings
Richard Strauss: EM Heldenleben, Minnesota
Orchestra/Eiji Oue [RR-83]
Mephisto & Co Minnesota Orchestra/
Eiji Oue [ RR-82]
Stereophile
Ida Levin, Diane Walsh: Duet,
works by Janacek, Schulhoff and Enescu
[STPHOI 2-2]
Tacet
George Rox Quartet: Das Mikrofon Vol 2
[TACET49]
Water Lily Acoustics
Martin Simpson/David Hidalgo/
Viji Krishnan/Puvalur Srinivasan:
Kambara Music In Native Tongues
[WLA-CS-63-CD]
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(a smaller wall-mount model was also shown); Gale Sanders of Martin Logan; Steven Stone and Eveanna Manley; Acurus DIA150 direct-input ampler

with wooden trim, fitted flush to the wall
and with a curve at the bottom, and you
get the drift.
Moth Audio (
no connection to the UK's
Moth Group) showed, amidst aplethora of
utterly gorgeous retrostyled tube delicacies,
the S2A3. This single- ended, Class A stereo
amplifier delivers 3W (yup: three watts)
from a pair of 2A3 triodes and sells for
US$3400. As with all of the company's
products, it looks like something out of a
Jules Verne novel. Recommended speakers?
96dB sensitivity, please...
Rotel unexpectedly launched, along with
new digital wares, abrand new, affordable
turntable. The RP955 is atwo-speed, beltdrive record spinner with aheavy-duty AC
synchronous motor, a 3Ib die-cast
aluminium alloy platter, and resonance

Clockwise from top left: David Chesky, Michael
Hobson of Classic Records, Sonizweld's alloy speaker
and the Gershmann X- Ispeaker
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damping feet to isolate the RP955 from
floor-borne or air-borne vibration. But the
best news is that afixed headshell tonearm
and a high-compliance moving- magnet
phono cartridge are included in the $ 599
price. Rotel has also introduced a costeffective phono stage, the RQ970; although
it only costs $ 199, this unit features afull
430mm case, contains a serious toroidal
power supply, and offers moving-coil and
moving- magnet capability. Also newlylaunched was the RCD971 single-disc CD
player, HDCD-equipped yet retailing for a
dime under $ 700 in the USA. This baby
uses slit- foil caps and two Burr- Brown
PCM63DA converters.
Sonic Frontiers added the Anthem
Integrated 2to its affordable line, this tubehybrid device producing 80W/ch from
Motorola bipolars; the pre- amp section
uses two Russian milspec 6922 tubes.
Details include a ' coin- silver' milspec
selector switch for its four inputs, goldplated Teflon phono sockets, a tape loop
and aprocessor loop, mono switching and
remote control; volume is via amotorised
pot. Inside, it's top brand componentry,
including Kimber wire, a Noble balance
pot and Holco resistors. Price? US $ 1699
— or ashade over £ 1000. (Why oh why do
we get reamed over here?)
Sonicweld launched one of the most
controversial speakers at the show, though
Ididn't catch its name nor glean much
from the pretty, though data-free brochure.
What stopped everyone in their tracks was
the enclosure: this stand-mounted two-way
design — two mid/bass drivers mounted
above and below the tweeter — features a
cabinet machined from a solid billet of
aerospace alloy. It looked absolutely
magnificent, it behaves as a dipole, and
there are no solder joints in its
construction. It climbs way up the lust list
if you fancied aDeLorean on the grounds
that its bodywork consisted of unpainted
stainless steel. To Robocop, this speaker
looks organic.

Theta featured the public debut of
DaViD — the company's first DVD
transport. With custom circuitry to reduce
jitter, special digital video filters, audiophilegrade analogue stages and acomprehensive
selection of outputs, DaViD bucks the trend
by weighing a substantial 25lb; retail
Stateside is $4500. Mercifully not named
Goliath, Theta's new flagship disc spinner is
called the Voyager Universal Transport, a
perfect choice for those who require all that
DaViD offers, but with Laser Disc capability
as well. As with DaViD, Voyager handles
myriad formats including PCM, Dolby
Digital, and DTS, with acomplete array of
output types, including RF for Dolby
Digital Laser Discs. Two separate laser-head
pickups are fitted, one for DVD, one for
CDs and Laser Discs, to ensure the best
performance from all three media. Weighing
in at 521b, the Voyager sells for $6500. The
charmingly- named Casallova is the
company's latest ' music and cinema
controller', sort of a Casablanca for those
with slightly less money; it can additionally
be provided with an option available on the
Casablanca, the company's Spatializer
circuitry designed to derive surround sound
from two-channel sources. Also seen was the
96kHz version of the legendary Theta
Generation V INA converter, available as a
retrofit for existing owners.
But the biggest surprise from Theta was
the unheralded launch of the company's
first multi-channel power amplifier. The
Dreadnaught, so-monickered to bring a
tear of nostalgia to elder audiophiles who
recall Dunlap-Clarke's amp of the same
name, is available with two to five
channels, and it can be purchased for
$3000 in stereo form, adding channels as
funds allow. The Dreadnaught measures
19x9.5x2lin and weighs 120Ib in 5channel form. Each channel is rated at
200W/8 ohms, or 400W/4 ohms, and the
unit employs zero feedback
Thiel announced two new models for its
line-up, and at either ends of the dimension
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scale. The new baby is the CS2.3
floorstander, athree-way system measuring
11x15x41.5in and selling for $ 3300 per
pair. The CS2.3's driver array consists of a
lin dome tweeter coaxially mounted to a
3.5in midrange, the two drivers sharing the
same voice coil. Bass frequencies are
handled by an 8in woofer augmented by a
9in passive radiator; all drivers feature
Thiel- made aluminium diaphragms. For
those requiring something abit larger, the
CS7.2 is a 55in tall floorstanding speaker
with a 12in woofer and 12in passive
radiator, a 6.5in midrange driver and a
coaxial tweeter/midrange driver.
Totem introduced the ARRO speaker
system. This one's a two-way vented
floorstander, the woofer being asandwich
cone 4.5in double-magnet driver, and the
tweeter a3/4in cloth dome. Crossover point
is
2.4kHz,
sensitivity
a medium
85.5dB/1W/1m, impedance is 4 ohms and
the dimensions a tidy 133x850x175mm
(whd). Also released is the Model 1Center
Signature, acentre-channel speaker housing
two 5.5in woofers and a1in chamber-loaded
alloy dome tweeter in acabinet measuring
635x165x240mm (whd).
Transparent showed two new power
conditioning products, arguing that the
quality of the cable used in an AC mains
lead can make a significant improvement
in performance. Transparent's new
PowerLink XL is precision-constructed of
heavy, solid- core OFHC conductors,
Teflon insulation and three shields. The
cord comes terminated with a 20 amp
IEC female plug on the component end
and a male plug on the AC mains end.
Three modules are distributed along its
length, the modules preventing RF
infiltration. The XL Isolator is intended to
be used with the PowerLink XL power
cord for best results, but the Isolator's
technology can also benefit the
performance of an audio component when
used with any AC cable. XL Isolator
technology claims significantly more noise
isolation than that of a PowerLink XL
power cord alone. The XL Isolator is
designed to ' immunise' acomponent from
AC noise, providing a complete shield to
the AC signal path. The XL Isolator is
also recommended to help isolate each
component from the other.
VAC added some solid-state amplifiers
to the wild Visionary Audio Components
range launched in Las Vegas. The PTS120
is a 125W/ch stereo power amplifier, the
PTT60 a three- channel amp rated at
60W/ch and conceived for the three front
channels of a surround sound system.
Prices are, respectively, $4190 and $4390,
and — naturally — they stack perfectly
with the rest of this building-block series.
Vidikron's new Epoch D-300 LCD
Projector displays all standard TV signals
and most popular computer formats,
enabling users to adapt the projector to
their viewing needs and room, rather than
the other way around. For the videophile,
though, this latest in a series of utterly
gorgeous, Pininfarina-sculpted projectors
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features Digital Pixel Compression, an
exclusive digital circuit that allows displays
of 10804 HDTV signals, digital keystone
correction of ± 30 degrees from the remote
control for accurate, undistorted images,
and easy set-up, a built-in line doubler,
advanced chroma de-coding for improved
colour transitions; a multidimensional
comb filter that virtually eliminates crosscolour artefacts; and a motorised power
zoom, controllable from the remote.
VTL, co- exhibiting with Martin-Logan
and exploiting the presence of the latest
production Statement Evolution 2,
demonstrated the Wotan MB- 1250
Signature. This is a — no kidding —
1250W monobloc, switchable to a meagre
600W triode. Price is $ 27,500 per pair. Per
channel weight? 3501b.
WBT, sharing space with Kimber,
released acool new spade connector based
on the design created by Kimber. The
WBT-0660 is a sandwich construct
available in copper or silver, with an
elastomer vibration cushion. Designed to
satisfy Brussels, this clever device features
enough of aprotective sleeve to allow it to

wear the letters ' C' and ` E', and it's actually
reusable: the collar contains set- screws!
This connector is available with 6mm or
8mm forks, so there should be amodel for
whatever slotted connector the BFA
creates.
Z- Systems' rdq-6 is a digital
equaliser/pre-amplifier featuring the
company's Transparent Tone Control
(TTC) and digital parametric equaliser.
Features include digital master volume
control, with individual volume offsets
provided for all six channels, dither
control, AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital
inputs and outputs with digital source
selector, true 24-bit resolution, an optional
96 kHz upgrade, RS232 and RS422
control and auto-mation, 6channels with 6
bands of TTC or 2channels with 18 bands
of TTC in what the company calls ' super
two- channel mode'. The rdac-6 is ZSystems' stand-alone D/A converter; it
features 6 channels of D/A conversion, 24bit/96kHz capability, S/PDIF and
AES/EBU digital inputs for each channel
pair, and balanced and unbalanced
analogue outputs.

THE ACADEMY AWARDS
Well, actually it's The Academy Advancing
High Performance Audio & Video, Formerly
AAHEA — but now with an even more
ridiculously wordy name. Anyway, the
winners were, by product, brand and
designer:
Analog Source Design
Grado Reference Series Phono Cartridge,
Grado Labs, John Grado
Audio Digital Source Design
Krell KPS 25s, Krell Industries, Inc,
Dan D'Agostino
Video Source Design
Meridian 586.2 DVD Player, Meridian
Audio, Bob Stuart
Digital Converter Design
Meridian 566.24 D-to-A, Meridian Audio
Bob Stuart
Audio Processor Design
Z-Systems rdp 1Reference Digital PreAmplifier, Z- Systems Audio Labs,
Dr Glenn Zelniker
Surround Sound Controller Design
Theta Casablanca, Theta Digital,
Theta Design Team
Video Processor Design
Faroudja VP 400A,
Faroudja Laboratories Inc,
Yves Faroudja
Tube Electronics Design
Conrad Johnson ART, Conrad-Johnson
Design, Inc, Bill Conrad and Lew Johnson
Solid State Electronics Design
Krell FPB 650 Monaural Power Amplifier,
Krell Industries, Inc, Dan D'Agostino
Cable Design
Monster M2.2 & M2.4 Speaker Cables,
Monster Cable, Noel Lee
Peripheral Design
I.S.F. DVD Reference set-up disc, Imaging
Science Foundation, Joe Kane

Best Screen Design
Stewart Filmscreen Studio tek 130,
Stewart Filmscreen, Don Stewart
Best Video Projector
Runco IDP-980, Runco International,
Sam Runco
Best One Piece Rear Projection System
Faroudja RP 5800, Faroudja Laboratories,
Inc, Yves Faroudja
Best Direct View TV
Sony KV35X BR 48, Sony Corporation,
Sony Design Center
Best Loudspeaker Design
Wilson XI Grand Slam II, Wilson Audio
Specialties, Dave Wilson
Best Loudspeaker Value
Aerial 10 T, Aerial Acoustics,
Michael Kelly & David MarshaM
Most Aesthetic Audio Design
Wazoo Integrated Amp, Bow Technologies,
Bo Christenson
Most Aesthetic Video Design
Vidikron Vision 1, Vidikron of America,
Giovanni Cozzi
Best Re-issued Recording
Miles Davis, Kind of Blue, Classic Records
Best Original Recording
Bruckner, Symphony No 9, Minnesota
Orchestra/Stanislaw Skrowaczewski,
Reference Recordings
Best New Audio Company
Revel Corporation,
Sandy Berlin, Kevin Voecks
Best New Video Company
Snell & Wilcox, Luke Rawis
Most Innovative Audio Technology
Testing Procedures Technique,
Revel Corporation, Kevin Voecks
Most Innovative Video Technology
Faroudja Video Processing Technology,
Faroudja Laboratories, Inc, Yves Faroudja,
Dr Dong Xu, Jack Campbell
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"The time has come" the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things:
Of shoes - and ships - and sealing wax Of cabbages - and kings And why the sea is boiling hot And whether pigs have wings."
Lewis Carroll, from
Through the Looking-Glass

We proudly carry some of the finest, most elusive, hifi
from around the world ...
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Final

Rehdeko

Audion
Graaf

Stax

Helios

Unison Research

but no shoes, sealing wax, or cabbages. Maybe the odd cable or isolation cone, though.

Walrus Systems 11 New Quebec St, London W1H 7DD, Tel: 0171 724 7224
fax: 0171 724 4347

e-mail: mail@walsys.demon.co.uk

web:

WWW. walrus.co.uk
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"What's so refreshing about the Eight is that it represents
a 'whole' that's quite unlike that of the competition.
It's asignature you'll identify the minute you hear the
Eight, acurious but pleasing mix of analogue warmth
and sheen with digital precision and control."
Ken Kessler, Hi- F; News Sep:ember 1996
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RE INED
Feedback, fixes and news of enhancements
on the seven system- upgrading electronics
projects published over the past year
by

T

he theme of the recentlypublished family of ' Pure' DIY
projects has been to introduce
tools to help listeners deal robustly with
the growing levels of Radio Frequency
Interference ( RFI),
and
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
generally, found in most urban and
even rural environments. Unless and
until this is dealt with, most audio
electronics, particularly (but not only)
equipment employing ordinary bipolar
transistors and global negative
feedback, will be prone to sound under
par in an increasing number of
geographic locations. In turn,
comparisons between equipment
become increasingly crude and
meaningless with (for example) crude
SET amplifiers seeming to sound better
than equipment that is vastly better
designed, but no longer able to cope in
today's environment — without help.
At the same time, great care is needed
with accessories that aim to ` solve'
problems — to avoid damaging subtle
performance aspects. In being designed
with an acute cognizance of both goals,
the ' Pure' series accessory designs will
improve most equipment, regardless of
design philosophy. They may be
summed up as being almost universally
applicable and also benign.

RADIO EXTERMINATOR
March 97 issue
An RF Earthing Cable.
This project is practically the

BEN

DUNCAN

simplest. There is no need to alter
any existing mains earth connections
to reap some of the potential benefit
— although you can go to this at any
later point, with help from a
qualified electrician. The
`Radex' wire is simply
connected both to
audio equipment
casing, and to an
effective earthing
stake. A special
`audiograde' stake
designed to be easy
to drive into most
soils/substrates, and also
tending to maintain a stable, low
resistance and without acting deir'taek
tiee%.
as an RF detector, has
\
been developed, and is
being made available by
4.)
the Accessories Club.
J
For readers who seek
even higher earthing
performance, or else
require longer lengths of
`Radex' earth wire than the basic
5m (whereupon the conductor area Please note:
Back issues are
must be increased to regain the same,
available from
lowish series impedance at Radio HFNIRR
(photocopies of articles
Frequencies), aheavier gauge version
can be supplied when
has been made available since back issues run out);
see Back Issues order
publication.
Much of the cost in the RF - form in this issue.
optimised earthing conductor is in S = article reprints
applying the stripey earth sheathing,
available from the
which is required by safety laws in HFNIRR Accessories
Club. Call 01234
EU countries. Accordingly, the bare
741152 or use the

DIY ADVICE
Readers who are not already adept at DIY electronic/electrical assembly will
find some of the project kits easier to cope with than others. Ask for advice on
suitability. The projects with substantial assembly instruction texts ( 1 aim to ne
detailed, friendly, and readable — but they do stop short of telling you how to
solder. Still, some complete beginners have been able to build PHONES- 01 with
only alittle help from more knowledgeable friends. Alternatively, all projects are
available ready built.
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order form elsewhere
in this issue.
# = Builder's guide
written by Ben
Duncan is supplied
with kits, or available
for asmall fee, front
the Accessories Club.
* = Substantial
instruction texts
supplied with kit

PHONES 01
headphone
amplifier

`Radex' braid is also being made
available by Accessories Club, for
budget DIY RFearthing within and
around audio equipment — where
the permanent wiring safety rules do
not apply.

PHONES-01
May issue 97, §, #
A very high performance
Headphones Amplifier
A significant part of the cost (and of
the sonics) of the PHONES-01 DIY
Headphone amplifier is in the use of
high capacity lead- acid batteries.
These batteries need different
management habits if you are used to
NiCad or alkaline cells. The following
is extracted from an addenda to the
16-page DIY builder's guide.
To charge any sealed 12V lead-acid
battery used cyclically — as here —
and allowing for the respective
protective diode's series drop, an
open circuit voltage of 13.8V ( min)
and up to 14.3V (max) is required at
the charger's output.
The data sheet (viewable on the
Accessories Club website) cites
13.9V. Before first use the charger
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output voltage must be checked —
and set if necessary by adjusting the
preset control inside the charger. As
this has to be done amongst relatively
live circuitry, take care to hold the
screwdriver ( which must be an
insulated type) in your right hand,
and to keep your left hand in your
back pocket while adjusting.
Now, measure the voltage at the
output. With the charger boxed up
again, the charger's output (measured
just inside PHONES-01 at the charge
inlet socket, aconvenient point) will
be reduced (
eg, down to 12.6V),
when first applied to discharged
batteries. It will then rise back — over
16 hours or so — to something close
to the charger's unloaded level. To
check the charger's unloaded voltage
while still monitoring at the charger
inlet socket inside PHONES- 01,
simply switch to the ' start' (halfway)
position. If you monitor directly
across either battery, the voltage will
be about 0.6V different (due to the
diode drop — which varies with the
temperature and current level). Here,
below
12.0V
indicates
deep
discharge, and some 12.6V shows the
battery to be fully charged. These
values apply only directly at the
battery terminals, and will vary with
the room temperature. Most of the
battery's ` power' resides in the 0.6V
or so difference. Higher terminal
voltages, up to 13.5V, indicate that
charging has been going on recently.
This ' surface charge' ( a sort of
`voltage froth' or ` head') will vanish
after say 20 minutes of loading, hence
with PHONES-01 switched to Start'
or ' On', the supply will soon droop
back
to
some
12.6
volts.
Subsequently, the principal and far
slower voltage discharge begins.
If the voltage applied when first
charging doesn't fall at all at first,
then the battery has either only just
been disconnected ( a few minutes
ago) and is nearly fully charged; or
the battery has been left discharged
for some days, weeks or months. This
is a sure way to destroy lead- acid
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A pnulti-applacation ultra-

batteries. Generally, the batteries
specified for PHONES-01 should
always be recharged without
much delay — within aday
or so. Fortunately, the very
high quality Japanese type
used is relatively forgiving,
and in some lucky cases of
abuse, charging current will
build back up over afew
hours. In such instances,
charging should be
extended to 30 or 36
hours. Ordinary cyclic
charging (carried out
soon after the sound quality
is heard to begin to decay
unacceptably, and a decision to
charge is thus taken) should run for
20 to 24 hours in general, but an
occasional long charge — for 36
hours say — is also healthy.

PURE HENRY
Aug 97 issue §
A universal amplifier output inductor.
Satisfied users who listen to music
with detailed high frequency
percussive sounds are reminded that
damping resistors may be tried across
Pure Henry for possible sonic
improvement, and that these are
available from the Accessories Club.
See the original text for more details.

high-end beer/gain stage

Anumber of
projects taking
advantage of
the sonic
capabilities of
the HYEAD-02
IC are in the
pipeline

HYEAD-02/HYAP-02
Oct 97 issue #
Ultra-high-end DIY buffer/gain stage
A number of projects taking
advantage of the sonic capabilities of
the HYEAD-02 IC are in the pipeline.
Meanwhile, the basics of DIY op-amp
upgrade applications are displayed in
the HYEAD-02 data sheet, with some
added information in the 10,000 word
builder's guide — both available from
Lynden Audio, PO Box 5570,
Birmingham, B45 8NE. Tel 0121 445
5057, 6.30-9.00pm.

Pure Henry (below

le) and Pure

Transfer (below)

PURE TRANSFER
Nov 97 issue §
Low-fitter digital interconnects
'Staggering results . . .

on complex vocal passages' wrote one
reader who tried the Pure Transfer
interconnect. Pure Transfer gives
DIYers ( and non- DIY readers who
can get help from afriend) aunique
edge over pre-made cable purchase,
since it allows the critical digital path
to be reduced to one uniform cable
type (instead of at least three kinds
implicit in every pre-made purchase
— think about it), and one or nil
connector pairs — instead of at least
two, often sub-standard connector
pairs. There isn't room in the
Accessories Club page to list all the
possible combinations of cable
assemblies. Instead, for help choosing
the right option, you can call, fax or
e-mail for details and assistance.
For fellow perfectionists, Mr
Gerald Carman (ex-GEC Telecoms)
has pointed out that it has been
presumed in the text, as well as by
everyone else, that the SIPDIF
standard transformer that's being
directly connected to, has itself the
proper 75 ohm impedance! Mr
Carman correctly indicates out
that a rather esoteric RF test
set would ideally be used to
check the transformer's constant
characteristic impedance
matching accuracy
over the range
10MHz to 1GHz
(1000MHz).
Alas, the RF
signal (' S/PDIF
type')
isolating/
coupling transformers
inside the units at each
end are mainly rather
delicate, tiny and varying
parts, unsuitable for easy
tweaks. They are also best not
removed altogether, as they
prevent earth- loop noise and
reject other interference that
would likely otherwise greatly
worsen alow jitter signal. One is

HOME CONSTRUCTION
connection, the output voltage can be
reduced by around anominal -5% to
-20% with no effect on the
conditioning efficiency. This is
intended to help users who suffer
from buzzing transformers due to
higher-than-optimum mains voltage
[see ' Black Box', HFNIRR, June ' 98].

sufficient to achieve this; hence the
simplest
impedance- matching
improvement (helpfully suggested by
David Heaton of Audio Synthesis) is
to bypass the transformer at one end
only ( by careful removal and neat
track linkage), checking there is one
in the unit at the other (either) end.
After listening, then reversing the
procedure, and listening again, you
will be able to determine which
transformer is probably best matched
— and which for sure is the better
one to keep in the circuit.

PURE CYCLE

PURE POWER
Jan '
98 issue §
DIY audio grade power conditioner
Although there isn't much to directly
construct, this project gives DIYers
the core part of an advanced — yet
passive — conditioner technology
(not otherwise so publicly available),
and leaves the owner with full choice
over siting, wiring, the provision and
quality of added or existing outlet
sockets; and provides a safe ( thick
steel encased) space to fit other DIY
power components and/or mains
protection and monitoring facilities.
Due to the simplicity of the
circuitry and the project's great
weight, Pure Power is supplied in a
pre- boxed form suitable for either
plugging into the wall outlet; or
optionally wiring with thicker cable as
part of apermanent installation. It's
also available with the requisite
outlets and voltage ratings for nearly
all world territories. Interior spaces
allow for DIY installation of
additional, suitable mains- rated
components like RF filtering
components, VDRs (best placed on
the outgoing side), and/or a high
prospective- current rated MCB or
even RCBO circuit- breaker, with
either of the latter being best sited
upstream on the incoming side.
DIYers have also asked whether
Pure
Power's ` trans- reactor'
transformer can't be organised to
perform other mains duties. As a
result, further types are being offered
by the HFNIRR Accessories Club.
The ` Step Down' type provides
conditioning while reducing 240V to
115V AC, so you can run US gear in
the UK without changing any of the
equipment's transformers and
motors. ( Note, though, that US
induction-motor turntables designed
for 60Hz rather than the UK's 50Hz

Fig I. Noise between live and neutral before and after Pure Cycle (see text)

Fig 2. Common-mode noise reduced by Pure Cycle (see text). Tests
performed using the author's Audio Precision test ser

would still run at the wrong speed!)
Next, an ' Up' version allows users
with 115V to operate and condition
UK or European gear set m work at
220 or 240V. Thirdly, both kinds and
the conventional model can all be
supplied with voltage- adjusting
('AV') taps. By changing one internal

More projects
are in
preparation.
Meanwhile
readers'
ideas are
always
welcomed

Mar ' 98 issue # *
In the output circuit, the zener diodes
ZD2,3 should have been shown
connected head- to- head in series.
Also, one resistor reference number
appeared twice. Several extra options
have been confirmed. One provides a
20V AC output for turntables using
the John Michell motor. Another
allows the turntable supply on 45 rpm
to be set independently of the 33 rpm
voltage, for increased or normalised
torque. The production kit has small
changes which buttress oscillator
operating stability against repeated,
brief (0.2 to 0.5 sec) power ' outages'
— as can be common in outback
territories. The Accessories Club kit
also has provision for powering from
external 2x24V lead-acid batteries (2x
series 12V), for vinyl listening in
wholly AC-power- free places. The
charging of such batteries can be
separately
organised
using
conventional
mains
or
even
solar/wind powered lead-acid battery
chargers. Finally, dedicated 70V and
85V tapped outputs will be made
available for Airpax motors ( Linn,
Regs, et al), along with optimised
phase-shifting capacitors; also 115V,
for US turntables.
Two graphs were omitted from the
article. Fig 1shows the noise between
Live and Neutral, before Pure Cycle
[IA] and at Pure Cycle's balanced
and purified output [ 1B]. There is up
to a40dB (ahundredfold) reduction
of noise in the audio midband. (The
peak is of course the desired 50Hz.)
Fig 2 shows the common- mode
noise. This kind of noise is not
rejected by ordinary, unbalanced
circuits. On the balanced and purified
output side [ 2B] of Pure Cycle, the
noise level is reduced by up to 70dB
(a factor of 3000) at mid- audio
frequencies, and still by more than
20dB (ten times) at 100kHz.

DIY SUMMARY
FOR aresumé and technical

information on any of the above DIY
projects — all published in HFN/RR
over the past months — see the Hi Fi
News Accessories Club website:
http://www.hi-fi-accessoriesclub. mcmai I.com
More projects are in preparation.
Meanwhile, readers' ideas for
original projects and niche devices
are always welcomed.
--mmommonole.
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DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

Opal designs Ltd
hi-fi & home theatre consultants

nanKTN
E

\
Anson'

It's no wonder %di\ many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.
Technically...it's perfect...
Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

digital
DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.

No.39

integrated cd player

£4,995.00

P.O. Box 50. Nottinghain ?KM ¡ DL
Tel: 0115 922 4138. —44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701. +44 1159 229701

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

Demonstrated at: The Right Note. Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Premier Audio.
Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audio. Kent. Tel: 01634 389004

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

•Armchair Audio, Northampton. Tel: 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio. Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 ; 75 • Sounds of Music. Tunbridge Wells. Tel: 01892 547003
•Unique Audio. London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Walrus Systems. London. Tel: 0171 724 7224.
NETHERLANDS: Renaissance Audio, Amsterdam. Tel: 31 20620 7125.
FRANCE: Next Audio. Salon De Provence. Tel: 33 49056 7682.

No.31.5 Reference cd transport. £9,295.00
No.30.5 Reference digital processor. £ 15,950.00

amplification
No.380 pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.380s pre-amplifier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

No.33H monaural amplifiers
No.33

£ 19,395.00

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

authorised dealers for.
Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies
Revel Speakers • Faroudja Video
Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt
Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber
Rtmco home theatre éStewart Filmscreens • DaLite

A full range of interconnects and

MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones

speaker cables utiilising patertec

Mail order & overseas orders welcome

terminator networitss

for further information contact.
Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford

For full details please
contact Path Premier

_

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Pare Road,
High Wycombe. Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01491+ 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.us
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a lock (groan...) on the phono plug,
speaker terminal and socket market,
411I' mtumble
has worked hand- in-hand with
4
Kimber Cable, its US distributor, to
remeMIMIIIImmman
produce one of the nicest spade
^: := alelirrs.%;:g
.
,40 ,111r111111111111.11111 111111.—
connectors I've ever seen.
aid
tiIIHItIIIt
It's a direct descendant of
'mamma iinnuouvir ,
Kimber's own design, a multi-part
'
11.
111 Wi'Criiiiiiiirtia ".
É11110 Mm
device developed in order to mate
11.1 ' 11111111111111W F./111111fill.mmo
',1111111H4 . 11r1111,1111umum
with a screw- down binding po:.t
l,obíi.,iilillli
,,1111M111111110. I 1
without loosening as easily as its less
MIMI. 11111 .,,,,ritimmuriimoieure ,,,,
mom . 11111I111/111,1111111111...
'
complex rivals, while reducing
111.1111 IIn
111111I11•111411111
Immd
11111 111 1111'. 111111M1,111111111mmImw
m.
om mill,
1111111IMM1111111
resonance and pretty much providing
11111111111111111115 Ulflilill
abetter connection. Which is, after
in011111,11111111 ,111Fii111111111111111111
all, what it's about.
Dubbed, prosaically, the WBT
0660 or 0680, depending on
whether you opt for a6nim or limm
et's talk about jewellery. You
spread, this absolutely fascinating bit
know: hi-fi jewellery. It's the
of engineering shows that even
sorts of accessory — though
something as simple as atiny arc of
some whole components qualify —
metal can be transformed into
which you want to awn even if you
don't exactly need them. And, given
something so positively anal as to
that the entire accessory ' genre' is a beggar the imagination.
Most of us immediately think of
mere shadow of what was on offer
a single-piece metal pressing when
when analogue ruled, we do need
the occasional break from foils,
we envision a spade connector. At
best, it might also feature a coloured
lumps of Sorbothane, magic fluids,
collar and screw fitting. This gem is
green per
and other less-tharsmade up of close to a dozen parts,
substantial CD fixes. We need
including the double- layer spade
something to covet. something to
itself, which forms asandwich of two
fondle, some audio equivalent of an
spades and a layer of shockexecutive toy or Greek warry-heads.
absorbing elastomer. The sample I
There's areason why Iknow that
have contains one spade of silver
grabbed your attention, even if you
above one of copper, but that may
are too young to remember when
just be far marketing purposes, as
the iterature lists all-silver or allcopper versions of the two sizes.
At the cable entry end is a solid
metal collar, not one but two setscrews and aclear plastic insulating
cover. The ' Sandwich Spades' also
come with black and red rings ta
1F'Brs
identify them as
or `-'. What's so
spade ecnnetor
appealing about these connectors for
(above and
reviewers or retailers is that they're
screwdaver als)
re useable. WBT has actually
produced a gorgeous kit which
enables you to put crimped collars
you could go into any shop
in the UK and buy aDus' - on various thicknesses of wire so you
can swap from, s;ay, spades to
Bug or a beautifully-made
bananas without sacrificing either the
Decca carbon-fibre record
connector or abit of the cable. As
brush. All that's left far h the new spades are fully CEfi stocking fillers which
approved, Iexpect they'll become
exhibit mass, craft and
part of every reviewer's tool-box.
finish are the bits which
Which brings us to the next taste
terminate your cables. And,
yes, one of three Faberge- of luxury. WBT released an
absolutely stunning screwdriver
eue delights I'm about to
called the WBT-0481 DLX Dyna
praise is, indeed, acable termina:or.
The second is a universal tool and
Key. It's a hefty, beautifullythe last a throwback, so there s machined, torqued handle some
102mm long, into which you insert
something for nearly everyone, If not
various bits. It comes with adoublequite a nifty splicing block or head
ended gold-plated element ° fenny
demagnetiser for those of us stir in
a flat-head screwdriver on one end
love with open-reel tape.
and a tiny Allen key on the other,
Maybe it's appropriate that the
while the rest of the kit consists of
first of these was presented to me as
a further 18 items including four
a type of jewellery: it had been
cross-head, four slotted, four Torx
adapted
into
a key- ring for
and six hex type metal bits. What
promotional purposes. WBT, the
Kimber added to the recipe for the
German firm which pretty much has
muffiroonmetwir
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Looking for
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equivalent
of worrybeads or an
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toy?
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It works' Two
decades after the
Monitor Audio StyLift, and ¡his time
engineerrd, comer
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US market is a wonderful airtight/waterproof
carrying
case
sourced (Ithink) from Pelican. This
might seem like bad news for us nn
this side of the Pond, but word has
it that WBT will arrive at the Hi-F1
Show with a neat little box for
European consumption. The Dyna
Key has to be the coolest tool youll
ever own, but expect to pay just over
£100 for aset. As we're all now one
big happy Euro-family, you can
probably order one directly from
WET at Hatzper Strasse 125, D45149, Essen, Germany, or call them
on 0049 201 87102 0. Kimber
goodies come from Russ Andrews
on 01539 823247, and Iwouldn't be
surprised if he's got aline on WBT.
Lastly, there's a touch of retro.
Older heads will remember the
Monitor Audio Sty-Lift, one of the
better solutions to the once-vexing
problem of dealing with manual
torrearms. To recap, there was a
school of thought — the same
masochistics who today belies/e that
remote control is the work of the
Devil — which argued that He Who
Shall Enjoy Analogue must jump up
from his seat when the record ends.
This inspired awhole sub-genre of
accessory, and anachrophiles will
recall the complicated, motorised
DeccaLift, the fragile but magnificent
Audio-Technica Safety Raiser (what
a perfect name!), a neat damped
device from Thorens, the Colton
Magna- Lift and too many others to
list. What the Monitor Audio offered
was simplicity and cheapness. What
it did that made life hell was smash
the arm up against one's dustcover,
or simply into the aether. But it did,
for the most part, work.
Now an enterprising American has
released The Lift, which is basically
abigger, better-made device using
the Sty-Lift's principle. Quite simçdy,
avertical rod is positioned with care
near the platter, painstakingly sited
to react when the arm is in the leadout groove. Attached to the rod is a
second rod on a pivot. When the
arm simply touches the bar, it swings
bac-kand lifts the toneann.
What the Lift adds to the 20-yearold Monitor Audio recipe is better
balance, better machining and the
simple inclusion of some Velcro to
eliminate shock. It was demonstrated
to me repeatedly, and every time it
raised the arm without atrace of the
drama which accompanied the Sty-Lift.
In chrome, black or gold, the Lifi is
available from Express Machhürtg,
PO Box 641251, San Jose, California
95164, USA: Web site address is
www.expressmachining.cofn. The prix?
Between $ 100 and $ 120 depending on
finish, plus postage of $ 16. Which is
damned cheap for jewellery, if you ask
me.
Ken Kesskr
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Come and hear the stunning

Thiel CS .6speakers being driven to
perfection by the new
Mark Levinson 33H Monoblocks
mar_hp.T "
If Igo on about how great the 33I-1

evinson®

sounds, I'm forced to admit that it

has asound - which negates my argument that it is the
most realistic amplification device I've ever heard
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WES PHILLIPS, STEREOPHILE J
AN ' 98.
0% FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE (
SUBJECT TO STATUS)
JeeeleePe4i4 .

file/

202 Findon Road,WorthIng, West Sussex BN14 OH England.
Tel: (+44)01903 872288 Fax: (+44)01903 872234 After hours: 0860 660001
e.mail:heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com web page: http://www.hiti-stereo.com

EXPOSURE

MARTIN LOGAN

GOOD ADVICE AND THE BEST EQUIPMENT get it together at The Listening Rooms. We are
the London specialists for systems' building.
Our 35 years of combined experience let us
get the details right—down to the last plug
and cable.

SE uUERRA

AUDIONOTE

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ANGSTROM
• ARCAM
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO LAB .0
, AURA

B&W
BOSE e CELESTION

Our two fully equipped listening rooms give

COPLAND

you the chance to relax and listen to some
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We

CYRUS

Epos • KEF

DENON

offer home installation, full export and

KRELL

credit facilities and can design and install

LINN • MARANTZ

quality multi-room and home cinema
surround systems.

• LEXICON

MARTIN LOGAN
MERIDIAN

MICHELL

MICROMEGA

NEW KRELL AND AUDIO RESEARCH
Products now on demonstration. Including Krell

MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO

KAV 25OP/250A/300CD / 300i

NAKAMICHI

Audio Research LS9/LS8/VT50/D130 ARC

NEAT PLIllh

Products now represents excellent value for
money as they have recently been subject
to price reductions.

PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER e PROAC
QUAD +

REL

ROGERS 4'

SME

SONUS FABER e STAX

listening

TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY e THETA
WILSON AUDIO
YAMAHA

KRELL FPB 300
161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171 -244 7750/59 Fax 0171 -370 0192
Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

Full power balanced. The new Krell F.P.B. series,
probably

the best solid state amplifiers in the world.
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Turner loudspeaker fame, but the
OED didn't find any published
appearances of his maverick term
until 1934, when it was twice used
with inverted commas as if still a
suspect piece of slang. As for the
even more suspect reduction to
hi-fi,
Hartley
contemptuously
dismissed this vulgarity and its
devotees in his contribution to
Briggs's 1961 Audio Biographies,
which makes one wonder how he
viewed fellow-contributor Miles
Henslow's use of the term in this
magazine's title in 1956 — itself a
pioneering act.
But Hartley was renowned for
being outspoken, especially when
expounding
his
thoughts
on
loudspeakers, which included much
enthusiasm for the technique of
acoustic-suspension. He manufactured speakers employing this well
before AR and others, using aflaredcone drive-unit with a long-throw
coil and an extraordinarily compliant
surround giving avirtually sub-sonic
free-air resonance. This was mounted
in asealed enclosure called a 'boffle',
where the LF dynamics were totally
dominated by the enclosed air's
stiffness.
Mention of dynamics brings
me to my last linguistic cameo, but
using the word in its musical sense
to denote degrees of loudness, not
the mechanics of moving bodies.
According to the OED the first
published hint of this metaphoric
use appeared in 1893 via aremark
that crescendo and diminuendo
represent the ' natural dynamic
shading of amusical phrase', while
1931 saw areference to bass being
'strengthened in dynamic ranges
of mf and upwards'. The latter
seems to take the idea for granted,
even locating atraditional musical
loudness marker within the newly
named continuum; yet my 1946
copy of AL Bacharach's popular
first public appearance, to be
comprehensive
Musical
followed 15 months later by a and
reference in Wireless World to a Companion makes no reference to
dynamics, preferring plain old`stereophonic effect'. But the word
fashioned ' loudness' and ' softness'.
didn't occur in Blumlein's crucial
But by 1954 the fifth edition of
1931 patent, and although it
Grove's Dictionary of Music &
appeared in afew technical papers
Musicians had taken the word on
during the next twenty years, it had
board without question, using it to
to await the 1950s before coming
head the relevant sub-section of the
into general use, when the inevitable
entry on Expression, since when it
contraction
to
stereo
finally
has moved into universal use.
produced a popular noun akin to
As for dynamic range in the
`audio'.
audio sense, the first published
High fidelity also entered the
definition (if not first actual printed
language via one man, but with
use) is cited as occurring in a 1941
greater certainty in this case because
BBC Glossary of Broadcasting Terms,
he openly admitted it and eventually
where it was designated as the 'range
even regretted coining the expression
of intensities within which the
during what he called 'amoment of
mental aberration' (in 1927), stating
volume of aprogramme fluctuates'.
later that ' high' was superfluous as
To which, after 57 years, one might
usefully add: ' or with which
one ' can't want more than fidelity'.
This was HA Hartley of Hartleyequipment can cope'. John Crabbe

surroundings, atmosphere, mood,
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n June 1995 I set out a brief
history of the word ' frequency'
as used in musical acoustics, a
term which didn't come fully into its
own until little more than acentury
ago. But that was a rather special
case needing awhole article, and I've
recently been looking at afew other
words with audio connections which
lend themselves to more compact
treatment.
Starting with ' audio' itself, this has
Latin roots which have produced
plenty of words concerned with
bearing, such as audible and
auditory. But audio as such seems
to have made its first appearance
in the modern sense as part of
'audiometer'. This was in 1879,
when an offshoot of the telephone
was employed for the first
electrically aided hearing tests,
while in the previous year the
word microphone had been
updated from its 17th-century
name for a speaking-trumpet to
mean
an
electro-acoustic
transducer, where the Greek
'phono' still represented sound or
speech and `micro' still indicated
something
small
needing
magnification.
But to return to audio, the
Oxford English Dictionary cites
1913 for its use in 'audio frequency',
with numerous subsequent adjectival
roles. It's difficult, though, to
discover quite when the word also
became a noun representing a
subject or activity. It hadn't been
granted this usage in the OED's
1972 Supplement, yet in 1960
Gilbert Briggs was confident enough
to call his latest book A to Z in Audio
and to define the word as ' the
general science and industry of sound
reproduction', which remains a fair
description today.
In that same book Briggs was the
first to define (perhaps even to use)
the word ambience to signify the
colour or character added to music
by a concert hall or studio —
especially as perceived via recordings.
There are many dictionary definitions
of the word in connection with
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etc, and the acoustician's ' ambient
noise' even gets an occasional entry.
But while the overall effect an
auditorium has on the music it hosts,
and the sort of reverberation it
provides, is now often referred to by
commentators as ' ambience', and has
twice been defined thus in specialist
lists following Briggs, this usage still
eludes generalist lexicographers.
Another term whose birth might
have been due to just one named
individual is stereophony. The
ground was well prepared in this
case, with ' phonic' obvious for the
sonic component and the ' stereo'
prefix already popularly established
via the stereoscope for the notion of
spatial solidity. In the 1920s there
were several attempts to use the
burgeoning technology of radio in
the service of ' auditory perspective',
one of which involved Ludwig
Kapeller of Berlin. He set up his
microphones in the Opera House,
used two channels of the city's radio
station to reach an audience, and
described the project in an article
entitled ' Radio Stereophony' in the
October 1925 issue of Radio News.
This seems to have been the term's
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You may get
perfectly
good N
reception
using just
an indoor
aerial. Why
doesn't this
work equally
well for
radio?

John Nelson
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Ivia e-mail john_nelson@
compuserve.corn
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rather loose language, for which I
trust engineering-minded readers will
forgive me, TV receivers require
considerably higher signal strengths
than FM radio receivers to function
correctly. Because of this, and also
because of differences in propagation
and path loss in the two frequency
bands, there are many more TV
transmitters and transposers than
there are Band II transmitters. The
BBC currently has 199 of the latter
but no fewer than 1,051 for UHF
television, with almost all FM
broadcast transmitters being co-sited
with their television brethren. There
are various ways of interpreting such
data, but it follows that you are
he question of arecommendconsiderably more likely to find a
able indoor aerial for radio)
TV transmitter within agiven range
reception is raised periodically
of your premises than a VHF
by readers. For example, Mr Roben
broadcast transmitter, although the
Curry recently wrote: ' As a not
precise likelihood will depend upon
infrequent reader of HFNIRR atad
where you live.
various other hi-fi magazines over
Classically speaking, the field
the years, there is one question I
strength of both VHF/FM radio and
have about radio that has never, to
UHF TV transmissions is asquaremy knowledge, been answered in
law function of distance from the
any column or article — " Is it
transmitter and its ' effective radiated
possible to get adecent indoor radio
antenna/aerial?". Over the years I power', which in essence is its output
power multiplied by antenna gain.
have read many an article banging
Equations exist which describe any
on about the importance of "agoodradio link in terms of these and other
quality outdoor aerial" [
guilty as
factors, and indeed it is standard
charged - J[N] but some of us live in
practice to design professional radio
rented first- floor flats which have
communication systems in terms of
neither agarden nor aroof in or on
a ' link budget', where power output,
which to mount such adevice.
antenna gain, feeder loss and overall
'I currently have two televisions
path loss are all taken into account.
and aNICAM video in my flat with
However, such luxuries are not
which Iuse set-top indoor aerials,
available to broadcast listeners,
and the reception is perfectly
where the only variable under our
adequate with no ghosting and good
control is the gain of the receiving
stereo reception. If it is possible to
antenna.
get adecent indoor TV aerial, surely
Unfortunately, we also cannot
it must be possible to obtain a
guarantee aline-of-sight path to the
decent indoor radio antenna?
transmitter. Obstructions such as
'The "best" Ihave managed to get
those presented by terrain or
so far is apiece of T-shaped ribbon
topography can and do cause high
cable from Tandy, which is barely
attenuation, especially at the top end
more adequate than the piece of
of the UHF television broadcast
string that came with the tuner
band. This is the reason why
originally. Ihave to admit that the
outdoor directive antennas, mounted
tuner itself is not a particularly
as high as possible, are usually
esoteric piece of kit (a Sony STrecommended for TV and FM
S320 in fact) and is the least used
broadcast reception — along with
component of the system, but any
directivity comes considerable gain,
improvement that could be made in
which helps make up for losses
reception quality would be greatly
elsewhere in the link.
appreciated. Could you possibly
That said, if you happen to live a
suggest any models of indoor
few miles from the transmitter or
antenna that could fit the bill?'
have an unobstructed path to it, the
Such comparisons between TV
proverbial bit of wet string will
and
VHF/FM
reception
are
produce more than enough signal.
inevitably tempting, but they amount
Mr Curry did not say in his e-mail
to comparisons between oranges and
where he lived, but my guess is that
lemons. Television transmissions take
he is in just such ahappy situation
place
at
considerably
higher
in respect of his local TV transmitter
frequencies than those of FM radio:
but some considerable distance away
the four or five frequencies used for
from his local VHF/FM outlet (or
terrestrial television broadcasting in
perhaps has an obstructed path to
aparticular locality will fall between
it). This is almost certainly the
470 and 860MHz, as opposed to the
reason why his television receiving
88-108MHz of Band II. Using

ir
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systems work well but his FM radio
system does not — assuming, of
course, that there is not something
drastically amiss with the latter's
circuitry.
So it isn't really acase of finding
an indoor antenna to ' fit the bill'.
As far as the radio is concerned, one
indoor antenna will perform very like
another in agiven location. It's more
amatter of finding out where your
local TV and radio transmitters are
located, and deciding from that what
sort of antenna is going to be
required for both services. BBC
Engineering Information (0345
010313) will be able to help with the
first point, and will also provide
frequency or channel information.
You will then need to think about
the nature of the path between you
and the transmitter site.
One way to consider the situation
is to imagine that Sir John Bin was
sent to the top of the transmitter
mast carrying apowerful spotlight.
Would you be able to see it? If so,
even asimple indoor dipole should
work quite well. If not, there may
be difficulties with indoor antennas.
If you are in the situation described
by Mr Curry, your best hope is to
experiment. A radio frequency of
100MHz implies a wavelength of
3m, and the effects of local
diffraction and reflections are such
that moving the antenna half that
distance can represent the difference
between agood signal and no signal
at all. So trying the antenna ( a
simple half-wave dipole will be
perfectly adequate) in a variety of
locations but in general terms
keeping it as high as possible is
important.

BURT'S PEERAGE
Iwas going to mention the recent
bestowal of aknighthood upon Sir'
John Birt in this month's column,
but images from Monty Python and
the Holy Grciil kept forcing their way
into consciousness each time I
attempted to set pen to paper. Some
unconscious part of my psyche
evidently thinks of the BBC Board
of Management as the 'Knights who
say Ni' — perhaps with Mr Nicholas
Kenyon as Roger the Shrubber.
Naively, perhaps, Ididn't realise that
one could be knighted for services
to the demolition of broadcasting
standards and the imposition of
management-consultant culture on
acreative institution.
But with alittle luck, justice will
prevail. The Queen will wield her
sword in a lateral rather than a
vertical plane on the great day and
leave us with another Python image,
that of the ultimately limbless Black
Knight ('None shall pass!').
John Nelson
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orn into a musical family (his
father was the cellist Rudolf
Metzmacher, a member of the
Stross Quartet), Ingo Metzmacher
has never looked back since his
headline-grabbing 1988 Brussels
Opera début, when he replaced an
indisposed Dohnányi to conduct
Franz Schreker's Der Ferne Krug,.
Now, it seems, international
recognition beckons for this softspoken, affable 41-year-old, who
made his BPO début at last year's
Berlin Festival directing the world
première of Henze's Ninth
Symphony (about which more in
due course).
Exclusive to EMI, Metzmacher's
discography is dominated by his
exemplary series with the Bamberg
SO devoted the eight symphonies of
Bavarian Karl Amadeus Hartmann
(1905-63), a figure still underappreciated even in his native land.
'I was very keen to start my
relationship with German EMI with
a long-term project, and it made
complete sense to turn our
attentions to a cycle of symphonies
that have never been produced in
the studio before.
'There's acomplete set of live
performances on a4CD Wergo
anthology. For me Hartmann
provides the link between the
revered German symphonic tradition
and many of the greatest 20thcentury composers. So you hear the
influence of Bartók in the Fourth
Symphony for strings, Stravinsky in
the Fifth. He is also unusual in that
he is not afraid to write aproper
Adagio: the second movement of the
Seventh is incredible, it comes
clearly out of Mahler. Or the singlemovement Second Symphony: so
Brucknerian. The Sixth Symphony is
the most accessible and virtuosic —
it's always a big hit with audiences.
My own favourites are the Third —
very dark in tone, a lot like Alban
Berg — and the First, which Ithink
deserves the same standing in
German music that Britten's War
Requiem does in British music.
'Hartmann subtitled the work "An
Attempt at a Requiem", which says
so much about the man's innate
modesty. When Iproposed doing it
on tour with my Hamburg orchestra
next season, the management flatly
rejected it. Iwas flabbergasted! It's
an amazing, very touching piece. I
also like the last two symphonies,
though they're both very
challenging. The music is very
dense, there's so much going on at
any one time and it can be tricky to
find the right pace. Like all
unfamiliar repertoire, the secret is to
find the true essence of this music:
to do so requires plenty of time and
hard work.
`I think Hartmann was a crucial
link to so much of the post-war
musical landscape. Henze for one
was very much influenced by
Hartmann's sheer strength of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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in one movement [ 1951-3] by Bernd
Alois Zimmermann [
1918-1970]:
hopefully, all three works illuminate
each other in a stimulating way for
the listener. Ialways think a lot
about programming: that's one of
the main reasons Ilove my job.
'Above all, Hartmann was a man
of uncompromising integrity. For
the 12 years that the Nazis were in
power, he was at his creative peak.
Intellectually, he was forced to go
into hiding. He wasn't aJew, but
politically he was of the left. He
never collaborated: many other
composers did — Richard Strauss,
Carl Orff, Werner Egk — whereas
for all this period Hartmann
composed "for the drawer", as we
say in Germany. Such single-minded
determination deserves enormous
respect, don't you think?'

Henze's Ninth Symphony
Anyone who read CB's review of
Metzmacher's world premiere
recording of Henze's Ninth
Symphony ( 1997) will have been left
in no doubt as to its harrowing
emotional quotient [
June, page 70].

Metzmacher
Music Director of the Hamburg State
Opera and Principal Guest Conductor
of the Bamberg Symphony Orchesttra
Interview by Andrew Achenbach
personality. Immediately after the
war, the Americans very cleverly
picked him out as someone who was
"clean", and he soon founded the
famous .Musica Viva concert series
within his home city of Munich.
Boulez, Nono, Stockhausen, Henze:
all were represented there, and
Hartmann helped them all
enormously. The programmes which
he put together were astonishingly
bold and imaginative — that's
another facet to the man Iwanted to
acknowledge.
'I chose the couplings for each
release very carefully: Iwanted to
place Hartmann's music in some
kind of chronological and stylistic
context. For example, Ijuxtaposed
the Fifth Symphony [
1951] with
Stravinsky's Symphony in Three
Movements [ 1946] and the Symphony

The Hartmann
cycle with the
Bamberg SO is
on the following
EMI CDs:
Symphony 1,
CDC 554
4242*;
2 & 5, 556
1842; 3; 555
2542*;
4, 754 9162;
6, 555 6122*;
7 & 8, 556
4272* *Special
Import Service

'I'm so close to the work that I
find it quite difficult to talk about,'
confesses Metzmacher. ' It seems to
me that Henze put decades of
experience into it: his days as a
young soldier in the final weeks of
the Third Reich; his reaction to the
development of the German political
landscape immediately after the war
— still a thorny, ambiguous topic;
and his self-imposed exile in Italy.
The composer regards the work as a
summation of his entire oeuvre. It's
odd: up until Henze's Ninth, Iknew
of no German composition — books
and films, yes — that dared to
confront this abyss of human
experience, the full horror of the
Nazi regime. It's a shocking,
overwhelming piece. The strings'
sublime gran canto at the end of the
fifth movement — when the artist
Beloni jumps to his death with the
words "I, the wounded eagle, spread
my wings and fly one last time over
my only country" — is the most
profoundly cathartic moment in the
whole score. During the rehearsals,
Henze barely paid any attention at
all; Ithink he found it just too
painful.'
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Metzmacher's
1993 Salzburg
Festival
pmformance of
Nono 's
Prometeo is on
EMI CDS 555
2092 (
Special
Import Service)

Indeed, contemporary music has
figured strongly in Metzmacher's
burgeoning career. As pianist and
then conductor of the Frankfurtbased Ensemble Modern, he first
met the likes of Stockhausen,
Wolfgang Rihm and Helmut
Lachenmann. But it's the Italian
figure, Luigi Nono ( 1926-90), whom
Metzmacher cites as his most potent
mentor. ' He gave me enormous
confidence. He taught me that
nothing is certain, nothing is set in
stone. You can't put music in a
cage. Whenever he requested that I
obtain a different sonority at a
particular point in one of his scores,
he was never specific, yet he showed
great faith that Iwould find exactly
what was right for the music.
'When Iconducted his opera
Prometeo*, Ilearnt just how slow
music can be - it makes Brucknci
sound like a short story! Nono's
music has vision. It's difficult to put
into words: when Ihear it, Ihear a
voice for abetter life.'
Another influential figure is
Michael Gielen, under whose
leadership Metzmacher began
conducting at the Frankfurt Opera
in 1985. ' Iadmire his strength and
control. That whole South-West
German Radio lineage — from
Gielen, back through Ernest Bour
and Hans Rosbaud — is very
important to me. Gielen represents
the good German tradition.
Remember, he studied with Erich
Kleiber in Buenos Aires. That's the
real German tradition: people like
Kleiber, Klemperer, Keilberth.
Gielen is one of the few figures
around today who has really
witnessed the old Kapellmeister
style.'
When we spoke during April,
Metzmacher was coming to the end
of his first season as General Music
Director of the Hamburg State
Opera. Characteristically, the
repertoire has ranged far and wide.
On stage, there have been
productions of Macbeth, Lohengrin,
Peter Grimes, Bruno Maderna's
Hyperion and Dukas's Ariane et
BarbeBleu. It would be good to
think that EMI might give us a new
recording of the last-named.
'Sure, I'd love to record more
opera,' chimes Metzmacher. ' Let's
just say, discussions are still in
progress...' At the same time, twelve
different programmes within the
opera orchestra's concert series
(under the name of the Hamburg
Philharmonic) have allowed
Metzmacher to give his imagination
free rein. ' Idevised the first concert
series around Debussy. We've
performed just about everything —
even a complete Le Martyre de Saint
Sébastien. The second series will be
based around Stravinsky, the third
Schoenberg. It's avery exciting
prospect. Who knows, maybe Ican
squeeze in a Hartmann symphony
somewhere along the way!'
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Record
of the Month
RAUTAVAARAt
Vigilia
Korhonen1LehtipuulFreundlPaasikivil
SalomaalFinnish Radio Chamber
ChoirlNuoranne
Ondine ODE 910-2

(
64m 14s)

Now in his 70th year, Rautavaara has come to be regarded as
Finland's foremost living composer. His output is both prolific and
stylistically diverse, embracing not only Scandinavian influences but
also elements from his American studies with Copland and Sessions.
The All-Night Vigil in memory of
St John the Baptist dates from
1971-2, and was premiered in
liturgical context in Helsinki's
Uspenski Cathedral. The version
recorded here is an adaptation
made by Rautavaara for concert
use.
A number of features in the
music have a specifically Finnish
source. The composer cites a
childhood visit to the island
monastery of Valamo as his
principal inspiration, and the
vision of deep-tolling bells and
monastic processions is readily
evoked by Rautavaara's music.
The use of speech and whispered
text, of glissandi and tone-clusters
are all part of a tradition derived
from ancient Byzantine chant but
which can appear, paradoxically,
avant-garde in this context.
Rautavaara succeeds admirably
in achieving variety of texture
and mood throughout the hourlong Vigil, which is divided into
the offices of Vespers and
Matins. The unaccompanied
choral forces are used to
considerable effect, whether in
impassioned divine invocation in

the Fire Katisma or in the more
reflective setting of Psalm 103.
There are some moments of
quite breathtaking beauty here,
occasioned both by Rautavaara's
restless neotonal harmonic
palette and by the subtle
juxtaposition of solo voices
against the chorus. One might at
times be reminded of Orffs
writing in Trionfo di Afrodite, but
it is Rautavaara's work that is the
more moving on a human level,.
providing a vivid response to this
profoundly mystical text.
The singers on this disc are
wholly admirable, responding
with sensitivity to the score
whilst maintaining excellent
accuracy of intonation — no
mean feat in an hour of
unaccompanied music. The
recording in Finland's Kerava
Church has a commendably wide
dynamic range as well as
conveying plenty of atmosphere.
Ihave returned to this disc on
a number of occasions since first
hearing it, and it reveals fresh
delights every time.
John Hersey

Now in the shops and attractively presented are the first
eight issues in Naxos' Toscanini Concert EditiDn. The
sources are from the collection of the late RicIllard
Gardner, the conductor's preferred engineer and editor
at RCA Victor, and the transfers to CD have been
CEDAR processed. The original broadcast
announcements are preserved for the ' My-estno's' [ sic]
appearances and there are supplementary relnearsal
sequences; there's an explanatory essay by tl-e
Archivist/Restoration Producer on Toscanini's [methods,
and programme notes by Bill Newman with puest-artist
biographies where appropriate These budget- priced
discs are especially welcome in view of the deletion of
many of the RCA Edition items.

A:1*

CD

ALBENIZ:
Iberia torch. Arbos/Surinachi
Cincinnati SO/Corbos
(
2CDs, 82m I
6s)

Albeniz's great 12-movement suite
for piano ' Iberia' originally appeared
in four volumes between 1906 and
1908. Such were its technical
demands, Albeniz told Falla he
considered the work unplayable and
nearly destroyed the score. The
composer tried orchestrating two
movts, but failed to translate his
piano writing into effective orchestral
sounds. It was left to friend and
fellow composer Enrique Arbos to
orchestrate the work, though in the
end he only transcribed five
movements plus 'Navarra': originally
intended for Iberia but eventually
replaced by 'Jerez', and not included
by Corbos in the present set. The
remaining movements were
orchestrated by Carlos Surinach in a
style virtually indistinguishable from
that of Arbos. The music is sensuous
and colourful, darkly passionate, and
very Spanish — though not picturepostcard brilliant as with Albeniz's
Suite Espanola, orchestrated by
Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos.
Recordings of the five movements
transcribed by Arbos (plus
'Navarra') are fairly common, but
the complete orchestrated Iberia has,
Ithink, only been recorded once
before: by Jean Morel and the Paris
Conservatoire in 1961, an RCA
'Living Stereo' production recently
reissued by Classic Records on
2LPs.
Corbos gives impressively clean
and cultured performances,
impeccably played and superbly
recorded; the music gains acertain
gravitas for being taken seriously.
Telarc's 20-bit surround-sound
recording is rich, solid, and weighty,
with impressively tight clean
powerful bass and excellent clarity.
The two CDs are priced as one,
incidentally.
James M Hughes

JS BACH:
St Matthew Passion
ZomerlScholl1TürklMammellSmits1
Kooyrh & Baroque Orch of
Netherlands Bachvereinigingl
Van Vebihaven
Channel Classics CCS 11397
(3CDs, 164m 55s) recorded live
KiehrljulsrudISchubertife
BrummelstroetelVan der Meell
BastridgetSpencelSigmundssonlKooyt
Van der Kamp/Netherlands Chamber
Ch.lBoys' Ch of St Bayo Cathedral,
Haarkm.lOrch 18th CentwylBrüggen
Philips 454 434-2
;
3CDs, 159m 579) recorded live

(7)

A .:1 0

ARNOLD:
Symphonies 3 & 4
rVational SO of Ireland/Penny
Naxos 8.553739

Peter Branscombe
A- B:1-2

A:1

(
69m 07s)

Like Beethoven's, all Arnold's
symphonies are different, thanks to
his many-sided personality, his
immense skill at putting pen to
manuscript and
working at high
speed — so
much so that
listeners are
plunged directly
into the
argument and
the ensuing
conflicts that
surround the
profusion of
melodic
86

The most obvious difference is clear
from the listings above: Jos Van
Veldhoven relies on members of his
chorus for the small solo parts,
whereas Frans Brüggen has afar
larger body of soloists. His
Netherlands Chamber Choir here
numbers 32, with the addition of 12
boys for the ripieno choruses, and
the orchestra numbers 43 players.
Van Veldhoven uses similar-sized
forces. k respect of venue, both
recordings were made at
performances in Vredenburg,
Utrecht: the Philips in April 1996,
the Channel Classics in March
1997. Both are fine accounts, using
skilfid period-instrument orchestras
and dedicated singers to convey the
spirit and atmosphere of this everastonishing work. Preference for one
rather than the other set would be

Sir Malcolm
Arnold ( left):
Symphonies 3
and 4 on Naxos

invention. Sir Malcolm denies the
suggestive tag ' programme music';
quite rightly he acknowledges his
inspirations from admired composers
like Sibelius, Franck, Mahler, his
love of Jazz and Irish folk music, or
the changing world around him. He
comes right out front in order to
charm, shock, disturb or rejoice,
most often to disagree with the
outdated Establishment.
The brass interjections in the
opening movement of Symphony 3
that incessantly interrupt the
pastoral melody are acase in point.
Masterly in orchestration, they
present a vibrating message to his
audience, and he cleverly inverts his

argument in the Lento middle
movement to sinister effect. When
he arrives at the Finale (
Allegro con
brio — Presto) we are transported
into avery different world, one with
overtones of the Irish reel.
William Glock and the BBC
commissioned Symphony 4 ( 1960).
'It was also the year of the London
Notting Hill race riots... Iwas
appalled that such a thing could
happen in this country... that racial
ideas have become increasingly
strong in this country dismays me
even more.' As with Ives (though
more cogently), everything plus the
kitchen sink is on display. West
Indian and African percussion
SEPTEMBER 1998
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very much a matter of personal
choice (there are also around 15
other current versions, several of
them — most notably that of John
Eliot Gardiner — serious rivals).
Where the soloists in these new
sets are concerned, only the bass
Peter Kooy is common to both,
though he does not sing precisely
the same music on the two
occasions. For most British
collectors, the Philips team of
singers includes more familiar
names; yet Channel Classics — with
countertenor rather than solo
contralto(s) — fields a strong sextet.
Both conductors strike aproper
balance between drama and
reflection. At times the differences
are slight, but telling. Van
Veldhoven and his Christus [Geert
Smits] tend to emphasize the pathos
in the recitatives, whereas Brüggen
keeps the story moving forward
more coolly (and to my ears more
successfully). Conversely, Harry van
der Kamp and Brüggen are happier
at their slightly slower tempo in the
bass aria ` Gerne will ich mich
bequemen' than their rivals, van
Veldhoven and Kooy.
The Philips recording is
particularly spacious, without loss of
intimacy, and with broad
perspectives. The Channel Classics
has an attractive immediacy and
breadth, but instrumental detail is
oçcasionally over-prominent.
Minor irritants are the card folder
packaging of the Channel Classics
issue, with texts, notes and playing
details to be pulled out in all
directions; and owners of the Philips
set must take care not to confuse
the three discs, which are not clearly
numbered. Both versions contain full
texts in German, English and
French; the Channel Classics version
also has the Dutch words. On
balance Iwould opt for the
Brüggen; van Veldhoven's realisation
doesn't have quite the authority,
good as it is.

instruments demonstrate their
colourful rhythms; but Arnold
confesses there are ` no hidden
messages; there is nothing to give
away'. The meeting of 'brown and
coffee-coloured musics', and the alla
marcia just before the work's end
reveal ' the frustration of the artist.
It's meant to be completely crazy —
Ihope it sounds crazy'. At the very
close he slyly cocks asnook at
Elgar's England; pomposity
displaced by reality.
Glorious to listen to, Andrew
Penny and the National SO of
Ireland have come up with their best
performance and recording so far.

Robert Dearling

A:1 0

BEDFORD:
Alleluia Timpanis :1Symphony 1 J
Recorder Concerto' U Twelve Hours
of Sunset
'Piers Adams (rec)ICrouch End Fest
Ch/BBC SO/van Steenl'Brabbins
NBC 0049

(
79m I2s)

'Vieru draws
David Bedford's music crosses
one afresh
numerous stylistic boundaries, from
into each
Bill Newman
A*:1* .".
his scores for Hammer Horror films
and arrangements for pop artists like successive
Variation;
Elvis Costello to his extensive body
IC BACH:
of work within the classical tradition his playing is
Symphonies, Op.9:1-3 U Symphony
Recent years have seen his return to authoritative
in E-flat
choral writing, with the large-scale
Ha nover Band/Halstead
yet quite
Charm trilogy and the opera The
(59m 40s)
CPO 999487-2
individual Prostitutes' Padre.
The works on this disc serve as an almost softAnthony Halstead's massive
excellent introduction to Bedford's
overview of JC Bach's 62 authentic
spoken, as it
assured, direct approach to
symphonies (plus alternative
were'
composition in avariety of contexts.
versions) continues with the Op.9
His style is naturally eclectic,
set, published in 1773 (and later as
drawing inspiration from the
Op.21). They possess all the
techniques and philosophies of
delightful charm we expect from this
popular music whilst maintaining an
civilised composer (and equally
essential seriousness of form and
civilised performers playing authentic
intent. This deliberate accessibility
instruments) and indeed were highly
risks the occasional descent into
popular in their day. Ernest
blandness, and Bedford's repetitive
Warburton, guiding hand behind the
figurations sometimes seem to lack a
project and writer of the
sense of direction. In the best of his
authoritative and enlightening notes,
music, however, such as the striking
has found original versions of all
Twelve Hours of Sunset (1976), his
three: Nos.1 and 2 are repeated on
skill in the creation of atmosphere is
this disc in their original forms (the
notable. Long, sustained lines
third is on CPO 999488-2), in
interweave here to produce the
which clarinets and bassoon are
impression of perpetual sunset
reinstated. For the 1773 print they
gained by travelling due west in an
were replaced by oboes and lower
aeroplane: in the opposite direction
strings, probably because clarinets
to the Earth's rotation. The dynamic
were less readily available than
level is deliberately restricted to a
oboes in London at the time.
rapt pianissimo which rises only at
A musicological nicety perhaps,
the end.
but the changes entirely altered the
The other works on the disc are
works' characters, and it's valuable
more lightweight in construction. In
to have them available here for
the compact, monothematic
immediate comparison. The other
Symphony 1, one of Bedford's bestitem on the disc (there are six in
known pieces, some tuneful and
all), also from 1773, is an E-flat
attractive writing in the outer
work which makes effective use of
movements frames an expressive,
clarinets and bassoon in (i); one is
Holstian Adagio. The Recorder
reminded of Mozart's version of
Concerto of 1993 exploits the novel
Abel's E-flat Symphony, Op.7:6,
concept of afive-movt structure in
when the young genius, as an
which the soloist moves through the
exercise, replaced Abel's oboes with
whole recorder family, from bass to
clarinets. Presumably two cooing
sopranino, adopting adifferent
clarinets over arunning staccato
instrument for each movement. Piers
bassoon bass particularly attracted
Adams plays here with control and
Bach. It is adevice also heard here
imagination, and makes the most of
to even more fascinating effect in
some rather over-stretched musical
the original version of Op.9:1.
material. Alleluia Timpanis, written
As in previous issues, Halstead
to celebrate the restoration of the
leads neat, sprightly, stylish
wooden angels in St Nicholas
performances, the slow movements
Chapel, King's Lynn, is dramatic
taken with utmost grace and the
and portentous, if rather concerned
quick ones accented to the right
with effect at the expense of
degree without undue emphasis. The
substance.
strings' question/answer sessions are
The performances are generally
beautifully pointed. The performers
good, with the BBC SO responsive
are met with technical perfection

e
î
•Z5'.

from the English team, Roy Mowatt,
supervisor, and Nicholas Parker,
engineer, working in the bright but
sympathetic acoustic of Rosslyn Hill
Chapel, Hampstead.
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to the varied demands of Bedford's
style. They receive aclean, unfussy
recording, although in moments of
the Recorder Concerto the balance
between soloist and orchestra struck
me as slightly unnatural.
John Kersey

B:1-2

BEETHOVEN:
Diabelli Variations J Bagatelles
Op.119
Andrei' Vieru (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901613 (79m 29s)
For one former HFNIRR
contributor, Isee, Andrei Vieru's
1966 Rouen recording of the Diabelli
Variations lacks 'the defiant
Beethovenian fist'. Well, it may not
be after the manner of Serkin, but
what if the name ` Horszowski' (who
made an acclaimed Vox LP back in
1953) had been listed on the cover?
No, Ireject that lukewarm
assessment: for me, this young
Bucarest musician really has
something to say. To be candid, it's
easy to ` switch off' during this long
work (just as with Bach's Goldberg
set) but Viera draws one afresh into
each successive Variation; his playing
is authoritative yet quite individual
— almost soft-spoken, as it were.
Some are taken more
slowly than Iwould
normally like, eg,
VIII poco vivace; XI
Allegretto; and XV
grave emaestoso, in
which there's a
luminous beauty lit
with sudden white
shafts of sound. The
Fuga (
the
penultimate
Variation before the
enigmatic Menueno)
is rigorous but never
hectoring, or coldly
intellectualised;
nothing is missed, eg,
the unexpected grace
note 16 bars after
the pounding bass octaves [track 44,
1m 16s], and the change in mood
for the second part — semiquavers
after the fermata [
1m 44s] — has a
real ' lift' to it. He's not wholly
unlike fellow Rumanian Radu Lupu,
with his beautiful sound and
elegance of style. Without denying
the listener warmth, he presents the
logic of these pieces with acertain
objectivity. The eleven Bagatelles are
carefully worked out in tempo
relationships to lend them unity, and
dynamic markings are scrupulously
observed, even if the rubato can be
quite marked (as in the 3
/ Vivace
4
moderato, No.9). No.5, Risoluto, is
taken fairly slowly, which allows the
trills sensible accommodation. The
sound ranges from good to
magnificent, and Istrongly
recommend this coupling.
Christopher Breunig
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BOYC E:
The Secular Masque J 3 Ode
Overtures
Howarth/Kuhlmann/Daniels/
RobinsonlVarcoelThonlasICh of
New College OxfordlHanoverBandl
Lea-Cox
ASV CD GAU 176

(7/ni 31s)

'Tis well an Old Age is out/And
Time to begin aNew', as Dryden
puts it in The Secular Masque (1700)
that William Boyce set some 45
years later: appropriate words for
those who can't wait for the new
millennium. This recording certainly
should give delight well into the next
century: not only is the music
enchanting, the performances are
full of subtlety and eloquence as
well as enthusiasm and spirit. Apart
from the big Masque itself, there are
three neatly contrasted overtures,
chosen from among the numerous
`Symphonys' to the Odes that Boyce
wrote for mainly royal occasions.
Graham Lea-Cox, who is
responsible for most of the editions
used, directs the performances with
great skill and discernment; he is
equally successful with the wistful
and the vigorous numbers, bringing
an almost theatrical flair to the
argument of the Masque, pomp to
the ceremonial music and grace to
the dance numbers. The singers are
expert, with pairs of sopranos and
tenors that set each other off
stylishly; Stephen Varcoe's Janus
gets us off to asplendid start, and
David Thomas as Mars lacks only a
touch of beef to match his neatness.
The choral singing and orchestral
playing are alike excellent, and the
recording is fresh and clear.
Peter Branscombe

Cologne
Academy to
its former
glory, but his
music found
little favour
with a new
generation
and only
recently
has the
process of
rehabilitation
finally got
under way'

BEETHOVEN:
Variations in e, Wo0.80 J Piano
Sonatas in e, Op.10:1 J Op.111
Lan Vogt (pno)

String Quartets 1 & 2
Auryn Qt
(59m 14s)

,Until he was classified as a ' half Jew'
by the Nazis, Frankfurt-born Walter
Braunfels ( 1882-1954) enjoyed
considerable success. His delightful
1920 opera, Die Vogel (
The Birds),
was taken up by numerous houses
following its Munich premiere under
Bruno Walter. Indeed, in the years
which followed, Braunfels was
looked upon, along with Strauss and
Schreker, as one of the leading
opera composers of the period;
moreover, his large-scale orchestral
and choral works were taken up by
the likes of Furtwängler and
Abendroth.
In 1924, Braunfels helped create
the new Cologne Academy of Music
(an institution which soon won an
international reputation). Nine years
later, he was removed from his post
at Cologne and he retreated to the
sleepy town of Überlingen on Lake
Constance, where he lived in selfimposed isolation until 1945. After
88

Braunfels
restored the
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BRAUNFELS:

CPO 999 406-2

'After the
war,

the war, Braunfels restored the
Cologne Academy to its former
glory, but his music found little
favour with anew generation and
only recently has the process of
rehabilitation finally got under way.
Braunfels's first two quartets both
date from 1944 and impress by dint
of their craftsmanship and integrity.
There's a timeless, enduring quality
about this music which will appeal
greatly to lovers of Reger, Pfitzner
and Strauss (even though it rarely
sounds like any of these figures),
and, going back even further,
Brahms and Beethoven: the
magnificent B-major scherzo of the
First Quartet has a scope and
ambition that put me in mind of the
equivalent movement from
Beethoven's Seventh Symphony.
Braunfels's mastery of the
medium is complete, his
part-writing superbly transparent
and rewarding. According to the
composer, the Second Quartet is
'substantially clearer and more

EMI CDC 556 1362

(
55m / 2s)

'Vogt in c' might be the subtitle of
this recital, and anicely crafted
booklet note tells us how the young
German pianist came to these three
works and a little of what he has to
say about the music — though
surely it wasn't quite right to suggest
'he has trouble' in defining the
essence of the Variations of 1806,
when Vogt siezes upon the etudelike nature of the piece whilst
recognising equally its profoundly
expressive character. This was my
first encounter with his playing (and,
incidentally, it's good to disover that
EMI can still make agood
Beethoven piano sound, after the
technical disasters of the Kovacevich
CDs), and it suggests a combination
of the best qualities of Kempff and
Schnabel. If he has the affection for
the music of the one and the
seriousness and concentration of the
other, then he has a technique which
is better than either showed on

playful' than its marvellously
wrought predecessor, but both
contain invention of the highest
quality (No.1 draws on material
from Braunfels's mystery play of
1934-7, Verkiindigung or
'Annunciation') and will
undoubtedly repay further hearings.
These are irreproachably eloquent
performances, ideally engineered.
Definitely worth tracking down, and
Ihope CPO will now go on to give
us Braunfels's Third Quartet and
String Quintet with these artists.
Andrew Achenbach
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BRUCICNER:

Symphony 1 in cJ Helgoland
Male Voices of Rundfunkchor Berlin
& Ernst Senff ChIBPOIBarenboirn
Teldee 0630 16646 2

(
61m IIs)

Daniel Barenboim has agift for
choosing an appropriate tempo for a
symphonic movement, and his
performance of Bruckner's First

records. Beethoven playing is
principally about the weight and
placing of each note; and Vogt has
the right rhythmic grip without
inflexibility. (There's no doubting
the first note of each bar in the
Arietta of Op.111 yet there's a subtle
range of emphases.) He knows, too,
how to make the silences tell — as
in the Adagio of the early C-minor
Sonata, with its plunging forte
arpeggios and the dramatic spread
chord at bar 45. This is an
outstanding realisation of Op.10:1
which put me in mind of the equally
successful 1971 Philips version by
Steven (Bishop-) Kovacevich.
The 32 ever-engaging Variations
just slightly disappointed at the very
ending at first hearing (my want of
concentration, probably) but Sonata
32 is extraordinary. I've never heard
apianist so evidently enjoying
himself as Vogt in the fugato which
starts the development section of (i).
And in (ii) his crescendo-decrescendo
trill at bars 112-117 [last track from
11m 33s] proves but a foretaste of •
some marvellous (and Schnabel-like)
sequences towards the close. At the
espressivo, bar 120, Vogt suggests the
solitariness of the opening Winterreise
song, up to 129 [ 13m 20s] when
Beethovenian optimism resurfaces.
There are some black depths in the
Maestoso introduction; and how
good to have no choppy sforzandi in
the 12/
32dotted-rhythm variation in
(ii): the one before the triplet figures
appear.
Here is ayoung pianist who seems
to know intuitively just where
freedom is possible without in any
way compromising integrity. No
Beethoven collector should miss this
CD.
Christopher Breunig
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Symphony is no exception.
Unfortunately, he is often free with
the basic speed. Ihave compared
Inbal, Haitink, and especially
Jochum, none of whom lingers over
incidentals. It is especially interesting
that Eugen Jochum, who is
sometimes criticised for freedom
with tempi, takes afar more direct
view of this clearly structured music
in areading notable for its
consistency of tempo and all-through
urgency of rhythm.
Ifind Barenboim's easing of speed
for most subsidiary subjects rather
uncomfortable, despite his being
expressive and sensitive_ His tempo
for the opening of every movement
is surprisingly close to that adopted
by Jochum, yet Barenboim is 6%
slower overall. The least acceptable
variation of basic speed is in the
Scherzo. This movement (much the
shortest of the four) cannot take
Barenboim's two marked changes of
basic tempo within such abrief
space of time. Here the supposedly
'romantic' Jochum never lets his
sensé of driving breadth slacken for
a moment.
In Helgoland (
Bruckner's last
completed work), Barenboim's
expansive shaping of themes is
certainly an advantage. This is a
strange and noble work subtitled
'Symphonic Chorus'. It deals with
the Saxons' successful defence of
Heligoland against the Roman fleet
(we must ignore the fact that there
is no historical evidence of Rome
ever having made such an attack!).
This is asensitive interpretation of a
neglected work in gorgeous sound.
A good disc, spaciously recorded
and with admirable internal balance;
the brass is ideally weighty without
over-imposing: ideal for Bruckner_
Antony Hodgson
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BYRD:
Early Latin Church Mimic .-...1Propers
for Christmas Day
The Carclinall's MusickiCarwood
ASV CD GAU 178

(
72m 34e)

Andrew Carwood and The
Cardinall's Musick continue their
bold series with agenerously full
programme of mainly unfamiliar
111.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Daniel
Barenboim:
BruckneF with
the Berlin
Philharmonic

works, most of them prepared from
manuscript by David Skinner. The
commitment and enthusiasm of
everyone involved is patent. Much of
this music is quite unknown, hence
the scrupulously precise indication
of sources in Skinner's Catalogue as
well as his helpful and clear notes
on each piece. The recordings, made
in the Fitzalan Chapel of Arundel
Castle, are wonderfully atmospheric:
spacious, rich and very clear. And
the singing of the twelve singers that
make up the ensemble is eloquent
and pure. Women's voices are used
for the soprano line, rather than boy
trebles, which may concern some
specialists, but surely not for long.
Most interesting, at least for this
listener, is the huge and solemn
Easter Week processional psalm ' In
exitu Israel', half of which was
written by John Sheppard, with
William Mundy also contributing
some verses. Central place in the
programme is taken by the propers
for the third Mass of Christmas,
with three richly varied additional
motets. Even the non-specialist will
find abundant variety in this CD; I
hope it will make its way into many
collections that have not hitherto
gone in for medieval English church
music, for in performances as lively
yet glowing as these the power of
Byrd's genius is palpable, and very
rewarding.
Peter Branscombe

A:1

CARWITHEN:
String Quartets 1 & 2 J Violin
Sonata
Sorrel Qt/Lydia Mordkovitch
(v1n)ljulian Milford (pno)
Chandos CHAN9596
'Moving on
to the
Symphony
of 1813,
iit is as if
Beethoven's
first eight
liad naver
been. Here is
Cherubini
tl-e to-al
consereative'

(
60m 12s)

This is Chandos's second release
within ayear devoted to the music
of Doreen Carwithen (b.1922). A
pupil of William Alwyn, whom she
married in 1961 and whose music
she has tirelessly promoted since his
death in 1985, Carwithen garnered
many prizes while a student at the
RAM. In 1947 she was selected to
join JArthur Rank's newly-formed
apprenticeship scheme devoted to
the study and composition of film
music; over 30 film scores
subsequently flowed from her pen.
Carwithen's two quartets
(1945/1952) are lucid, beautifully
crafted creations, whose subtle use
of bitonality and dissonance remind
me a little of EJ Moeran. Her partwriting is accomplished and
rewarding, but whether there is quite
the strength of personality or sheer
intensity of vision that would
necessarily draw me back for further
rehearings I'm not so sure, for all
the palpable affection and lissome
grace of the Sorrel Quartet's
readings.
The Violin Sonata provokes in me
much the same feelings: refined,
consistently warm-hearted and

idiomatically conceived as it is, it
somehow fails to resonate in the
memory yet, again, the present
passionate performance is all one
could desire. Glowing sound —
Snape Maltings was the venue for
the sonata, Orford Church the
quartets.
In spite of my own slight personal
misgivings, readers who enjoyed
Chandos's earlier volume of
Carwithen orchestral music with
LSO/Hickox [ CHAN 9524] need
not hesitate.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1

CHERUBINI:
Symphony in D J Overtures It Giulio Sabino J Lodniska
Zurich COlGriliztlb
CPO 999521-2

(
54m 05s)

Good strong music, this, from an
underrated composer. Beethoven
regarded Cherubini as his greatest
contemporary, and Beethoven is not
generally remembered for
compliments to other composers.
Basil Deane's description of
Cherubini in New Grove, '
a
conservative revolutionary', is spoton, as this disc proves. I! Giulio
Sabino, first heard in London in
1786, gives us a three-movement
overture with a remarkable Adagio
for concertante violin, cello, oboe
and flute — very beautifully played
— and a finale resembling that of a
light-learted violin concerto. The
Lodoi'ska Overture of 1791, after its
extended slow introduction with
shades of both Haydn and of
Cherubini the revolutionary,
continues with a highly dramatic
Allegro vivace in which the
threatening rattle of kettledrums
adds to the tension. Howard
Griffiths controls matters admirably
and allows the second subject space
to breathe without slackening pace.
Moving on to the Symphony of
1815, it is as if Beethoven's first
eight had never been. Here is
Cherubini the total conservative. In
the traditional four movements, its
minuet could almost become a
scherzo were it not for the
composer's warning against
unseemly modem speed: Allegro non
tanto. In the slow movement there is
plenty of delicious exposed
woodwind writing, but nothing in
advance of Haydn's of two decades
and more earlier.
For all that, this is abeautifully
rounded and expertly scored
symphony, its anachronism hardly
seeming to matter, and it is
performed with real fire and
enthusiasm. If Ifind the first
movement just afraction too fast for
its scoring interchanges to work to
full effect, the rest could hardly be
bettered. A well-detailed recording is
given extra air by the left-right violin
grouping. Given another couple of
overtures to provide better value
89

Robert Dearling
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ELGAR :
Violin Sonata J Offertoire
Sursum Corda ( arr Schneider)
Salut d'amour _IMot d'amour J
Chanson de matin _1Chanson de
nuit J Sospiri J La capricieuse _1
Canto popolare
Lydia Mordkovitch (vin) /Julian
Milford (pno)
Chandos CHAN 9624

(
66m 52s)

A close image, some footstamping
and aviolinist whose tone, as
recorded, turns metallic under
pressure are of little consequence,
because here is a performance of the
sonata, which though interpreted
within the conditioning of our time
manages to reach out to the
ambience of its own period. These
artists forge ahappy kinship with the
music, approaching its successive
ideas with the sort of freedom and
elasticity of expression that Elgar
himself expected. Note how
Mordkovitch differentiates between
the various types of accent — stress
mark, horizontal, vertical and double
hairpins — in (i) by avarying
flexibility within the phrases; how
she contrasts the hesitant first part
of (ii) with its cantabile central
section; and how Milford
complements her in both fire and
temperament. Ignore the sporadic
incidence of imperfect intonation
and tuning. This is recreative
musicianship of the highest order
that also extends to the smaller
pieces, presented with the mixture of
tender yearning, love and strength
that are uniquely their due. And the
sound beguilingly matches the mood
too. An outstanding disc.
Na/en Anthoni

B-A:1 *- 1

ENESCU :
Cello Sonatas 1 & 2
Gerhard Zank (v1c)1Donald Sulzen
(pm))
Arte Nova Classics 74321 54461 2
(64m I7s)
The single opus number (26) under
which Enescu published his cello
sonatas must be one of the most
misleading collocations in the history
of music, for the two works were
composed nearly 40 years apart.
No.1 in F-minor ( 1898) is the work
of a 17-year-old prodigy, a largescale, four-movt piece excellently
conceived for the instruments. Its
chief influences — apart from a
smattering of Liszt — are Bach and
Brahms, or rather Bach viewed
through the medium of Brahms's E90

minor sonata, as Enescu's minuetlike scherzo and fugal finale
abundantly testify. Though the work
is rather too long, it's impossible to
dislike, easy to admire, and
altogether worth an occasional
hearing.
By contrast, the C-major Sonata
(1935), written for Casals, is an
utterly characteristic utterance of
Enescu's maturity, evocative and
ecstatic, in the highly decorated,
allusive ' Rumanian' style we also
find in his Third Violin Sonata. It is,
indeed, one of the great cello sonatas
of the century, yet seldom performed
and all too rarely recorded. Never
totally adequately, either, and this
version, useful and praiseworthy
though it is to have both sonatas
together on one disc, is no
exception.
Zank and Sulzen are capable
musicians, and turn in an attractive
and sympathetic performance of the
F-minor. Clearly they're also
sympathetic to the C-major, and not
at all deficient in technique; yet
despite some fine things the work's
evanescent quality, its continual
quality of flexible, free-floating
rubato, tends to elude them: this is
just too earthy and literal areading,
though certainly one worth acquiring
in the absence of the ideal. The
recording itself is excellent in balance
and ambience. [
A new Olympia
coupling, OCD642, is to be reviewed.]
Ca/urn MacDonald
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FAUR É:
Requiem ( 1893 version, ed. Rutter)
_I Cantique de Jean Racine/
VILLETTE: 0 salutaris hostia _I
0 magnum mysterium/
ROGER DUCASSE: Three Motets
Argenta (sop)IKeenlyside (bar»
Farr (org)IWinchester Cathedral
Choir/Bournemouth SinflHill
Virgin Classics VC 545 3182

(
61m 46s)

Like John Eliot Gardiner's 1994
Philips release devoted to the 1893
version of the main work, the chief
attraction of this new Virgin Classics
offering comes with the
imaginatively-chosen couplings.
Both 0 salutaris
hostia (1954) and 0
magnum mysterium
(1983) by Pierre
Villette (b.1926)
exhibit aluscious
harmonic palette
and considerable
idiomatic craft.
Even more
appealing are the
Three Motets (1911)
by Fauré's pupil,
Jean RogerDucasse, ravishingly
sung here (try the
central ' Crux
fidelis', track 12)
and most beautifully
recorded too.
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.WILHELM FURTIV/ZIVOLER

FURTIVÁNGLER:
Symphony 2/BEETHOVEN :
Symphony 1
Stuttgart RSOIFurtwiingler
Mediaphon M-75.100
(2CDs, 115m 20s) mono
Imentioned this set in July [
page
83]: it's the third composerconducted CD version of
Furtwàngler's E-minor Symphony
and was taped ` live' 30 March 1954
together with the Beethoven
coupling (given after the concert
interval, by the way). The transfer is
one of several radio archive
performances reissued to mark the
50th anniversary of the founding of
the Stuttgart RSO [
AA will be
reviewing the others]. As a filler,
there's a 7m interview with
Furtwângler, which prefaced the
broadcast concert; but no booklet
translation is included, alas.
Regrettably, too, the notes here are
not all that helpful to those new to
this 82m work; those in the DG
'Originals' box (BPO, May ' 53
stucfio recording) and for the Orfeo
disc (VPO, Feb ' 53 'live') have more
to say, but the old DG import LP
folder carried even more analysis.
Short of having the score, the
studio recording (coupled with
Schumann 4) offers more in terms
of colour and presence than the live
alternatives — which have their own
musical qualities. The R.SO strings
may lack the eloquence of those of

David Hill's account of the
Requiem is sympathetic and
musicianly, but only with the
appearance of those exquisitely puretoned Winchester trebles in the ' In
paradisum' did the tingles materialise
for me. The violin solo in the
'Sanctus' could have been more
alluring, but both soloists are
excellent (baritone Simon Keenlyside
is certainly preferable to Gardiner's
Gilles Cachemaille). We also get a
shapely and serene Cantique de jean
Racine, but Iwould not prefer the
performance of the Requiem to John
Rutter's own Collegium version or,
come
think of it, the Gardiner.
Andrew Achenbach
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dud.' Mudd,

(Medea of 1797, by turns ferocious
and sullen, would have shown
Cherubini's darkest revolutionary
side, though in keeping with the
opera's classical plot), this CD
would have been an even more
rewarding proposition.

REVIEWS

Christopher Breunig
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FROHLICH:
Symphony in E-flat/GADE:
Symphony 4
Danish Nat RSOIHogwood
Chandos CHAN 9609

Bill Newman
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still fails to dispel a feeling of longwindedness, and in the C-major
there is a monochrome feeling
throughout: compounded by the
absence of keyboard continuo. To
record just the slow movement from
Symphony 13 is an odd quirk of
programming, presumably thought
justifiable because it includes a cello
solo. This performance lacks both
tension and firmness of rhythm: a
virtually unheard of criticism in a
Norrington disc.
The Sinfonia Concertante finds the
conductor achieving ideally equable
tempi but Iam used to his making
far greater dynamic contrasts; and if
Dorati and Fischer in their moderninstrument versions can enliven the
textures by using the B-flat horns in
the upper octave, why not
Norrington?
Isuspect that my lack of
enthusiasm is not so much to do
with conductor or soloist but has a
lot to do with the orchestra, which
sounds proficient in a well-detailed
recording but its skilful playing gives
abland effect and, especially in the
Concertante, the music seems
understated.
Antony Hodgson

A:1/2

MICHAEL HAYDN:
Missa Sancti Hieronymi J Timete
Dominum J Sancti Dei' J Christus
Factus Est' J Veni Sancte Spiritus'
J Ave Regina Caelortimi
Miah Persson (sop)IKatija
Dragojevic (con)IFredrik Strid (ten)!
Lars johansson (bass) St Jacob's
Cham Ch!' Graden Ensemble
Philidor/Eric Baude-Deihommais
BIS CD-859

HAYDN:
Cello Concertos in C and D J
Sinfonia Concertante -IAdagio from
Symphony 13
Steven Isserlis (v1c)IMarieke
Steven Isserlis
Blankestijn (vin)IDouglas Boyd
was awarded a (ob)IMatthetv Wilkie (bsn)1C0E1
CBE Norrington
in the June

(
55m 38s)

Why Danish audiences decided that
Johannes Frederik Frohlich's only
Symphony was dull and pedantic is
rather strange. Thematic material for
each of the four movements is spare
and straightforward, but this highly
regarded composer ( 1806-60,
colleague of Spohr and Cherubini,
and pupil of Weyse and Kullau),
was a master-orchestrator, fully
capable of varying and balancing his
musical content with the same skill
as Mendelssohn and Schumann. He
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

anticipates early Brahms and there
are even some pointers towards Carl
Nielsen. During the folk-dance style
of the second movt there is plenty of
instrumental interplay, and in the
Sturm und Drang third (
Andante),
sudden changes from shade to light
and back again create real
atmosphere. The boisterous finale,
however, parallels the marvellous
inventiveness of the C-major
Symphony of Bizet.
Niels Gade's ( 1817-90) greater
sense of spaciousness involves
considerable choice and astute
treatment of themes, but this only
came to fruition with help and
advise from Mendelssohn and
Schumann. Associate conductorship
at the Leipzig Gewandhaus
increased his stature; so by the time
of his popular Fourth Symphony
Gade was firmly entrenched in the
German romantic symphonic
tradition.
Christopher Hogwood shows as
much skill and versatility in this
repertoire as he has done with
chamber versions of earlier music.
Superb recording.

photo: Richard Hdt/Virgin Cat

the Vienna Philharmonic but are
nearly as expressive; the pitch is
certainly more stable and the
distortion much less: indeed, the
Stuttgart radio engineers were
fearless when it came to the wide
dynamic range demanded here. The
performance is, to my ears, better
prepared than the VPO one, eg,
contrast the awkward wind playing
on Orfeo after the general pause 2m
43s into (iv). But with this
Mediaphon set one has to contend
with a distressing and extended bout
of coughing during the pastoral
preface to the quasi-Brucknerian
(Seventh) scherzo, and in the coda
of (ii), minutes earlier. This is
neverthless the recommended live
option. All three CD sets cost the
same; the Orfeo has no coupling.
The pyschological complexity of
this work may be sampled in (iii),
where Furtwângler apparently (if
puzzlingly) thought it necessary to
deploy musical clichés, but then
generates utter confusion by the
multiplicity of what is happening.
The Beethoven symphony is
highly characteristic: some tempi
seem at first untenably broad but
there's awonderful singing quality
to the phrasing and plasticity of
tensions. The prominent timpani
balances, deliberately spread chords
in the introduction and afeeling of
reluctance to let go of this Adagio
moho — Furtwângler gradually
reaches his basic Allegro tempo for
(i) over its first 22 bars — are
unmistakable traits. And so is the
urgency he brings to (iii): in the trio,
swirling strings under the windparts, and a crowning exultance in
both Menuetto and trio. Incidentally,
he repeats the opening line of the
menuetto after the trio. The finale
exposition is repeated but not that in
(i). The sound is really very good,
admirably clear (much better than
on abass-heavy Hamburg tape of a
BPO First from the previous year),
even though there is afaintly audible
hum present.

Honours list

RCA 09026 68578 2

(
75m 23s)

By comparison with the recent HanNa Chang/Dresden/Sinopoli version
there is less oppressive balancing of
solo cello, and tempi which, with
the exception of the C-major
Concerto (iii), are brisker; and
Norrington points the phrases more
interestingly, making well-calculated
emphases at critical points. Isserlis is
well in command of his taxing solos
and Ienjoyed his stylishly composed
cadenzas, but the music does not
always grip the attention. In the Dmajor concerto (i) the swifter tempo

(
60m)

The extensive Missa Sancti
Hieronymi — first performed on All
Saints' Day 1777 — was referred to
as the ' oboe mass' by Leopold
Mozart in a letter to his son. The
notes quote this fascinating
document in which Leopold Mozart
praises the music highly and
mentions its unusual orchestration:
six oboists, three double-basses and
two bassoons (he does not mention
the three trombones and the organ).
He does, however, mention a
castrato, who was apparently paid
more than the composer for his
services. It was unusual for castrati
to be used in liturgical music and it
suggests that even a solemn mass
could be used as a showpiece.
Contrast in this beautiful Mass is
achieved more by tempo than
orchestration. Where Joseph Haydn
might take the dramatic cry of ' et
resurrexit' as a reason to alter
instrumentation, brother Michael
prefers to use asuperbly calculated
change of tempo. The final Dona
nobis pacem is also written at a rapid
pace to tremendous effect. The
vocal lines of the mass weave
eloquently between soloists and
chorus and the beautifully balanced
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classical
recording allows
the many
subtleties to
emerge.
The 8m Timete
Dominum was
probably included
somewhere during
the mass at the
first performance
(the orchestration
is much the
same). This and
the a cappella
works (directed by
Gary Graden)
retain the same spaciousness.
This is extremely beautiful musicmaking and the sound is gorgeous.
When are musicians going to give
Michael Haydn's music greater
currency?
Antony Hodgson

(
69m 02s)

Naxos are beginning to score some
spectacular bulls-eyes with their
releases of British music, and this
chronologically wide-ranging Ho1st
anthology from David Lloyd-Jones
and the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra (whose clear-headed
account of Bax's Symphony 1left
such a notable impression earlier
this year) makes extremely enjoyable
listening.
The performance of the early
Somerset Rhapsody strikes me as the
finest we've had since Norman Del
Mar's outstanding Bournemouth
Sinfonietta account (now on EMI
'British Composers'). Lloyd-Jones
directs with great imagination and
the RSNO, at the top of their form
throughout the disc, are with him all
the way. If neither Beni Mora nor A
Fugal Overture quite matches Boult's
classic Lyrita versions, they are
certainly the best I've encountered
since, and there can be no
complaints at all about the rapt
realisation of Invocation (
with Tim
Hugh a hugely eloquent cello
soloist). Similarly, Lloyd-Jones
guides us through the awesome
landscape of Egdon Heath with an
enviable sureness of purpose which
serves Hoist extremely well. Imuch
prefer this newcomer to, say,
Hickox's self-consciously protracted
view on Chandos. Last, but
definitely not least Lloyd-Jones
gives us a singularly lucid
Hammersmith in its original windband guise.
Tim Handley's sonics are
admirable, and the whole enterprise
must be deemed remarkable value at
Naxos's super-budget price.
Andrew Achenbech
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Erich Korngold
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HOLST:
Somerset Rhapsody J Beni Mora J
Invocation J Fugal Overture _I
Egdon Heath J Hammersmith
Tim Hugh (vIc)IRSNOILloyd-Jones
Naxos 8.553696

KORNOOLD:
Piano Trio, Op.1 J Suite for two
violins, cello and piano ( left hand),
Op.23
Jana Vlachová (vIn)ICzech Trio

A-A*:1-1
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Fou T.song s
Mczort recital
was recorded or
the Polish Radio
studios in 1993

(
61m 57s)

Komgold was still only 12 when he
completed his D-major Piano Trio
and it represents an astonishing
achievement for one so young.
Dedicated to his father, Dr Julius
Komgold (Eduard Hanslick's
successor as chief music critic of
Vienna's Neue Freie Presse), the
precocious Erich's first published
opus is adelight from start to finish,
its four movements displaying a
formal elegance, satisfying tautness
and infectious youthful exuberance.
The Czech Trio give agentler, more
intimate account of this disarming
score than do their EMI rivals of
Glenn Dicterow, Alan Stepansky
and Israela Margalit, but the
finished article is no less endearing
for all that.
The five-movt Op.23 Suite for two
violins, cello and left-hand piano
from 1930 was written (like
Komgold's own Piano Concerto of
seven years earlier) for Paul
Wittgenstein. Once again, the sheer

technical skill and and prodigal
inventiveness of Korngold's
marvellously rewarding writing take
the breath away, and the indelible
melodic charms of (ii) and ( iv) in
particular (an exquisitely toothsome
waltz and achingly tender song
without words respectively) will
haunt you for days, Ipromise. Here
is affectionate, sweet-toned and
pleasingly accomplished musicmaking, cleanly recorded. This
enterprising Supraphon pairing earns
a confident recommendation.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1

KRAUS:
Symphonies in E- flat J in C J in c
Olympie Overture
Swedish COILundkvbt
Naxos 8.553734

(62m 26s)

An exact contemporary of Mozart
(1756-92) Kraus served the Swedish
Court during the reign of Gustav
III. Why his beautifully crafted and
often extremely dramatic
symphonies are not performed more
frequently is something of amystery,
especially as they were performed
elsewhere in Europe during his
lifetime and Kraus was by no means

CARSON

Fou Ts'ong
Mozart
Fantasia in C minor K.475
Sonata in Fmajor K.53.R/494
Sonata in C minor K.457

bam
CI)

MOZART:
Fantasia in c, 1(475 J Piano
Sonata in c, 1(457 J Rondo in a,
H511 -IPiano Sonata in F,
1(533/494 _IAdagio in b, H540 _I
Minuet in D, H355 -IGigue, 1(574,
Andantino H236
Fou Ts'ong (pno)
Carlton Classics 30366 0111 2

(
76m ¡ Ss)

Every so often comes a recording
that immediately transports you into
a seventh heaven. Iremember with
enthusiasm Fou Ts'ong's two earlier
Pickwick/Carlton Mozart piano
concerto couplings, but here are
performances of some of his most
masterly works for solo piano which
take one back to the great
interpretations of Schnabel, Fischer,
Gieseking and Kempff.
Was it Bruno Walter who said to
his Columbia Symphony players,
when rehearsing the ' Linz'
Symphony, that there was a change

of mood and expression in literally
every other bar of music? That is
completely true of the Fantasia that
opens this disc, where drastic
changes of key and direction suggest
some enormous operatic recitative
completely out of control. A sense of
form and continuity of gesture are
required to pull all the strands
together, while moulding all the
moving pulses into one consistent
unity — this Fou does to perfection.
The lead-in to the C-minor Sonata
is beautifully done, one
counterweighting the other, then, in
the Adagio movt Fou T'song's
timing makes one aware of the way
pregnant pauses separate melody
and rhetoric — much as
FurtwAngler used to — before the
dramatic Allegro assai.
The poignancy of the Rondo (for
Charles Rosen, Mozart's most
sublime work for keyboard) is ideally
realized by Fou, who leans into the
phrases with agradual quickening of
response for each minute thematic
build-up. All the sadness comes
through in a unbroken stream of
sustained eloquence and simplicity
— thrown into relief by the pianist's
joyous and brilliant performance of
the F-major Sonata, after which we
are plunged into the depths of
despair in the B-minor Adagio! The
final assortment of short, dance-like
pieces is an admirable foil for all
that has gone before. Note, too, the
planning that has gone into
establishing key-relationships.
Bill Newman
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REVIEWS
insular, visiting Vienna and writing
for the Concerts Spirituels in Paris.
Naxos have selected three
excellent symphonies for
presentation. The C-minor is the
only one to be performed with
reasonable frequency today — a
sombre but disturbing work
reminiscent of Haydn's Sturm und
Drang Period. The E-flat is a
delightful work: here given a lively
performance under Petter Lundkvist,
who uses harpsichord continuo in
this work only. The C-major
symphony is full of brightness but
the weighty orchestration with its
low-pitched horns gives aburnished
effect. The Gluck-like Olympie
overture is from the incidental music
to Voltaire's drama, which Kraus
composed for a performance in
January 1792.
This selection continues the
adventurousness of recent Naxos
programming (there are releases of
music by Beck and Leopold Mozart)

good despite the potential handicap
of being recorded live. The violinist
sounds strangely ' stereophonic' in
the first-movt cadenza, and Ishould
have preferred the final applause to
have been removed.
Sarah Chang has no problems
with the demands of either work.
Rapid passagework is faultless and
smooth: the examples in the
Mendelssohn, especially near the
start of (iii), are ideally cool and
effortless. This understated view of
such non-melodic moments is very
suitable because the main interest
lies with the orchestra. Both
interpretations make it clear that she
fully understands the shape and
structure of the works. Apart from
an excitingly fast Mendelssohn (iii)
tempi are about average. Her tone is
light but has aconsistent moderate
vibrato which enables the violin line
to be followed in full orchestral
passages without any forcing of tone.
These effortless musical readings

atmospheric, and the recording has
excellent depth and powerful bassdrum. Ravel's Debussy
orchestrations, Sarabande and Danse,
are special too — and isn't the
Sarabande a catchy piece? The three
excerpts from Schumann's Carnaval
are perhaps less successful: even
Ravel's skill can't disguise the fact
that this was music written for the
piano. Chabrier's Menuet Pompeux
sounds good though, almost a
forerunner to Ravel's Menuet
Antique.
But the main work is Pictures, and
all credit to conductor Eiji Oue and
the Minnesota orchestra for doing
one of the most popular pieces in
the orchestral repetoire so well. It's
neither flashy nor aggressive, but
sonorous, strong on colour and
detail — though one or two
eyebrows may be raised at the
reprise of ` Baba Yaga', with its
added col legno strings!
The recorded sound is spacious
and weighty, with excellent depth
and some very deep bass. Pictures
sounds a little thicker than the other
works on the disc, though the
sessions were close together in time
— three consecutive days during
October 1996.
James M Hughes

A/B:1 )

PART:
Beatus Petronius" J Missa syllabica
U 7 Magnificat-Antiphonen
Statuit el Dominus' J De profundisl
Memento J Cantate Dominol
Solfeggio
Estonian Philharmonic Cham Chi
Kaljustel'Christopher BowersBroadbent, Ene Salumiie (orgs)
Virgin Classics VC 545 2762
and the spick-and-span, wellrecorded performances of these
symphonies are very
recommendable.
There is also a fine disc of the
Symphonies by Concerto Köln on
Capriccio [ 10 396]. These are more
expressive performances; the
recording is more sparkling, and
there is an extra symphony. But this
Naxos disc remains highly
recommendable.
Antony Hodgson

A:1

MENDELSSONN:
Violin Concerto in e/SIBELIUS:
Violin Concerto in d'
Sarah Chang (v1n)IBPOljansons
EMI CDC 556 4182
(59m 1ls) '
recorded live
These two Berlin recordings differ.
The Mendelssohn (Jesus ChristusKirche) sounds suave and beautiful
with the orchestra slightly diffuse —
although the soloist is not overprominent. The less resonant
Sibelius (Philharmonie) has a firmer
orchestral quality and a similar welljudged solo balance; inner detail is
WI NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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are a pleasure to hear, but are not
notably dramatic. In Sibelius (i) the
violin emerges atmospherically from
the orchestral mists: aview far
removed from those where the
soloist launches into the work with
gripping dramatic intensity
(Kulenkampff comes to mind). This
typifies Chang's approach to both
works: admirably skilful but not
perhaps challenging. No hidden
revelations are unfolded, but neither
are there any wilful impositions of
expression to distort the composers'
intentions.

(
61m 02s)

'A spirit of

Arvo Part's shorter choral works
demonstrate a concentration and
refinement of the processes inherent
religiosity
in his larger-scale pieces. A spirit of
hovers over
mystic religiosity hovers over even
even those
those works of Part's which are not
explicitly theological in inspiration,
works of
and his technique of triadic
Part's which
'tintinnabulation' evokes aharmonic
are not
language reminiscent of the
explicitly
overtones produced by bellringing.
To describe Part's work as
theological
minimalist risks inappropriate
in inspiration'
associations with composers such as
Reich and Adams, with whom he
has little in common. Rather, his
Antony Hodgson
A - B: 1-2
economical style seeks to achieve a
timeless, meditative quality that
MUSSORGSKY-RAVEL:
mirrors religious experience. The
Pictures at an Exhibition/Music by
results are striking, especially in the
Ravel, Debussy, Chabrier &
Catholic liturgical works that
Schumann ( orch. Ravel)
dominate this recording.
Minnesota OrchestralOue
The Seven Magnificat Antiphons
date from 1988 (rev.1991) and set
(76m 29s)
Reference Recordings RR-79CD
the texts used on the days leading
The link between these pieces is
up to Christmas Eve. They were
Ravel, either as arranger or
included on the BBC Singers' 1996
composer. With Alborado del Gracioso
Collins Classics disc, but the
it is both (being Ravel's virtuoso
Estonian forces here are by far the
transcription of his piano original).
more idiomatic and convincing, if
Oue's performance is rich and
marginally less polished. There is a
mystic
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retnev:
Rachman inov's
Third
Symphony
w.th the
Russian
National
Orchestra

John Kersey

A:1 0
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RACIIIMANINOV:
Aleko J The Miserly Knight
Francesca da Rimini
GuleghinalLarinlLevinskylLeiferkusl
AlexashkinlKotschergalChernovl
CaleylVon Otter/Gothenburg Op Ch
& SOIYirvi
DC 452-2

(3CDs, 173m 21s)

Too persistently (and
characteristically) lugubrious to
make avaried evening's
entertainment like Puccini's hell-toheaven Trunco (Francesca da Rimini
would make aterrific double-bill,
though, with Gianni Schiccht),
Rachmaninov's one-acters all
contain first-rate invention and never
pall in ade-luxe presentation such as
96

RACHMAN INOV:
Symphonic Dances J Symphony 3
Russian Nat Orch 11,1,1,T
DG 457 598-2

(78m 34s)

By now, no-one would look to
Mikhail Pletnev for a continuance of
Russian performance traditions. No
surprises, then, to find him adding
4m to the composer's overall timing
for the symphony [ 1939 RCA
recording — not to be missed] and
nearly the same amount to the
Symphonic Dances relative to
Ormandy/Philadelphia [ Sony
Classical, 1960] — to whom
Rachmaninov entrusted the
premiere. For me, only the third of
these (originally ' Fantastic') dances
is wholly convincing; in (i) and (ii),
notwithstanding fine playing per se
and some atmospheric passages, the
readings founder in lethargy and
textural indulgence. Ultimately they
suggest some kind of private exercise
in orchestral control, and are
uncommunicative. At moderate
levels the sound has good depth and
realisation of the hall acoustic
(Moscow Conservatory); as
dynamics increase the image tends
to cloud and move towards the
listener: an old DG characteristic in
orchestral recordings. It's partly the
composer's fault(?) that long
passages for the upper strings, cg, in
(i) after the piano is heard, give the
effect of a left-channel bias: you hear
that on Ormandy's recording too,

this. Aleko came first, an apprenticepiece by the 19 year old composer
which Tchaikovsky lived just long
enough to welcome, and presumably
to recognise as the work of his true
son and heir; the other two operas
overlapped some 11 years later, and
anticipate the individual mastery of
The Isle of the Dead.
The composer, with justification,
awarded his own laurels to The
Miserly Knight, but a production
sensitive to changes of light and
tableau could make much of the
piecemeal scenes of gypsy life in
Aleko: a far cry, libretto-wise, from
the Pushkin original which inspired
Merimée to write Carmen. The
relationship between gypsy Zemfira
and her discarded Don José of a
lover is sketchily drawn, but
Guleghina and Leiferkus deliver with
broad brushtrokes, and there's real
star quality in the light tenor of Ilya
Levinsky's Young Gypsy. (Why
Anne Sofie von Otter should have
popped in to deliver the Old Gypsy
Woman's four undistinguished lines
is something of amystery; Ihope
she wasn't expensive.) Járvi points
up the half-exotic, half-Russian-folk
dances with all the lilt and character
we might expect, and there's a
spine-tingling moment towards the
end where Kotscherga's Old Gypsy
and the Gothenburg Chorus deliver

though the LSO/Previn (largely to
be preferred to Pletnev's for its
warmer phrasing) — on EMI cannot
be so criticised. Previn disappoints
in the opening movt, where
Ashkenazy's drive [ Decca], perhaps
inconsistent with the Non allegro
marking, is nevertheless very
convincing. Ormandy is more
'massive', but he always draws the
listener into the music.
The symphony is given more
impetus and has less introversion,
although other conductors (the
composer, Previn on RCA) bring
more energy to the scherzo section
of (ii). In his BP° cycle for DG,
Lorin Maazel — if a shade ruthlessly
— exposes the inner logic of the
piece with greater power; Ialso have
afondness for Edo de Waart's
Rotterdam/Philips Third.

e-

Christopher Breunig
A( B ): 2-3 / 1 - 2
RAMEAU:
Suite from Platée J Suite from
Dardanus
Philharntonia Baroque Orchl
McGegan
Conifer 75605 51313 2

(
74m 40s)

A fascinating disc of dance music
drawn from two of Rameau's best
operas both of which were notable
for their dire libretti (even in those
days of ridiculously unbelievable

an orthodox-style creed of free-living
to very moving effect.
The Miserly Knight — in which I
confess Idon't hear the specific
Wagnerian terms of reference that
David Fanning suggests in his
booklet note — pivots around a
colossal bass monologue, written for
Chaliapin, in which the title
character reveals the roots of his
obsession. Here Pushkin's text is left
mostly intact, and while Kotscherga
might have been even stronger on
the psychology, true bass Alexashkin
finds plenty of light and shade.
Leiferkus returns at his sonorous
best to match rich orchestration as
the jealous husband of Francesca da
Rimini; the superbly moulded love
duet is ardently handled by Latin
and Guleghina. Jarvi's Gothenburg
orchestra can be heard at its best in
the darker orchestral colours which
predominate in all three scores, and
the sound is spectacularly rich in
perspectives; every hue in each of
the world-class voices is well
captured, though a little more
distance throughout wouldn't have
gone amiss. Still, that's avery small
reservation; Ivery much doubt if
these works will ever receive so fine
a production, or so distinguished a
line-up, again.
David Nice
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Mikhail

richness to their singing that does
not descend into sentiment; as so
often in Part's music, there is an
essential element of understatement
that defeats attempts at conscious
'interpretation'.
Elsewhere, there is music of
concentration and considerable
expressive power to be found, with
the effective Missa syllabica (1977,
rev.1996) the most substantial work
in this collection. Here Part assigns
a different degree of the scale to
each syllable of the text: an apparent
restriction that in fact brings forth a
response of colour and diversity. In
the two works written for the 600th
anniversary of the Basilica San
Petronio in Bologna, Beatus Petronius
and Statu it ei Dominus (1990), Part
uses the unusual combination of two
choirs and two organs, a sonically
arresting ensemble that proves a
memorable vehicle for these
ritualistic pieces.
Throughout there are moments of
contemplative beauty that mark this
disc out as amost worthwhile
listening experience — if perhaps
not one to play in its entirety at one
sitting. Performances and recording
capture the spirit of this music
effectively, making this collection a
fine addition to the now-expansive
Part discography. The disc was
recorded in the presence of the
composer.

classicaten
plots) and yet brought the composer
much acclaim.
These are superb performances.
Dance music demands an exact
knowledge of period style, and just
as it would be possible to perform
Viennese waltzes or polkas
unidiomatically, so a knowledge of
French traditions is here put to the
test. Nicholas McGegan is
immensely crisp in his French
'double dotting', a device which
insinuates itself into movement after
movement. Another of Rameau's
musical fingerprints is his feeling for
stark and sudden contrast: not only
uncompromising loud chords but
also daring, unexpected silences.
With McGegan, everything always
remains danceable: no matter how
strangely syncopated or unexpectedly
sudden the pauses, aregular pulse
remains. So too with sudden slower
sections within lively movts: they are
not really an interruption because
the conductor ensures that the
rhythm never changes — he will
often take a slow section at precisely
half-speed so that the beat remains
the same.
The orchestra is large-ish for the
period, comprising 24 strings and
three each of flutes, oboes and
bassoons, with two of the flutes
doubling on piccolos from time to
time. There is also some percussion
for the movements called
'Tambourins', and this means that
the percussionist uses either a
sparkling tambourine or a
delightfully weighty tambour.
The bright recording makes the
ensemble sound forceful, and
although the dance sequence
comprises one brief movement after
another ( 17 for Platée and 12 for
Dardanus) the vividness of both
playing and recording holds the
interest throughout.
Antony Hodgson

A:1*- 1

REGER:
Piano Trios 1 & 2
Trio Parnassus/Gunter Teuffel (via)

replaces cello) wears an altogether
less ambitious demeanour, though it
is not without its prophetic features.
The last of its three movts is an
enchanting theme and variations,
and if (i) is a little too earnestly
Brahmsian for its own good, the
ensuing scherzo is a delight — in the
trio listen out for the strings'
'peasant' drone accompaniment to
the piano: deliberately imitative of a
hurdy-gurdy?
Accomplished music-making from
the Stuttgart-based Trio Parnassus,
very well recorded, yet there are
times when one is uncomfortably
aware that pianist Chia Chou's
chosen instrument is hardly in the
rudest of health.
Andrew Achenbach
Lord Menuhin:
Mozart and
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ROSSINI:
Overtures - The Barber of Seville J
The thieving Magpie J Semiramide
J William Tell -IThe Italian Girl in
Algiers J Il turco in Italia J La
cambiale di matrimonio J The
Silken Ladder J La Cenerentola
MOZART:
Overtures - The marriage of Figaro
'3 II rè pastore J Die Entführung
aus dem Serail 3 The Magic Flute
J The Impresario j Idomeneo j
Bastien & Bastienne J La clemenza
di Tito J Lucia Silla J Cosi fan
tutte j La finta giardinera J
Mitridate "
J Don Giovanni
Sinfonia VarsovialMenuhin

Rossini
overtures with
the Warsaw
Sinfonia

Classic FM 75605 57031 2 & 57032 2
(72m 57s 62m 31s)

'Scherbakov's
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of Prokofiev
(66m 40s) and
Max Reger completed his Second
Piano Trio very quickly during the
winter of 1907-8. It's a substantial
four-movt work containing some
typically noble, at times striking,
invention. Most surprising is (ii), a
mischievous march, delicately playful
and spectral by turns, framing a trio
section featuring canonic writing for
violin and cello. The Allegro con moto
finale also boasts amarch-like main
theme with a purposeful gait, while
the opening Allegro moderato is a
structure of epic sweep. The slow
movement is largely introspective,
almost confessional in tone, yet not
without its stormier, troubled
moments.
By comparison, the very early
First Trio of 1891 (in which viola

A:1 ( 2)

and orchestra) and the glorious
Church Windows (
orchestra alone).
The first is largely meditative, with a
central stormy Prelude to follow,
and the final one is built on a
repeated note pattern.
Scherbakov's career merits the
closest attention and support — I
hope he will start to record the
piano music of Prokofiev and
Rachmaninov for which he is so
acclaimed in recitals.

Rachmaninov
for which he
is so
acclaimed in
recitals'

(
75m 41s)

Iwas fascinated to hear this
colourful piano arrangement the
composer made of some eight
numbers from Ancient Airs and
Dances. There is so much charm and
inner harmonic pinpointing in
Scherbakov's rendering that Iwas
persuaded to love the music afresh.
He is no less successful in the six
tiny pieces that follow — Valse
Caressante, Canone, Notturno,
Minuetto, Studio and IntermezzoSerenata — where a simple, lighthearted melody, a side-glance to
Debussy, a night piece, a pastiche, a
traditional dance form with a
dazzling display ending and a final
number with a melody (taken from
Respighi's first opera, Rè Enzo) over
an arpeggio accompaniment are
featured.
Respighi's Sonata was published
50 years after his death; it has
operatic overtones and an exciting
conclusion. The Preludes correspond
to the Concerto Gregoriano (
violin

Two further examples of Lord
Menuhin's extraordinary vitality and
energy: these programmes were
completed in only six days during
early January, working in the Polish
Radio studios with his customary
John H West/Mike Hatch team.
Oddly, the opening Mozart track,
Figaro, is rather muddied in the
reverberant acoustic; otherwise these
productions might be a continuation
of the previous January's Schubert
symphony cycle. (For those
unfamiliar with the midpriced label,
you get a sleeved disc with notes by
Julian Haylock, rather needlessly
prefaced by the likes of Henry Kelly,
and — if you are planning a
seduction, or wanting aweepy halfhour with the Kleenex — a chart
ticks off the ' romantic' or ' joyful'
quotient of the music to hand. Both
these discs score equally in all mood
sectors! Giardinera is consistenly
mispelt in the presentation, except in
JH's notes, which also succinctly
explain the form of the Italian style
overture; the main picture of Lord
Menuhin is also reversed in both
booklets.)
The performances are as good as
you will find anywhere today: not
something churned out for a mass
audience (as they might have been
in other hands) but tellingly
characterised and paced. It's good to
hear the Rossini done with
affectionate humour, not just drilled
in the manner of the Reiner, Szell or
Toscanini recordings. And what a
fine orchestra this is, with excellent
soloists, eg, the horn in Barber of
97

Seville, or the oboe at the start of
Silken Ladder. Track 13 on the
Mozart disc, the Allegro molto (
i) of
Finta Giardinera overture makes a
good sampling point for the general
liveliness of these readings, which
are full of absorbing little touches —
like the strings' sforzandi in Figaro.
Enjoyable discs which might easily
be overlooked by the ' serious'
collector.
Christopher Breunig
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SCHILLINGS:
2 Symphonic Fantasies Op.6 J
Ingewelde - Act 2 Prelude J
Erntefest from Moloch J
Glockenlieder Op.22
Robert Worle (ten)IRundfunk SO
BerlinlSoltesz
CPO 999 404-2

(
64m 31s)

Max von Schillings's posthumous
fame rests on his flamboyantly
decadent and rather unpleasant
opera Mona Lisa — and on the fact
that, as head of the Prussian School
of Arts in Berlin, he was responsible
for ejecting Schoenberg, Schreker,
Franz Werfel, Heinrich Mann and
Kathe Kollwitz from their posts once
Hitler came to power. He died soon
after, and his widow presented the
manuscript of one of his works to
the Fuehrer, but it's arguable that
he personally had no Nazi
sympathies and has since been a
victim of guilt by association. A
close contemporary of Richard
Strauss, Schillings was once
considered almost as important a
composer, but the fire seems to have
gone out of him before World War I
and in the latter part of his career he
was principally a conductor and
administrator.
Though CPO's previous disc of
Schillings's orchestral music struck
me as nothing to write home about,
this one is far more impressive. I've
long harboured a soft spot for his
Glockenlieder of 1908, which in the
earliest days of LP was available in a
stunning performance by Peter
Anders on the Urania label. It's
good to revive acquaintance with
this flavoursome orchestral songcycle, whose language evokes
Wagner, Mahler's Wunderhorn
Lieder and Schoenberg's Gurrelieder
in about equal measure. The Nobel
prize-winner Carl Spitteler's poems
are whimsy and rodomontade, but
Schillings clothes them in opulent
colouring and highly memorable
vocal lines. Robert Worle is hardly
Anders's equal in voice, but he does
well enough, and Schillings's
orchestration benefits mightily from
modern sound.
Wagner, Strauss, Mahler, Pfitzner,
Schreker, Schoenberg — by turns
Schillings reminds you of them all,
yet it would be unfair to say he
didn't have his own voice. When it's
good, his music is simply securely
seated in the vanguard of the
98

German musical culture in its time.
The orchestral extracts from his
operas Ingwelde (1894) and Moloch
(1906), predominantly Wagnerian
and Straussian respectively, are
splendid stuff of their kind, and the
two nautical symphonic poems,
Meergruss and Seemorgen, which form
his Op.6 are sturdy, opulent
orchestral showpieces. They owe
more to Wagner than Debussy,
though some whole-tone writing
appears in them — more than
merely up-to-date for 1895.
The Deutschland Radio recording
is of high standard throughout,
Stefan Soltesz shapes the
architecture with a firm and
sympathetic hand, and altogether
everything on this disc deserves to
be enjoyed, not despised.
Ca/urn MacDonald

work can nevertheless be melded
together convincingly if tackled with
The production some sort of unifying overview in
team for this mind. Unfortunately, though, it
Norwegian CO seems here to go through its various
disc is the motions in a notably disconnected
same as for manner, albeit via some climactic
the outstanding passages perhaps strong enough to
Britten string - justify programming one's player for
music CD first a selection of transfiguring highlights
issued here on — if Imay be forgiven such a
Virgin Classics, populist suggestion
also on Simax
John Crabbe
A- B:1'13 0
which is nov
distributed her,
by Chandos SCHUMANN:
Kreisleriana Op.16 J Nachtstucke
Op.23 J Gesünge der Frühe Op.133
Geister Variations
Andras Schiff (pno)
Teldec 0630 14566 2

A: 1 - 2 ')

'A musical portrait of violence and
madness' is how Dr Peter Ostwald,
professor of psychiatry and author of
Schumann: Music and Madness
(1985), described Kreisleriana.
Ostwald concluded that the
composer had been subject to a
'major affective disorder' that also
placed him ' under the pressure of
inescapable inner voices'. Syphilis
(contracted in 1831, as revealed
when the composer's medical
records at the asylum came to light
in 1994) may also have progressively
influenced his creative processes.

SCHUBERT:
String Quartet in d, ' Death and the
Maiden' ( arr.ler)/SCHOENBERG:
Verklárte Nacht
Norwegian CO/Brown
Chandos CHAN 9616

(
68m 43s)

This is the second Chandos
recording of Mahler's arrangement
for string orchestra of Schubert's Dminor Quartet. The earlier version
with Turovsky and IMusici de
Montréal was mostly a rather slowmoving affair [ CHAN 8928], but it
had the merit of avery spacious
setting, suggesting the bigger venues
that Mahler himself envisaged for
the future of such music and which
prompted him to adapt it for larger
ensembles.
It was thus something of a shock
to find the Norwegian Chamber
Orchestra given adistinctly more
intimate balance, with
correspondingly greater bite to the
string tone. It's very easy to be
deceived in such matters, but it
sounds as if there are fewer
instruments here, while the playing
has a more personal feel, with a
thrust and intensity of the sort one
might hear from a deeply involved
quartet which has been magically
blessed with extra instrumental
weight. High praise, then, to Iona
Brown for imbuing such unanimity
and to all concerned for a ' Death
and the Maiden' as urgent and
powerfully moving as any Ican
recall. If the recording had backed
this with a reverberant ambience to
match that afforded the Canadian
players, it would deserve a star on
both fronts.
But there's another caveat, as
despite ousting Schubert's name
from the jewel-box spine,
Schoenberg's Transfigured Night
receives amuch less convincing
performance. I've never found the
customary outline of Dehmel's
naively satiated poem remotely
helpful as an aid to appreciating this
essentialy episodic music, but the

(
70m 50s)
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SCRIABIN:
Prometheus - the Poem of Fire
STRAVINSKY: The Firebird complete ballet
Alexander Toradze (pno)IKirov
OrchestralGergiev
Philips 444 715-2

(
71m 52s)

Reports of the Kirov/Gergiev
Firebird live at the Festival Hall were
delirious, and all agreed on one
thing: the characters sprang to life
before your very ears. This recorded
performance tends more to
abstraction in the dreamy earlier
stages, as if to underline the narcotic
spell of Scriabin — whose splendidly
chosen companion-piece, offering a
more interesting and in many ways
more significant connection than the
usual Rimsky-Korsakov supplement,

PhOin: Klaus HenntitInecra

REVIEWS
Kreisleriana is based on aderanged
character, yet Schumann told Clara
Wieck that 'you and one of your
ideas play the main role.., then as
you recognise yourself, you will
smile fondly'. Instead, Clara wrote,
`You shock me sometimes. Iwonder
if it is true this man will be my
husband?'
Superlative musician though he is,
Schiff does not recreate a sense of
shock. The eight
fantasias contain
instructions like 'very
agitated' and 'very slow'
suggesting extreme
frames of mind that
Schiff plays down,
generally standing back
from incursions into
volatile subjectivity. And
nothing is quite so
subjective as the
penultimate page of
No.2 where Schumann
asks for a return to the
marking of 'very intense
but not too fast'. Schiff,
not intense and too fast,
glosses over the surreal whimsy of
this episode. No one captures the
chimerical feel of those strange
chromatic progressions — because
she judges both mood and tempo
perfectly — better than Uchida
[Philips]. Indeed, her recording of
Kreisleriana is a discographical

was actually premiered ayear later
than the Stravinsky ballet. There's
some wonderfully refined phrasing
in the Firebird's supplications, and
the princesses' round dance certainly
treads air — all praise to the
engineering team's respect for St
Petersburg Philharmonic Hall
acoustics, which makes you crane to
hear pianissimos as you should. But
it's only really with the eruption of
Kashchei and his minions that the
performance comes to life,
choreographically speaking, with
some spectacularly daring temposwitches in the ' Infernal Dance', not
least the double-speed coda.
Kirov trumpets, as so often, are
the stars of the show here, and
while Scriabin's demands on the
principal trumpeter in Prometheus
are fewer than in the Poem of
Ecstasy, the Poem of Fire offers
plenty of frissons on that count. It's
abonus to have the
tintinnabulations of Alexander
Toradze, relishing the Prokofiev
connection, en route to the final
enlightenment; before the pianist
stands in silent awe of the wordless
chorus towards the end, he
contributes significantly to the first,
sensuous climax. Repellently
insistent though it may be, Gergiev
handles Scriabin's hothouse world
with ideal pliancy.
David Nice
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highlight which Schiff, despite
evocative moments (
eg, 5 & 6),
cannot rival.
A loss on the swings, but there is
plenty to gain on the roundabouts.
If Schiff fights shy of confronting
Schumann's overt expressions of
mania, he is better attuned to their
subvert counterparts. The
suppressed tensions and restlessness
of the Nachtstücke are not
shortchanged. But the most
sympathetic vein in Schiff's own
temperament, seemingly an
admixture of philosophic reflection
and intellectual acuity, is discerned
in Gesiinge der Free — Schumann
'trying to write music about Brahms'
[Köhler] — and the Variations,
produced during aperiod of
dismaying psychosis in early 1854
but not published until 1941. Schiff
probes deep.
Random pedal noises suggest a
close microphone, the sound is
round and unobtrusive.
Na/en Anthoni
Andras Schiff:
piano work, by
Schumann
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SKALKOTTAS:
Violin Concerto J Largo Sinfonico
_1 7 Greek Dances
Georgios Demertzis (vIn)1Malmo
SOIChristodolou
BIS CD-904

(
78m)

In the mid- 1960s the BBC
broadcast some valiant programmes
of Nikos Skalkottas's major works,
mostly first performances. It was
then, absorbing the repertoire for the
first time in my teens, that Iheard
the Largo Sinfonico, under Dorati —
1965, Ithink. Enormously
impressed, Ilooked forward to
making its acquaintance again.
Thirty-three years on, finally Ido.
Well, Skalkottas never heard it at all,
except in his head. •
In fact he never heard any of his
own music performed, except for
some of the Greek Dances for which
he's best known. He had the
wretched luck that's often
compounded by a retiring
personality. Without doubt the
greatest musical genius Greece has
produced in modern times, aviolin
virtuoso from childhood, he studied
with Schoenberg in Berlin for six
years, then spent the rest of his
career as aback-desk player in the
Athens Conservatoire Orchestra,
dying of an untreated hernia at the
age of 44.
Skalkottas's huge output, mostly
written in the small hours of the
night, is abrilliant and individual
union of Schoenbergian serialism
with national characteristics. He was
Greece's Berg and its Bartok all in
one. His works, richly textured,
genuinely but enjoyably complex in
thought, warmly scored, cover
almost every genre. But so far
they've been patchily and often
elusively represented on disc. The
Melos Ensemble's landmark LP of

chamber music, released by EMI in
1966 and reissued by Argo, never
made it onto CD. The only notable
issues Ican call to mind are a rather
murky live performance of the
Return of Ulysses Symphony under
Miltiades Candis [Koch] and some
chamber pieces performed by
Holliger, Hardenberger and others
[Philips]. All praise to BIS,
therefore, for what they announce as
the first disc of a Skalkottas series:
an endeavour that's long overdue.
The 26-minute Largo Sinfonico
(1942-3), merely one movement of
Skalkottas's projected 80m
Symphonic Suite 2, is effectively a
one-movt symphony in several
tempi, not all of them slow. It's a
work of enormous power,
predominantly elegiac but rising to
some pulverising, march-like
climaxes before it finally ebbs away.
Certainly Skalkottas's mature
language is tough for listeners as
well as performers; but as long as
you have some tolerance of Second
Viennese School idioms this inspired
music will meet you more than half
way.
The Violin Concerto of 1938,
which Yfrah Neaman broadcast a
few times for the BBC, was written
in the immediate aftermath of the
Berg and Schoenberg concertos but,
unlike those works, by a composer
who was himself a first-rate violinist.
Toughly elegant, lyrically
impassioned, it may appeal more
directly to some listeners than the
Largo and is certainly a masterwork
of its genre. Demertzis is afine
soloist, and the performances seem
as much as could be desired, though
the generally good recording has
occasional trouble elucidating
Skalkottas's rich bass textures.
Skalkottas composed 36 of the
securely tonal and effervescently
tuneful Greek Dances for full
orchestra, his most important work
in purely folkloric vein, but revised
them continually and rearranged
several for other ensembles. They
emerge in their full glory only in the
full-orchestral settings. (There is,
sadly, but one complete recording,
by the Urals State PO on the Lyra
label — about which the less said
the better.) The seven on this disc
are heard in Skalkottas's more
refined versions for string orchestra.
Ironically it's here that some doubts
arise as to the quality of the
performance. Christodolou's tempi
are a little staid, the Malmo strings'
playing more respectful than
dionysiac - though they do perform
the difficult feat of making
Skalkottas sound occasionally like
Sibelius. That said, the longest
number, the exquisitely evocative
'Marion mou', said to be aworld
premiere recording (presumably just
in this version), fairly tugs at the
heart
Ca/urn MacDonald
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
The Pilgrim's Progress
Gerald Finley (bar)1Soloists1R0
GhorusiROH Orchlilickox
Clued« CHAN 9625

(
2CDs, 130m 32s)

Solemn chords on brass intone what
sounds like a 17th-century hymn.
It's the opening of the prologue and
the marking is forte. But Hickox
doesn't push his forces and the
sound isn't harsh. Instead, a
sonorously rounded chorale
proclaims what this introduction is
about — ' the pilgrim's progress from
this world to that which is to come,
in the similitude of a dream'.
Whatever it was that attracted VW
to this stirring allegory — Calvinistic
religious ideals, social justice,
political stability — the task of
converting Bunyan's story into an
'operatic morality' occupied him
over half his life. There are small
bits of VW everywhere — or all of
him, depending on how you feel. As
the anguished pilgrim asks 'What
shall Ido?' shortly before the end of
the prologue (3m 27s), the
orchestral motif recalls the Sixth

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Suite 1 J The Storm J Fate
Detroit SOldran
Chandos CHAN 9587

'Thielemann
had already
done so
much fine
work before
he was
consciously
propelled
into the
front league'

(63m 33s)

Tchaikovsky was a successful
composer with masterpieces like the
Fourth Symphony and Eugene
Onegin behind him when he started
work on the first of his four
orchestral suites, in 1878.
Completed the following April, it
was premiered in December by
Nicolai Rubinstein and was a great
success. Its six movements contains
some excellent music, including a
perky March that wouldn't be out
of place in Nutcracker. Yet the Suite
(like the other three) is inexplicably
neglected. With the present release,
Neeme Jârvi completes his Chandos
cycle of all four, adding two
comparative rarities as fillers. His
performance is fresh and
spontaneous, with spirited playing
from the Detroit SO. Jârvi favours
fast, flowing tempi, catching the
balletic feel of the music perfectly.
Compared to Antal Dorati's classic
1967 set on Philips [ Philips ' Duo'

Symphony. Intimations of other
works — Symphonies 3, 4 and 5,
the Tanis Fantasia, Riders to the Sea,
Flos Campi, Job — are scattered
throughout.
Gerald Finley is the hero, singing
his exacting role with interpretative
intelligence and authority. Sample
his sensitivity to dramatic situations
in the long monologue (Act 2, Scene
2) of the pilgrim, sentenced by Lord
Hate-Good in aparody of Christ's
trial. Finley stands up handsomely
to the shading and flexibility needed
to run a gamut of emotional states,
from hopelessness to hope and then
to avision of freedom. It is an
impressive performance, consistently
of acompulsiveness germane to the
persona of Christian (
as the author
called him) who is the thread that
holds the work together.
Considering the nature of the tale,
all the characters are significant and
they are well cast from stem to
stem. Invidious though it may be to
single out members, Roderick
Williams [Watchful], Gidon Saks
[Apollyon & Lord Hate-Good],
Susan Gritton & Pamela Helen
Stephen [Heavenly Beings], call for
special mention. And nostalgic
collectors will be pleased at the
return of Christopher Keyte [Simon
Magus] who doubled as Judas and
Pontius in Boult's recording [EMI,
CMS 764 2122, 2CDs].
Regular collectors are probably
getting alittle tired of hearing how
good aconductor Hickox is. At the
risk of inducing boredom, it has to
be said that he has an excellent
grasp of apassionately expressed
score, from a composer who was

seized by apassionate desire to
express all that had been within him.
Hickox uses his discretion where
repeats of sections are indicated; and
with one exception (the omission of
6 bars towards the end of Act 3), he
ignores all cuts suggested by VW.
Commendably, Chandos simulate
a ` staged presentation' as opposed to
a static studio equivalent, but voices
(eg, the neighbours in Act 1)
sometimes get too close, suggesting
that the singers had been moved to
the front of the orchestra. But there
are many moments of sonic glory,
notwithstanding hints of congestion
in some of the choral lines and
occasional patches of mild
sandpaperiness in the quality of the
strings.
Disappointingly, Vanity Fair does
not seethe with as much colour and
life as was expected because a
damped acoustic robs the sound of
full vibrancy. The mixing desk is a
marked presence here — and in the
Court of Justice where constraints
are also evident.
Don't be put off, though. Here is
an opera of integrity and aesthetic
beauty that was dropped by the
Royal Opera House after a messy
production in 1951/52. According to
Michael Kennedy ' its failure, and
the misunderstanding of its nature,
wounded the composer more deeply
than anything else in his career'.
Significantly, or otherwise, the ROH
is here involved. If this is an olive
branch, let us accept it and give The
Pilgrim's Progress aplace in the
repertoire.

454 253-2] Jârvi is more passionate
and heart-on-sleeve, though Dorati's
New Philharmonia winds have
greater individuality.
The Storm (
not to be confused
with the Tempest Symphonic
Fantasy Op.18) was written in
1864, but not performed or
published in the composer's
lifetime. Apparently it was rejected
by Nicolai Rubinstein because the
scoring included harps and cor
anglais! It's an impressive dramatic
work, with awistful tune
Tchaikovsky would later use in the
slow movement of his First
Symphony. Fatum (
Fate) was
composed four years later, but
Tchaikovsky destroyed the score
after its dedicatee Balakirev
criticised it. Fortunately, the
orchestral parts survived allowing
the work to be reconstructed. Jârvi
plays the pieces for all their worth,
and the result is dramatic and
exciting. Chandos's 20-bit recording
sounds clean, spacious, and natural,
with excellent detail and impact.

WAGNER:
Preludes — Die Meistersinger J
Lohengrin, Acts 1 and 3 J Parsifal
— Prelude and Good Friday Music J
Tristan und isolde — Prelude and
Liebestod
Philadelphia OrchlThielemann

James M Hughes
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Nolen Anthoni

DA 435 485-2
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(
70m 21s)

There are two Thielemanns — the
one who strives to make an effect
and the one who makes it naturally,
with innate musicianship — and I
know which Iprefer. Speaking to
the Music Editor before I'd heard
the Tristan pieces, Iwondered if we
were talking about the same
conductor; but he's right — the
Prelude's long pauses and senseless
disjunction between slow start and
speedy climax, not to mention the
Liebestods lumbering towards
consummation, are light years away
from Thielemann's noble, unaffected
pacing of the Lohengrin and Parsifal
Preludes.
The choice of orchestra seems to
have paid off, but its notorious quest
for a decent venue in the
Philadelphia vicinity still draws
SEPTEMBER 1998
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REVIEWS
something of ablank — at least in
terms of what the DG engineers, as
opposed to their more discreet
colleagues at EMI, have made of the
Giandomenico Studios. Upper
strings sound uncharacteristically
harsh, sometimes pinched; burnished
deeper colours make some amends.
The Philadelphians do,
unquestionably, play very well
indeed for their young conductor.
His rubato can be masterly witness the Meistersinger interludes
— his ability to draw inner colour
unquestionable; so why the more
monumental vein? Thielemann had
already done so much fine work
before he was consciously propelled
into the front league, and he's
capable of it still; let's hope he
decides to become a Kempe rather
than a Karajan — on his own terms,
of course.
David Nice
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THE ALLEGRI QUARTET
HAYDN: String Quartet Op.42/
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartet 3/
SCHUMANN: String Quartet Op.41:3
Allegri Quartet

photo. FriednIn ReinholdlEAll

Naim CD 016

(
72m 48s)

Apart from his last, unfinished,
quartet, Op.103, Haydn didn't
generally allow his quartets out
alone. All emerged in sets of three
or six except this curious example
from 1785: Op.42. It is not a typical
D-minor Haydn work: far more
introspective than his usual
forthright Sturm und Drang language,
intimate in (i) and (iii), whimsical in
the Minuet and ambiguous in the
finale.
The other works are more central
to today's quartet repertory, which
raises the question: why this
particular programme? It is not
meant as a historic examination of
quartet composition because the
untypical Haydn doesn't fit, and the
latest work — Shostakovich 3 — is
placed second. A varied recital,
then? That must be it, for it is the
Allegri Quartet's show. No attempt
to emulate period performance for
Haydn, and the depth and spikiness
of Shostakovich is somewhat
underplayed. Both need more
character. Schumann's quartet is
much the best played here,
sympathetic and excellently paced,
though there is beautiful playing in
all three works.
An admirable recording draws the
best out of the programme.
Instruments are neatly spread in
front of us in awarm acoustic that
reproduces string detail and tone
with utterly convincing realism. An
audio delight in which the choice of
music seems secondary, so buy this
generous disc if you want to know
what superb quartet recording is
really like.
Robert Dearling
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NEW YORK VARIATIONS
CORIGLIANO: Etude Fantasy/
COPLAND: Piano Variations/
WEBER: Fantasia ( Variations)/
TSONTAKIS: Ghost Variations
Stephen Hough (pno)

quality of the pianism as in the
fascinating repertoire. The recording
is vivid and lifelike.

Hyperion CDA 67005

HOMAGE TO BENNY
GOODMAN
ARNOLD: Clarinet Concerto 2'/
COPLAND: Clarinet Concerto/
STRAVINSKY: Ebony Concerto 2/
BERNSTEIN: Prelude, Fugue &
Riffs' ,2 NARIOUS: Big- Band
Arrangenients2
Sabine Meyer (clt) 1' Wolfgang Meyer
(ch)IBamberg SOI2Bamberg
Symphony Big BandlMetzmacher

(
68m 41s)

'The The enterprising spirit of Stephen
enterprising Hough's recent discs for Hyperion is
amply reflected in the present issue.
spirit of
Here we find four works whose
Stephen composition spans this century, all
Hough's written by New York-based
recent discs composers when in their 30s.
Serial techniques provide a link
for Hyperion
between three of the compositions,
is amply with Copland's Piano Variations and
reflected in Corigliano's Etude Fantasy
the present employing note-rows as the basis for
their themes, whilst the Fantasia
issue'
(Variations) by Ben Weber is entirely
serial in construction. It would be
misleading, however, to regard these
works as dry or academic; rather,
Weber's style in particular is
peppered by frequent tonal
references — even, as Hough
suggests in his excellent booklet
notes, by hints of Brahms and
Scriabin.
Corigliano's five-movement Etude
Fantasy dates from 1976. Each
study treats aspecific technical
problem within an interconnected
and varied structure: thus the
strikingly pugnacious example
dealing with ornaments is balanced
by the desolate final study in
melodic projection; and the opening
salvo for left-hand alone meets its
match in the restrained legato study
which follows. There are some
decidedly intimidating problems for
the interpreter to solve, but Stephen
Hough succeeds in maintaining an
admirable degree of control
throughout. More than this, his
playing is unerringly musical in its
intentions, following the labyrinthine
complexities of
Corigliano's
design to their
logical
conclusions.
If Hough is
impressive in this
work, then he is
doubly so in the
longest piece on
the disc. George
Tsontakis is now
in his late forties,
and his Ghost
Variations of
1991 bears the
confident imprint
of acomposer
laughin' in
with considerable powers of
imagination and expression. Cast in
the Rain': Ingo
a three-movt form whose last two
Metzmacher
are both diabolical scherzi, its
incongruous theme is afragment
from Mozart's E-flat Piano Concerto
K482.
This is adisc of the highest
musical and interpretative quality
whose appeal lies as much in the

John Kersey

EMI CDC 556 652 2

A:1* 0

(70m Ils)

Superlative solo work from the
(brother-and-sister?) Meyer duo,
stylishly abetted by the Bambergers,
whether in formal « Symphoniker' or
glitzy ' Symphony Orchestra Big
Band' guise, under Metzmacher. All
four main items are ineluctably
associated with the King of Swing,
though Goodman actually
commissioned only two of them: the
concertos by Copland and Arnold.
Stand-out tracks include a terrific
Bernstein Prelude, Fugue & Riffs —
how daringly Wolfgang Meyer teases
out his final sustained note — as
well as amemorably serene and
delectably pointed account of the
Copland (this with Sabine). In the
first half of the latter, Metzmacher's
watchful sensitivity is such that you
instinctively know that the secondviolins and violas' entry at bar 19
[51s into track 4] is marked
espressivo sostenuto (
subsequently
confirmed by a glance at my Boosey
& Hawkes miniature score).
Elsewhere, Stravinsky's Ebony
Concerto enjoys suave, slightly pofaced treatment (Goodman's own
recording with the composer
remains the touchstone here), and
there is perhaps more heartache in
the central Lento (
ii) of the Arnold
than these artists choose to convey
— no grumbles about the ensuing
`knees-up' of the hilarious ' PreGoodman Rag' finale, however. The
seven big-band arrangements, based
on material from the likes of Eddie
Sauter (' Clarinet à la King'),
Paganini (
Caprice 24), Louis Prima
('Sing, Sing, Sing'), Mel Powell
('CIarinade'), the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band ('Tiger Rag') and
Goodman himself (' Rachel's
Dream'), comprise an infectious
sequence, swaggering enthusiasm
and stylish sophistication in perfect
accord.
The sound is basically superb,
though in the Copland Sabine
Meyer's wonderfully creamy timbre
is inclined to blur marginally within
the kindly acoustic of Bamberg's
Joseph-Keilberth-Saal. Don't hesitate
for a moment, though, if the
programme appeals.
Andrew Achenbach

A*-A:1-1 •
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TRILOK GURTU/
THE GLIMPSE
HATHAK

Reviews by Ben Watson

ESCAPADE ESC03655

DENIS CHARLES INItet
CAPTAIN OF THE DEEP
EREMITE MTE09

(72m 59s)

Denis Charles has a pared-down
drum style derived from the
hammering-mallet, New Orleans
bounce of Billy Higgins. Here he's
playing at the Zuid-Netherlands Jazz
Festival with trumpeter Nathan
Breedlove (current leader of the
Skatalites), altoist Jemeel Moondoc
and bassist Wilbert DeJoode.
Despite cunning arrangements and
some fine, hard-swinging alto from
Moondoc (especially on ' Mata'), the
ensemble fails to gel and is overdominated by Breedlove's raucous,
Don-Aylerish fanfares. Ugly, overdriven recording doesn't help.
Spritely enough, but not the hopedfor classic.
101,

8:1

BILL FRISELL
CONE, JUST LIKE A TRAIN
NONESUCH 7559 79479 2

Frisell knows
how to
pause, to tug
at

,he

heart

strings - a
Ray Charles
of the guitar

102

Trilok Gurtu's previous release
(lauded in these pages, July 1997)
was dedicated to the late Don
Cherry. Here he goes one better:
Don's step-daughter Neneh Cherry
contributes infectious, flirty vocals to
the opener. Indofusion; Gurtu's
tablas complemented by bubbling
funk from bassist Kai Eckhardt de
Camargo. Even guitarist Steve
Lukather's metal solo on ' Seven
Brings Return' sounds great. The
problems of integrating ' different'
cultures evaporate. Maybe because
this is the sound of brilliant
musicians having fun in real time. A
buzz.
A:1 I
TYRONE HILL QUARTET
FEATURING MARSHALL
ALLEN
OUT OF THE BOX
CIMP # 154

(69m 55s)

Guitarist Frisell is one of today's
great musicians, a rare coincidence
of creativity and commercial success.
A long association with drummer
Paul Motian (who made his name
with pianist Bill Evans) is now
revealed as an apprenticeship. In the
early 1990s, Frisell contributed
ferocious timing and timbraI surprise
to John Zom's Naked City. Today
some accuse him of going soft, but
they simply ain't listening. Here his
affecting, slow twang is recorded
glowingly with Viktor Krauss on bass
and Jim Keltner on drums (as Frisell
says in his sleevenote, you may not
have heard of Keltner but you've
surely heard him — with Dylan,
Clapton, the Traveling Wilburys...).
Eschewing the whizz-bang effects
that made his name, he plays
lullabies: ' Pleased To Meet You'
interleaves the ' Smokestack
Lig,htnin" riff with magical
suspensions that are pure Frisell;
'Verona' is asacred tune
remembered from childhood; ' Egg
Radio' has a reggae lilt; ' Girl Asks
Boy' is country. Frisell knows how
to pause, to tug at the heart strings
— a Ray Charles of the guitar. On

(
46m 35s)

(68m 26s)

Sun Ra Arkestra veterans Tyrone
Hill (trombone) and Marshall Allen
(alto, flute) bring in a little-known
rhythm section (Jason Oettel on
bass, Samurai Celestial on drums)
and wax a classic. Right from the
start, with some spirited verbal
exchanges, you sense the attitude
that makes for a strong date. There
are two Arkestra faves ('Angels &
Demons At Play', ' Interstellar
Lowways'), but even on the other
tunes the quartet use Ra's lopsided
metres-from-Mars: true off-world Bmovie weirdness. An unaccompanied
duet between trombone and bass
(`My One & Only Love') had me
laughing out loud: both Hill and
Allen are vivaciously vocal in their
phrasing, every note wriggling with
garrulous energies (without Marshall
Allen, neither John Zorn nor Alan
Wilkinson could do what they do).
Sadly, Samurai Celestial (Eric
Walker) — who also drummed for
Ra, ZZ Hill and OV Wright — died
of heart failure shortly after this
session, aged 42. Out Of The Box
testifies to the way Ra's musicians
splice technical challenge with
utopian joy. Heliotropic refreshment.
A:1 • 0

ELLIOTT LEVIN QUARTET
THE MOTION OF EMOTION
CIMP # 153

(
69m 27s)

Elliott Levin plays big, warmthroated tenor but injects his line
with all kinds of surprising intervals.
Backed by the drums of Denis
Charles and two basses (Akira Ando
and Dominic Duval), his music is
advanced jazz, freeish but foottappingly co-ordinated. Detailed
interactions make for some bracing
peaks. On '(fresh) AIR-TOR-us'
(Levin is apoet, hailing Cecil Taylor
as teacher and friend), he answers
bowed-bass scrapery with freaknotes,
the kind of timbrai sculpting
associated with Improv and LoFi.
Engineer Marc Rusch blames a
slightly muffled sound on heat and
humidity. Gimp's one-take purism
may reject rematches, but Levin
really does deserve sharper snap and
articulation. Still, always good to
hear from a sax-player with an
independent concept.
11:1 0
COLLISION DUO
REFRACTION
CONFRONT RECORDINGS FRONTO1 (
44m 04s)
Cellist Mark Waste11 resorts to
chrome cassettes to present his
work, but they are far from the
'demo' amateurishness one might
expect. Packed inside austere yet
elegant black-and-white cardboard,
the music is recorded with
exemplary directness (even CIMP's
Marc Rusch could learn something
here). Waste11 plays ' duets' with with
violinist Nick Smith, but such a
description is inadequate. These
dialectical interpenetrations beggar
belief as extended string technique,
digital recording and rhythmic gusto
combust into unmissable New Sonic
Art. Free Improvisation as ju-jitsu,
stand-up comedy, arcade-game sex,
cyber razzle-dazzle... c'est incroyable!
MP A
PAASAOKA ORCHESTRA
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN STRIPPING AND PLAYING
VIOLIN?
VICTO CDOS8

(
49m 51s)

An intriguing question. Dancer Miya
Masaoka conducts her impeccably
multi-cult orchestra (violins,
turntablists, samplers, shamisen,
even some sax) using Tai Chi. The
music recalls Butch Morris's
conductions: a lush backdrop of held
tones is streaked with improvised
skidaddles. Pleasant and dreamy,
though somewhat safe. This was
recorded on .the 50th anniversary of
the Hiroshima atrocity, and the antinuclear message is clear. Some
soundbites on the finer points of
media mistreatment of ' sex-worker
spokespersons of colour' will leave
SEPTEMBER 1998
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cover art: Captain Of The Deep

'The Wife and Kid', everything
dissolves into wistful prairie
nostalgia, but there's always a
rocking menace lurking in this trio.
By excavating his own memories,
Frisell's tunes achieve the chilling
simplicity of Omette Coleman.
When does fond recall become a
shiny fetish? Rock-a-bye-baby
milksops spiked with surrealist acid.
Frabjous.

jazz REVIEWS
The

CD was a manifestation of the
Japanese drive to miniaturization,
so it's logical that Nippon Columbia
package their Savoy re-releases by
mimicking the original LPs. The
cardboard sleeves are scaled-down
replicas of the original covers.
Square, they stand half-an-inch taller
than the oblong jewel-box, and
arrive in clear-vinyl slipcases. The
discs themselves are printed to
resemble records [
just like Sony
Classical Masterworks 'Heritage'
reissues — Mus Ed]. Denon's 20-bit
`Mastersonic' technology gleans as
much from the 78s and analoguetapes as you're likely to get.
Savoy was no Blue Note, but they
did employ great musicians. Alto
saxophonist Gigi Gryce's Nica's
Tempo [
Denon CY18057, 43m 08s]
is from 1955. On one side, a tentet
emulates Miles's Birth Of The Cool
(marred by two listless vocals from
Ernestine Anderson); on side two
Gryce played his own Nica's
Tempo', plus three Thelonious
Monk compositions, with Monk on
piano, Art Blakey on drums and
Percy Heath on bass. Intriguing and
subtle rather than blindingly
brilliant. A:1 0
Duke Jordan's Trio & Quartet
[CY18060, 44m 33s] also features
Heath and Blakey (great solo on
'Night In Tunisia'), plus baritonist
Cecil Payne. Jordan's not an
ambitious pianist, but this is a fine
sample of a thriving mainstream.
A:1 0
Sounding distinctly better than my
vinyl version is Lester Young's
Memorial [
CY18056, 54m 14s], the
president of laid-back tenor backed •
by all the names of the 1940s. This

listener finds sequential takes
irksome, but the music is sublime:
beguiling dreaminess offset by
urgency and grit. Unfortunately the
slipped-in personnel details are
garbled. A:1 0
At this early date, Savoy were still
tentative about the LP format; like
the Gryce release, The Jazz Message
[CY18058, 41m 32s] is split.
Tenorist Hank Mobley's name
appears on the spine, but it should
be trumpeter Donald Byrd or
drummer Kenny Clarke because
they're the musicians that appear on
both sides. Fine midtempo/hardish
bop from 1956. A:1 0
Great edition of the Jazz
Messengers on Art Blakey's Midnight
Session [
CY18059, 36m 29s], with
Bill Hardman (trumpet), Jackie
McLean (alto), Sam Dockery (bass)
and SpanIcy DeBrest (bass) in 1957.
These cats haven't forgotten the
explosion that was Bebop, and the
music is modernist and spikey.
Blakey's drums are titanic, amusical
discipline in themselves. Good to
hear an entire set by aworking
ensemble. A:1•
Just to finish with ajazz message still
preached today, forceful playing by Paul
Dunmall (tenor) and Tony Levin
(drums) on Essential Expressions
[Cadence CJR 1079, 58m 58s]: as on
1994's Spiritual Empathy, the duo
meditate on the legacy of the ultimate
Trane. Levin's ritualistic gongs and
cymbals provide asolid framework for
Dunmall's lithe and conscientious
soloing. Maybe, though, alittle too
similar to the prior release: one misses the
rockist/harmolodic angles John Adams's
guitar contributes to Dunmall's larger
groups. A:1 0

those who don't live in San
Francisco bemused. Such a large
and variegated ensemble is a
challenge to record: Myles Boisen
(«montage et transfert numérique')
copes brilliantly.

remains by poet Peter Riley; by the
end, Bailey-as-reader sounds a little
uninvolved, but `... and speech
cancelled into music' cues some of
his most staggering intervallic
acrobatics to date, his timings cut
like crystal. Classy.

A .:1

e

DEREK BAILEY
TAKES FAKES & DEAD SHE DANCES
INCUS 031

(
47m 21s)

Incus's publicity points out that
though there's been aslew of solo
Bailey re-released recently, this is his
first solo-guitar recording for four
years. Recognisable from the first
unruly ` kadoing', Bailey's mastery
of ' bad' guitar playing — dead
notes, half-fingered buzzes, perverse
atonalisms — continues to allow him
some of the freshest, most direct
improvising in jazz. True, you have
to surrender your hankering for
aural comfort; perhaps that is why
ears trained on Captain Beefheart
and Anton Webern burn to hear
him. ' Dead She Dances' starts with
Bailey reciting lines about skeletal
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A:1
GANELIN/VYSNIAUSKAS/GOT
ESMAN
TRIO ALLIANCE
LEO LAB CD042

(
70m 03s)

With its back-catalogue of Braxton,
Cecil Taylor and Sun Ra, the Leo
label has undeniable kudos. Its
support for Russian Free Jazz in the
1980s — notably Vyacheslav
Ganelin's uproarious trio — was
inspiring. Since then, a relentless
onslaught of so-so releases, with
everything from wannabe-improv to
New Age to indulgences by big
names, has tarnished its reputation.
This, though, is agood one. Having
moved to Jerusalem, Ganelin loses
some protest glamour, but this 1995
recording with two Lithuanians

(Petras Vysniauskas on sax, Arkadi
Gotesman on drums) testifies to his
virtues: a keyboard virtuoso prepared
to improvise to the very edge of
badtaste madness. His synth is
especially impressive, packing the
barminess of Soft Machine (or,
more recently, the Dead C/Lo-Fi
axis). Evident skills marshalled
according to strange agendas:
sardonic black humour from Vilnius.
Weird.
Ad 0
BILLY JENKINS
THE TRUE LOVE COLLECTION
BABEL 1101/9821

(
47m 34s)

Having trounced the scrotumtightening clichés of BBC2's Jazz
606, anarcho-guitarist Jenkins turns
his attentions to the musical
'culture' his generation is actually
condemned to share. The
ambivalence is Zappaesque,
giddyingly bizarre. ' Mellow Yellow',
'Everybody's Talking', ` Feelin'
Groovy': each ghastly epic milked
for heart-stopping moments of
bathos. Instrumental interludes have
fine musicians — lain Ballamy (sax),
Django Bates and Dave Ramm
(keyboards) — play highly original,
ear-enticing arrangements. Christine
Tobin's seriously affecting soul
vocals provide just the right dash of
sincerity. Pink fluff wherein lurk
intensely musical sharks: a spasm
masterpiece deserving wide
exposure.
A:1 )
VARIOUS
DIGGIN' DEEPER: THE ROOTS OF
ACID JAZZ 3
COLOMBIA/SONY 489 2591

(71m Ils)

The ' roots of acid jazz' scrape down
further into Sony's bottomless barrel
of dodgy disco and latin wallpaper.
The best track here is the Isley
Brothers' Take Inventory', where
any pretence
at jazz is
swapped for
raucous soul.
Deodato, Patti
Austin, Dave
Pike, Maynard
Ferguson...
too much
MOR round
the pearls by
Art Blakey, Tom Scott
and Hank Crawford.
Arguably a serviceable
'introduction', neophytes
would be better advised
seeking out the CreedTaylor-produced classics
by Grover Washinton Jnr,
Freddie Hubbard and Idrees
Muhammed in their unmitigated
cream- funk late-nite glory. Mixed.
A11-3 0
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ROD STEWART
WHEN WE WERE THE NEW BOYS
(advance cape)

WARNER BROS 9362 4674 02

Though this has been hailed by many as Rod's renaissance, it's worrying to hear
him open with a cover of arch- plagiarists Oasis's ' Cigarettes Ami Alcohol',
propelled by carbon copy Keith Richards licks Like the last Dylai opus, this is
assembly line rock. Rod sounds more convincing ( as indeed he should) covering
former band- mate Ronnie Lane's 'Ooh La La', bu- when we get to Primal Scream's
'Rocks' we're slammed back into pastiche of pastiche The material isn't the problem
though, because most of it sounded fine in its origimal contexts (if Isay that Rodney
handles Ron Sexmith's utterly gorgeous ' Secrat Hea-t' with the some sensitivity he
brought to Tom Waits's ' Downtown Train' and The Sutherland Bnothers"Sailing',
anyone who loves music will know immediately whether or not to buy this album
A:1 0

Johnny Black

A mixed bag of crisps. Rod's comfortable with the. rock'n'roll bar-batterer that is

Graham Parker's ' Hotel Chambermaid' and duly
decorates it with whoops of obvious lay. But
his unfeeling, would- be- powerhouse
rendition of Skunk Anasie's 'Weak'
wouldn't win him a free round at a
Brentford pub, while the Dewars
flavoured title track, his only freshly -

greats. The result is anew blues
star, who — like Robert Cray —
unashamedly mixes in enough
smooth soul and jazzy lounge
atmosphere to appeal to an clubgoing crowd. This one seduces
rather than grabs, its sheer
sophistication possibly too much to
take for those who feel that the
genre should never have left the
swamps. Tough: this stuff is
fabulous.
Ken Kesaler

A:1-1* •

THE COAL PORTERS
EP ROLLITTE
Prima SID008

(21m 34s)

Alas, not Sid Griffin's next album,
but a pre-release teaser. Even so,
this six-track set is highly-collectable:
amust for his hard-core fans and
those still mourning the Long
Ryders. It's precisely the guitardriven, iangly, Byrds-y stuff we
know and love, kicking off with two
tracks (one a singles mix) from
Western Electric, due out this
autumn. The other goodies are
covers of Creedence Clearwater
Revival's ' Who'll Stop the Rain' and
Cole Porter's ' Don't Fence Me In',
a remastered version of ' Help Me'
and a live track recorded at the
Beeb. Now the bad news: this is
limited to 2000 copies, so move
quickly!

brewed song, is okay and could provide
a hit A rendition of Nick Lowe's ' Shelly My
Love' comes kilted out with appropriate TLC and

DEEP PURPLE
ABANDC N

a re- run of The Faces' Ooh La La' actually provides

EMI 495306 2

a reason to believe as does a riotous assault on
Primal Scream's ' Rocks' And so it goes, as Rod
lurches from the newly decorated side of the pub to
the bit near the men's bog, hosting a fair night out but
not one that'll be recounted at next year's rewnion.
Fred Dellar

A:1-

TORI AMOS

even spread a little happiness while
running up her particular hill. But
here? Sorry, Tori.

FROM THE CHOIRGIRL HOTEL
EastWest 7567-83095

(
54m I3s)

Another album, another crisis set to
music. This time around, it's a
miscarriage that provides the angst,
and results in lines like ' She's
convinced she could hold back a
glacier, but she couldn't keep Baby
alive', while elsewhere, lesser
troubles darken her day: 'Why can't
my balloon stay up in aperfectly
windy sky?'. As aprincess of pop
pain, Tori is impressive in away,
grabbing attention even when
audiences are forced to search in
vain for true melodies or lyrics
telling a story that isn't shrouded in
mist. However, most of the
time, intentions bound up in
pure emotion are not enough.
Kate Bush used to do this
kind of thing so much
better, and sometimes
WI NEWS LMOOD REVIEW
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Tori Amos:
princess of
pop pain

EUGENE 'HIDEAWAY
BRIDGES
BORN TO BE BLUE
Blueside WESF105

(
58m 28s)

Bridges, son of Louisiana
blues musician Hideaway
Slim, wears his influences on
his sleeve. Or he would if
this were an LP. Instead, he
wears ' em on his insert
booklet. From the outset,
this debut is a near-homage to
Sam Cooke — author
of the only two
covers in this set —
with nods to BB
King, Jimmy Reed
and assorted gospel

(56m 27s)

The Purps' second album since
former Dixie Dregs guitarist Steve
Morse replaced Ritchie Blackmore
shows a complete change of mood
from the laid-back, almost
countrified air of its predecessor
Pwpendicular. This is amuch
denser, rockier affair, which takes
the band back to the sound of their
classic In Rock album (whose
`Bloodsucker' is re-worked here),
with commanding drums, thick
guitar riffs and splashes of
Hammond organ, all working
around distinctive grooves. Tracks
ranging from the opening jam 'Any
Fule Kno That', through the bluesy
'Don't Make Me Happy' to the
autobiographical ' 69' show that,
despite their lengthy history, the
band have plenty of creative juice
left.

GROOP DOGDRILL
HALF NELSON
Mantra MNTCD1010

(
45m 19s)

The debut album from this
Doncaster-based psychobilly trio
proves they can write agood chorus
when they put their minds to it.
105

'Lovely Skin', ' Gracelands' and
`Jackie O' are three of the best
(all previously released as singles)
but for the most part, although the
album is packed with ferocious
energy, admirably captured by
producer Matt Elliss, it is short on
real killer tunes. At the moment,
Groop Dogdrill's reputation is
largely based on the riotous nature
of their stage shows. That situation
is unlikely to alter.

RINGO STARR
VERTICAL MAN
Mercury 558 5982

Given that the previous nine rarely
transcended easy-rockin'
pleasantness, it was hard to get
excited about the prospect of Ringo's
tenth album. It boasts acavalcade of
all-Star chums including Paul
McCartney, Brian Wilson, Ozzy
Osborne, Alarus Morrisette and
Timmy Schmidt, plus averitable
army of guest axemen including
George Harrison, Steve Cropper,
Steven Tyler and Joe Walsh. Despite
all their best efforts, the blunt
instrument we learned to tolerate as
Ringo's voice when applied sparingly
to one track on each Beatles album,
merely emphasises the mediocrity of
the material he has written with a
trio of LA worthies. Frequent
Beatlish allusions (Lennonesque
lyrics in `Mindfield', ' Strawberry
Fields' ambience in ' King Of Broken

PERNICE BROTHERS
OVERCOME BY HAPPINESS
Ryko RCD 10447 2

(
39m 08s)

Iso wanted to love this one. That
first impression — jangly Byrds
guitars behind a Colin Blunstone
vocalist on a delicately bittersweet
tune — was irresistible, especially
when it led unexpectedly into a
wistful orchestral coda. But, hey, the
second track was very similar. And
the third, until it ended up, like far
too many alternative country opuses,
somewhat lacking in grit and energy.
Former Scud Mountain Boy Joe

Pernice is the band's creative core,
and he's an undeniably capable
craftsman, becoming more musical
with the years, but his current
pursuit of niceness and prettiness
leaves this album more of a Kylie
than an Alanis. Even so, I'd have
this before the last Jayhawks album
any day.

LeANN RIMES
SITTIN' ON TOP OF
THE WORLD
Curb 5560202
(65m

34s)

Still jailbait, Ms
Rimes [
right] gives
no clues that she was
born in 1982. She's
been singing since
'84, released her first
album at the age of 11
and sounds like she's
been around the block,
so banish thoughts of
those horrid examples
of the sort of precocity
which tainted Bonnie
Langford et al. Rimes
sings in the modern
106

(
44m 03s)

Mick Hucknoll
C&W vein, and on the evidence of
this slick, polished set, it's easy to
accept the claim that that this triple
Grammy winner outsells the Spice
Girls, Mariah and Celine. But if you
do forget that she's just about to
turn 16, you find just another case
of upperoctave wailing à la Whitney
and Celine, high-gloss pop which
works everywhere from Blackpool to
Nashville to 'Vegas. Let's hope that,
by the time she can no longer be
marketed on her youth, she develops
an identifiable style.

SIMPLY RED
BLUE
East West 3984230972

(50m 3h)

Stating the obvious, Mick
Hucknall is a fine singer who
knows his way around classy
blue-eyed soul. And the songs
he's borrowed here — Neil
Young's ' Mellow My Mind',
Dennis Brown's ' Ghetto
Girl', Gregory Isaacs's ' Night
Nurse' — are generally
handled with a certain
expertise, though Albert
Hammond's ' Air That I
Breathe' proves a decided
no-no, despite two (yes two)
separate attempts. Hucknall's
own songs, groove-merchants
like ` To Be Free' and stringladen heart-tugs such as
'Someday In My Life', all stay
above the plimsoll-line of quality
and there are no potential
Titanics. Even so, there are
times when ennui sets in and
\ the term ' should try harder'
comes to mind.
1173:1=1
•
'
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Ringo Stur r

Hearts', etc) serve only to emphasise
the distance between this and
Fabness.

IleeelireP
VARIOUS
LARGO
Mercury/Blue Gorilla 536 8772
(69m 37s)
The New World inspired Dvorak,
and now his music inspires
keyboardist Rob Hyman and
friends to head back to their roots
and rediscover train songs, blues,
reels and other folk sounds,
punctuated with individual
versions of Dvorak's memorable
Largo theme. Taj Mahal's reprise
of Lightnin' Hopkins' Needed
Time' and The Chieftains'
rendition of Largo' are admirable,
without offering surprises, but
`White Man's Melody', an organ plod of a blues that name-checks
Al Jolson, Liberace, Caruso and
Elvis, is one of the more
SEPTEMBER 1998
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this Steve Earle production is only
her fifth album, but it could just be
the one to transform her from
Grammy-winning provider of songs
to make others rich (hello there,
Tom Petty, Man Chapin Carpenter,
Patti Loveless) into amajor
performer in her own right. She
harks back to the hoary days of
'Cigarettes And Whiskey' in the
jogging lament ' Concrete And
Barbed Wire' and sounds starkly
modern on 'Joy', but it's in the
timeless ache of 'Still ILong For
Your Kiss' that it's obvious why
Lucinda Williams's songs will still be
sung ahundred years from now. You
only get one like this in amillion.

surprising items ever
to feature aCyridi
Lauper vocal. Levon
Helm, Willie Nile,
Carole King, loan
Osborne and Garth
Hudson, whose
multi-hued ' Largo'
interpretation nudges
Ellingtonia at times,
are others who
participate in anever
less than intriguing
project.

SYMPOSIUM
ON THE OUTSDE
Infectious INFECT 56CD

(60m 30s)
the one/Who's written in the stars'.
One for the under-20s.
Much touted by the music press,
Symposium have alot to live up to,
but this doesn't quite make the
LUCINDA WILLIAMS
grade. Their first full-length album
CAR IfilEELS ON A GRAJEL ROAD
boasts anumber of tunefully catchy
choruses at its start, with tracks like
Mercury 5583382
(
51m 26)
'The Answer To Why IHate You'
Three parts honey, two parts
and `Nothing Special', but it fizzles
bourbon is the cliché most usually
out as it progresses. The main
applied to Lucinda Williams's voice,
problem is the weakness of
but that senmds too much like a
Symposium's lyncs, which too often
home made cold-cure to convey her
come over like sixth-form poetry.
lived-in, street-wise, lost at love but
For example, in 'Nothing Special.
learned not to show it quality. In a
we get 'Take offreur shoes/Make
recording career spanning 20 years,
your home in,ide my heart/You are

Symposium:
lyrics for the
under- 20s

Lucinda
Williams:
three parts
honey,
two parts
bourbon

SOILOLL1
_1113TIFLIALICKS
Another bumper month for arz-livist, -he s-u:f appearing in three
catego- es. TH. :irst? A half-dczen or gincis. the hottest being a Curtis
Mayfield 'clouile feature', SuFre.rfly/eiart Eyes [
ISequel NEMCD964
III]. Wien Jack e Brown forcing the reassessnent of 1970s
bloxplodat on If icks, there's never beer o Deer time for -emastering
one of the gemre's classics, while pairing twith a writ/. Ryko has
excellec itse.f again, this time with, Jue:gernent At Nurerebe-g
[RCD1 0.723 4,1,, Never On Soriddi [
RCD1 0722] and The
Daylignts [
IRCD:10725], all with video -rocks, Cost Tango 'in Paris
[RCD10724] wall bonus matenial, and the Best Of The West
[RCD107211, with 16
track from westerns
Ile Hang 'Em High.
Ned up are the
re-reco-cfngs, Silva
Screen's Dolby
Surrounded and HDCD'd performances by the City Of Frugue
Plnilharmonic. Four sets are out this month, including the new 'Music
Fnom tf,e Films of...' series with Sean Connery [
FILMCD 139 •], Kevin
CostreE [
FILMCD 194] and Me! Gibson [
FILMCD 195], plus The MonsteMovie Music Album [
iFILMCD 196], with material from Kimg Kong,
Godzilla and others in 'Monstereo'. The boys Form Prague ha‘,e also rerecorded Max Steinem's The Flame and the Arrow [
Silva/Scannan SEC
1502 111]. Lasty, there are three midpriced gems to consioer: Die Hard
With A Vengeance [
RCA 9026 68306 2 M], Beverley
s90210
[Giart 74321 14798 2 el and Dazed & ConeJsed [
The Medicine Label
74321 16675 2
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I

REISSUES

ii

of their-I-WU-lath

FAMILY
A SONG FOR ME
EssentiaVCastle ESMCD616
(45m 30s)

Dean

DEAN MARTIN
RETURN TO ME

ANYWAY

Martin

Bear Family BCD15959 Hit
(8CDs, 562m ¡ Ss)
OK, so Vol 1 got the
HFN/RR honours in

May, but this is another
collector's dream, a
further eight CDs
completing Dino's
recordings for Capitol
From I956 to 1961. Two hundred and twenty-one tracks,
including 31 songs from films and 30 broadcasts from
1944-53, this box should find greater favour than the first
as it covers Dino's golden period: ' Pretty Baby', the ' Dream'
sequence, 'True Love', and - of course - the title track.
Again, there's a lavish box and an 84- page, hard bound
12x12in book with the relevant discography and
filmography, more rare photos and memorabilia, an essay
by the great Billy Vera and Part 2 of the saga. Now all we
need is the Reprise equivalent. A-A•:1 • •
BOBBY BARE
HARD TIME HUNGRYS
Edsel EDCD 551

(
39m 48s)

An early example of the
'concept' album in C&W, the
singer's 1974 release with the
majority of the songs penned
by the wry Shel Silverstein.
'Alimony' is evidence enough
that country lyrics take some
beating. A- B:2 •
THE CRAMPS
OFF THE BONE
EMI 7243 493837 2

(
52m 02s)

Unavailable for six years, a
compilation from the
pioneering shockabilly outfit
containing 17 tracks from
1979-83 (with ten produced
by the great Alex Chilton). No
3-D glasses with this edition,
but plenty of gloriously greasy,
punkish, B-movie rock.
A- B: 1 - 2 UR
SPENCER DAVIS GROUP
FUNKY
Angel Air 51PCD021

(
73m Ms)

Strictly for collectors, apostWinwood era rarity from 1969
famous for being shelved, then
released for only in the USA
for abrief period in 1971. A
mix of styles consistent with
Davis's career; sidemen
including Dave Mason and
some of Elton John's band; a
great booklet; and 10 bonus
tracks. A-B:2 •
DONOVAN
HMS DONOVAN
BG0 BGOCD 372

(73m 56s)

One of his most scarce
albums, this remastered 1971
H141 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

effort mixing whimsical poetry
from Lewis Carroll, Lear,
Yeats and others with
Donovan originals. His last for
Pye, but one of the earliest
examples ever of akids' album
from the rock set. A:2 •
FRANKIE FORD
00H- WEE BABY!
WestSide WESM519

(
65m 29s)

A 27-track ' best of from the
man who gave us ` Sea Cruise':
all of his work for the original
Ace label, including previously
unreleased material and even
an alternate version of his
biggest hit. Golden Age
rock'n'roll plus asurprise or
two — would you believe
'Danny Boy'? A- C: 1 - 2 II
HELP YOURSELF
HELP YOURSELF/BEWARE THE
SHADOW
BG0 BGOCD385

(
73m I9s)

The first and third albums
from aband with an uncanny
ability to ape the Buffalo
Springfield. Exquisite, countryflavoured pub rock, rich on
melody and low on glam, its
members would end up in
Man, Ducks Deluxe and other
bands of the era. A 1 •
ETTA JAMES
HICKORY DICKORY DOCK
Ace CUM 680

(
56m 4Ds)

Yet again Etta scores with a
TV tie-in, the title track of this
mid-priced re-packaging of
R&B Dynamite currently part
of aBT ad. Twenty-two R&B
scorchers, material recorded
between 1955 and 1961 for
Kent and Modern. A-C:1 IM
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Essential/Castle ESMCD615
(52m 31s)
Roger Chapman's old band's
third and (half-live, half-studio)
fourth albums, remastered and
containing five bonus tracks
between them. Purists might
feel that the band had already
peaked, but Chapman's in top
form. Ultra-British progressive
rock marking the cusp of the
1960s and 1970s. A- B: 1 - 2
A:1-2
MELANIE
THE VERY BEST OF
Camden 74321 558502

(
76m)

1'‘‘ enty-one hits at mid-price
from the arch hippie, truly the
female Donovan: 'What Have
They Done To My Song,
Ma?', ' Lay Down ( Candles In
The Rain)', covers of ` Ruby
Tuesday' and 'Lay Lady Lay'
— but please try not to think
of the goddam Wurzles when
you play ' Brand New Key'.
A:1 •

albums in their entirety — his
third and fourth UK LPs from
1964-5 — on one CD.
Standout tracks include the
title cuts and covers of
Lennon-McCartney, Dion and
Isleys songs. A-B: 1 - P •
SANDIE SHAW
PRINCESS OF BRITPOP
Sequel NEMCD 958

(
73m 34s)

Hard- to fault 28-track
collection featuring all of her
twelve chart entries from
1964-67, three reaching
Number One, plus numerous
B-sides, album and EP tracks,
and atext-rich poster-styled
insert. Not just Eurovision
sad-sacks. A:1-1* II
VARIOUS
TIMELESS FLIGHT
TKO•Magnum CDTB187

(
52m 23s)

1960s West Coast artefacts,
two live tracks each by
Canned Heat, Johnny Winter,
Jefferson Airplane and
Santana, circa 1966-9. Most
of this stuff is available
elsewhere — the Canned Heat
tracks have been recycled too
many times to count — but
the feel is as evocative as
patchouli. A- C:1-2 •

GLENN MILLER
THE UNFORGETTABLE GLENN
MILLER

GENE VINCENT
THE LOST DALLAS SESSIONS

RCA 74321 57801 2

Rollercoaster RCCD3031

(
53m 18s)

No more excuses: here at midprice are his 16 finest big band
performances in their hit
versions, on the original, now
German-owned label — what
would Miller have made of
that? ' Moonlight Serenade', 'In
The Mood', 'Tuxedo
Junction': listen and find out
what made folks frisky during
WWII. (By the way, Dad, you
were right.) H:1•

•

RICK NELSON
BEST ALWAYS/LOVE AND
KISSES
Ace CDCHD 669

(
55m I3s)

Ace's third in the Rick-onDecca reissue programme,
now up to 1965 and Nelson
sounding totally at ease with
mainstream pop. But acover
of Petula's ' IKnow A Place'
and chestnuts like ' My Blue
Heaven' hardly indicated that
the country rock period was
soon to begin. A-A*:1 - 2 •
DEL SHANNON
LITTLE TOWN FLIRT/
HANDY MAN
BG0 BGOCD388

(
58m I8s)

Following the Raven 2CD
anthology, here are two

(
43m 09s)

Who'da thought: 21 recentlydiscovered, never-beforereleased demos, masters and
broadcasts from 1957-8 from
one of the most sinister of the
original rockers. Stunning
package, liner notes, photos —
this is the kind of treasure
which we'll see far less often.
Historians will swoon.
A/H:1 •
JESSE COLIN YOUNG
AND THE
YOUNGBLOODS
JESSE COLIN YOUNG'S
GREATEST HITS
Edsel EDCD542

(
70m I8s)

DARKNESS DARKNESS - THE
BEST OF THE YOUNGBLOODS
Edsel EDCD561

(
62m 25s)

Another selection — his third?
— of the solo tracks and the
most comprehensive single-disc
RCA-era Youngbloods set so
far. Folk-flavoured pop/rock
with high hippie content,
Young penning the text for his
'Greatest Hits' set, and KK
providing the notes for
Darkness, Darkness.
A:1-2 A-B:1 •
K,
='; He,ss
,
‘
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FINE

tel/fax +44 0 1777 708673
web http://www.hne.co.uk
e-mail: info@hne.co.uk

422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham,
Middlesex. TW1 2EB.
Tel: (0181) 892 7613 Fax: (0181) 892 7749

FOR YOUR ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS
STOP PRESS
NEW KRELL CD AND AMPLIFIER. JUST IN.

•synite enclosure loudspeakers
•granite equipment racks
•modular amplifier racks
•Cableway® loudspeaker stands
•Isolation Plinths® for components
Cd's turntables and loudspeakers

timeless beauty
with sound
improvements
designed and manufactured
in the UK by FINE Systems

UP TO 36 MONTHS INTEREST FREE
CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
MAIL ORDER FACILITY
CUSTOMER INSTALLATION
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
Angstrom, Arcam, Audiolab,
Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Boston, Copland, Castle, Denon,
Dwin, Krell, KEF, Meridian, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Michell, Micromega, Martin Logan,
Pioneer, RCF, REL, Siltech,
Sony, Sonus Faber, Tannoy, TEAC, Theta,
Transparent, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

OPENING HOURS
10.00am-5.30pm
Monday- Saturday
Later by appointment

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec,-- lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
... the RIGHT cables
.in YOUR system
. . for YOUR ears
... in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

DEMO ITEMS
TO CLEAR
PLEASE
PHONE

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON %VIM 9HR
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368
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ELVIS PRESLEY
24 KARAT HITS!
DCC GZS-1117
(61m 23s) Gold CD

.4 MI%

kidding: this
unique-to-DCC, 24track selection does as
good a job as any RCA
package for providing
a single-CD Elvis hits
collection. OK, so there
will be some faves missing; two dozen tracks aren't enough
to cover his entire career and someone is bound to miss
'Wooden Heart'. But Forget that: the sound on this disc is
better than you'd ever believe art Elvis CD could be. Rich,
palpable, detailed: it's absolutely impossible to fault, and
can barely imagine what the vinyl edition adds to it.
Anyway, DCC has pulled off a second stroke: this set
features detailed notes by Bill Porter, the legendary
engineer on many of the sessions. If you said Icould have
only one Elvis disc on my desert island, this would be it.
No

A*:1* •

ANAM
RIPTIDE
JVC JVC9034-2

(47m 47s)

As if to demonstrate that not
all ' audiophile-grade' releases
are limited to jazz, blues,
Amanda McBroom, Spanish
guitar or remastered
mainstream works, Riptide is
your basic, undiluted Celtic
knees-up. Wailing fiddles,
vocals which sound like an
advert for stout, lots of
plinkety-plinking — you know
the drill. Isuppose you have to
be born here to appreciate this
stuff... A": 1-2 •
JOE BEARD
FOR REAL
AudioQuest AQ-CD1049
(53m I
5s) live direct to two-track
Beard's first ir AQ earned a
deserved A':1* when it
reappeared as aJVC XRCD;
this follow-up actually betters
it. Again backed by what were
Ronnie Earl's Broadcasters,
plus the great Duke Robillard,
Beard furthers the Mississippi
blues cause with more raw
guitar-driven versions of both
originals and classics. Check
out ` Don't Start Me Talking'
and ' See See Rider' for instant
gratification. An absolute gem.
A•:1* •

DAVID BENOIT
AMERICAN LANDSCAPE
GRP 71021510112-5
(43m 39s) DTS-encoded
'Ambience' by any other
name, a lightweight, almost11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

jazzy piano-led confection with
sublime sonics. So slick it's
scary, but then guests include
Bela Fleck, Dean Parks,
Nathan East and the like. A
nice way to show off 5.1
channels without sounding like
the listener needs Psilocybin to
appreciate it. Its name must be
down to one thing: only
Yankee New-Agers could
come up with stuff so
insubstantial. A•:2 •

THE BTRDS
UNTITLB)
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 722
(71m 23s) Gold CD
Their magnificent 1970 double
LP — one live, one studio —
sounding better than I
remember. Guitarist Clarence
White was at his peak,
McGuinn was comfortable
being the sole original
member. the set yielded the
majestic ' Chestnut Mare': you
ge the drift. The packaging
has been retained, but with a
bonus-. anew introduction
from McGuinn himself.
A:1-1* •

BOB DYLAN
'HIGHWAY 61 REVISITED
Absolute Analogue/Columbia 62572
180gm LP
Hard to mess up amasterpiece
like this, which always
sounded great. Think of this as
away ta acquire a mint
replacement for a worn
-original; you'd have ahelluva
hard time finding (and would
pay alot more for) amint
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1965 copy. One of Dylan's
finest, ' Like A Rolling Stone'
makes this worth the price of
admission. A-10:1* •

THE MOODY BLUES
SEVENTH SOJOURN

JOHN LEE HOOKER
THE REAL FOLK BLUES

This 1972 set, recorded during
their peak years, opens with a
song which reflects the group's
name — arch moodiness —
and then meanders through
assorted tracks showing the
group's various, er, moods. A
bit of whimsy, abit of rock,
but, surprisingly, it stops just
short of the usual tweeness.
Sonically? It's agasser, rich
warm and oozing grandeur.
A*:1-2 •

Afto AA 007

180gm LP

From 1961, a quartercentury
before The Healer, one of the
LPs which marked John Lee as
agiant. Raw, earthy, almost
mystical, this is the milestone
which delivered such overwhelming performances as
'One Bourbon, One Scotch,
One Beer' and ' In The Mood'.
Something to file alongside
Muddy's Folksinger. A:1 0 •
KEB MO'
Absolute Analogue/Epic 478173-1
180gm LP
One of 1995's biggest
surprises, anew blues hero
with a sound to warm your
heart. Whether or not this is
the first vinyl appearance
doesn't matter. What does is
that this modern classic is now
available on the format which
(intellectually) suits it best.
Unless you know of someone
issuing it on 78s. As:I • •

MIGHTY SAM MeCLAIN
JOURNEY
AudioQuest AQ-001048
(61m 57s) live/direct to twotrack
If you're not already a
slavering fan, shame on you. If
you are, McClain's fourth for
AQ will make you fall in love
with him all over again.
Imagine if Stax still existed, recommitted to the blues and
went for state-of-the-art rather
than state-of-the-arse sound.
McClain rises to the occasion
with one of the most soulful
blues releases in years. His
original compositions are
instantly memorable, but you
simply will not believe what he
does with Sam Cooke's 'A
Change Is Gonna Come'. Just
buy it, OK? A:1 •

FREDDY RAVEL
SOL TO SOUL
Kalimba Records 7102151007-2-2
(60m 09s) DTS-encoded
Nifty Latin soul (' Sol to Soul':
geddit?) piano-based ensemble
featuring no less than Earth
Wind & Fire's Maurice White
as a key collaborator. Too
polished, musical and
enjoyable to appeal to World
Music snobs, but an absolute
treat if you've ever wondered
what Latin music can do when
it's not taking the piss out of
itself. Glorious stuff, but you
might want to shift the balance
from the rear-channels
forward. A*:1 •
ROB WASSERMAN
DUETS
Alto AA011

180gm LP

Amusingly, an early CD demo
fave on MCA, this 1988 bass
buffet on vinyl will challenge
your stylus as much as it did
your laser. Wasserman sold
bundles of this, and not just
because people love bass:
among his guests were Aaron
Neville, Ricky Lee Jones, Lou
Reed, Bobby McFerrin, Dan
Hicks and Stephane Grappelli.
A:1 •
EDGAR WINTER
EDGAR WINTER'S WHITE
TRASH
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 715
(43m 25s) Gold CD

CHIELI MINUCCI
IT'S GONNA BE GOOD
WC JVC9032-2

Mobile Fidelity UDCD718
(39m 30s) Gold CD

(
70m 46s)

Remember the last years
before CD, when ' killer vinyl'
meant ' crossover jazz-rock'?
And do you remember which
label had a lock on the
market? For all of you who
confused Watanabe/Grusin/
Ritenour for Miles/Bird/
'Trane, here's some slick
guitar work which starts a
revival hybrid: 1970s JVC
Bachelor Pad Loungecore.
A*:2 •

From 1971, Johnny's kid
brother's second release, a
prescient mix of R&B, rock,
and funk which predates most
of what we now regard as
1970s acid-funk; think 'Tower
of Power meets the Doobies'.
Rick Derringer-produced, this
might be the only album from
the Winter/Derringer family
which doesn't include ' Rock
And Roll Hootchie Koo'.
A:1 •
Men Messier
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BALANCED AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY

I

VK D5 CD Player
Aleph 3
30W Single Ended Stereo

X 1,000
1,000 W Class A Mono Block

VK 60 Power Amplifier

DAC D1
Fully Balanced/Volume Control Output

'IN A CLASS OF
THEIR OWN'
Call for more details to our specially selected
dealers below.
WALRUS SYSTE
ZOUCH AUDIO
LINTONE AUDIO
THE RIGHT NOTE
THE AUDIO NOTE SALON
SOUNDS OF MUSIC
MIDLANDS AUDIO EXCHANGE

• I( , (,

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH, LEICS
GATESHEAD, TYNE 8 WEAR
BATH, AVON
GLASGOW
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
KIDDERMINSTER, WORCS

f ( \\

po •

.

)i1L1N.( II) \ l1)10 IR H \ OLOC1 • RIFE
T.1118'12 3it'393

F. 01892

0171 724 7224
01530 414 128
0191 477 4167
01225 87472
0141 357 57
01892 547 0'
0156

VK 31 Remote Pre Amplifier

'THE PERFECT BALANCE'

Fully balanced technology commanding some truly
outstanding reveiws. Call below for details
OUCH AUDIO

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH, LEICS

01530 414

NTONE AUDIO

GATESHEAD, TYNE 8 WEAR

0191 477 4

ERIGHT NOTE

BATH, AVON

EAUDIO NOTE SALON

GLASGOW

0141 357 5

UFOS OF MUSIC

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
KIDDERMINSTER, WORCS

01892 547
01562 822

IDLANDS AUDIO EXCHANGE

01225 874

ZENTIK MUSIC L
P.‘SSIABS • EGGLESTON.UORkS •HUES
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY • REF
T. 01892 539595
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
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Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems and what do they
recommend as their best hi-fi buys?
DAVE BERRIMAN

This regular
HFIVIRR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations From

CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS ¡ OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rego RB300

HFNIRR's

reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal listening
systems ( on this
page) will be of
great interest to
all who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here does
not necessarily
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page for
the reviewers'
recommendations
proper. For this
feature we have
asked each
reviewer to list
components that
they could
personally
recommend to
consumers on the
basis of all-round
performance and
value. ( In the case
of speakers, where
separately purchased stands may
be needed, the price of these is
not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 38NRB
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS201/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM:
Nairn Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Huí Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research 1_522
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research VI-150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AO 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

ALVIN GOLD
PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CD12/DA12, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TO ¡ 24, Garrard 401
ARM:
Decca International, Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold

PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Graaf WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL 57, Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5a, Wilson WATT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER:
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE:
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM:
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hui MC Two

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER:
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
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Hi Fi Choice "
The ECI-1
is one of the more
important integrated
amplifiers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom
England June 95

jMial)

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's
cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold

by FOCAL

England May 96

Hi Fi News and Record
Review "
AW100DMB
combined with the
EC-4preamplifier is
recommended for
amplifier combinations
over £2000"Alvin Gold

The long awaited
UTOPIA
now available on
demonstration

Nov 96

Pm, front 5520 ECRI ahono stage through
ECh 2 ontegrated el 2995 to the AW 250 DMB
0 23995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

Sound Image UK Ltd

JMlab

52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Performance of our products is guaranteed. Our unique 7days money back guarantee ensures that you buy with total confidence. Buying hi-fi is now totally risk free
when you purchase any of XTC products.
Music is about emotional involvement.

The CD Player

XTC is conceived and designed to give

We have developed the CDP-1 to give you
sonic excellence. The CDP-1 uses Mulit bit

you the ultimate listening experience and
provide as much of the emotional content
in "live sound - as possible.
The Preamplifier
The preamplifier is the control centre of the
system and therefore it is of vital importance
that this component is of finest quality. The
Single Ended Pure Class A MOSFET design
of the XTC PRE- 1preamplifier produces the
sweetest undiluted sound for your listening
pleasure. The PRE- 1 comes complete with
RC5 system remote controller for ease of
operation.
The Power Amplifiers
XTC power amplifiers use high gain short
signal path circuitry for negligible degradation of music signal. Choose from the versatile POW1(
200Wx4) quad channel or the
POW-2 stereo ( 150Wx2) power amplifier.
The POW- 1 is ideal for use with a 2 way
loudspeakers in bi-amping mode.

D/A converters with Single Ended Pure Class
A analogue circuitry. This technology leads to
incredible clarity, detail and purity while
achieving excellent dynamic and rhythmic
ability.

"Firmly Recommended"
Hi Fi News & RR

To experience the magic of
XTC call us free on

Auditioning
Call us and we will give you a list of XTC
dealers where you can audition our fabulous
equipment. You will be amazed!
After Sales Service
We are committed to customer service and
therefore you will receive our GOLD CARD
on registration of your warranty. This will
entitle you to arange of special privileges.
The Critics
The XTC range has received endless praise
from various audio journals.
"It was meant as areference, and reference
quality it is"
Hi Fi World

XTC

"...A welcome addition to the top rank of
British audio."
Gramophone

The ultimate listening experience

0800 195 06 03
Visit our web site
www.xtc-hifi.com
BRITISH MADE

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

;t JJFJu/r-f
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
amaximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

Dave Beniman

PererJ. Comeau

Martin Colloms

Ken Kessler

Paul Miller

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LED Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS20/11, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES! 1, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS

1/DT-1

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity E1
0
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Sheame Phase 2, AVI 52000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposule XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI 52000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180

MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tanno 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i,
KEF Codo 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES! I, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 205E,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CD100SE
£500-£1000 Orelle DA188
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£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rote! RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500 Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV! 0-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150

1I5

Golden Dragon

Precision Audio Tubes

SALE

SALE

SALE

VALVE SECONDS
These valves have been tested and are electrically to the same standard as Golden
Dragon premium quality valves. However, during testing some discolouration of the
glass envelope has occured which means we cannot offer them as first quality.
The following are available until stocks are sold
(few of each only, matched pairs available subject to stock)
300B, KT9OLX, EL156LX, KT66, 4.300B, KT90, 4.300B LX, 2A3,
KT88, 300B Super, KT88M, EL34
Valve seconds for sale at 60% of normal retail.
All are guaranteed NEW and unused.
Guaranteed for six months.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

The "Classics"
Your 301 or 401 turntable can now be remanufactured by
Loricraft Audio, the official Garrard licensees.
"The music was always vibrant and passionate full of raw energy
sheer oomph is simply unmistakeable"

Johnathan Kettle,

The sense of Scale, power, and

Audiophile, Loricraft 301 review

"It offered massive stability and precision
the sound locked into place and aquired the not to be
ignored, almost hypnotic quality of real music
Andrew Cartmel, Hi Fi News, Loricraft 301 review
We have test and calibration equipment from the original Garrard factory and can rebuild your turntable to " as new"
or latest specification. We can mount your unit in our world-renowned plinth,

We can also source and supply 401

and 301 motor units. All our own remanufactured units come with a full 2 year guarantee.
To find out more send the coupon

to :-

Loricraft Audio, 4 Big Lane, Lambourn
Berkshire, RG17 8Xg.
011111111L

or call 01488 72267.
ail garrard@audio. ndire ct. co. uk
or check our website:-

http://www.audio.ndirect/garrard/
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS10i Pearl, Celestion 15i
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruarkn Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan C1.511z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP-4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD- 5505

Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, Ore/le CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Nairn Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa lX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Roark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A, ATC7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB1 subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC), Marantz CD67SE,
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090
£500-£1000 Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter) Roksan
Caspian,

£1000- £ 2000 Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD16
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300- CD, Theta Pro Gen Va,
Mark Levinson No.31.5/No. 30.5 (transport/DAC
combination
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960
£350-£500 Musical Fidelity XA-50 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti,
Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Copland CTA401, Audio Research V160
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/VVB13.5, Krell KAV300i, Marantz
Project TI, Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS1, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers 1.533
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Harman Kardon HK610, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus liii
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

pictured: KIF Coda 7speakers, Marantz CD63 .11k11
KI Signature (below le and Arcane Alpha 7Amphlier
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HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 CI
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £/0.00 E
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber CI /steel O mounting
£10.50
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: wallet for
14 CDs £. 00 O
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£65.00 C
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 ID
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00 0
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x165mm, h/d)
£99.00 0
HFNIRR 017 Walnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 0
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 El
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 MOM C
per 100 £19.00 O per 500 £90.00 Ill
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£13.00 O
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 D

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00 O Ready built £370.00 CI
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ` Universal' £47.50 O
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.000 per 100 £38.00 El
per 500 £180.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £. 00 D
per 100 £9.000 per 500 £40.00 El
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 El
Decca London toneartn: modified and
improved
£99.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 El
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00 O
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: check your
cartridge down-force to within one-tenth of
agramme
£20.00 CI
VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£0.00 Li EL3eXiXT £8.00
5881/KT66 £7.00
6550/KT88 £ 5.50
El ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £. 50
D EL84M £7.00 El EF86 £8.00 El
GZ34 (China) £12.50 C PCC88
EL509/519 £18.50 El
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes OM El
pre-amp tubes OM CI
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 D
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 I:
slim double
pack of 5£6.50 O Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 O
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RATA ' Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00 II
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £15.00 El
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00
Statmat: (
from Ringmat Developments),
CD overlay for improved sound £20.00
Harmonix CD damping foils:
pack of 8£18.00
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £129.00 D X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00 El X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£130.00 0

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.00 O
large(three) £10.00 D
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00 El
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 El
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.00 El
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00 CI
Gryphon ' The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00 O
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 O
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 O
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£14.00
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£ 14.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 0
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 O Ready built unit £95.00 III

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk) £40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 D
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00 Ill
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £ 5.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 O
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set C each £17.00 0
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00 O
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00 0
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 CI
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00 El
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich ( s-bk)
£30.00 D

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 III
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 El (
h-bk) £50.00 CI
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50 0
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 0
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00 El
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00 O
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00 0
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 CI
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £15.00 El
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 O
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 El
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00

CATALOGUES
Hi-Fi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue D Book, technical CD and
software catalogue CI Audiophile LP and
CD collection 0

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length, original specification
sleeved £20.00
bare £12.00
10m heavy gauge, super
sleeved £45.00 El bare £35.00 0
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 El
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 D
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls
£88.00
Batteries and charger unit
£70.00 Ill
Case and chassis
£60.00 CI
Assembled unit, complete
£295.00 D
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £ 0.00
per two-pair £110.00 0
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics
£250.00 C
Casework and chassis
£80.00 D
Assembled unit, complete
£399.00 CI
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Assembled unit suitable for in-line use (cg,
from dedicated spur) or with 2switched
outlets. Various voltage specifications for
international application £450.00.
230V for UK £400.00. Four-step voltage
reduction options 5%-20%, extra £80.00.
Ask for full details 0

***

THIS MONTH'S ***
FEATURED ITEM

Sheffield polarity checker: complete
with test CD
£99.00
Turbosound polarity checker:
professional model, receiver/generator,
XLR balanced leads
265.000 XLR to
¿
RCA phono adaptor leads, extra £25.00
SEPTEMBER 1998
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FAZED BY PHASE?
your CD player. It comes complete
with aSheffield test CD ( useful as a
systems become more complex, so
general audio test disc), which
the chances of incorrect polarity
incorporates ten tracks for
increase. Correct polarity means
identifying home theatre channels,
that, when driven with the same
with encoding for 4 and 5 channel
signal, the sound pressure wave
matrix systems. The pulses follow a
developed in front of all the
2:1 pattern of green—green—red, in
speaker drive units is uniform:
order to expose false readings. As
either acompression (+) or
the receiver has only amicrophone
rarefaction (-).
to supply its signal, the polarity of
With asimple system you may
line- level signals cannot be readily
not need apolarity checker to be
checked.
certain that your speakers are
An alternative metal- cased
correctly ' phased', but it is the
model from Turbosound, which is
easiest way to be sure if one (or
more elaborate and expensive
both) of thé tweeters has/have
(£265.00), overcomes this
been wrongly wired in. In systems
problem. This test set comprises a
complicated by, say, balanced
receiver and adedicated
interconnects, speakers with
generator. The polarity pulses are
multiple drive units, or active
transmitted and received on
crossovers, the permutations for
complementary male and female
polarity errors are high. And it's
XLRs (
which can be plugged
often hard to pin down quite why
together for self- test), wired
the system sounds wrong.
balanced. Converter leads for
Randomly changing leads might
connecting '
RCA' phono
help, but only doing so at exactly
plugs/sockets as necessary can
the right place will make matters
be supplied for £ 25.00 extra.
correct!
This receiver also has amic,
A polarity checker can overcome
which comes into play
wiring confusion, working
automatically if there is no line
methodically from the signal source
signal. As with the Sheffield
forwards. Such testers involve an
receiver, the mic is suitably
asymmetric test signal — usually a
insensitive to room noise.
pulse every two seconds or so,
Note that with both these phase
heard as a 'thumpy' click — and a
checkers excess test signal levels
receiver.
The Sheffield ' hand held' polarity can cause polarity inversion or
even degradation in unprotected
tester (£99.00) is one of two such
solid-state electronics. Therefore
units new to the Accessories Club.
both checker sources should be
Both operate on 9V batteries. It
attenuated via asuitable adaptor
comprises aplastic- cased polarity
(also available) to determine true
detector with auto power- down to
polarity while injecting disc or mic
avoid flat batteries, but it has no
inputs.
generator: instead, it makes use of

AS AUDIO AND HOME THEATRE

einerviste
The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price as
indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up to a
maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed here at a
special price, sets are priced at the appropriate multiple of the
single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be supplied for titles
where this format is available. Telephone + 44 ( 0)1234 741152
for details and prices. The CD Service will supply any record
generally available in the UK.

ACCESSORIES CLUB et CD SERVICE

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.75 each
IM MID PRICE: £8.50 each
• BUDGET PRICE: £4.95 each
• SPECIAL PRICE
(See below for this month's listings)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Furtweingler Symphony
£12.75; Mozart ( Fou T'song) £ 10.95
Jazz — Gonelin et al £9.95
Jazz roundup — Denon CDs £9.95
Rock/pop — Eugen ' Hideaway' Bridges
Pernice Brothers, Symposium £ 12.45;
Deep Purple £ 13.25
Soundtracks — Ryko, Silva Screen
£12.45
Rock reissues — Dean Martin
£124.95; Bobby Bare, Spencer Davis,
Donovan, Help Yourself, Rick Nelson,
Del Shannon, Gene Vincent, Jesse
Colin Young £ 12.45
Audiophile — AudioQuest £ 13.00;
Absolute Analogue £ 17.50; DCC
£20.00; Alto, GRP, Kalimbo, Mobile
Fidelity, Unitone £ 22.00

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mostercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number • delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
Fax completed order form (tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: +44 ( 0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 ( 0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sqles: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: (tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

enaissanceceisuor
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CREDIT CARD HOTLINE : + 44 ( 0) 181-686 2599
FAX HOTLINE : + 44 ( 0) 181-781 0550
back-issues@Ihm.co.uk

Missing a vital tack numbev? Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can zlsc photocopy arlicles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992 to 1296; simply
cut out or photocopy the coupon, or write
to:- Back Issues Dept, HiFi News &
Hectare Review, Link House
Maganes Ltd, PO Box 106, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, England.
Please make sure that your remittance
(sterling cheque or postal
order/international bank draft) is payable
to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and can take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-686
2599, ext 211, or fax (24 hours) on +44
(0)181-781 0550.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFNIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and tille as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas,. £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.
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IPrices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
Please tick postal service required.
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IOVERSEAS AIRMAIL
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Tel:
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sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
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/Amex*/Switch/Delta
Card No
Signature

Issue No:

Expires

Date:

All orders wit be divatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may
take longer than 28 dass. Photocopies of :his form are acceptably. Data proteaion: occasionahy
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LEADING our October issue equipment tests is amajor
investigation of DVD, particularly the sound quality you can
expect from them on conventional CD and other media: for the
first time ever, we've gathered together the main contenders from
Denon, Kenwood, Panasonic, Pioneer, Sony and Toshiba and
subjected them all to detailed lab measurements and to
controlled blind listening tests. The results will surprise
you!
We'll be covering CD players too, though with
tests on the Naim CD3.5 and other UK- built
contenders. Amplifier tests in October include
feature coverage for flagship valve amplifier from
UK specialist brand CR Developments, while our
loudspeaker reviews will cover affordable models
from KEF, Mission and Acoustic Energy. And for
home loudspeaker constructors, or anyone who
would just like high performance at an
affordable price, the new DBS8 design from
Dave Berriman promises to be an easy- to- build
project. Analogue enthusiasts haven't been
forgotten; we'll be offering an exclusive review of
the now- finalised Garrard 501 turntable,
claimed to be the true successor to the classic
301 and 401 of yore. We'll also be reviewing
the latest high and low output versions of the
exquisite Transfiguration Spirit cartridge.
October's music section brings you amassive
collection of CD reviews covering the best of the
month's classical releases as well as jazz and
rock/pop.
Finally, don't miss aunique special offer from
Chesky, exclusive to HFN/RR readers, thanks to
Vivante. For ¡ ust 99p you can acquire the Chesky ' 24/96' CD
sampler, asuperb disc — playable on any CD player —
highlighting some of the best new high- resolution recordings.
Artists recorded include Sara K, Rebecca Pidgeon and Livingston
Taylor. Chesky has been using high- sampling rate mastering
system for several years and really knows how to get results
from this technology.
This Chesky CD gives you ataste of what's in store on
Chesky's new 24-bit/96kHz DVD music releases.

Chesky CD Sampler will be on
offer in the October issue for
ONLY 99p

,C3000 of Celestion speakers up for grabs in our
October issue competition

Left: CR
Developments'
flagship
ainplifier, the
Artemis

Above: DVD
player on test
include the Denon
DVD-3000
shown here
Below: Naim's
CD 3.5 player
reviewed
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CHESHIRE

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

27 BOND STREET, EA1JNG W5
1r 0181-567 8703

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

AUDIOLAB, ESO, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO , DENON, EPOS, HARMON CARDON, KEF,
mARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDEUTY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUE, & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.

Warrington, WA I3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

Closed Wednesday.

E

Hearing is Believing

Ott W

MINIFY

Audioleb
Castle
Merit:loan
•••
stega
Marant
&pot

30 years of Excellence

Technic s

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Opium Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to

G
'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI
-/

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TDL • Mission • Copland •

(I
•

;
r.J tI

murl.

y..ur

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

Sony

AUDIO COUNSEL
14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE

0161 428 7887
0161 633 2602
Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

9 pm

BADA BONDED DEALER
81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE,.IONDON NVeYi 4DY
1IIOn
I .55 . 1- 1f,M 5;15

01 .1>I-KVS AVD10
freeueut

teal

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Alchemy • Audio Analogue
•Audiamera • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
•tabasse • Eonrod.lohnson • (roll • DPA • EA.R. • ElEtroomponiel • Forsell
•Fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • Grad • Helios • Klipsch
•living Voice • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Meter us • Musical Fidelity • OEM • Oracle
• Ocelle • Ortdon • Partworth • Pass tabs • Purist • Project • Pentachord
•Pink Triangle • OED • Sequenre • Star • Teas • Triangle • Trichard Research • loiern
•Unison Research • Yamamoto (twain. ABA and others
5,1 hui

part exchange hançairLs
). rrre• • - —,..27céh.earrur.ae ,cre , o....er
.5 mu, from 127 of the M6

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

DEVON •S CORNWALL

ni

dr

so
/

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our

fourth phenomenal year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
124

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYO
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Nasm

A

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

studio

A rc arts

sounds(er ection
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP

Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copeland, Pick •, Audio Research, Meridian, Audion, Hi 0,
ce Developments, Wilson Audio, Martin Logan, Sonus Faber, Lama Epos, tuants, ',Inn,
Myryod, Akhernisr, Creek, Michell. SM E, OT Prcduch, NVA, REL, Rdel, Denon,
Celeshon, Rose, Micrornega, Oadon emuds more
CHANTEY AUDIO SUMMER SALE
Them Data Basic 2CD trans

( Ex Den)

New
Now
£ 2,397 £ 1,795

Ce4estion A2 Spks I/I cherry
Micrornego Tempo 2int Amp

( New boxed)
lEo DemI

LI , 500
C1200
£950. £695

Micrornega Stage 6CD player

lEre Deer)

C950 £695

( Ex Dew) £ 300
DPA Lela Bit 3DAC
DPA Renossance CD player ( Ex Don) £995
DPA Enlightenment DAC
lEx Den)) £825

£ 235
£ 745
f625

Meridian 501 pre Amp
AJchernist Maxim inn Amp .. .

£535
£ 275

lEx Derr)
( Ex Dern)

£695
£ 349

Mordaunt shorl MS25i rosa/any ( Ex Dew)

£ 330

£ I99

OLN 122 spks
cheery vinyl ( Ex Den)
OLN 222 spks Blk vinly
( Ex Don)
Cyrus DAD 7CD ployer
1S/H)

£ 270
£400
£895

£ 199
£ 299
£ 399

Mendion 566 DAC 20 Bit
SysternDec Trans Deck & 3009

£ 1045 £550
f950 £ 275

IS/11)
15/HI

NI. All Ex Dom Oros ore os nor onroorkod, ond booed ond include oho
monufeduros
gunronrel Offering areinken el 2years ond up to 5pion, dopoodop upon do period.
.... . *
Mail Ord« Available ,

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL:
0181 686 2599
EXT 318

EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon SfreM, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OUI
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

Nottingham's newest and largest
hifi & home theatre store.
•Three demonstration rooms
•Home trials
•Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION
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Castle Sound & Vision
48-50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NC16GF
Tel: 0115 958 4404

HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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NORTH LONDON

HEREFORDSHIRE

ENGLISH

audio
• *** CYRUS CENTRE.***
Arcam. Arcaudis. A.T.C.. Audiolab, B&W. Castle,
Denon. Dynaudio. Heybrook. Kef. Maranta.
Mission. Musical Fidelity. Naim. Pink Triangle.
Pioneer. Proac. Rel. Rotel. Ruark, John Shearne.
Stax. Tear:, Yamaha

studio

82

HARPEI.. f.

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpeiden Herts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATACAMA, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AVI,
BANG & OLUFSEN, BAO, BOSE. CHORD CO., DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY.
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
QED, QUAD, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL, TLD ETC

l•ree nett:illation: Credit tacilities: Sers Ice Dept.

Analog Audio

Nlion-Sat 9.30 — 5.30
\\ liittiris Road. I
lerefool OH -132 r3550N I

MIDDLESEX

(HiFi Specialists)
849 fligh Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

slin Lust rut lull range rut , pet.ilser, arid
elettronas lar all major manufacturers.
Please phone (or details.

ges mok,,

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSES • EPOS. LINS • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDI() • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TF:AC . 1ttlAHA & MORE

indecently good hi-ti

NORFOLK

Y

le\

Sound & Vision

Choose from
the finest
Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday
*

effries

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35

Tel:

HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,

SURREY, KT34BY

0181 942 9567

Fax: 0181 336 0820

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431 _
EASTBOURNE Green St. (01323) 731336
—
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (
01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
SOUTH EAST LONDON

then contact:

School Road, Bracon Ash

"The Cartridge Man"

Near Norwich, Norfolk

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

Tel: (01508) 570829

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
SEPTEMBER 1998

Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

Closed Mondays

Free Parking

SUFFOLK

Front End Problems?

The Old School

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED

Th.mm. Snmny En 40fr., Tel: tel-943 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

UNMET

-No Video - No Satellite
Just Pure Music
Talk to Shaun on the ahove number
&chunk. HiFi for Evelusitv Fane

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Tel: 01622 676703

Components from

Ni,

15\

* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities

or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Digital Analogue Company
Nottingham Analogue
Audion - Arion - Klipsch - Triangle - Silver Sounds

KENT

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands

SURREY

saleeather,we want you as a long
term repeat customer.5o whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging

ZeroFeedllack
Audio
Consultants
Lincolnshire
01172 883'22
E- Mail 1l
350 -".2635(0Compuserve.CA vis

Credit ( Including Interest Free) Available

Sound & Vision

We at Audio Venue are not interested in making the cluick,one time

LINCOLNSHIRE

KRONOS HI- Fl. 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE.
DUNGANNON 13770 IAR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.KronosHi-Fi.deman.co.uk

UNILET

Once is not enough

Tel / Fax 0181 707 4849
mobile 0975 471 426
email ; audiovenue@vosenet.co.uk

TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell. Nottingham Analogue. Roksan, Rockport.
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES • Rega. SME, Wilson Benesch.
Nutt Analogue. VPI. Lyra, Grado. Roksan. Clearaudio, Goldring. Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Helios. Trichord,
Roksan. Audiomeca. M.F.. Copeland. Krell, BOW Technology. YBA.
Meracus. DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Maranta. Harman Kardon. Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, '(BA, Copeland, Krell. BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion. Unison Research. Graaf. •
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics. Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio. JBL. Ruark. Wilson Benesch. Sonus Faber. Cadence.
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice. Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel. Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire ( Bob Carver). JBL. Triangle, Roark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio. Flatline. timber. Silver Sounds.
Purest Audio Designs. Yamamura. Frameworks.
Partington. Base. Understands.

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

A‘,141oVefrwte
Amxiia Vistod Cor‘stet.b.ites

£120.00 -£72.000

NORTHERN IRELAND

WPPO'Wgialtn
P

d

1

*4

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

imite
hlfl for grown-ups

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
0 8 0 2 1 7 6 3 19
m o bile
125

specialis
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SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE

Music Mill

YORKSHIRE

"Mete geirte
de"

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company. Classe,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kona , Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A.,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC & many Others.

Over the .
lear, ve hate , aientlly chosen a comprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled performance.

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listening to.

PREMIER AUDIO

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
pf the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, AVI, BRYSTON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many more.

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

WEST SUSSEX

CHORlyi )

prIrruratiorns
•COOSTIC 11101«..S

71:tifgi

Systems matched to specific requirement

axibuttu

CeLE

epoww,deaft7

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850

Nationwide delivery and installation
Sympathetically designed audio furniture

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Friendly professional advice and after-sales support

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audioiab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rouet, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

NAIM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS • MARANTZ • AVI
ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL
72 Newhaven

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

w outd

Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG

Telephone 01273 775978

you li4ce to hear more')

00.5%.4..eacadeep
PROJ ETS

0131 •555 3963

eli1E11.0111.01..EN,

0 1 1 3

11.0“1,9

2 3 0

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL:
0181 686 2599
EXT 318

IMF+

4 5 6 5

YORKSHIRE

THE HI-FI

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

STUDIOS

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

Auàolab, Electrocompaniet, Pro-Ac, Ruait, Castle TEAC, Unison Research. T&A, Inpulse
Horns, Monitor Auào, Harbeth, Alchemist. Michell Turntables, Nottingham Analogue
Studios, Blueprint, Audio Analogue, Exposure, Lvino Voice, Denser, Celestion (Aseries
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THEAUDIO SPECIALISTS

HI-FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
Awide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS
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363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM 007 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Acoustic Energy AEI speakers, with stands,
black, perfect condition, £ 525 tel: 0116 277
5661 (H1383)
Air Tangent arm on VPi FIW19 III dark oak
fitted with Koetsu black, £ 1,800 with boxes,
Siltech plus other quality interconnects and
speaker cables, tel: 01923 826830 (H1263)
Air Tight ATM- 1 valve power amp (one of
KK's fave brands, ATM- 2 and ATM- 3 both
rated Stereophile Class A) £900; Yamaha CT1010 analogue tuner - powerful bass £ 50 tel:
0181 672 4319 (H1305)
Apogee Mini grands £2,700; Krell KSP7B and
KSA200 £ 3,100 tel: 07771 804532 (mobile)
(H1407)
Arcam Alpha 8 CD player, Naim NAC92,
Nap90, Ruark Templar II floor standing speakers
(natural cherry); Linn K400 speaker cable 2x5
metres chord cobra interconnect, deluxe
soundstyle 4 tier table, £ 1,600ono tel: 01702
302326 (H1408)
Arcam Delta Nicam Decoder £ 120; QED
Digit plus £ 80; Revox G36 £ 120; Sony
TCK511 £75; Tandberg Hulder £ 50; AMC
CVT 3030 hybrid amplifier 4XEL; Kessler Rave
3300; Gale 401 chrome classic loudspeaker with
stands £450; Quad 405 £ 125 tel: 01704 530928
eves (H1453)
ATC SCM100 Active speakers, black ash,
recently re-voiled by ATC, quick sale, £ 1,750
tel: 0181 969 3739 (H1273)
Audio Lab pre amp 800C £ 350; Pair Hi-Fi
News McDonald Trans Line speakers £200ono
tel: 01255 432677 (Clacton-on-Sea) (H1422)
Audiomaster LS3/5N £220; EAR 834P phono
£265; HH VX 1200 power amp £ 800; Leak
TL/12+ rebuilt £ 350; Pair Leak TL25 mono
£200; Quad FM3 £ 220; Cadet III £ 120;
Sugden R51 £ 120; Technics SP 10 II £ 150;
UHER 4000 report £ 75; Unison simply two
£550 tel: 01704 530928 eves (H1452)
Audio Note ANJ's rosewood veneer M.A.F.
stands, vgc, £ 850ono tel: 01903 756582
(H1401)
Audio Note Silver interconnects 2x1 metre
lengths ANVX rrp £ 575 each - £ 350 each
including carriage, tel: 01932 349314, mobile
0467 707991 (H1356)
Audio Research Bargains, SP14 pre-amp
£1,200 (£ 3,400); Pair special D240 MKII
stereo amps £2,400 (£6,800); Will separate, all
mint boxed, 9x metres; Audio Research Litzlink
Interconnect £ 500; Audionote KO-ON passive
pre-amp £400 (£ 1,500) offers tel: 01604
720122 (H1360)
Audio Research CLI20 poweramps £3,000;
Martin Logan CLS11 speakers £2,000; Croft
Mega 2 box preamp £900; Monitor Audio MA
1800/gold speakers £ 750; T.O.L studio 4
transmission speakers, £ 700; Yamaha DSPA2070 amp £550 tel: 01527 549274 (H1377)
Audio Research LS3 pre amp, mint, £750 cost
£1,900, surplus to requirements tel: 0181 743
3303 evenings (H1332)
Audio Research LS7 pre amp, v. good
condition with box, serviced Jan ' 98, silver face
sell £890; REL Q100E active sub 5 months old,
cost £495 sell £290 little use, tel: 01948 666484
(Shropshire) ( H1312)
Audio Research SP8 MKII Snell K's Huygens,
Audio Innovations 800MCI power amp, 800
phono preamp, American 1960's Rowe Parrallel
single ended variable output power amp, SME
3009 Dean Alto's, WANTED: Rett Deko
RKI15's with Stands, Radford Sta-15 Oracle
Delphi tel: 0113 255 9475 (H1389)
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Audio Research V140 ( 130W/monoblocks)
triode valve ower, last up-date of ARC Classic
120's having balanced inputs, soft-start, silver
finish, serviced, with owners manual £2,995;
ARC BL1, single to balanced converter £295;
ARC LS7 pre-amp, 18 months, silver finish
OBM, £ 1,050; VP! dedicated TNT stand,
acrylic, mass loaded, Bright Star Big Rock £675;
Accuphase T100 analogue tuner 0Bm £450 tel:
01733 310819 day, 01733 892228 eves
(H1448)
Audio Synthesis DAX2 (NPC/HDCD Filters)
£1,390 (£2,200); Yamaha E390AV amp £ 125
(£250); B&W CC6 speaker £ 140 (£ 230);
Musical Fidelity X1OD £80 (£ 120); Audioquest
Midnight 3.5m pair £ 150 (£260); Audioquest
Cobalt 15m pair £200 (£ 360) tel: 01296
747852 (H1328)
Audiolab 8000CDM transport mint, boxed
£990; Audiolab 8000DAC boxed £ 450;
Systemdek turntable Fidelity Research arm
LinnK8 £200; Rotel RHCIO passive preamp
boxed £450; Teac AT100 tuner £40; Luxman
509QX stereo amp 100 watt £90; A&R C200
pre- amp £ 90 tel: 01179 466123 (Bristol)
(H1394)
Audiolab 8000CDM £ 550; Pink Triangle
Dacapo/1307 filter £ 550; Musical Fidelity
E200/E300 pre/power amps £ 550; all boxed
with manuals, tel: Jim Smith 01494 875902
(South Bucks) (H1402)
Audionote MC AN- S2 transformer £ 250
(£450); lm pair Audionote ANS Silver Litz
interconnects £70 (£ 140); 1/2m pair Audionote
ANV Silver Litz (Neutrik connectors) £ 60
(£120) tel: 01242 236981 (H1363)
AVI S2000 MP/MM pre/monobloc amps,
£325/£425; Linn Kabers, black, mint £ 500;
Naim NAC5, 2x6 metres triwire cable, £90
tel: 0181 689 6855 eves (H1405)
AVI S2000MC reference CD player, AVI S2000
MP preamp, AVI S2000 MM monoblocks ( 150
WPC) Castle Harlech speakers £ 2,300 (cost
£4,630 new) or will split tel: 01786 834796
(H1447)
Bang & Olufsen centre 9300 plus Pentalab III
plus Link 1000, remote purchased ' 94, hardly
used, cost £ 3,875 sell for £2,700 tel: 0161 445
1513 (H1294)
Beard P100 monoblock valve power amplifiers
-pair, new KT88 valve's, internally upgarded
and serviced by Bill Beard, absolutely
magnificent, £ 1,900ovno; Audio Synthesis
Passion, 8 inputs, homemade, plain looking but
stunning sound hence £375 tel: 0181 578 7714
(H1336)
Bryston 4B-NRB power amp, lifetime warranty,
250+ watts per channel £795; Audiolab 8000Q
pre amp, £ 695; both mint/boxed, tel: 01234
713199 Beds/Bucks (H1345)
Castle Howard Speakers, antique oak, excellent
£455; Nakamichi DR2 cassette deck, mint,
boxed, £415 tel: 01568 620104 (Herefordshire)
(H1435)
Castle Severn H ' Deluxe' yew wood finish, out
of boxes less than two days, hence absolutely
brand new condition £500ono; Exposure Super
18 power amp, four months old, mint, £650ono
tel: 0161 374 2471 Manchester (H1385)
Celestion 300 speakers, mint condition £375
tel: 01604 766124 (H1255)
Conrad Johnson PV6 valve preamp £ 300;
Tannoy 12" monitor gold chatsworth £ 350;
Yamaha TC800 GL ' wedge' cassette £ 200;
Audio Innovations 200 pre power £450; Sony
TC377 open reel £ 100; Sugden A48 amplifier
£75; Marantz CD63B Audiophile Transport
project £ 100 tel: 01704 530928 eves (H1450)
Conrad Johnson PV1OAL Line pre amp, 12
months old, as new £ 600 tel: 01454 250193
after 6pm (H1297)

Conrad Johnson, PF-1L, twin pre-outs, cost
£1,600, £850ono; Chord SPM1200 power amp,
250 watts channel, balanced, unbalanced inputs,
cost £ 3,300, £ 1,550ono tel: 01634 365153
(Kent) (H1404)
Conrad-Johnson premier 10 pre-amp, very
good condition and little use £ 1,800 tel: 0117
956 5361 (Bristol) (H1374)
Covnergent Audio Technology SLI MK1
upgraded and retubed MK111 Specs by Cat
£3,500; Also Plinius MA102 100 watt class A
monoblocs and Theta Data 11 and Probasic II
balanced and ATKT tel: 322 776 0361
(Brussels) (H1430)
Craftsman built record cabinet in light ash,
solid wood, holds about 600 LPS, photograph
available £ 150ono tel: 0802 457073 (H1350)
DR Thomas Studiol power amp, offers; Revox
B226 CD player £550; Revox B750 MKII amp
£300; Lowther Acoustas PM6A new, surrounds
£275; Quad ESL57s £295; Pioneer F90 tuner
£95; Pioneer RT909 reel to reel tape recorder,
offers tel: 01244 541014 (H1333)
EAR 859 integrated valve amplifier £999;
Klipsch La Scala ( 3-way horn speakers, wood
finish, 105dB efficient), £P0A; DPA Renaissance
CD player plus DPA ' The Power' mains
conditioner, £695 tel: 01223 350931 (H1397)
Electro Companiet ECI-2 class A integrated
amp £650 (£995) mint, any trial; Audio Note
DACI £375 (£675) mint, ipen creamy sound,
Audioquest Video 2 digital interconnect £40 of
£400 for both tel: 01308 868044 (H1446)
Equinox Line Level pre-amp open natural
sound, a real touch of quality, owner going
higher still! originally £2,000 bargain at £650
tel: 01455 610434 (Leicestershire) (H1299)
For Sale: Linn Intek £ 200; AE2 A60 £ 55;
Arcam Alpha 6 CD £220 all above in excellent
condition, tel: Phil, 01784 462247 (H1395)
Fourier Futterman MKV OTL mono amps
£3,000; Klyne 7PX3.5 phono £ 2,000; VAC
CPA1 MK2 Linestage £2,000; Immedia RPM1
Graham 1.5T Transfiguration £2,300; Adcom
555MKII amp £ 300; XL0 Type 5 7ft pair
£300; Type 1 4m pair £ 300; Arm Cable
Reference £ 150; Quad 63 Gradient subwoofers
£2,000 tel: Clive, 01487 773433 (H1429)
Gamma ERA preamp £200; Gamma Space
power amp £800; Garrun Epoch speakers £500;
Meridian 203 DAC £ 150; Burmester 838 phono
stage £250; Counterpoint SA7 preamp, upgraded
GT Audio £400 Counterpoint SA6 MC Valve
setup £200 tel: 0181 672 4319 (H1306)
Garrard 401 Transcription deck CAV arm and
plinth - excellent condition £ 250 tel: 01527
835715 eves only (H1339)
Goldmund Mimisis 3 power amp, the solid
state amp with valve sound £ 1,450; also various
pairs of Wharfedale speaker chassis, write to:
Box No. 0794, HiFi Classifieds, Link House
Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA (H1443)
IMF Professional Monitor MK4 speakers,
'State- of-the-Are when new, Floorstanders
(footrprint 20" wide x 18" deep), teak finish,
minimum 100w/c to drive, £595ono tel: 01923
675069 (Watford) (H1416)
Impulse H6 Loud speakers ( Horn Loaded)
light oak vineer and in excellent condition £850
tel: Howard, 0181 449 4722 (H1428)
ICEF Reference Series 1speakers in rosetta finish
in excellent condition, asking £750ono (£ 1,400)
buyer collects tel: 0151 348 0053 (H1425)
Koetsu black cartridge recently retipped at cost
of £225 by The Cartridge Man £350; Mission
752 speakers, black all original packaging £295;
Royd Merlin speakers £ 160 (£ 300) (walnut)
Cabletalk reference interconnects £85 (£ 150)
Teac CD3 £ 150 (£ 250) tel: 0171 613 0136
(H1238)
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Krell KAV300i £ 1,650; KPS 20iL £4,000;
KRC HR £3,000; SD Acoustics SDIE speakers
£950; Genuine enquiries only tel: 01189 611918
after 7pm (H1439)
Leak 2200 amplifier 2300 tuner 2001 record
deck, 2060 speakers all as complete system for
£200 tel: 0181 660 1148 (Surrey) (H1433)
LFD Intergrated I(
PA2, LS!, MMO Hybrid),
MM/MC phono stage, 70wpc, rare amplifier,
wonderful lucid sound, cream front panel
(£1,200 new) £550; LFD LS! (line level preamp) grey front panel £999 new) £ 375; LFD
Spiroflex 2 bi-wire speaker cable 2*6m (£420
new) £ 180; LFD Spiroflex I2*5m (£ 120 new)
£40; VDH the first interconnect 0.6m £70, all
items in mint condition tel: 01780 764149
(H1440)
Lingo LP12 ARO Lyra Parnassus DCT. new
£2,850; Mana Ref with s/stage and Limo available
with mini mana £500; Naim CDS fully serviced,
immaculate £2,750; Linn K600 cable, 18m pair
£200; Wilson Watt puppy S.1 (new £ 12900) tel:
0171 801 0385 0905 575643 (H1414)
Linn Active System Karik CD player £ 795;
Nowmerie DAC £ 695; Kain pre amp £750;
Keilidh speakers £425; Active cards £325; Two
LKI00 power amps £ 375 each, all boxed, as
new, latest finish tel: 01702 545622 (H131 1)
Linn Isobariks passive walnut panelled stands,
lovingly cherished for 12 years, mint and
immaculate, superior to later versions, boxed
£650, six tier sound organisation rack, piano,
black £60 tel: 01782 343487 (H1438)
Linn Kairn pre-amp with phono £ 650; Linn
LKI00 power amp £400 all mint and boxed,
1st Audiotriode monoblocks £ 500 tel: 01432
275203 (H1410)
Linn Kairn Pro SPS latest slimline power
supply £ 1,000; Yamaha DSP-A2070 surround
sound processor-amp £450; Cannon V100
speakers £ 100; Inifinity (Infinitesimal) speakers
and matching sub-woofer £350, all mint, boxed,
instructions, little used, tel: Eric, 01785 215455
eves (H1390)
Linn Sondek black ash, Ittock Garrot brothers
P66 £480; Croft Micro II £ 120; Meridian
101/103 pre power amplifier, £ 140; Denon
am/fm tuner £ 50 tel: daytime, 01223 216253
after 5pm 01638 741105 (H1295)
M.A. Studio 50's black, new, boxed £ 2,500;
Naim 32.5/140/Snaps £ 550; Linn LK1/LK2
prepower £400; Naim CD 3.5 £800; Flat Cap
£200; Isobariks black £ 600; Arcam 170.3
BB50CD £550 tel: 01789 415368 (H1436)
MacIntosh C28 preamp MC2105 power
MR73 tuner, magnificent quality £ 1,650;
Kenwood KA7100 amplifier KD750 tuner
KX830 cassette, 10)2077 turntable, immaculate
£175, Tannberg 62 valve open reel rebuilt £75;
Thorens TD 150 rebuilt £ 75; Nytech 302
integrated amplifier £75 tel: 01704 530928 eves
(H1451)
MacIntosh MC275 poweramp/C22 pre-amp
combination, mint, boxed, unused, limited
edition, numbered, rare collectors item, sensible
offers considered, tel: Paul, 01423 862117
daytime (H1406)
Mana 4-Tier Custom amp stand with
Snd'Stage for large power amps £700; Mana
Mini table and flat top £ 200; Audiolab
8000CDM Transport £500 tel: Kevin, 01953
600142 eves ( Norfolk) or write to Box No.
0793, Hi-Fi News Classifieds, Link House
Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (H 1427)
Marantz CDIZ Transport and DAC, still one
of the finest at any price, superb condition
£1,450; Arcam Alpha 6 CD £ 225; Leak
Troughline with Studio 12 decoder £ 90 tel:
01780 764149 (H1300)
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Mark Levinson No 31 Reference CD
transport, mint condition, boxed with tool kit
and user manual. Reference sound quality as
you would expect £ 3,995 (£ 8,750); Apogee
Calliper Signature Loudspeakers, superb sound
quality and imaging, mint, boxed, £ 1,295
(£4,000); Metaxas Charisma/Iraklis pre and
power amp, 1kW transformer, 50W channel,
very transparent 3D sound £995 pair (£ 3,600)
tel: 01473 281957 (H1373)
Meridian 200 CD Transport, boxed, like new,
£340ono tel: 01442 248595 ( H1445)
Meridian 500 518, 566 20 bit CD system
(Siltech interconnects) £ 2,500; Transparent
"balanced musiclink super" interconnect cable
1.5 metres £ 450 tel: 01795 662547 ( Kent)
(H1379)
Meridian 555 551 amps, 508 CD (upgraded)
Shahinian Super ELF speakers Foundation
classic stands, all chord solid flatline cables,
valved £2,500 only £ 1,750 including Meridian
remote tel: 01222 373967 (H1442)
Meridian 601 digital pre Meridian 602
Transport 2x Chameleon power amps ( 1200W)
ATC SCM20 (walnut) Meridian CD-R Sony
STJ-75 tuner Kudos stands, Siltech and VDH
cabling tel: 01895 810827 (H1352)
Mirage M3SI Bipolar American loudspeakers,
black, in excellent condition, boxed, 2years old,
cost new £ 3,400 will accept £ 1,650ono tel:
0181 856 4079 (H1372)
Mission Cyrus 2 amp £ 190; Spendor Prelude
speakers on Target stands, £ 135 tel: 01732
457712 (Sevenoaks) (H1420)
Mordaunt Short Performance 860 speakers,
9 months old, £ 1,295; Meridian 263 DAC
£145; Pioneer CT93 cassette deck, mint £245;
Yamaha DSPE-200 AV Processor £ 75 tel:
01869 278249 (H1388)
Musical Fidelity A1000, pure class A, oneof
the finest integrated amplifiers, £915 (£ 1,500);
Two years old, little used and absolutely mint
condition, tel: day, 01273 464449, eves 01273
441151 (H1437)
Musical Fidelity A1001 Integrated calss A
amp, mint, under warranty, £ 1,500, no offers;
Mission 753 rosewood speakers, mint condition
£375 tel: 0181 363 4963 ( H1378)
Musical Fidelity preamp plus 2x bridged
typhoon power amplifiers, 150w mint, boxed,
manuals, cost £999, sell £ 395; Heybrook Solo
speakers, rosewood, mint, boxed, cost £200, sell
£120 tel: 01933 776616 (Northants) (H1392)
Naim Audio: remote controlled Naim Nait 3R,
as new, boxed, £550 tel: ask for Azy, 0191 272
3514 eves

(
H1399)

Naim Hi- cap (old style) £ 360; Naim Prefix
£100; Denon tape deck DRM300 £80; Naim
ARO Lead £50 all as new, tel: Steve, 0181 658
2975 eves (H1325)
Naim NAC72 new style usual pickup boards,
plus moving coil and CD snake, boxed £400;
Hi-cap old style serviced, boxed £ 325; both
items original buyer and immaculate tel: 01736
757721 (H1315)
Naim Naît 3 £ 325 mint; Arcam 5+ CD £225
mint; Musical Fielity MA65 monobloc power
amps £ 350; Monitor Audio Monitor 3 £250
tel: Darren, 01482 896166 (Hull) (H1421)
Naim Pair 135's £ 1,750; NAC72 £ 500, HiCap £450; Linn Keilidh/Plinths £ 450; all
unused, boxed, vno or might separate, tel: John,
0151 707 1317 (H1384)
Naim SBL £900; Naim 250 £600; Naim Hicap
£400; Marantz CD 94 £250; Marantz DAC 94
£200; all items exellent condition, boxed, tel:
01600 772020 daytime, 01981 540774 eves
(H1308)

Naim SBL's latest £850; Naim Snaps 32.5/140
pre/power £ 550; Linn LK1/LK2 pre-power
£400; Michell Gyrodec Rega RB300 arm, 2
months old, £800; ISO HR phono stage Hera
power supply, £600 tel: 01789 415368 (Stratford
Upon Avon) (H1398)
Nakamichi 1000 little used £ 1,000 tel: 01494
865258; Nakamichi 700 £700, AR2ax speakers
£300 tel: 01628 629858 (H1362)
Nakamichi DR3 cassette recorder/Linn Phono
loads (£ 550) £ 375ono; Linn Basik/aKITO/KS,
£250; both boxed and in excellent condition,
upgrading forces sale tel: 0181 574 0487 eves
(H1375)
Ortofon MC2000 MKII MC cartridge £ 300,
two Target audio tables £ 50 or £30 each, tel:
0171 586 9676 eves or 01254 665026 weekends
(H1319)
Pair Rugged Sony F115 mono outdoor mikes,
little used, very good condition, Canon plugs
also Canon Connector Extension leads, tel: 0378
489195 (Dartford) (H1298)
Pioneer CLD-1450 Laserdisc player plus fifty
assorted discs, all excellent condition £ 75 tel:
01626 872501 (H1293)
Pioneer PD91 reference compact disc player,
excellent condition, boxed £300; Acoustic Energy
AE2 loudspeakers, excellent condition, boxed
£400; WANTED: Roksan DA! tel: 01600
772020 daytime (ask for Rob) (H1331)
Pioneer Reference PD93 compact disc, A9 ID
120 watt amplifier, mint, boxed, manuals, cost
£2,300, sell £795; Onix 0A30 40 watt amplifier
with MM phono input, mint, boxed, manual
£239 tel: 01933 776616 (Northants) (H1391)
Proac Speakers model 3.5 in rosewood,
probably the finest in original packing
immaculate, very litle use, sale £3,350ono tel:
01276 858481 (Surrey) (H1296)
Proac Studio 200 speakers in yew, beautiful
looks and sounds, offered for sale at £ 1,100ovno,
can be heard in system, tel/fax: 01622 735256
(H1342)
Proceed CDD, CD Transport £ 1,250 (£2,400);
Proceed DAI', HDCD© DAC £ 1,150 (£2,000);
Proceed PRE, pre- amp with learning remote
£1,150 (£ 2,000);
Soundlab
Quantum
electrostatic speakers £ 1,200 (£2,200) tel: 01284
769985 (H1354)
Quad 22 x2 amps and control unit, superb
condition, Garrard 401 ( 1st series) recond. and
fitted to ash plinth by Loricraft with SME Series
II (Imp) arm, what offers? tel: 0171 352 6144
before 9pm (H1226)
Quad 33 pre- amp; Quad FM3 stereo tuner,
together in Teak case, Quad 405 power amplifier,
Thorens TD150 turntable with SME2000 arm,
acrylic lid, KEF 104 speakers, offers? (Reading)
write to: PO Box 0792, HiFi News Classifieds,
Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (H1417)
Quad ELS57's £80; 33 Preamp FM3 tuner 303
amplifier £ 210; Technics SL1300 turntable
£220; Aiwa AD-F4!0 cassette deck £40; Altai
4000DS reel to reel £ 15; Leak Stereo 20 perfect,
£150; Leak Variscope preamp £40 tel: 01384
442895 (H1413)
Quad ELS63 speakers £ 1,400 tel: 01480
453912 (H1382)
Quad ESL63 6year old, Teak and brown finish,
perfect condition, boxed, stands, move forces
sale tel: 0171 439 1365 (H1381)
Quad Valves 22+2xII (Real KT66's) £395; AM
Tuner (rare type) Quad 306, Sugden A48, A21,
Goodmans AXIOM 8's, pass Zen Bride preamp,
perfect for Aleph 3 tel: Answering machine/fax:
01642 649702 (H1432)
Rata 3 way speaker system, mint, 2 years old,
can be demo, new (£4,375) £2,600ono tel: 0181
673 2185 after 6.30pm (H1403)
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Record Music! Newmann KM140i Caridiod
microphone plus symetrix mic, pre/a, Meridian
CD-R recordable CD, all flight cased, original
cost £7,500 offers around £2,300 tel: 01895
810827 (H1353)
Revox A700 2 track 33/4 71/2 15ips tape
recorder microphones 2x AKG D224C 2x Beyer
Dynamic M260N lx Revox M3500 recording
tape, 60 reels professional 101/2" NAB spools,
offers tel: 01525 406092 (H1387)
Rogers LS2 Speakers, wood veneer finish in
good condition, hardly used with original
packaging £75ono tel: 01492 541266 (H1400)
Royd Doublet Loudspeakers, finished in black,
two years old, immaculate condition, original
packaging £225
tel:
01628
789424
(Maidenhead) (H1411)
Russ Andrews Integrated amplifier, reference
grade components ( Kimber Kaps/Vishay
Resistors) turbo upgarde, Kimber silver wried
£1,800; Hynes MC valve step up unit £250 tel:
01242 231766 (Cheltenham) (H1441)
Sennheiser HD600 headphones, new, unused,
boxed, new price £250, bargain £ 190; Technics
SU-V9OD 115 watt digital amp (built in DAC)
new price £ 450, bargain £ 100 vgc, tel: Tim,
0117 924 6297 (H1434)
SME 309 arm, boxed with SME Van Den Hul
lead £ 375; Yamaha CT7000 tuner, superb
sound, serviced £425; WANTED: Technics EPA
500L arm, tel: 01603 714528 (H1386)
SME 309 Tonearm £445; Marantz 44SEK1
£300; Eikos Interconnect £65; Sony 715E CD
Player 160 Monouth 20/20 speaker cable £ 180;
DNM Reson 4x5m £ 120; Acoustic Precision
CDP £ 1,390; Seismic stand £790; tel: 01582
724414 (H1286)
Sonus Faber Amator II speakers, complete with
stands, stunning sound and woodwork, excellent
review HiFi News June, new and boxed £2,600
(£3,500) new, upgrading tel: 0181 546 2881
(H1424)
Sonus Faber Extrema with Slate stands
£3,495; Quicksilver 100WPC, silver monos
£875; preamp £475; EAR 509's chrome £750;
Audio Meca mephisto transport £ 1,195; all
mint, boxed tel: 01274 545219 or 0973 797691
(H1380)
Sonus Faber Minima amator speakers, black,
immaculate condition, boxed with manuals,
Audio Enhancement high mass speaker stands,
excellent condition £ 1,100; Audiolab 8000A
MKII with Audioquest Sortathene feet, excellent
condition £ 325 tel: 0403 104964 or 01784
244944 (H1347)

Tara Labs Master lm balanced £ 195; Tara
Labs Master Gen2 4x1Oft £450; Wadia 20 CD
transport, 25 DAC/digital preamp, 1.5 years,
£4,950 (£9,500) Wilson Watt 5/Puppy 2 £7,950
tel: 0860 850786 (H1337)
Theta Data Basic II compact disc transport, 6
months old, reason for sale, upgrade to Audio
Vision £ 1,650ovno tel: 01274 611620, mobile,
0411 428195 (H1396)
Transparent Balanced music Link Super
Interconnect 1.5m pair £ 530 (£839) Michell
ISO HR phono stage with hera power supply
£550 (£895) tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex)
(H1426)
Transparent Musicwave super speaker cable,
12 foot, mint, cost new £ 1,249, £600 tel: 01494
613225 day, 01628 621570 eves (H1334)
Unis Technology integrated and power wired
in mono £ 1,500; Pro Ac response 2.5 £ 1,700;
Cyrus tuner and remote £ 285 tel: 0161 797
7224 (H1309)
Unison Research 845 monoblocks, £2,050;
Audio Synthesis DAX decade £ 1,800; EAR
phono delux MM MC £ 350; Apogee Stages
£850; Audio Research SP9 II £ 1,000; Meridian
506 £400; various cables tel: Arif, 0117 973
6586 eves (H1444)
Van den Hul 2nd balanced 20th £85; Single
ended
30" £85;
Interconnects
Leidh
loudspeakers case 14/t 8 stereo £ 300; Linn
Lingo Cirtus bkes MICH benz micro Rudy
Grem £ 1,800 g/se Mana Reference tel: 0181
670 6411 (H1409)
Walnut II's three units in packing unused, best
offer over £ 120 tel: 0161 485 3940 (H1431)

FORSALE/TRADE
E.A.D. Theatermaster, fabulous 24ct gold
AC3/DAC/preamp rrp £ 7,500 (£ 5,000)
Matching Reference LD/CD T8000 Transport
rrp £4,995 (£3,500) Both are ex-dem and
extremely rare with full warranty tel: 01628
440873
Mirage Bi-Polar speakers, ex-dem bargains
M1090 (£ 1,295) £995; M5si (£ 1,995)
£1,395/MBS2 mini monitors (£599) £
. 479/BPS
150 Active sub (£759) £ 559/MC2 Center
speaker (£449) £349 all with warranty tel/fax:
01628 440873

Papworth Audio Technology have one only,
TVA50 stereo power amplifier, used for static
display, two days only, perfect, fully tested,
boxed, two year warranty, £ 1,300 (£ 1,950)
tel/fax: 01744 604578 (H1393)

WANTED
Arcam Delta 100 tape deck, System Dek
Systym 935 speakers, QED TS22 speaker
tristands, QED Icon Pi-gold interconnects tel:
0181 262 7568 eves (H1412)
Mandrake or Siltech MC54 and above
Interconnect tel: work, 0181 345 6934 home,
0181 3602447 after 7pm (H1419)
Old Hi-Fi's and Classical LPs wanted! Valve
amplifiers: Quad, Leak, Radford, Rogers, Pye,
Lowther. Loudspeakers: Tannoy, Westrex,
Vitavox, Goodmans, JBL, Altec, Turntables:
EMT 927, Garrard 301, Thorens TD- 124, SME
3012, Ortofon 309 tel/fax: 0171 625 8966
(H1280)
Rogers folded Corner Horns Rogers folded
corner horns, Rogers folded corner horns,
Rogers folded corner horns, Rogers folded
corner horns, Rogers folded corner horns, in
any condition tel: 01483 268804 (H1289)
STAX SRM-T2 headphones Energiser tel: Alan,
01273 423604 (daytime) or 01273 857032
(eves) or write to: Box No. 0789, HiFi News
& Record Review Classifieds, Link House
Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA (H1162)
Versalabs " Red Roller" xl, Reference
International Airpod footer x1, will pay fair
prices, please phone Gerry Hassell, 0181 751
3771 or 0181 890 3302 (bus. hours) (H1449)
Vinyl: Blues, jazz, classical, popular records
wanted by music lover also wanted mint
SME20A with cartridge will pay up to £2,000
tel: Alex, 0181 543 9791 eves (London SW19)
(H1376)
WANTED: JVC Digital Acoustics process
system receiver model number RX-1010VTN,
mint condition, as new, must be boxed, cash
waiting tel: 01865 375400 eves after 5pm
(H1423)
XTC Transport review 08/96, cost £ 1,250
accept £895 including Dacmagic, silver coax;
Pink Triangle Da-Capo, 1308 £ 795; Sony
700ES cassette £ 195; Yamaha DSPE200
processor (£370) £ 195 Hi-Cap £295 tel: 01273
325901 (H1418)

PRIVATII ADVERTISIMMINIT ORDER FORM
Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.

Sony DAS 702 DAC flag ship model offering
superior build and sound quality, fitted sonic
link silver mains cable box, instructions, mint
condition, bargain £795ono tel: 01932 349314
mobile, 0467 707991 (H1357)

For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional

words

50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg Pioneer A400 = two words)

Sony TCD/D3 portable DAT recorder, with
remote control, case and microphone, all as new
and boxed £200ono tel: 0802 457073 (H1349)
Soundlab A3 Electrostatic, full range American
loudspeaker in medium oak with white grille
cloth, fitted with " Ultimate" power supplies,
immaculate condition, cost new £ 13,500, best
offer over £6,000 accepted tel: 0181 291 1744
(H1371)
Spendor SP2 speakers, walnut, boxed with
foundation stands, £225ono tel: 01522 694704
eves or weekends (Lincoln) (H1317)
Spendor SP2/3 limited edition speakers with
professional bass/Mid Units and improved
crossovers, mint condition with boxes; Target
HJ15/3 stands also included, £720ono (cost
£1,200 new) tel: 01703 738935 (So'T'on)
(H1415)
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WANTED

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

You get ihe Best Price
without all the hassle!

All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed

TOP QUALITY HI-FI

THE IF NEST SE EcTioe
IN THE II 011111111

TURNTABLES / PHON:à.tii
Mifflin% Phono stage
f.
Basis Gold Vacuum
£7998
4 Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990
£498
Grado toneann
JVC QL-70 Direct Drive/Rega RB300
£150
£998
Linn LPI2 Valhalla Zeta Koetsu Blk £2500
£795
Linn LPI2 (Afr) Zeta
Linn LPI2 LV2 Ittok 0C9
£ 1990
£798
£1798
Linn LPI2 (Blk) Ekos/Lingo £3500
£595
Linn LPI2 Basik/LVX/A&R £ 1400
£595
Linn LPI2 Basik Plus
£ 1400
£408
Linn Arkiv 1Cartridge £900
£P0A
Lyra Parnasus
£188
Mana Reference TIF support system
Manticore Mantra / Magician
£998
4 MBP6 pwr sup / Oit MC3000
£748
Mantra + Magician, AT 005 & PSU
Michell Gyro + SME 309 Denon 304
and Gyropower supply £ 1995
£1298
£298
Michell ISO phono stage + PSU
£420
Oracle DelphWDynavector DVXX ItKoetsu
£1498
£597
Pink Triangle Export (Es/demi £900
£249
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
Roksan Xerxes/RB250/Rega Cart £ 1000
£495
£195
Technics SLI50 + SME Series II
Technics SLI210/Stanton AL500
£265
Thorens TDI60 Super/SME 3009
£ 175
AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Albarry AP3 (
Pre)
Alchemist Maxim Intstd £319
£ 195
Arcam Delta 110/120 ( Pre/Pow)
£550
Arcam Alpha 5
£250
£ 175
Arcam Delta 120 Power £ 1250
£550
Arcam Delta 120.2 Power
Audiolab 8000A
£500
£365
Audio Research D200(Ex Dem) £3250 £ 1997
Aura Evolution
£ 195
Aura SE-X ( Integrated) £250
£ 178
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£799
£498
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
£ 1000
£495
(lord SPM1000B (S/H)
£2785 £ 1295
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr
£ 1495
£845
Cyrus 2 + PSX
£415
Cyrus 3
£500
£365
Deva 250 Pre + PA Pwr
£495
DPA 50S Power
£ 1500
£695
DPA DSP200 Line Pm ( Ex Dem)
£499
£397
DNM Pm Series 2
£900
£528
DNM PA IPower
£ 1800 £ 1168
Dynaco STI20 ( Classic circa 76)
£328
ElectroCompaniet Anniversary Pwr £4000 £ 1198
Exposure 15 ( Intgrtd1 £799
£535
Finestra EC ( Inc mains filter)
£795
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr £ 1425
£795
Heybrook Integra ( Integrated!) £555
£250
Jeff Rowland Consumate Pre £5500 £ 1498
Harmon Kardon AVP I
aProcessor £2000
£695
Kenwood THX-ICMX1000 Amp £375
£228
Krell KAV300i ( Intgrtd) Mint £2550 £ 1998
Krell KSAI00 Mk2
£4000 £2498
Krell KSAIOOS ( Ex Dem)
£5843 £3497

Krell KSA150
£5500
Krell KSA200B
£550E)
Krell KSA250
£5500
Krell Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre)
Krell KPE Phono stage
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pie/Pwr) £3800
LFD LS2/PAI (Pre/Pwr) £2600
LFD Mistral ( Head amp)
Linn LKI00 Power
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr
£6500
Meridian 603 PreiDAC
£1750
eon
Michell Argo + Hera ( Pre,/PSU)

£2395
£2758
£3298
£3995
£698
£1798
£1198
£250
£398
£4098
£794
£595

FOCUS ON MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hugely and deservedly popular, especially
for their exceptional value, these Musical Fidelity
items are now a sonic steal' - so be quick!
Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical
Musical

Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity

P270/1 Power
£1395
P270/2 Power
£1500
£2200
PI73/P270
£379
3a Pre
£299
2a Pre
Synthesis ( Inc)
MA6 Monoblocks £895

Nairn NAIT 2
Nabs' NACI2
Nains NACI2S
Nains NAC22
Nains NAC32.5
Nains NAC42
Maim NAC72
Maim NAP160 (Old style)
Nairn NAP250 (Old style)
Maim NAP250 (Late)
Nains 102 + NAP5C MM Board
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
Nytech CTA252XD Receiver
Obelisk 2Integrated
Orelle SA100 ( Intgrtd)
Pioneer A30OR
Pioneer C90a/M90 Pre/Power

Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad
Quad

QUAD

33/303 Pre/Power
66 Pre-amp
44 Pre-amp
405 Power-amp
707 Power-amp

f725
£1655
£1655
£1337

f550
£400

£648
1878
£1098
£248
£178
£198
£628
£298
£165
£95
£145
£195
£195
£498
£495
£795
£1148
£925
£290
£P0A
£95
£375
£278
£698

£P0A
£498
£265
£195
£799
£565

Quad stock constantly changing and always
sought for cash - please call.
PS Audio TwoC power amp
£325
QED A270 Integrated
£225
QED Systemline Kit + Mods (Ex D) £3000
£I897

Regs Elicit
£740
Revox B750 ( Mint/Boxed/Manual) £550
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Rotel RB850 pwr amp ( 3in stock)
Sonographe SC IPre
£ 1250
Sugden A48 ( Integrated)5135
Sugden Optima 140 (2X70w) pwr £770
Threshold S300
£4500
Thorens TfP2000 Mk1 Pre (Ex Dem) £499
Thorens TfA2000 Pwr (Ex Dem) £599
YBA 2Pre-amp
£ 1700

£498
£358
£758
£95
£450
£448
£1500
£397
£477
£878

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Art Audio Quintet (Monos)
Audio Alchemy
Vac-In-The-Box Phono/Pre

£2000

£878

£249

£197

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SALE
Destined for the realms of classic British
collectables these beautiful sounding products now
offer exceptional value
Audio Innovations Series 1000 MkI M'blOcks £598
Audio Innovations Series 1000 Mk II Monoblocks
Plus Border Patrol PSU
£2600 £ 1498
Audio Innovations Series 500 Int 25w
£495
Audio Innovations Series 200 Pwr Amp
£250
Audio Innovations LI Preamp
£369
£269

Audion Silver Knight
£3400
Anniversary Monoblocks
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
£ 1125
Audio Note P3 (300B Power)
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr (Ex Dem) £888
Audio Research V70 Pwr (Ex Dem) £4480
Audio Research LS5/I Line Pre
(Ex Dem)
£5295
Audio Research SPIO
£2500
Audion Sterling Integrated
£595
Avantic SPA II Vintage valves
Croft Series 5 (Power)
Copland CTA50 IPower amp
£1800
£1000
Golden Tube Audio 5150
Gordon Welford (Preamp)
Hand made, Hard Wired
Graaf 5050 Power (Ex Dem)
£2150
£1195
Graaf WFB 2Pre ( Ex Dem)
Grant G100 Pre / Pwr
Papworth Audio M100 Monos
PM Components MPL IPre plus
2xMp211 Power amps (
Ex Dem)
Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis
Tube Technology Unisis
Unison Mystery One
Unison 845 Monoblocks

£3600
£5000
£4800
£1550

£2697
£897
£1298
£587
£2487
£2997
£1098
£428
£188
£495
£1198
£695
£448
£ 1657
£897
£650
£2600
£2507
£2898
£985
£P0A
£P0A

ARCAM • AUD1ON • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

PART- EXCHANGE
YOUR VERY BEST TRADE-IN
PRICE IS GUARANTEED WHEN
YOU CHOOSE ANY NEW HI-FI
FROM THE HI-FI COMPANY
s.

Credit Card Purchases

FULL
WARRANTY

on '60 Day' up-grades!

Immediate Refund if Faulty

With all purchases

FULL P/X ALLOWANCE

FPREY OUSLY
THAT'S UARAN
CD PLAYERS / DACS
Arcam Alpha CD
Arcam Alpha Plus CD
Arcam Alpha ICD
Arcam Delta 170 Trans
£750
Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 (DAC)
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
4Box CD Player
£ 1950
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
Audio Alchemy DACMAN(Ex Dem) £ 149
Audio Alchemy DAC-1N—BOX(Ex D) £229
Audio Alchemy ACD2 Plyr(Ex D) £490
Audio Alchemy VI DAC
Audiolab 8000CDM Tms ( Ex Dem) £ 1399
Audiolab 8000DAC
£ 1000
Audio Research DAC I + ATNT £3800
AVI 2000MC Reference CD
£ 1300
Cary Valve CD Player
NEW and ON DEM
Cambridge Audio CD2
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
Cyrus Discmaster + Dacmaster £ 1400
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
£250
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
£9900

£138
£148
£150
£368
£148
£248
£898
£498
£117
£177
£397
£168
£1097
£528
£1945
£898
NOW
£99
£118
f818
£148
£195
£1798

MERIDIAN
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian

CD101 CD
200 Transport
203 DAC
206 CD
207 CD/Pre
500 Transport
506 16 bit CD
509 24 bit CD ( Ex Dem)
566 DAC
602/606Trans/DAC

£818
£560
£1300
£1400
£1245
£2000
£765
£3350

£175
£445
£295
£495
£548
£878
£548
£1799
£468
£1498

We've been Meridian dealers since they
began in business. We also stock their full range of
hi-fi and audio-visual components.
Micromega Duo ( 2box )
£2299
Micromega Stage 4CD ( Ex Dem) £600
Micromega Stage 5CD ( Ex Dem) £750
Micromega Stage 6CD ( Ex Dem) £950
Micromega Stage 6CD
£950
Mission DAC 5
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster(Ex Dem) £245
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
Parasound DAC-I000 £795
Pioneer PDM900 ( Multi) £600
Pioneer PD77 CD Player £ 1100
Pioneer PD91 CD
Pioneer PDS-505 Precision CD
£450
QED Digit Reference £450
Revox B266 CD Player £ 1300
Roksan DPI/DA ITrans/Dac
Roksan Artessa (CD)
£2300

£998
£397
£597
£747
£550
£85
£197
£140
£528
£228
£495
£398
£298
£284
£678
£P0A
£795

BUSINESS HOURS: TUES - SAT 9.30am

Rotel RCD970BX
£300
Sugden SDT-1 Pro CD
£ 1300
Theta TLC Jitter Buster (Ex Dem) £229
Trichord Pulsar I(DAC) £ 1195
Wadia 2000 (Trans/DAC) £ 15,000
TAPE DECKS/TUNERS
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
Mantic BM6I IValve Tuner
Ci ca 1960 ( no decoder)
Magnum Dynalab FTI I
£550
Marantz SD55 3bd / 2mtr
£400
Maraintz SDI010
£250
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
Nakamichi 481
Nakamichi BX-2
£400
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp £500
Quad FM3
Quad FM4 ( Beige)
Rega Tuner
£230
Revox A77 1/
2 track
Revox B226 BBC' CD Player £ 1300
Sequerra Reference £5973
Sony TCK 61IS
£330
Theta Lynx Tuner
£500
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE2 4 Stands £ 1800
Alon 5Mk2
£5000
Apogee Caliper Signature £4000

£198
£795
£177
£758
£5598
£75
£148
£398
£195
£165
£1698
£298
£198
£295
£95
£225
£160
£P0A
£650
£3498
£218
£324
£898
£2898
£748

APOGEE Diva Grigio/Perla
Complete with Active and Passive Crossovers,
and all cabling. As seen in the
New York Museum of Modern Art

£18,000

£6998

ATC SCM 10 Black ( Mint)
ATC SCM20 Black ( Mint)
B&WTHX System ( Ex Dem)
B&W DM601 ( As newjr
Castle Chester (
Yew)
Castle Harlech (Ex-dernlYew)
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Ex Dem)
Celestion SL600 + Stands

£1000
£1599
£4975
£200
£995
£995
£1200

£698
£998
£2977
£ 138
£879
£879
£947
£295

DCM rime Windows
£395
Well reviewed floor standers like this are hard to rind
at such aprice. Great bass, dynamic sound quality ...
and discreetly elegant too!
Epos ES 1I
Epos ES14 Black
Gale 301 ( Black)
Harbeth HL3 Teak
Harbeth HL4 + Stands
Harbeth HL Compact 7 ( Ex Dem)
Harbeth FIL K6 ( Ex Deal)
Harbeth FILS Teak
He brook HB3 Oak
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze

£900
£250
£1000
£1000
£1499
£1049

£3500

£385
£575
£ 159
£298
£398
£ 1197
£847
£798
£168
£ 1795

30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS A

KEF Ref Model 1Blk ( Ex Dem) £ 1199
KEF Q30 ( Black)
£350
Klipsch Heresy 11 ( Black)
Klipsch SW15 Mk2 Sub (2avail) £ 1800
Linaeum LFX
£649
Linn lsobarik Passive (Teak)
Linn Kaber ( Marked) £2000
Linn Sara + Stands
Linn Nexus
£450
Linn Kan ( Black)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Blk & Chrome)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Wood/Brown)
Mission 754F ( Ex Dem)
£ 1498
Mission 763 (
Black)
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395
Monitor Audio R852 (Teak)
Musical Fidelity MC2
Musical Technology £500
Neat Petite ( Black)
£550
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem) £2750
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Dem) £2450
Pink Triangle Ventrical (Ex Dem) £896
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex dem) £4250
Quad ESL57
From..
Quad ESL63
£3500
Rata Three
£4375
Rega Kites
£200
Rega XEL ( Rosewood) £ 1040
Rogers Studio 3
£600
Royd Minstrel (Walnut/UK) £240
Royd Abbot (Teak)
£750
Sbahnian Obelisk
£3000
Sonus Faber
Electa Amator Mk1 (Ex Dem) £3293
Spendor BCI
Spendor BCIII ( Walnut)
Spendor SP7J3
£ 1195
Tangent RS2 + Stands
£400
Tannoy Devon ( 12" drivers) £795
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers)
TDL Studio 1 (Teak or Black)
£800
£400
TDL RTL3 ( Rosewood)

£997
£248
£754
£1148
£445
£750
£898
£295
£265
£295
£450
£450
£997
£195
£248
£248
£150
£325
£365
£1497
£1297
£597
£3494
£395
£1595
£3198
£128
£758
£388
£168
£495
£1898
£2497
£238
£395
£775
£225
£298
£195
£395
£275

WILSON WITT
Wilson Witt Mkt ( Ex dem) £8888
Wilson Witt Mkt ( Sept 97 Mint) £8888

£6887
£5998

Remember, INTEREST FREE CREDIT
and PART EXCHANGE makes it so easy!
MISCELLANEOUS
Harrnonix TU812 LP Record Clamp £220
Pirate speaker stands ( Black gloss)
Siltech 560 Balanced cables I
mtr pr £ 1600

£170
£118
£898

PHOTO-OPPORTUNITY!
High quality cameras and photographic
outfits considered in part-exchange for new
or previously used hi-fi equipment.
Please call for details.

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

gg

ESTABLISHED 1974

list prices when new; prices customers paid for their equipment ( receipted) at the time of purchase; or the estimated price of comparable equipment/models at today's v

Next Day Delivery for all

BUY BACK
PROMISE

Note: All ' previous prices as shown are either the former manufactu

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!

Choice hi-fi the original
and the
This Month

Choice
Original
Price
Retail Pete
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Threshold S150
£995
£3000
Krell KSA 80
£1495
£3000
Krell KSA 200B
£3000
£5550
Quad 77 Integrated
£495
£700
LFD PA2M/LS2 Stone
£1995
£4700
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
£895
£1095
Conrad Johnson PV10 ( mm/mc)
£895
£1250
£1295
Audio Research LS3B
£2250
£1750
£1095
Audio Research LS7 ( Black)
SPEAKERS
£1495
Mission 754 Freedom ( Rosewood) £895
JM Lab Alcor
£ 2995
£5000
Wilson 5.1 ( Piano White) £ 12000 £19000
£2700
Thiel CS1.5
£ 1695
KEF Reference Model One ( Walnut) £ 295
£795
Apogee Mini Grand
£ 2995
£7600
TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Voyd Reference
£ 5000 £10000
Audio Technica ART 1
(Re-tipped + boron cantilever)
£550
£1000
SME IV
£750
£980
Alphason Sonata ( No arm)
£395
£700
C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Linn Mimik
£595
£900
Meridian 500 Transport
£995
£1245
£1245
Meridian 566 DAC 24 Bit)
£995
Meridian 566 DAC 20 Bit)
£895
£1095
£295
Roksan ROK-DA1
£495
Altis CDT Ill Transport
£3495
£5000
Micromega CD3 Transport
£995
£1500
£295
Micromega BS DAC
£500
Musical Fidelity FCD
£995
£1500
£495
Quad 77 C.D. Player ( Quadlink)
£700

CT)

Pre
Amplifiers

Naim Nac 72
Audio Research LS7 Black
Audio Research SP11 mk II
Audio Research LS2 mk II
Balanced Audio Technology VK3i
Krell KRC 2
Chord 3200 pre
Musical Fidelity F25
Musical Fidelity X-Tone + X-psu
Conrad Johnson PV12 ( mm/mc)
Krell KRC
AVI 2000 pre/ remote
CAT SL1 mk11 Black/Silver
Audio Research SP14
Tesserac Tala
Conrad Johnson Prem 713
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Jadis JP 80 mm
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research SP15 Rev A
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Magnum P200

£550
£1095
£1695
£1595
£1495
£2250
£2250
£1095
£225
£1995
£3795
£575
£4500
£1395
£795
£5995
£395
£4995
£1195
£2495
£3000
£995

£750
£1599
£3500
£3400
£3000
£3690
£3800
£1500
£320
£2590
£6700
£900
£6500
£3000
£1495
£11000
£595
£8000
£1900
£6000
£5700
£1895

Amplifiers
Chord SPM 1200 B
Musical Fidelity A1000
EAR 549 balanced/SE
Audiolab 8000 P/C
Exposure XV
Jadis JA500
EAR 509 mk II ( Gold)
Audio Research Classic 60
Musical Fidelity F16
Boulder 102 AE
Linn Kairn pro ( Brilliant psu)
Pioneer A400
Krell KSA 150

çtchoice

£1895 £3840
£895 £ 1600
£3500 £ 7000
£895 £ 1600
£495 £795
£7995 £21000
£1395 £2500
£1495 £3600
£2095 £2500
£2650 £3400
£900 £ 1400
£195 £300
£2295 £4000

Acoustic Energy AE120
Acoustic Energy AE109
Ensemble PA1
Klipsch La Scala
ATC SCM 10 Black
Alon IV mk II
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Proac Response 4
Royd Priors
Alon V mk II Blk
Wilson System 5.1
Wilson 3/2
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Linn Kan
Linn Keilihds
ATC SCM 50 A Rosewood
Sonus Faber Sub woofer
+X-over + power amp

best

-11E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
I€1 Generous part exchange
-ID Show room/dem room
IF) Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

le All credit

€Export service
10 Finance arranged subject to status
ilE) Widest range available
In-depth experience on high end
used equipment

ID Unbiased advice
11%)

Unique 'Hi -Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
Meridian 505 Monoblocks
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Meridian 551 Integrated
Audion Golden Knights
LFD PA2/LS1/MC1
Audion Silver Knights ( Gold)
Musical Fidelity P140/P3A
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill

£1895
£4995
£3795
£895
£1195
£595
£4995
£650
£2495
£1495
£1495
£450
£3750

£2990
£10000
£5000
£1998
£1590
£950
£10000
£900
£4000
£3000
£2250
£900
£4790

(r-Quality
Speakers
Quad ESL 63
Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands
Muse 18 sub woofer
Gale 401
Apogee Duetta Sig
Magneplanar 2.5
Monitor Audio Studio 50
Celestion SL600
B & W 802 mk Ill (Walnut)
Martin Logan Aenus I
Acoustic Energy AE1

£1595
£1095
£1995
£250
£1495
£995
£2950
£450
£1895
£1595
£595

£ 3200
£ 1700
£4000
L£3500
£2000
£5500
£800
£2800
£2299
£795

Choice Hi -Fi
make it easy for you to
fulfil your sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not
just about expensive brandnames, it's
about aspiring to the very best sound,
about choosing your ideal system from
the widest selction in the country, in a
unique no- pressure environment.
It's
about taking advantage of our unrivalled
knowledge and being given the freedom
to
choose
and
upgrade
the
audio
equipment you want, when you want.
Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice Hi -Fi will
sell you solutions.

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

EAD DSP 1000
Kenwood 9010
Audio Synthesis Dax ( AT&T/AES,EBU)
Ultra Analogue/re-clocked
Theta Pro Basic 3A ( Bal)
DPA DX512
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307 HDCD
Theta Data basic 2
C.A.L Tercet mk Ill
Teac D10 dac
DPA Renaissance +the power
Teac P10 transport
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
P.S. Audio Ultralink
EAD 9000 Series Ill HDCD
Krell SBP 64X
M C Cormack DAC-1
Acuphase DP70
Acuphase DP90/91
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
Audio Alchemy Transport DDS 2
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport

Linn LP12/ Avondale/ Akito
Linn LP12/ Valhala/ Basic +
Oxford Crystal Ref + Stand
Oxford Crystal Ref + Stand/
SME IV Dynavector 17D2
Michel ISO
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
Basis Ovation
Piere Lurne JVSowther mk Ill
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire
Systemdek II XE 900/RB 250
Sequera Tuner ( Original)
LP12/Ittok
Quad FM3 Tuner

£695 £ 1495
£250 £500
£1095 £2500
£1995 £4500
£5995 £8000
£995 £ 1600
£1695 £2397
£895 £ 1700
£495 £800
£795 £ 1100
£850 £ 1600
£195 £300
£795 £2390
£3250 £6000
£3500 £9900
£695 £995
£2250 £4500
£9950 £20000
£8995 £ 13800
£495 £900
£11500 £24000
£1995 £3995

£895 £ 2000
£400 £ 1000
£1295 £2500
£1995 £3500
£250 £350
£1750 £4500
£3495 £4950
£1800 £4500
£11995 £25000
£250 £395
£495 £ 1200
£395 £650
£4500 £695 £ 1500
L£225

Clearance
Bargains
Quad ll's 2x2monoblocks ( special)
Audio Research D240 mk II
Beard P35
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp ( 200W)
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo &
Pre-amp
Audio Innovations S500 Integrated
Exposure IX professional power supply
Exposure VActive xover
EAD 7000 Transport

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice_hifi@msn.com

£1495 £3200

CD Players
Q)r)
& DACS

cards inc. Amex

1E) Mail order

IE)

£365 £500
£260 £350
£995 £2000
£1695 £2400
£795 £ 1150
£2000 £3500
£450 £600
£7995 £ 12500
£495 £950
£2500 £5000
£10995 £ 17000
£5995 £ 15000
£3000 £ £4250 £ 7000
£250 £500
£395 £700
£3995 £ 5500

L-

£495
£1495
£495
£495

£3500
£1395
£1200

£695
£450
£495
£295
£995

£1400
£999
£1595
£995
£2495

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All equipment is in mint, second hand or as new condition — guaranteed
Agents for: Acoustic Energy, Alon, ATC. Boulder, Bryston, C.A.T, Chord, Elemental Audio, Forsell, Gamma, Graham, Helios, Impulse, Lumley,
Rockport, SME, Soundstyle, Straight Wire, Target, Totem, Trichord, Trilogy, van den Hul, VP!, XL0 and many more.

for sale trade
SALE OF

elleplay
audio

EX- DEMONSTRATION
AND SECOND HAND
PRODUCTS

consultants

fr

MODEL

RRP

CD PLAYERS
LF1) Mistral
Meracus Tanto
Pink Triangle Numeral
Trichord Genesis (inkl)

SALE PRICI

£999
£1395
£1040
£550

£649
£ 1095
£885
£349

AMPLIFIERS
Alchemist Nemesis (MM)
IFI) Integrated Zero (MM/MC)
I.FI) LSO preamp (MM/MC)
Meracus Intrare
Sonneteer Alabaster

£650
£679
£679
£1099
£899

£250*
£349
£349
£849
£749

LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Physic Spark (black ash)
Blueprint Point One (light ash)
Heybrook Prima mkt (black)
Opera Duetto (solid mahogany)
Roksan RokOne (elderwood)
Royd Minstrel (black)
Royd Doublet (black)
litiark Talisman II (rosewood)

£1750
£1000
£139
£399
£645
£275
£485
£749

£ 1450
£599
£75
£325
£399
£ 175*
£249*
£449*

PHONO STAGES
IF!) Mistral
I.FI)MMO

£299
£399

£249
£250

TURNTABLES
Pink Triangle Tarantella 98
l'ink Triangle Export GTi
Roksan Xerxes (black ash)/Tabriz/XPSII

£680
£544
£1200 £499*
N/A
£499*

INCREDIBLE SPECIAL CLEARANCE

All items are ex- demonstration except where indicated (* = second hand)

Panton Road, Hoole, Chester, CH2 3HX

Tel 01244 401290
email: replay@dial. pipex.com web site: http://dspace.diaLpipex.com/replay
Visa, Mastercard, Delta. Switch.

THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST. MSS, NORFOLK 11'22 31.0
TEI./FAX 01379 65074-1
PORP C

• rice

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES
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LIST
ex/demo
£2,000
ex/demo
£1,500
ex/demo
£2,000
S/H
£550
S/H £ 1,200
ex/demo £ 1,000
ex/demo £ 1,400
ex/demo £4,000
S/H £ 1,700
ex/demo £ 1,400
ex/demo £ 2,400
ex/demo £ 845
ex/demo £ 2000
ex/demo £ 1,600
ex/demo £ 1,050
ex/demo £ 6,000
S/H £ 800
S/H £ 750
ex/demo £ 1,875
ex/demo £ 1,500
ex/demo £ 3,300
S/H £ 1,245
S/H £ 1,000
ex/demo £ 795
ex/demo £ 1,000
S/H £ 2,850
S/H £ 925
S/H £ 885
S/H £ 600
S/H £4,000
S/H £470
ex/demo £ 1,000
ex/demo £ 1,050
ex/demo £4,250
ex/demo £ 1,400
S/H £ 620
ex/demo £ 1,495
ex/demo £ 1,295
ex/demo £ 320
ex/demo £ 695
ex/demo £895
ex/demo £970
S/H £8,000
ex/demo £ 750
ex/demo £ 570
ex/demo £ 820
ex/demo
£1,900

NOW
£1,500
£1,100
£1,500
£350
£600
£650
£1,000
£2,800
£1,100
£1,000
£1,800
£590
£1,500
£1,300
£850
£3,000
£600
£400
£1,350
£1,050
£2,500
£850
£500
£600
£700
£2,100
£600
£400
£400
£2,000
£150
£600
£850
£3,000
£1,000
£500
£1,150
£1,000
£240
£525
£675
£675
£2,000
£575
£300
£410
£1,500

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR CALL OUR HOTLINE NUMBER
FOR DETAILS. HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!

horn looded rabmets re teak 1311 10010

Pl AUDIO PLUS E power ampt per bodg, le 150 0. per rbenel

porr 500

PRODUCT
Alchemist Forsetti Signature power amp
Alchemist Forsetti Signature pre amp
Alchemist Forsetti Signature transport & DAC
Alchemist Kraken pre amp
AVI S2000MP+phono pre amp
AVI S2000MI integrated amp
AVI S2000 MC ref cd player
B8M-Matrix 801 walnut speaker
B&W-Matrix 804 black
Castle-Howard! 1rosewood speaker
Definitive Technology-BP2002
Definitive Technology-CLR2000
DPA-SX 128 D/A convertor
Exposure- 18 brush mono power amp
Exposure- 21 brush pre amp
Linn-Keltik ACTIV speaker
Linn-Mojik/Phono amp ( mint)
Linn-Wakonda line pre amp ( mint)
Linn-LP12 Lingo/Trampolin ( afromosia)
Linn-Ekos
Meridian-DSP5000 black digital speaker
Meridian- 500 cd transport ( mint)
Meridian- 541 processor ( mint)
Meridian- 551 amp
Meridian- 562v pre amp
Meridian 565 7.1 Processor - mint boxed
Meridian 518 Processor - mint boxed
Michell-Argo+Hera pre amp
Musical Fidelity E600 cd player
Muse-Model 300 power amp pair ( mint)
NAD 216 THX power amp
Ortofon-Rohmann
Pink Triangle- Numeral cd player
Proac-Responce 3.5 mahogony speaker
Proac-Studio 150 walnut speaker
Roksan-Radius turntable ( mint)
Roksan-S1.5 silver power amp
Roksan-Xerexes 10 r/w turntable
Roksan-XPS Vcontrol unit
Roksan-DS 1.5 power supply
Roksan-Artem 12 tonearm
Roksan-Shira 2cartridge
Soundlab-Pristine electrostatics speaker
Fhorens-TDA2000 dac
Frichord Genesis cd player
Frichord Revelation cd player
Fube Technology-Unisis power amp
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DMA ARMS AND CARTRIDGES nngi, hurls

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR
WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL: 0171-497 1346
E
MAIL: sales©musical images.co.uk
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS. E&OE

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAICERSTAND 8
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral* (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Marlin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi- F1 Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: Manna Malcolm Stuart Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS The Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, HiFi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar." Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, HiFI World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HiFi News R/R. 1have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, HI-FI World.
OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art." Mr Teilinger. 1am delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design.' R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 301 I
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

>>

Ittititisee 4estes eilee a.diaoteued

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
SAQQARA WE COMMISSIONED STEWART PERRY TO RE-BUILD THE CLASSICBEAM ECHO DL 7-35 MONOBLOC'S (1956). WE ARE STUNNED,
QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELEC IROSTATTC SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK It) LIFE.
STORMFORCE MY ULTIMATE STA7'EMEN7' ON THE CLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS. HOUSED IN SOLID MARBLE, THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN fPGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® . 1LSO FOR EMT AND THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO 10124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM & THE TONEARM SUPER OUR SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB 300. NOT BATMAN AND ROBIN BUT STILL ADYNAMIC DUO.
SME 3009S2 ( 1998 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V1511I BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT

"THERE ARE NO PROBLEMS, ONLY SOLUTIONS"
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ei TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601 e

cle

for sale trade
HEARD THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

WE HAVE
But seriously

Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi-fi
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality
We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.
We believe you could save as much as
£8000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.
All our kits utilise the highest quality
components and have factory machined
cabinets.
This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.
Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
A NEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY - THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?
You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the
capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND
We also carry afull range of both SCR
(Chateauroux) and ANSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your
existing system.

Trade enquiries welcome.
50 Main Street Broughton Astley
Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com

Additional Demonstration facilities now available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone 01942 521771 to book your appointment.

Wilmslow\ /\
Audio

OMEGA PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Tel: 01732 848268
Fax: 01732 848289
MULTI MEDIA SENSATION !!
Intel Pentium MMX 233 Mhz Processor
ATX format Desktop or Midi Tower Case

Microsoft

Elite P5TX-A Pro Motherboard
32Mb Fast SDRAM

CRE

2.1Gb Fujitsu UDMA Hard Disk Drive
32 Speed CD ROM Drive
3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy Hard Disk Drive
15" LG Electronics SVGA Monitor
ATI 2Mb PCI Graphics Card
Soundblaster AVVE64V Soundcard
Labtec 1013 Stereo Speakers
105 key Windows 95 Keyboard
Microsoft Compatible PS/2 Mouse

A

CREATIVE

pentium

e

LG Electronics

, EVENTEP

FUrITSU

Noun
ISO 9002
REGISTERED ((APART

Cert No

8222

(E
£599!!

ELITEGROUP

IECM

INN( ) VAI I(

Microsoft Windows 98 Operating System

3 YEARS ON- SITE WARRANTY

;011.0

LABS

VVI I H

QUAI

IT Y

INTEL PENTIUM II SENSATION !!
Intel Pentium ll 350 Mhz Processor
ATX format Desktop or Midi Tower Case
Elite P6BX-A+ Motherboard with AGP
64Mb Fast SDRAM
4.3Gb Fujitsu UDMA Hard Disk Drive
32 Speed CD ROM Drive
3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy Hard Disk Drive
17" LG Electronics SVGA Monitor
ak
ATI 4Mb 3D AGP Graphics Card
Soundblaster AVVE64V Soundcard
Labtec 1021 Stereo Speakers
105 key Windows 95 Keyboard
Microsoft Compatible PS/2 Mouse

IECM

Microsoft
CRE
pentiumoll

3 YEARS ON- SITE WARRANTY

MasterCard

'BIKINI

I_SO 9002

REGISTERED COWART

LG Electronics

Cert No 8222

(E Ah
£999!!

ELITEGROUP

E&OE. All prices are exclusive of VAT and delivery
VISA

LABS

co
L
FUeSU

- ""vAH -Nvv""QuAL'TY

Microsoft Windows 98 Operating System

TIVE

CREATIVE

Want to hear a £ 150 interconnect
working in your system for 10 days
and keep it for only £45?
Jack Lawson, who founded the Music Room anc the Audio Note
Salon, has offered unequalled expertise on Hi Fi products since
1979. Now specialising in mail order interconnects Ican offer you
music quality cables at cheap-and- cheerful- cable prices. Simply,
Ihave no fancy packages, no marketing costs.
Istill haven't found any remarkable but cheap speaker cables, but my big
success is the Petros Blue range of interconnects. No one has returned
acable during two years of the approval scheme, except last month
when Isent out an early experimental lead in error to agentleman in
Cirencester. Sorry!

Petros Blue Plus now outsells the above. It is asemi-balanced configuration, two mono cables using the braiding only as an earth
drain and connected to source only. The red and white inners carry signal/return i.e. +/-. One metre PB+ interconnect costs £58 and
£22 per further metre per stereo pair; half-metre PB+ costs £52.
This month we introduce Petros Blue Plus Silver
because we have found a relatively low temperature
silver solder enabling our philosophy of reducing

"It has rhythm, clarity, immense soundstage..."

metal heat distress while making agood interface, avoiding semi-dry joints!
The cost is £65 for a metre stereo pair
(again add £22 per additional metre length)

It beat..." ... from the mail bag!

or £58 for half-metre.

"Simply the best..."

"A big improvement upon..."

The Petros Blue really does approach my reference cables
(Audio Note. Audio Research, Gryphon and Mandrake) and audibly
beats all competition up to £ 159 - and now it's even better. Why?
Iuse abetter solder and new way of forming aquick weld to avoid heat
distress. The price has risen slightly to £45 per metre interconnect plus
£16 per additional metre stereo pair (ahalf-metre interconnect costs £40).
It is triple shielded for maximum rejection of magnetic and RF fields.
Although the packaging is plain, the Petros Blue cables are in a handsome metallic blue finish, plugs and cables. The RCA plugs are
machined from solid, not formed metal ( bending causes metal distress).
The cable itself is very compliant (soft to the feel) 91 x0.08mm OFC rubber insulation with teflon outer - and is adesign still evolving from subjective testing.

All cables will be dispatched post-free this
month to cushion the price increase; after
31 July, plus £2for UK post and pack.
Our plugs are now cleaned using KONTAK,
distributed by PATH Premier. This formula
cleans, protects against further deposits
and corrosion without a sticky deposit, and
enhances conductivity by molecular pit infill.
We strongly recommend you buy one for
£14.95 - it is the cheapest and most amazing
upgrade! Petros Blue cables are the next
cheapest; after that it gets costly!

Phone Jack Lawson for further details on 0141 357 5700

SELECT AUDIO
******************(LOn D0n ) ******************
ACCUPHASE

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 8Ti WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

B*11*x-free Hi End Hi Fi
At DAC - Scotland's ONLY true H1- END AUDIO SHOWROOM
we promise not to witter on about " 3 dimensionality" or
"push/pull" versus " single-end", and WE certainly won't entertain
any pretentious partronising salesmen who do! ( You know the
type: work from home, go on about "their" history in the bizz,
blah, blah, bollox, blah).

Authorised Agencies: ASH DESIGN • AUDIOLAB • AVANTGARDE • CARY VALVES
COPELAND • GRADO HEADPHONES • CRIMSON • GALLO • H. KARDON • KRELL
LEXICON • MARANTZ • MARTIN LOGAN • MYRYAD • PINK TRIANGLE • PROAC
REFERENCE CABLE • SOMAS FABER • SUGDEN • TANNOY • WILSON BENESCH
BRYSTON • Avi • MILLER + KREISER • DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH • THETA DIGITAL • JADIS

Position available for salesperson

That sort of gobbledegook is patronising and, quite frankly, bullshit.
meant only to confuse!

Audiolab: Crimson:
Sugden: Myryad: AVI

On the contrary at DAC we offer acompletely fresh approach to
choosing quality hi-fi systems - WE LET THE MUSIC do the talking.
"Thats right!" We play the music you love, on VINYL, CD or DVD
for as long as you like and on however many systems you care to
listen to - swapping any piece within the system however many
times you request - until its MUSIC TO YOUR EARS.
At DAC we don't impose our opnions, we only offer appropriate
expert advice when it is truly necessary; and of course with the
LARGEST CHOICE of QUALITY H1- END HI- F1 IN SCOTLAND
we offer you the means ( bar none) to compare equipment of the
highest SONIC qualities.
In a recent review, DAC received the following accolades: " no
ordinary equipment, no ordinary showroom" and said we had "a
relaxed, informal atmosphere". (We think this best describes our
friendly, efficient unparalleled expertise). The review went on to
say: " The quality of DAC equipment simply has no equal in this
country. These hi-fi (and home cinema) systems from the Far East,
America and Europe are being experienced for the very first time
in the UK and allow the listener to hear music as the artist who
created it intended".
All of our FIVE showrooms offer single speaker demonstration - an
absolute MUST as far as we're concerned, and in listening rooms
that truly recreate your home environment - the only ones in
Scotland!
As the magazine review stated ( copies on request) " DAC provides
the ultimate in customer care, a result of the exclusive yet
unpretenious nature of the operation,
your every question
answered by knowledgeable, attentive staff in an unhurried
atmosphere'.

New & Ex Dem Full Iyear guarantee All Boxed
We offer afull rane of electronics from these superb
companies - at GENUINE summer bargain prices.
Stock is limited so please phone for details
FREEPHONE :0800 3283050
PRE- OWNED
NAIM

NAC62 Pre Amp
NAC72 Pre Amp
NAP 140 Power Amp
NAP 140 Power Amp
I
NC. I
NTERCONNECTS &

new £429.95 £249.95
new £ 749.95 £ 329.95
new £ 770 £ 369.95
new £ 770 £ 369.95
3MONTH WARRANTY

"Detailed, transparent and revealing.., a true reference cable."
Dennis Cope, The Hi Fi Shop, Belfast 01232 327604
"The best value for money cable we've heard."
David Wren, Radlett Audio, Hertfordshire 01727 855577
"The best cables I've ever used".
Paul Cartmel, Design Audio Classics, Glasgow 0141 353 7474
"Awesome cable and unbeatable prices."
Jonathan Turner and Ian Leport, Holburn Hi Fi,
Aberdeen 01224 585713
"If you're serious about your music, you should be
using some of the very best cable around, and
Reference Cable Monocrystal is just that."
George Bartlett, Bartletts Hi Fi, London ( N7) 0171 607 2296
"I guarantee you'll not be disappointed, If there's not a retailer
close to you, I'll provide you with cables for evaluation by mail."
Ian Barnett, Sound Connections, Cheshire 01244 401280,
Mail Order Service

Turntable inc. Arm and cart
new £700 £ 300

GRYPHON

DM I00 Stereo Power Amp hand built in Denmark
new £8,500 £4000
ASTONISHING AMP - ONE OF THE BEST
SOUNDING EVER MADE

AUDIO

CLASSICS

The Town House, No.I Park Gate, Glasgow
Tel. 0141 353 7474 Fax. 0141 353 7444 Freephone: 0800 3283050
Web site: http://www.d-a-c.co.uk e-mail: design@d-a-c.co.uk

Discover what
Hi-Fi dealers
already know
"We recommend our customers hear Reference Cable.
Try them in the comfort of your home."
Amit Patel, Custom Cable Services, Surrey 0181 942 9124
Mail Order Service

Pre Amp
new £500 £200
Power Amps new £ 1,600 £ 500

ROKSAN

Alpha
CD Player new £ 500 £200
3MONTHS W ARRANTY

"The best cables I've heard..., wholeheartedly recommended."
Phil Donaldson, Serious Kit, Manchester 0161 789 9649

201
205

Xerxes

ARCAM

At DAC we're proud to be No.1 in Scotland, proud to be different.

BARGAINS
MERIDIAN
RADFORD

LINN

Although of course we didn't write the review, we couldn't have
put it any better.

20% O FF

R190
Speakers
new £ 1,800 £ 350
3MONTHS WARRANTY

Karik
CD Player
new £ 1,850 £900
Keilidh SPK
new £750 £350
Axis Turn Table Inc. arm & Cart
new £650 £ 275
3MONTHS W ARRANTY

"DESIGN

G ENUINE

C A 3L

out-perform rivals
costing five and ten
times more

Resulting
from
years
of
research
and
development,
Reference Cable offer a
complete range of interconnect
and
speaker
cables
which
provide
an
evolutionary
breakthrough in signal transfer
technology.
Conductor materials
such
as
99.9997% pure, UHP-OFC ( Ultra
High Purity Oxygen Free Copper)
or our unique patented perfect
grain free Monocrystal Copper and
solid
Monocrystal
Pure Silver
provide enhanced resolution
and breathtaking accuracy.
High quality insulation materials like
polypropylene and polyethylene
contribute to high transmission
velocities resulting in improved
rhythm, ambience and timbre.
Low resistance, Low capacitance
175 strand 2sq mm to 378 strand
3sq mm speaker cables and I.5mm
solid speaker cables give stereo
width depth and height and will
provide synergy to any system
needing deep rich bass or
smear free treble.

Fully screened patented jitter free
copper RCA plugs or spades with
direct gold plating, unlike cheap
brass alternatives, do not present
a barrier to the delicate signal
path.
double
screened
Dedicated,
interconnects meet the specific
needs of every audio visual signal
interface. RCA, XLR or BNC plugs
are available and custom lengths
may be made to order.
Appointed retailers will provide
home demonstrations, a 30
day replacement or money
back guarantee if you're not
entirely satisfied or convinced our
cables give a demonstrable
improvement.
Speaker cables cost from £450-00
to £ 2.50per
meter
and
interconnects cost from £830-00
per pair to £ 61-00 per pair.
Telephone or write for further
information and our brochure:
The Definitive Guide to
Cable Theory.

Manufactured by: The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd. Kilmarnock KA I4QD Tel: 01563 524320

440,

e

HAVE WE GOT NEWS FOR YOU?
new! Audio Note CD- 3. At last, scorching malicious rumours of this company's decline a product that makes a huge
step forward. Based on AN's massive experience and capital investment, a £ 1,599 machine that musically out performs competition at £5,000... . it's alive... . and it's a new retooled product, not an upgraded CD- 2 (£995). You really
must hear this! Ihave heard the future, and it's good!
new! Pink Triangle Tarantella Mark II. Superior motor and belt makes this model a stunning proposition for vinyl
addicts and newcomers. With a Rega RB-300 and an Audio Note IQ- 2 (MM cartridge) our package price is £ 1,000.
Skeletal design takes vinyl into the 21st century and leaps over pricier competition
new! Pass Laboratories, famed for their single-ended solid-state amplifiers which rewrite the book, now introduce X-2
and Aleph P. minimalist pre-amps with impressive build at only £ 2,550 and £3,595 to complement their X and Aleph
ranges... . or yours!
new! ProAc Response 3.8. For less than £4,000 this model's elegant looks defies conventional moving coil expectations. Unconventional use of ProAc's amazing carbon- fibre drivers and many innovations make this the one you've
been waiting for.
new!

The Mark Levinson Reference Pre-Amp. The company has never before applied its Reference accolade to a

pre-amp despite its leadership in the field. Therefore, this is a significant reappraisal of the role of low-level
amplification in music reproduction. Price on application!!
new! There is no HiFi product with higher wow-factor and 100% customer delight factor than MIT speaker interfaces.
Now we have MITerminator-2, affordable, eight foot pairs for £240 or £398 for biwired speakers, plus £ 15 per set of
interchangeable iConn spades/pins/bananas so you can retain cables with future upgrades.

A selection of turntables:

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 Silver Edition

AUDIO NOTE TT- ONE, Includes Rega RB300 and AN- 101 (was

monoblocks, 50 wpc

£ 1,750

£725, now £595); VOYD REference (now Audio Note TT-THREE

AUDIO NOTE 102 MC cartridge s/n 2090 (unopened box;

£9,990) piano black £4,995; QUASAR-SE turntable with Triplanar

list £1,895) - the ultimate

Tonearm - phone for details

£ 795

AUDIO NOTE AN-E/SPx, black ash, ex-dem; was £ 2,250 £ 1,499
AUDIO NOTE CD-2, 2/h, 2months old,
Customer buying CD- 3

LFD Line Pre-amp LS- 2 (£ 1,649), PA- 2Power Amp (£ 1,649) on
sale for £849 each; LFD/Mistral Integrated Amp (£499) and CD

£ 750

AUDIO NOTE AN-V, One metre interconnect, ex-dem, two

equipment was supplied new in February 1998 and is fully
guaranteed as new product. We have amicably agreed

only priced at £ 110, (
list £219) and one only AN-Vx silver

with the manufactrer to relinquish the agency. THe disposal

(£575) for £399: Icannot adequately stress the superiority

is a one-off commercial opportunity and no reflection on the

of these in the right systems, but I'll send them on appro.

product's value or excellence. Reviews and brochures available.

Match with AN-D bi-wire loudspeaker cable for consistency,

Millionaire's Music System: Accuphase CD TRansport and

for example a pair of four metres biwire set, factory
terminated banana plugs costs only

£ 160

DAC, Audio Research and Levinson amplifiers, Apogee DIVA
speakers in taupe (
beige), all mint, cost £40k; installed

AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU, very recent sample,
phone for details

£ 19,995

anywhere in UK for

£ 13,000

Mark Levinson 29 Power amp 2x50/100 watts

AUDIO NOTE KEGON-C, 1992 progenitor, hand-built
and unique

Player (£999) for £999; finished in silver/gold livery. The LFD/Mistral

£39,995

mint, beautiful, literature available, was £2,700
Mark Levinson 10A slimline Pre-amp with MM/MC,

PSB Stratos loudspeakers, outclasses the Italians!

mint, gem, classic pre-emp; was £2,800

We have an ex-dem pair in stunning piano black finish,
£850

unmarked, was £ 1,199

All products fully guaranteed for six months; UK demonstration, delpery and installation by arrangement. Export and Credit Card sales welcome.

We represent: Audio Note. Amplifiers by Kondo-san. Bow Technologies. Mark Levinson.
Living Voice. Pass Laboratories. Pink Triangle. ProAc. psb. Audio Note & MIT Cables. Kontakt enhancer; etc.

111
The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700

£ 1,500

FAX

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

£ 1,500

for su elade
Lintone Audio
Make
Acoustat Model 11...e/static, x-den,
Acoustot Model 1100...e/static spkrs. iden
Anthem Amp 1_,Vdve be amp. x-clem
Anthem htegated
infg.. x-dem
Anon lincho. Into (mm). ex-dem
AudioMeca Kreafurogiar..Trans & DAC. idem
Chano Sper 2..2-way sae new black
Chow Hper 3..3-way spin Klem
Chore Acodamy 1..2-way scild new
°solo Acodomy 1_2-woy spirt x-dem
Chgio Academy 2. 2-way sale new
Chao Acalcdny 2_2-way geld x-aem
!scrip Acadomyl.4-way
sple x-show
Cocertepoot w...808...Dolby pe, x-show
Counterpoint DA10/11 Trartsport/DAC. ex-dern
Dsio 2Obt DAC
EAR 83045 ..Volve Pre/Power
Genes 5200 2-way spld x-ciem
Krtshavi Overture ...Into sdem
Phchtoe MC7100...10044 purr amp. new
Mcntosh
function pre amp, x-snow
8AchrornMC500.500W purr amp. x-show
Musical Fidelity 1-1... -Coiectors item -New. boted 1
NEAR 10M..2-way metal cone sple. x-dem

SOPE
ItO3C0
2000 CO
12fA 00
13000)
18000)
265000
15000
96000
134900
134903
1699 CO
169950
850000
199000
6600 01)
50300
MOW
10000)
55003
2CCO OD
5000 CO
9000 CO
MOM
60000

Saie
80000
«ea
9630C
10030C
800 OC
158350
40)CA
400 00
103000
883m
140000
110000
MOO
1033 CO
201 co
2C0 CO
ICCOCO
400 CO
250 CO
150303
300060
500003
30000
3100

N.E A.R 20M...2-way, 3driver spkt x-show
1200.00
N.E.A.R. Sound Mast...3 way polar. x
rey
kl%
NEW P-3/ a-20.1...Pre/pwr. x-dern
Neolith Neol...Codon spkt x-show
k03000.813
Neo/o, Neo2 with stands...Corian spirt x-show
Neokth Neo3...Core spld i
show
WOOD
iii
Sonic Frontiers SES-40...Volve pwr amp. i-dem
.03
Sonic Frontiers SECD-1...Vdve CD
x
rey
.00
Sonic Frontiers 5FM-160...Valve m -Own
hue PR200/9...Preomp, idern
ág
Thule CD100...CD player, x-dem
9:10.0)
Noe Pe/948..Prairsr4 ornO. x
clem
1700.03
Unison Shay 2 Valve intges
5i
dern
101
sdak
cynio 6œ 1issette
Collectors den,
.00
OFFERS
Mchtosh MC ,i
- • 1state
year old mint
OFFERS
Tondterg Re ).• •

50300
60000
1500.00

SELECTED USED EQUIPMENT AND SPECIAL IIIFERS
AC. Energy AL 109 Loudspeakers
fused)
Alchemist Maxon Amplifier... ( ex dem)
Arcam Alpha 1CD Player..
( new)
Amen, Alpha 5CD Player
..( new)
Amain Alpha 6CD Player
( new I
Arcam Alpha 5Amplifier
( new)
Arcarn Alpha 6Amplifier
( new)
Arcam Delta 1111 Pre Amplifier.
( new)
Arcam Xeta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp.
( ex dcm)
Arrow Delta 280 Tuner
( new)
Audiolab RIXMIA Amplifier .
Fused)
Audio Alchemy DDE.V1 DAC.
(es dem)
Audio Alchemy DTI V/2 PSA DAC..
( es dem)
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier.
......les dem)
Castle Severn Loudspeakers ..
lused)
Casstle Severn/2 Loudspeakers
. tused)
Cyrus 2Amplifer.
Aimed)
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
.•
.1used)
Cyrus 2/ PSX Amplifrer
.( used)
Epos ESI ILoudspeakers/Stands .( used)
Infinity Modulas Speakers/Stands ( while I. ....( usekl)
Jamo Cowen 8Loudspeakers... .( new)
Linn Kaiser Loudspeakers ....
Fused)
Linn Isobarik Loudspeakers....
Aimed)
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre- Amplifier ( ex dem)
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
( es dem)

3.88
28(7000
12(000
2800.00
sacra
mo.co
4)0.00
IMAM
800.03

OFFERS
AND (n..: • .
50 00
We ore he distributors hi Sonic Frontiers, Anthem, Precious Metals Coge,
AudroCarpet, Mcintosh and A1R/JORDON loudspeakers
We also purchase all fine Audio products

(
4434111

The best audio electrolytic capacitors
invented and made in the UK

Absolute Tune-ups
,Absolute Sound,, uudlit led engineer, can now repa i

T Network

r

modify or re-align any high- end equipment ( he
undertake rebuildi. with , elei fed audiophile grad)

j1=

.
components

›:11
1

and can also otter %) 11\i ,

matching ,
ert ice. Expect only the h,--. t

Advanced 4 terminal design in a 10,00010 63 volt
version available from stock for f22 + VAT retail

Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3%9 Fax: 0181-879 7962

Slit Foil

1240.00
1249.00
1195.95
£ 249.95
£ 299.95
£ 159.95
£ 199.95
£ 299.95
1699.00
£ 249.95
1350.00
1269.95
£399.95
1599.00
£350.00
£450.00
£ 150.00
14001*
£ 295.00
1250.00
£450.00
£900.120
/850.00
£750.00
1200.00
£50000
14501*
Misseon DAD 5/DAC5 CD Player
.1used) . 13130.00
Michelle Syncro/Rega/Ort MCIO Can
.lused) . 1350.00
Micromega Stage ICD Player
( ex dem) . 1200.00
Micromega Stage 3CD Player
( used) -. 145090
Mus Fid A100 Amplifier
( used) ....£250.00
Mus 5/id It Pre- Amplifier
( used) . 1200.00
Nairn Nan 2Amplifier
( user>. . 12955*
Nairn NAC 323 Pre- Amplifier..
( uscd).. . 1295.(1)
Nairn NAC 62 Pre..Amplifier ( used) .£220.00
Nain, NAC 42 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £ 195.00
Now NAC 92 Pre-AmpLifier.
lusc‘11
1320110
Nairn NAP 140 Amplifier
.
( used) £450.00
Nakamichi ('R4E Cassette Deck
( used) £ 350.00
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
( ex dem) 1599.00
Quad 44/FM4/405 Amplifier/Tuner ( used)
1495.00
Quad ESL 63 Loudspeakers.
( used) £ 1400.00
Rote! RCD965BX CD Player
Technics SU900/2 Amplifier

.

( mat.. . 1160.00
lused).. . 1240.00

Technics SLP2f1110 CD Player.
( used) .£ 550.00
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convenor.. ( ex dem) .£099.00
VPI TNT Viable C/W exact ami Grado Ste ........ ............................

2,200pF to 15,0000, voltages from 40 to 100
send for price list

Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.eo.uk
e-mail on. Lintone.audioiivirgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, "Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW'.

DNM Design, 18 Dartmoor Drive

'Eel 0191 477 4167

Huntingdon, Combs PE18 8XT

Bcredby tim sun of ycur

tel/fax 01480 457989
denis.m@dnm.co.uk

orret Loudspeakers?
The Russ Andrews Solution
Don't change it -

upgrade it!

By Improving the quality of crucial components anc:
wiring in your loudspeaker you can achieve results thdl

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving

will astound you
a new model.

coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!

and for a fraction of the cost of buying

Our Component Price List contains the definitive
selection of the World's Dort Hf-Fi components
Our Loudspeaker Upgrade Handbook provides

ICAN ALSO SUPPLY: TURNTABLES, TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS, DAT, MINIDISC. CDR, LOUDSPEAKERS. HIFI
FURNITURE. AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES d
DISCS, TEST CD'S. TEST RECORDS. TEST CASSETTES. CABLES.
AERIALS. TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.

instructions on how to carry out avast range of upgrades.

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 • Valves tested

atv

MADISOU ND

Give thgn a nste IseEe of lif è
To receive our latest information - just mail, phone or fax

IAN HARRISON Hl Ft ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)

the

Cumbria, LA8 9AS England
Tel: 01539 823247

9am-9pm including Sundays

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
RRP
£2500
£2000
£2590
£4500
£2500
£3000
£900
£1100
£1400
£4500
£8950
£900
£2900
£1750
£4700
£2000
£1800
£4000
£3500
£5500
£2990

conrad-johnson PFRline remote preamplifier
conrad-johnson PVI2AL valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson PV12A valve phono/line preamplifier
conrad-johnson Premier 14 valve line remote preamplifier
conrad-johnson CAV50 (2x5Ow valve integrated amplifier)
Resolution Audio C050 ( silver) HDCD CO player
Golden Tube SEP1valve line preamplifier
Golden Tuve SE-40 ( 2040W single-ended Class A) amplifier
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 ( 2x8W stereo) - new
Me/os 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
Melos 402 Gold 400W valve monoblock (pair)
VP1 TNT turntable stand with top plate
Clearaudio Accurate MC cartridge ( new)
Clearaudio Evolution tumtable/arm/MM cartridge
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC cable
Muse Model 2d/a converter ( silver/black)
Muse Model 5CD transport (silveriblack)
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W pair ( silver)
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers ( rosewood)
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers ( walnut) - pair
Audiostatic ES100 ( black) electrostatic speakers ( pair)
Linn Sondek/Ekos/Troika ( black in latest specification)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
Shun Monk platforms and tuning devices ( selection)

please
please
please
please

AUDIC1FREAKS
"Fcl:

0181-9.a 8 - 1153.

Fax:

0181-908

«em

iQ Solen Inductors
auxteaurouxpoly

Fax: 01539 823317

ke‘‘
.

11091«.-

.•

a

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,

TEL: 01283 702875

8c

seas
e*ECURGESkaaning
Loudspeakers MAUDIe

Lot rweroN DU

following address:

•••

From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO.

Audit,

PROVIDES

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey Imports. Delivery is free.
Sorry, no general catalogue. Please phone or write for specific details.

1>iestribult,rx <> f Fi air

Fas 0191 477 2771

Theatre.Equ

-1250

ask
ask
ask
ask

for
for
for
for

prices
prices
prices
prices

Special
£ 1950
£ 1450
£ 1990
£3500
£ 1890
£2250
£450
£800
£700
£2000
£4000
£490
£ 1400
£750
£2250
£ 1350
£ 1200
£2300
£ 1500
£3500
£ 1490
£1700

IDIEFLIM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

FOUL

SLEDGEHAMMER

morar CÉ2:3

LEAP
SEND

$5 FOR

S

t
tetess

SPECIFICATIONS AND

PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283

1

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: rnadisoundeitis.com
Web Page: http:/vAvw.itiacom/madisound
SEPTEMBER 1998

HI-FI NEWS dr RECORD REVIEW

classified
SALE

Compact Disc
Nairn CD2
£ 1,500
Rotel RCD930 AX CD Player
£ 140
Marante CD63Mk3 NI Signature
£349
VII Theta Data Basic Mk2 CD Transpon
£ 1.500
s/h Wacha 15 DAC / digital preamp: bal / total
remote control. digital volume etc - connect
DAC directly to power amp - the ultimate £ 1.500
Amotinara
Naim 102 remote preamp
Redil 180 poweramp
Alchemist Nemesis Incl Phono stage
Roksan Caspian mdl. remote
Rotel 921 Km Model
Marantz PM66 KI Signature

RETAIL

£3800
£1,080
£1.090
£750
£700
£100
£400

Loodspeakets
ProAc Tablette 50 ( Light Oak. mmt)
f499
llega Kyle: ( Black)
£ 149
ProAc Response 2.5's ( Cherry. mint cond.) £2.100
Cet 055
£399
Roksan Rok 1 ( Light Elder)
£499

£600
£200
£2.700
£500
£645

Headphones etc
Grado SR40
£30
Grado SR60
£50
Sennherser HD535
£ 75
Other Sennhersers from £9.99 - please ask
Boldest Blue Heaven 2.5m BiWire spkr cable £280
Custom Design Tristands. Ferrari Red
£60
Musical Fidelity X- LP non/ine Phono stage £ 100

£45
£80
£105
£380
£85
£130

Telephone:- 01644 420710

/riarrics

LINKS

Goldmund Sta/ho with dock arm, mint
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge. mint
Stan Nado two CD Player, mint
Theta DS Pro Basic II. DAC. mint
Mark Levinson No 26, killy bal line, mint
Passion Passive ere amp, latest lull %%hay, mint

SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - £.00
7Fairmont C escent, Scunthorpe
North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

Tel/Fax. (+44) 01724 870432

A UDIO M ATTERS
New Ex Dem + Par ex equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135

Lockwood Auca()
THE
AUTHORISED TANYUr SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

=}

SALE
LLS1
Alchemist Forseti pre + power
£2228
Alchemist Kraken Annive-sary (Mk II)
£579 . - ,PO.A.
Anthem int. 1valve (es/c')
£ 1295 £1036
Anthem CD 1player (5sar What Hi-Fl) £ 1595
Audio Physics Advanti .
£7203 £3995
Audio Research D250 154E31 servo
£2250
Audion Blackshadows 845 valve (new) £4000
POA.
Audion Silvernight 3C1013 monoblocks . £2250
£999
Charlo hyper 4's (ex/d)
£2000
...£2250
Clerrients RT7 piano laccuer. black
£4250
Copeland CSA 303 pre omp
£1799
£2998
Copeland CTA 505 valve pwr amp
Jade JA80's monoblock.. £9912 ...£4450
Jadi, JA30's monoblocte KT88 £5980 .. £2750
J.B.L's L90
£ 1500 ... £750
Krell <ay VD int. amp
£2500 ...PO.A.
Maantosh 712 pre (ex/a) (r/c)
PO A
PO A
Macintosh MC7103 power (ex/d)
£1500 ... £950
Meridian 557 pwr amp
£899...&4Œ1
Misstin Dad 7CD
ssoo
FMC LB1 spks + stands
Restek lofant pwr amp
£595
exe £450
Rogers Studio 5's (rosewood)
Triarple Antiles (ex/d)
£ 1099 . . . .£699

I

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCÉ
ES MK II'S - LISTEN 8, BE PERSUADED
On Dom.- Alchemist. Anthem, Audomeca. Audan Valve Amps,
credence Speakers, DP.O., Monarchy, Ortolon, Pink Triangle.
Protect T- T, Sonic Frontiers.Triangle Speakers. Trilogy Valve Amps, Van der Cul

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
CH 1 OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.

•FREE of all US taxes.

1COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
10 1 T
U
B
E
S
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
httpi/www.fatwyre.com
unid: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE

cantz
mcomPany

PO. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 1998
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Music Mill
Hifi advice that's

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH

1998

£2.000
£180
£500
£2,300

£850
f850
£550
f595
£79
£349

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

AUDIO c

always worth listening to.

0131 - 555 3963.
KRELL KAY 300i
£2040
SONUS PALSER MININA AMATOR
£990
IRON WOOD STANDS FOR ABOVE
£235
PINK TRIANGLE LITAURAL
£ 1790
PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL/ORDINAL
POA
DENON TV260L
£ 50
DPA BLACK SIXTEEN 4.5 MPR
£250
ROTEL R0970
£75
WANEED MERIDIAN 604 TUNER
PHONE
AO DIGITAL PRO
£55
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST
£2200
STRAIGHT WIRE CABLES
POA
AUDIOLAB 8000A
£300
lOom-6prn • MONSAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 503

SALE
£995
£795
£1295
£995
£2500
£395

Goldmund Studio Tumtable yoth T3F erro, mint £4500
Adtangent 2B Linear Tracumg arm, mint
£ 1895
Wadd 16 CD Player oathDigital Volume. mint £3995
Jadis JP 80 MC Preamp. mint
£5995
Jadis JA500 aChassis Mono Valve ames, mint £6995
Jadis JA30 Valve Mono amps. mint
1995
£
YBA 2Power Amp, mint
£895
Proac 3.5 rosewood special speakers mint
£2995
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers Oak, latest style mint £ 1195
Meroserki Air Bearing Vacuum Platter Bronze FVG1500
Capable of runnIngg 4arms vanous arrnboards
2995
£
Graham Model 1arm 8spare wand, mint
f995
Koetsu Gold Signature Cartridge. mint
£995
TEAC PI DI Transpon Pi DAC balanced, mint £2295
Tascam CD 701 Pro TEAC CD Player balanced. mint £ 795
Revele 13261 Tuner. mint ,
£750
Revox Hl Cassette 3Head Machine, mint
Nakarruchr Dragon Cassette Deck. mmt
f£
14
69
95
5
Mark Levmson 9026 Phono MC balanced. mint £2795
Vecteur Bloc Source Preamp 82 Class AAmpli A35
Power Amps, mint or split superb
£3995
Equation 2Speakers Black. mint
£ 1295
JBL 150 Speakers Limed Oak. mont
£695
Proceed CD Player Balanced Output. mint
Oracle Alexandne Turnieble Prelude Ann
£4
£
99
955
Audio Synthesis Muddied Sony CDX 303ES with AT&T etc
with DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Bit 8APS-02 Supply this is
aorce combo or split, mint
£ 1150
Too Lo IT Tuner AClassic Superb, mint
£895
Spectral Preamp DMCIO vgc
£995
Jadis Defy 7Mk 3Valve Power Ame. mint
Krell KSA 50 Power Amp, mint
£
£
2
1
9
1
9
95
5
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
495
£
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers and Stands. Oak
Audio Physics Virgo Speakers Chenywood
£299
500
5
2495
Mirage MI Speakers Mk 2nana Black
Rever H6 RDS Tuner, iront
55
Krell KSA 250 power amp choice of 2
Mint£££219899
Krell Studio DAC balanced AT&T etc
Audio Research SP/4 pre amp sr/ver
£ 1395
Threshold FET 10E pre amp phonodme £ 1995
Threshold FET 10 pre amp ' El supplies £ 1695
Ensemble Pnma Donna speakers
Alon 4speakers black ash
£2
£
19
1
19
95
5
Apogee Stage speakers • stands
Tannoy 638 Prohle speakers black
Wilson Audio Wat speaker pano black
£4
£39
995
5
SME 345 Tonearm black/gold rare
£595
Krell PAM 1dual mono preamp ( superb phono)
£"98
1995
Burineister 850 mono power amps (rare)
Burmeister 838/846 phonoArne gold plated £ 1495
Burmeister 838/846 phonohne chrome
£ 1295
Sonus Faber Guannan speakers knuted editan
£4500
Nakerne 700 ZXE 3head cassette deck
£895
Martin Logan CLS 22 speakers • stands1995
kom £
Apogee Mini Grand speakers • subs plano black
Audio Research V70 poder amp balanced
Audio Research V'60 power amp
£ 1495
Audio Research LS3E1 preamp remote black
Audio Research LS7 preamp
Latest
£
£1
1
29 5
79
5
Gryphon Limited Edition preamp
f3500
Gryphon XT preamp
£2295
Levinson 12A (»semi). p/supply mm/mc
f995
Arcam 1763 CD transpon
£350
Arcam black box SDAC
£250
Amaro Delta 1100 preamp/DAC black Me 50 chipset
f395
Arcan Delta 120 power amp
£250
PS Audio 46 preamp rnmAnc
£395
Goldmund »Film 3power amp
£ 1995
Cary 213 bode stereo power amp chrome
£895
Cary CAD 5500 CD mame
Meridian 200/203 CD DAC Inchord
Meridian 208 CD/preamp phono board MRS
££ç£
7799
1
9
CAL tempest 2CD player valveyalue 295
Cambridge CD1 CD player
£500
Cranfield Rock The Ondnal
Rare £500
Sota Cosmos turntable vacuum hold
Stunnng £ 1595
Snell Type A3 loudspeakers
£3
£
Spendor SP2.2 loudspeakers • stands
Wharfdale Option 1active loudspeakers
Rare
££4
$5
5
2
Accoustat II Electrostatic speakers black
Silverado speaker 8stand
Stunning £ 1495
Beard E113100 Mk2 rnlegrated amp valve
from £795
£99 5
Proac Studio 200 speakers mahogany
Linn Karndr Nemenc 2CD transport/DAC
from £ 1295
Rowland Model 2power amp
Lates! £2995
Krell (SA 200E power amp
Last version £2500
Krell (AV Au/ho Visual preamp prosessor AC3 etc £8995
Audio Research reference one preamp
£4995
Krell ( PS 3X1 CD Player 3months old, mint
£2995
Counterpoint DA 10E & DAI IE CD Transpon & IIAC Ultra
Analogue 20 Bd Saver. mInt
£ 1995
KAV 300m Integrated Amp RC 3months old. mint
£15
£
199
Musical Fidelity A1001 Integrated Amp RC, mint995
Mark Levinson ML3 Power Amp. VGC
Oued ESL 63 speakers 8stands black, latest minl
£299
£
1695
5
Magneplanar 1.5 OR Speakers. mint
Micrornega 21 CD Transport. mint
££
19
49
95
5
Michel Argo Hera line Preamp 8supply, mint
£495
Cary CAD805 Single ended 211 valve mono amp
4995
£
Meridian Argent 3speakers Rosewood. mint
£795
Cabosse Colonne 135 speakers VDH varad walnut wrth
Cabosse Active Equaliser
wired, mint
£ 1995
New DAC XIT valve DAC balanced superb. mint £2995
Krell CRC HR Preamp RC balanced etc. mint
£4500
Aida Research SPII MK2 Preamp Silver. mint£ 1
Maridan 508 24 bd CD Player latest. mint
£119
£
Octave ORI Class APower Amp superb vgc
29 55
:9
5
Mrchel 150 Phonostage, mint
£295
Ensemble PA1 Reference speakers breare 8stands
black, superb, mint
£ 1995
Cadence ES Electrostatic HHypypededspeakers
mahogany
£1995
unusual Indian design 90DB superb ve

£7:5

LIST
sri £ 3806
s/h £ 1795
sth £3000
sAl £2299
eh £5000
sth £720
£10600
£3000
£7395
£10166
£2900
£5180
£2150
£4700
£3000
£7000
£2900
£2900
£4800
£1900
£1145
£1150
£2350
£5350
vs
sfr
sfr
sfr

e

£10000
f3500
£1650
£1900
£1390

sth
sfr
sill
s/h
sth
Stb

£2515
£££
£3495
£4790
£2800
£995
e £3000
s/h £3800
s/h £ 5000
s'II £ 1000
sin £6600
sth £4450
ski £3298
sth £4920
MI £4250
ski £ 10000
sfr
f3850
e £3450
siti
£
600
e/d £8888

e mol,
e £1998
sth

£5350
£3500
£3250
£6200
£1600
£4550
vs ££'8595
e £4400
sth £2645
e £3025
e £1698
ski
Cm
e £5500
e £2400
ski £700
ski £450
ski £750
e
£520
&II £900
sit £ 5150
e £1495
sfr
£1200
e £1660
e £1665
e £3900
sth £ 1500

e
e
e
e
e

??
e
C
.
e tamo
e £8995
e
£850
e ruma
e £1095
e £2350
e £1495

e/d

£ 1850
e £2572
e £5000
SM £ 5550
s/11 £ 14390
sth £8950
sm £5490

1-k.

EX- DEN EGUIPMENT SALE

HIGH END AUDIO

£4165
£2545
£2500
£8250
£3000
£1600
£2500
£885
£8000
£1500
£4600
£13000
£6949

reno

.à'

Zeeeeft Hi- Fi

£1995
£4000
£412
£5000
£4500

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

ENGLISH

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

audio

CLEARANCE SALE

SILMIC® ( Silk Fibre Series Electrolytic Capacitor)

All new and demonstrated unless marked s/h
All new condition unless indicated
QUAD 77/CARBON

CD
Tuner
Pre
Power

QUAD 77/10L YEW

Loudspeakers

CYRUS

DAD 3CD
Pre
Power
AN Master

AUDIOLAB

8000T Tuner
8000C Pre
8000A Integrated
80000 Pre
8000M Monoblock

£699
£699
£849
£599

£598
£648
£450

£1244
£1498

The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced materials
and new developments of element technology result in this outstanding
electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that require the finest
performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality' Distortion
figures are extremely low ( third high frequency distortion 10KHz, 0.1A. - 120db
or less). All lead out wires are Oxygen- Free Copper.

WAS

NOW

£2846

£1750

£600

£299

For further details on the SILMIC series, and to receive information on the many other
audio components we supply, send for afree copy of our 1988 audiophile catalogue:

£1696

£999

AudioCom ( UKI, Units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804 E-mail audiocom@connect-wales.co.uk

£698

£395

£799
£579
£499

£599
£399
£399

£2747

£1499

JOHN SHEARNE

Phase 1Pre/Power
Phase 2.5 Integrated

£3900
£489

£1900
£295

EXPOSURE

CD
XX/Super Integrated

£1050
£700

£850
£575

PINK TRIANGLE

Tarantella

£575

£395

AUDION

Sterling Valve Power

£600

£300

RE VOX

877 ( S/H) Immaculate

NAIM

NAC 92 Pre ( S/H)
NAP 90/3 Power ( S/H)

MAGNUM

MP/MF 330 Pre/Power (S/H)

HOR s ..ann
28

• MICHELL PRODUCTS
• UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS
•VAN DEN HUL
•NAGRA PL- P PREAMPLIFIER
•SELECO VIDEO PROJECTORS
•HEYBROOK

VIL 30/30 STEREO VALVE AMP 19951
f4 95
MARK LEVINSON 27 POWER AMP 1499515H
f19 95
MANLEY axe SE/PP MONOBLCCS(41130) X0 .
£ 19 95
MANLEY PURIST PRE-AMP 116401 XD
f9 95
VTL SUPER OELUXE PPE-AMP 12995) X11)
£ 14
ve80/80 STEREO VALW POWER AfiftP127901X0 £ 17 ,,95
"
MAGNEPLANAR MG 06OR SE 115751 110
C1 095
V1MAK TRANSPORT & DAC 160:01 SH
f24 95
HELIUS 0-1AMELEON SPEAKERS 19951 SH
£275
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE-AMP 113001 XD
f6 95
BF_ARD P35 POWER AMP 1995) SH
£495
(PULL KPS 20/L CD PLAYER 02.000)
f79 95
CELESTION 5030 RIBBON SPEAKERS SH
f3 95

j'£945 £699
£1100 £750

37 Whitecross Road, Hereford, HR4 ODE

TEL: ( 01432) 355081

F 111

AY HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX. TEL. 01403 272831 FAX 01403 251.887,

•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
•dCS ELGAR 241317/96KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•SONY/RCF VIDEO PROJECTORS
•ACCUPHASE
•AUDIO ANALOGUE
•TICE CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS

£495
££485
460

&How mom

TOL REFERENCE MONITORS SH
f995
AUDIO SYNTHESIS 05M DAC 0203)
f595
VAC 20.1 VALVE PREAMP XD ( 19951
f995
PERRF_AUX SM 5PREAMP X0 125001 £ 995
PERRF_AUX 2400 2130W POWER 12995)
£ 1595
TEAC P30 CD TRANSPORT ( NEVV1
f1995
LANGEVIN 20 8IT DAC ( 1500) XD
£995
SYRINX DAC 15001 XD
£250
TEAC VRDS i(
18501 XD
£695
TEAC VRDS 71650) XO
£495
DPA FIENAISSANCE INTEGRATED AMP 1650) XD
£495
TEAC R-H300 CASFTTE DEC ( 1601 V.11
f100

Which turntable offers all the following features?
Exceptional performance and full upgrade potential. Acrylic Platter,
external power supply, ( single or two speed). Solid hardwood
plinth, either cherry walnut or mahogany as standard. Full
suspension system, including motor isolation, plus optional high
mass, diamond polished granite base board. Arm with high quality
oxygen free internal cable plus detachable plug-in external cable
offering further upgrades.
Available brand new and fully built or in self-build kit form.
Q .

What would it cost to purchase this turntable and get the best from
your vinyl collection?

A.

A lot less than you might think with . . .

The 0.1. t!

In fact you may already own the turntable of your dreams. Call us today and find out how to achieve the
transformation of your existing machine to the above specification.
Additional Upgrades available to: Rega 2 & 3 Moth Alamo, etc., Rega Arm rewire service, plus due to popular
demand Systemdeck, and many others.

Upgrades from £ 115.00.

External turntable power supplies fully

built and tested from £ 225.00. Phono stage MM & MC inc. external PSU from £ 350.00. Plus much more!

16-1 8A Eldon Street
Tuxford, Near Newark
Notts. NG22 OLH

SUGDEN
product information sales
and service, contact:Audio

Synergy

Limited

Tel: 01924 406016

"No ordinary
Hi -Fi dealer"

Contact Chantry Audio

Phone Today!

Overseas export enquiries welcome.

01777-870372

Fax 01777-870437

EXCLUSIVE SCOTTISH DISTRIBUTOR FOR

E.A.R./YOSHINO

Now demonstrating Tim De Paravacini% lastest masterpiece. the V20 integrated amplifier and the outstanding MC3 cartridge
transformer, a " must hear" if using aquality moving coil.

* For more details phone 0131 553 4126.*
Vintage and quality equipment for sale.
Audion Silver Knight 300B
Art Audio Conerto Power Amp
Beard P50 Power Amp
STD KT77 Power Amp
Roksan TABR/Z ZITone Arm
Quad II Pair
Leak TL 10 Pair
Leak TL 12 e Pair
Leak Stereo 20
Tannoy Chatsworth 12" Monitor Gold

WAS
£1.250
L1.650
£900
£900

-

NOW
£ 695
£ 795
£ 395
£ 350
£195
£450
£ 495
£ 325
£ 275
£ 500

Due in soon: Radford STA 2511, Thorens 124. Garrard 301 & 401. Leak TL 15e
Equipment bought, exchange, repaired.

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD,
Probably

TANNOY

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

We also have Driver units from

LRD, SEAS, VISATON, VOLT,

All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value

Design Services to help with your own ideas:

CASTLE

Design -Optimised for your units to your specifications
*Cabinet Design -Optimum drive unit volumes & port dimensions
*Thiele / Small parameters -Actual values for your drive units
*Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - Iw / Im, Phase, Impedance
*Crossover

*Vintage loudspeaker up-grades a speciality

z

Please call for your FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.

Telephone: 01703

-559312

or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

326, Portswood Rd. Southampton Hants. S017 2TD

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
PRICE

SPICA SERVO Subwooter
1295
STUDER A807 Pro Tape recorder MINT
£3750
HEYBROOK Quartets 8stands EX DEN
£595
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with stands.
1495
£995
ALON II Loudspeakers.
£3395
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks.
£895
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp
...E5495
AUDIONOTE Neiro amp MINT/BOXED (new £15400) ..
AUDIONOTE ANS7 Step up transformer
£3000
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII Pre-amp
£1295
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400
AUDIO RESEARCH 0200 amp
£1495
AUDIO RESEARCH BL1 Balanced line driver.
f395
AUDIONOTE 10 United Cartridge 8Psu
12750
AUDIONOTE Ongaku
£34995
AUDIONOTE ANE/S-E Uspeakers (Rosewood) F.venner........£3995
ARCAAI Delta Black Box II Dac
£175
AUDIONOTE M2 Line Pre-amp
reserved
£599
LUMLEY Promenade SPI Loudspeakers NEW
LUXMAN M03600 KT88 Stereo Power amp
£1295
LUXMAN 5T10 Tuner
£450
WOMAN T-14 Tuner (lab standard) £550
LUKMAN M2000 amp
.
£495
WOMAN £1000 Pre-amp 8AI4000 Power amp ........ 11495
LORA Parnassus Oct Cartridge EX DEN
.£1200
B&W 801 Senes ITs
.£1850
BOULDER 250 AE Power amp MINT.£1995
BEARD P100 Monoblocks
1995
BOW 801 Series Ils (WITH STANDS). £1395
THETA Data Basic Cd Transport .............................................£895
THIEL 15Speakers EX DEM.
11995
MARK LEVINSON 332 Power amp
.£4995
MARK LEVINSON 380S Pre-amp EX DEN
£5495
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX DEN ....£5795

MARK LEVINSON MLI Pre-amp with pliono .
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp .
MARK LEVINSON 38S Pre-amp EX DEI
MILLER 8KREISAL MX100 Subwoofe EX CON ......
MERIDIAN 606 Dac
M1CROMEGA Stage 6Cd Transport
MERIDIAN 263 Dac
MERIDIAN 605 Mono Power Amp
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers writ( lands
KOETSU Black MC Cart (Upgradet to hi-spec by Sugano)
KEF 107 MK II Speakers (Rosewood) WINT/BOXED
KRELL OS Reference Six Box Pr—amp
KEF 1(14 Loudspeakers

.
1250
1995
£2495
£3250
..£450
..C125
DENON DRS-610 Stereo Cassette Dect
DENON TU260/2601. Stereo Tune
£85
ORACLE Premier AIK III Tâble with pf(u £1495
REVOX PR99 MK3 Tape Deck . ...£1995
REVOX 8215S Cassette Deck ..............................................£995
REVOX H6 Tuner .....£495
NAKAMICHI 68229 Cassene Deck .........................................£595
ROOD T /ableiSME V8Clearaudic Dells Carl.... £2495
HOOD Ttable ¡ upgraded pou & mt0/1-lelius Onon
11495
WM Standard Turntable MINT
£1495
HELIUS Silver Wired Tonearm..1995

WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE ' TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
• (Subject to status)
MAIN UK DEALERS FJR THIEL SPEAKERS
EX-OEM EXPOSURE EOUIPPAENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHON1 FOR LIST
FOR AN-UP-TO-HE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
httplAvww.hei-stereo.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH • MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME:

VISA

£895
£1995
£4850
£795
1695
1595
1249
£995

WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN-FOII CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN14 rEJ
TEL 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX :1 ,191 ,3872234
e-maiLheatherdale@hili-stereo.com

_
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THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 - R
G- olden Dragon_ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current

6.3V
1.3A

Anode voltage (DC)

450V

Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage

425V
-15 to -40V

DC cathode current
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

65mA
22W
3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 8HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com
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THE ULTIMATE CAMPING MATERIAL
:

NEW PRODUCTION UNE . REDUCED PRICES
DEFLEX PANELS FROM AS LITTLE AS £4 EACH

CD PLAYERS
Micromega Stage 1
Micromega Stage 2
Micromega DAC 1
Meridian 563 DAC
Theta Gen 5A DAC
Trichord Revelation
Trichord Genisis
Arcam Delta 270 CD, VGC
Revox 225 CD

ASK FOR BROCHURE & NEW "SPECIAL OFFERS"
PRICE LIST '

RRP
£549.90
£699.99
£699.99
£895.00
£6500.00
£799.00
£549.00
£799.90

SALE
£359.00
£449.99
£449.00
£499.00
£3895.00
£559.00
£389.00
£399.00
£299.00

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
S/ H

£1995.00
£2495.00

£1395.00
£1695.00

D
S/H

£695.00

£449.00
£295.00
£579.00
£1099.00
£566.00
£699.00
£1999.00
£4895.00

D
S/ H
D
D
D
D
D
S/ H

THE ONLY PURPOSE DESIGNED
PATENTED ACOUSTIC DAMPING PAD
FOR LINING LOUDSPEAKERS

AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research VT60
Audio Research VT60 SE
(Few months old, serviced)
Meridian 501 Pre Amp
Linn LK1/LK2 Pre/ Power
Audiolab PPA Phono Stage
Audiolab 8000M X2 Power Amp
Micromega Tempo 2Amp
Meridian 541 Processor/Pre
Angstrom Processor/Pre
Krell ¡(SA 200S

£899.00
£1698.00
£899.00
£1095.00
£3495.00

V,

4TEL: 01745 36007e- FAX: 01745 360086
e

SPECTRA DYNAMICS, UNIT At, IIFORDD DERWEN IND EST, RHYL LL1 13 2YR

email: smason@enterprise.net

RIVERSIDE HIFI
Ex Demonstration

LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan Aenus (Blk)
Acoustic Energy AE2/ Dedacated Stands
MW 805 Speakers, Black
Linn ¡(abers Black
KEF Reference IRosetta
KEF Reference 2Rosetta
KEF Reference 3Rosewood, VGC
Epos ES12
Meridian Active S/Woofer
Audio Plan ¡(entro Punkting MI500 Punkt inc. Stand ,

I2I99.00

£998.00
£595.00
£599.00
£1000.00
£839.00
£1199.00
£1499.00
£350.00
£637.00
£375.00

£995.00
£1399.00
£1999.00
£2099.00
£500.00
£850.00

S/H
D
D
D
D
D
D
S/ H

Il \ II/s( \ SSETTE DECKS
£119.00
£495.00

Rotel RT870L Tuner
Revox B215 Cassette Deck
D=EX DEMONSTRATION

S/1 I
S/ il

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7

LIST

SALE

1750

1199

ASTLE AVON (YEW)
COPLAND CDA 277
DWIN HD500 CRT PROJ

849

729

1649

1499

14950

10999

KOETSU RED T

1550

1079

MARTIN LOGAN STYLOS (BLACK)

2872

2499

MARTIN LOGAN LOGOS

1998

1699

MICHELL ISO HR

895

695

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50SF/R/VV

4400

3699

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20 PIANO CHERRY

2900

2499

LOW COST FINANCE CAN BE ARRANGED ( SUBJECT TO STATUS).

S/H=SECOND HAND

MAIL ORDER FACILITIES

161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192

422 RICHMOND ROAD EAST TWICKENHAM

Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

TEL (
0181) 892 7613

MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

FAX (
0181) 892 7749
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One of Britain's
smartest ever
rock acts,
Roxy Music
evolved from
their
intergalactic
lounge-lizard
beginnings
to become the
troubadours of
the high-street
hair salon
DISCOGRAPHY
Roxy Musk
Roxy Music, 1972 LEG
CD61; For Your
Pleasure, 1973 LEG
CDS); Stranded, 1973
LEG CD10]; Country
Life, 1974 [EG
CD16]; Sim, 1975
LEG CD20]; Viva!
Roxy Music, 1976, live
recording LEG CD25];
Manifesto, 1979 [EG
CD38); Flesh +Blood,
1980 IEG CD46];
Avalon, 1982 LEG
C13501; Heart Still
Beating, 1990, live
recording [EG CD77]
Compilations
Roxy Music: Greatest
Hits, 1977 [EG
CD3111; Roxy Music:
The Atlantic Yeats,
1983 [EG 813-8492); Bryan Ferry &
Roxy Music: Streetlife,
1986 LEG CTV1];
Bryan Ferry & Roxy
Music: The Ultimate
Collection, 1993 LEG
CTV2]; Roxy Music:
The Thrill Of It AU,
5CD box set, 1995
[Virgin CDBOX5);
Bryan Ferry & Roxy
Music: More Than
This, 1996 [EGNirgin
CDV27911

146

W

hat were Roxy Music?
It's as hard to decide
now as it was in 1972 —
and America's enduring inability to
make up its collective mind cost the
band dearly there.
At first, the easiest and laziest
way for bewildered rock hacks to
categorise Roxy was as achic Velvet
Underground. Much was made of
their art school background, their
love for John Cage as well as 1960s
soul, and the tutelage of leader
Bryan Ferry by Britain's pioneer
Pop Artist, Richard Hamilton. The
imagistic flux of half-remembered
pop- cultural signifiers which
surrounded the band's craftilydesigned image — indeed, their
craftily-designed career — had a
musical
analogue
in
their
improbably subtle hybrid of R'n'B,
the avant-garde, 1950s pop; a
whole litany of leftover quotations
made into new wholes in amanner
that Robert Rauschenberg, that
magpie of the make-do and mend,
would have been proud of.
In fact, the debut album Roxy
Music (1972) begins by quoting
itself — the opener, ' Remake/
Remodel' plays on a distant
transistor radio at the party whose
sounds fade up into the album. But
unlike contemporary chroniclers of
pop trends ( pasticheurs and
parodists like Bowie, Steely Dan,
lOcc, Todd Rundgren and Sparks)
the nuts and bolts of pop phrasing,
riff,
solo
and
verse/chorus
structures were subsumed into a
wholly new and wholly recognisable

band sound, immediately confident
and distinct. And of course, into
the improbably knowing humour
and irony, which Ferry's hiccuping,
swooping
parody
of
1950s
vocalising made self-evident. When
the disparate elements came most
joyously together — as on the
lyrically and musically hectic Ferry
composition ' Virginia Plain', the
band's summer 1972 smash single,
— the results were startling and as
exhilarating as cruising in an opentop Cadillac.
Like Roxy Music, the second
album, For Your Pleasure (1973)
had at its centre the demonic
genius of Brian Eno, the avowed
non- musician
whose
tape
manipulation made sure the joins
weren't too seamless. Eno was the
loose
cannon
who
turned
magnificent songs — the two-fisted
rockers ` Do The Strand' and
'Editions of You', and that balladic
valediction of gracious living, ' In
Every Dream Home A Heartache',
— into the truly legendary.
Eno's subsequent departure might
have smoothed the edges but it didn't
cramp the style. Roxy took on
wunderkind fiddler/keyboardist Eddie
Jobson and became one of the most
thrilling live acts around. They were
the only band little pop sisters and
big rock brothers could bop along to
together. They were the band you
never took your boyfriend/girlfriend
to see in case he/she fell for Bryan
Ferry. They were the band that
sounded, played, and composed like
nobody else, because nobody quite
had Roxy's chutzpah.
Stranded (
also 1973) showed no
signs that the band might be
succumbing to their phenomenal
workload, and provided two more
bona fide pop artefacts in ' Street
Life' and `
A Song For Europe', in
which the band's debt to European
expressionism was laid bare.
1973 also saw Ferry don his
trademark white tuxedo; the satirist
of stardom had become a star
himself. He may as yet have had a
fraction of Bowie's fame, but he
had twice the brains, and his band
were no mugs either; the whine and
howl
of
Phil
Manzanera's
treatment- laden
Gibson
Thunderbird guitar, the truculent
honk of Andy Mackay's saxophone
and the crackling, failsafe pulse of
Paul Thompson's snare- heavy
drums may have been dismissed at
first as ' enthusiastic amateurism'
but, by 1974's Country Life, they
had become one of the tightest and
funkiest units in English rock. That
album — once you've shouldered
past the bare- breasted Amazon
sentinels and their fiashlit barrier of
foliage on the front cover (oh, those

Roxy cover-girls!) was enough to
have NME describing Manzanera
as `Britain's most creative guitarist'.
Sadly for the band, the attention
was all Ferry's for the next few
years — his ill-starred romance with
Jerry Hall ( inaugurated after her
appearance as cover-girl for the
disappointingly-average 1975 Siren
set) elevated him to public property
and, despite all intentions to
consolidate the newfound Roxy
Music superstardom, had quite the
opposite effect and sundered them.
What was tweely termed a
'devolution' was viewed as a
terminal split — but turned out not
to to be. In 1978 the reformed
Roxy returned, with Melody
Maker's Richard Williams claiming
that this was ' maybe the first return
bout attempted in rock with any
degree of genuine success.'
Success it was, in spadefuls;
Manifesto, the 1979 comeback
album, not only sold in millions but
also spawned another classic, the
single ' Dance Away', whose intro
finally made drumboxes hip.
'Hairdressing music' was how Ferry
termed his band's new eclecticism
of white funk, new-wave spikiness
and AOR textural creaminess. His
own solo years, and its endless
experimentation and refining of
oldie cover-versions from ' Smoke
Gets In Your Eyes' to 'The Price Of
Love' had invested anewly rigorous
pop sensibility in the band's writing,
most notably on the tearjerkingly
regretful 1980 single ' Oh Yeah (On
The Radio)' from that year's Flesh +
Blood album. But it was to be one of
those cover- versions that had
sustained Ferry's wilderness years
that finally hoisted his band to the
pinnacle. John Lennon's death had
fewer more sensitive and unusual
tributes than Roxy's melting
rendition of his 'Jealous Guy'.
But then, with the bouquets still
fresh from their tenth birthday and
the new Avalon album, Roxy,
amidst shock and surprise, called it
aday.
Yet on the bush telegraph there
are still murmurs of reunion. Brian
Eno recently produced some
excellent Bryan Ferry product. And
what on earth are those geniuses of
understated improvisation, Mackay
and Manzanera, doing these days?
It all sounds promising...
Isuspect, though, that the magic
is gone forever;
Roxy are
themselves now part of the showbiz
heritage they once so gleefully
plundered. But as long as 'Virginia
Plain' charges over the airwaves,
they'll always stay one of the best
and most musically ingenious
elements of that heritage.
Paul Stump
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UNISON RESEARCH
In aclass of their own
Power 35/Feather One
A first from Unison Research.
A stereo pre-power combination
giving 35 watts of classic EL34 sound
with the convenience of
remote volume control.
A delight both visually and sonically.

Smart 300B
The 300B valve, but not as we know it!
The Smart 300B monoblock triode amplifiers
have all the legendary natural sound quality of
the classic 300B, but now with serious driving
ability (24 watts) and deep, well controlled bass.

Mystery Two
A refinement of the very successful
Mystery One valve pre-amplifier.
Beautifully styled, intelligently
engineered and above all, made to
give alifetime of musical pleasure.

Thoroughbred Audio Products from

UKD

23 Richings Way, Iver SLO 9DA Bucks England

Tel: 07000 853443 (UKD Hi-FI) Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
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stec nnological elecanc
------ Real wood
veneers:1111'11 From sustainable
european forests

'Nemide

Spring loaded
tweeter: Li Isui uig ar 11y
through isolation.

mum«

ILA

Sculptured 35mm
Medite baffle:Maximum '
giddy
without reflective
surfaces
Aerogel:Lightr less with
carbon fibre rigidity.

Mission Group. Huntingdon. PE18 6ED England. Tel: +44 ( 0)1480 451777 Fax: +44 ( 0)1480 432777 email:info@mission.co.uk http:dwww.rnission co
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